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ABSTRACT 
There has been debate and uncertainty on two important issues in the Basin of 
Mexico: the formation of Epiclassic city-states following Teotihuacan state collapse (ca. 
A.D. 650), and the nature of the subsequent Early Postclassic Tula state expansion. I 
evaluate the Basin as a case of regeneration of socio-political complexity using stylistic 
and compositional pottery analysis to examine patterns of interaction from the Epiclassic 
(ca. A.D. 600/650-850) through the Early Postclassic (ca. A.D. 850-1150).   
I selected representative specimens of temporally diagnostic pottery from the 
three large settlement clusters in the northwestern Basin (Tula and the Zumpango region), 
the northeastern Basin (Teotihuacan Valley), and the southeastern Basin (Cerro 
Portezuelo, the Ixtapalapa and Chalco regions) to assess:  1) participation in regional 
cultural complexes, 2) direct exchange or local production of particular pottery types, 3) 
regional variation in the production of pottery. For certain time periods, ceramic patterns 
among smaller settlements clusters were distinguished. The combination of chemical and 
attribute analysis provided a robust method for identifying regional variation in pottery. 
Chemical characterization using Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis (INAA) was 
used to provide fine-scaled compositional reference groups to assess regional production 
and exchange. Stylistic and technological attributes were used to define highly visible 
decorative traditions that were easily copied and low visibility production steps that were 
learned.   
Teotihuacan withdrawal from the southeastern Basin prompted reorganization 
and adoption of a distinctive pottery complex. Epiclassic settlement patterns throughout 
the Basin were reorganized into nucleated settlement clusters with unoccupied areas 
between them. Results indicate regional participation in the Coyotlatelco pottery tradition 
and a strong pattern of consumption of locally produced pottery by settlement cluster. 
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Tula underwent significant urban growth in the Early Postclassic, while the Basin was 
marked by a process of “ruralization” as the Epiclassic centers dispersed and settlements 
filled the previously unoccupied landscape. Tula expanded its influence into the Basin 
with varying degrees of integration. The closest settlements in the northwestern Basin 
acquired the most Tula-produced pottery. The Teotihuacan Valley and Cerro Portezuelo 
settlements consumed mostly locally produced Tula style pottery. The southeastern 
settlements were least connected to Tula and initiated interactions towards Puebla-
Tlaxcala.  
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CHAPTER 1 
EXAMINING EPICLASSIC AND EARLY POSTCLASSIC INTERACTION  
IN CENTRAL MEXICO FOLLOWING STATE COLLAPSE 
 
The Basin of Mexico (Figure 1.1) provides a rich archaeological setting for the 
study of dynamic cycles of political centralization and fragmentation.  This pattern of 
cycling between political centralization and decentralization has long been recognized in 
archaeological and historical studies (Blanton et al. 1996; Fairbank et al. 1973; Joffe 
1993; Marcus 1992, 1998; Yoffee 1979). However, recent analyses (Schwartz and 
Nichols 2006) have used the concept of regeneration to frame the discussion of what 
occurs after the collapse of a complex political system and what strategies and processes 
might contribute to reorganization and a subsequent return to complexity. “Regeneration” 
is defined as “the reappearance of societal complexity (states, cities, etc.) after periods of 
decentralization, not the reappearance of specific complex societies” (Schwartz 2006:7).  
Three types of regional regeneration have been proposed to account for archaeological 
patterns of regeneration (Bronson 2006). These types are distinguished by the degree of 
demonstrated historical continuity between the pre-collapse state and the subsequent 
return of a centralized state or complex political system: false, template, and stimulus 
regeneration.  False regeneration is the appearance of a new state that has no historical 
connection to the earlier one. This might occur after a period of regional abandonment if 
entirely new populations move into a region and establish a political system with no 
knowledge or influence from the earlier period. Stimulus and template types of 
regeneration both occur with historical continuity between the old and new political 
systems. Template regeneration is much like a carbon copy in which direct knowledge of  
the earlier state system is implemented.  Stimulus regeneration is inspired by the previous 
2 
state, perhaps using idealized notions of how a state should be organized and 
implemented based upon imperfect knowledge of history.   
 
Figure 1.1. Map of Central Mexico showing the physiographic location of the Basin of 
Mexico relative to neighboring areas.  The lakes of the Basin of Mexico are indicated in 
blue.  Archaeological sites are indicated by the starburst symbol, including the large 
centers of Teotihuacan, Tula and Cholula and smaller settlements of Xaltocan, Cerro 
Portezuelo, Chalco, and Xico. Neighboring areas include Tlaxcala, Puebla, Morelos, and 
Toluca and are named on the basis of the modern states of Mexico.  
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Distinguishing between these three types of regeneration in archaeological cases 
can be difficult without written records.  However, I think it is useful to identify regional 
cases that lack historical continuity between the precollapse states and subsequent states, 
as characterized by “false regeneration.”  The distinctions between template and stimulus 
regeneration may be less useful in the study of archaeological cases that lack written 
records.  For this study, I explore the usefulness of applying the framework of 
regeneration for analysis, and focus less on the typological categories of regeneration and 
more on proposing possible processes that might have been employed in the development 
of regeneration within a region.  
The focus here is on processes of recovery and reorganization following the 
Classic period collapse of a regional state and the large central capital center of 
Teotihuacan.  Eisenstadt (1988:242) emphasized that collapse is rarely total and complete 
and that, “the investigation of collapse in ancient states and civilizations really entails 
identifying the various kinds of social reorganization in these types of societies and so 
viewing collapse as part of the continuous process of boundary reconstruction.”  
Schwartz (2006:7) states that, “one such manifestation of boundary reconstruction is 
regeneration of societal complexity.” I examine a specific occurrence of post-collapse 
reorganization and secondary state formation in the Basin of Mexico. I focus specifically 
on what ways sociopolitical and economic organization are structured in periods 
following state collapse. In the quest for evolutionary models for societal and state 
development, cycles of sociopolitical organization have long been recognized (Blanton et 
al. 1996; Marcus 1992; Yoffee 1979).  Most agree that unidirectional developmental 
schemes that emphasize taxonomic ordering into chiefdoms, city-states, regional states, 
or empires are sterile grounds for analysis.  Rather, the goal is to uncover the dynamic of 
political, economic, and social processes that may contribute to cycling between state 
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structures.  Schwartz (2006) identifies potential processes contributing to regeneration 
that might be identified in shifting socio-political ideologies, alliance networks, trade and 
exchange, and social mobility.  My study seeks to identify key components of interaction 
reflective of these processes in the centuries following the collapse of the Teotihuacan 
state through the rise and expansion of the Toltec state in the Basin of Mexico.   
Teotihuacan formed the first centralized state in the Basin of Mexico in the 
Classic period and maintained territorial control of the region until its political demise, 
ca. A.D. 650.  Following the collapse of the Teotihuacan state, the Epiclassic period (ca. 
A.D. 650-850) in the Basin was characterized by reorganization of the settlement pattern 
into several large settlement clusters with unoccupied zones between them. This 
settlement configuration may reflect the reorganization of the Basin into a city-state 
system in which settlement clusters, each with at least one large regional center, may 
have formed autonomous political units. The Epiclassic pottery types and forms also 
changed as many of the Teotihuacan styles were no longer used and new styles were 
adopted by people throughout the Basin. The Early Postclassic (ca. A.D. 850-1150) 
period in the Basin was characterized by another settlement reorganization in which the 
population became more dispersed across the landscape and new pottery styles replaced 
those of the Epiclassic.  This settlement configuration may reflect incorporation of the 
Basin into the centralized state controlled by the capital city of Tula.   
Regeneration as a model is difficult to apply in the Basin of Mexico due to the 
long archaeological periods (e.g., Classic, Epiclassic, Early Postclassic).  These periods 
can extend for several hundred years and compress multiple stages of socio-political 
development, masking the dynamics that occur at the points of transition between region-
wide political systems.  Some efforts have been made to break these large periods into a 
series of shorter archaeological phases, especially in the Tula and Teotihuacan 
5 
chronologies and for the Postclassic periods throughout the Basin. However, application 
of these phases and definitions of the distributions of associated diagnostic materials have 
not been systematically implemented at the regional scale for the Epiclassic and Early 
Postclassic periods.  
Furthermore, the regional organization and relationships between segments of the 
political system are not known for either the Epiclassic or the Early Postclassic periods.  
In this study, I define subregions that are identifiable on the basis of settlement 
concentrations and associated pottery complexes.  I explore the nature of interaction 
between these subregions through time to provide the building blocks for assessing 
regeneration in the region. In particular, specific pottery types and suites of types 
organized by time period serve as indicators of past interactions between subregions. 
Diachronic comparison of the patterns of interaction is used to identify evidence for 
continuity, severance, or reestablishment of connections between occupants of differing 
subregions through time, as well as the direction of interactions among them.  
Pottery is a useful archaeological material for assessing interaction for several 
reasons. Pottery is a durable material that is abundantly available in the archaeological 
record.  Decorated pottery expresses aspects of cultural tradition in decisions made about 
production, decoration and use.  Although pottery is also used for daily subsistence 
activities generally occurring in the local community, the potential for symbolic 
expression in decorated pottery increases the likelihood for exchange in a variety of 
social contexts including gift giving, ceremonial service, and marketplace trade.  
Decorated pottery serves as a proxy for interactions at the local and regional scales, and 
in this study it is used to first identify the presence and direction of interaction so that 
future studies can target more specific mechanisms of interaction. Using existing survey 
and excavation collections, I selected representative specimens of temporally diagnostic 
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decorated pottery from three large settlement clusters in and near the Basin of Mexico, 
including the northwestern Basin (Tula and the Zumpango region), the northeastern Basin 
(the Teotihuacan Valley), and the southeastern Basin (Cerro Portezuelo and the 
Ixtapalapa and Chalco regions).  
I assessed the nature and degree of interaction among settlement clusters within 
the study area by examining regional variation within pottery types by means of a 
combination of chemical and attribute studies focused on decoration and form. Pottery 
types were organized into pottery complexes that reflect a diachronic sequence spanning 
the Epiclassic and Early Postclassic periods.  Samples of decorated pottery from each of 
the three settlement clusters were used to assess: 1) participation in regional pottery 
complexes, 2) direct exchange or local production of particular pottery types by using 
chemical compositional analysis, and 3) regional variation in the production of pottery 
based upon a qualitative analysis of stylistic and technological attributes of specific types. 
Results were used to define the relationships among these settlement clusters and their 
changing association over time as a means of assessing the nature and sequence of 
reorganization.  
ASSESSING INTERACTION: AN INTEGRATED APPROACH 
In the following section, I outline three approaches for identifying interaction in 
the Basin of Mexico in the Epiclassic and Early Postclassic periods. The first approach 
defines regional-scale participation in specific pottery complexes through identification 
of pottery type distributions among settlement clusters.  The second approach identifies 
interaction among pottery production groups, using a qualitative assessment of high and 
low visibility vessel attributes. The third approach utilizes compositional characterization 
as a method for assessing direct interaction between settlement clusters. Because pottery 
complexes are defined to indicate temporally sequential pottery traditions, I can assess 
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diachronic patterns and changes in interactions at both the regional and subregional 
scales.  
Group Boundaries and Interaction 
The identification of group boundaries is one component for exploring the nature 
of interaction.  The archaeological reconstruction of group boundaries is used here as an 
analytical device for exploring the changes in the patterns of regional interaction.  A 
group boundary is proposed on the basis of the shared participation in the use and 
production of pottery types and complexes.   I employ the concept of group boundary in 
an effort to maintain a neutral stance on identification of specific ethnic identities of the 
people using Epiclassic and Early Postclassic pottery in this study.  Rather, this study is a 
regional synthesis that aims to provide empirical evidence of interaction based upon 
archaeologically identifiable material culture.  The overlay of ethnic identities or 
identification of specific ethnicities is not attempted here, and these ceramic data on their 
own are not sufficient for such explorations.  I do, however, indicate the possibility of 
population movement and expressions of shared identities among groups of settlements 
within the study area.  Such suggestions are meant to identify potential areas of 
archaeological and anthropological study.  
For my analysis, group boundaries were identified at the regional and subregional 
scale.  At the regional scale, I investigated the distribution of temporally diagnostic 
pottery types within the Basin of Mexico, including Tula to the northwest. Group 
boundaries are broadly identified on the basis of participation or non-participation in the 
consumption of the selected pottery types. Subregional group boundaries are identifiable 
on the basis of patterned variation within a particular pottery type and among subregional 
settlement clusters. Several methods (explained more fully in Chapter 3) are used to build 
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a composite picture of the scale, intensity, and direction of interactions within the study 
for the Epiclassic and Early Postclassic periods.   
There are numerous approaches to the study of regional interaction; the focus 
here is on the contribution of ceramic materials and style as evidence for group 
interactions and the composite image produced at multiple scales of analysis.  Lyons and 
Clark (2008) provide a review of how expressions of style in the material culture of the 
prehistoric Southwest contribute to differing assumptions about the role of interaction 
and they identify two approaches to the study of style and the nature of interaction. The 
interactionist approach privileges agency in the maintenance of group boundaries; shared 
identities are created and actively (and continuously) negotiated by human actors through 
intentional and regular interaction. The “enculturationist” approach favors unconscious, 
or passive, aspects of interaction to account for stylistic variation. This follows from the 
assumption of “general continuity in learning and enculturation,” and stylistic 
differentiation is an outgrowth of training.  Enculturation processes reflect structured 
learning frameworks in production (Hill 1970; Longacre 1970) and passive reflections of 
socialization (Hardin 1984).   Early applications of this model emphasized the 
homogeneity of shared culture due to the reinforcement of behaviors in day-to-day 
contacts.  The two approaches to style, interactionist and enculturationist, need not be in 
opposition to one another. Rather, aspects of both views can be in operation together, and 
recognition of this allows for their effective integration. I follow the position proposed by 
Binford (1965), Hegmon (1992), Carr (1995) and Lyons and Clark (2008) that artifact 
style is a product of both conscious and unconscious expressions of identity.   
Following from the interactionist approach, I suggest that the distribution of 
specific decorated pottery types at the regional scale identifies zones of regular 
interaction among settlement clusters (or at least some members within a settlement 
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cluster).  These macro-scale groups broadly correspond to “ceramic spheres” or 
distributions of suites of pottery types that form a techno-complex of material culture.  
This form of interaction expresses a knowledge of and participation in broader shared 
traditions, perhaps reflecting a desire to express a shared socio-political identity among 
regional participants. Conversely, the lack of participation at the regional level, as 
indicated by occupants of a subregion not using or making the pottery types of their 
neighbors, may indicate non-participation in the broadly shared tradition.  The degree of 
participation in the use of temporally diagnostic pottery types can vary, with people in 
some areas choosing to use only certain pottery types available and popular at the 
regional scale.  The identification of group boundaries and the scale of interaction can 
vary from no participation, partial participation, or full participation in the use of the full 
suite of pottery types known to be available in the region.   
Following from the enculturationist perspective, I suggest that group boundaries 
are definable on the basis of the pottery producers.  The shared learning contexts for 
pottery producers results in the differentiation of the specific steps of production and 
subtle ways of forming or finishing a vessel. Shared learning contexts may reflect a more 
passive aspect of interaction, in that learning occurs as an ongoing process and steps of 
production may become routine and unconscious.  However, potters actively make 
choices at each step of production and are aware of their own techniques and the 
techniques of others (van der Leeuw 1993).  The variation in pottery reflects the minor 
differences in shape, form, finish, or decorative techniques chosen at each step of 
production. Regular interactions and training of potters should result in a patterned use in 
technological attributes and preferences in specific steps of production.  Group 
boundaries are explored in the expression of technical choices among potters making the 
same pottery types.  
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This study integrates both the regional consumption of pottery types and the 
subtle distinctions in production attributes present within those pottery types, each 
indicating aspects of regional interaction and subregional interaction. These are discussed 
in terms of participation in regional pottery complexes (the consumers) and regional 
variation in pottery types (the producers).  
Participation in Regional Pottery Complexes 
The spatial configuration of regional pottery complex use shifts through time.  
There may be periods in which there is Basin-wide participation in a pottery complex, or 
regional divisions in which only people in certain areas use the regionally available 
pottery complex.  For this study, I assess for each settlement cluster the degree of 
participation in a pottery complex based the presence of pottery types; I first map the 
distributions (Table 1.1) for each pottery type and complex by settlement cluster. 
Distributions may be widespread throughout a settlement cluster, or within only a few 
sites within the cluster. If many or most of the pottery types within a pottery complex are 
found to have been used throughout the settlement cluster, then there is evidence for a 
group boundary that is highly interactive, as indicated by the interactionist model. I 
evaluate the relationship among settlement clusters to identify group boundaries at the 
regional level where two potential outcomes can occur: Basin-wide participation in a 
pottery complex by all settlement clusters, or regional divisions in participation in a 
pottery complex by only some settlement clusters.  
I also assess the degree of participation in a pottery complex within settlement 
clusters. Groups of settlements within a larger settlement cluster can form smaller 
settlement subclusters that are spatially distinct.  Similar to the regional scale, there may 
be cluster-wide participation in a pottery complex, or cluster-level (or subcluster level) 
divisions in participation in a pottery complex.  
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Another situation may occur, especially at times of strong regional divisions in 
pottery complex use, where a small number of sites indicate interaction (participation in 
the pottery complex), but are outside the primary settlement cluster using that complex. 
In this situation, the presence of pottery types indicates participation in a pottery 
complex, but it cannot be determined at this level of evidence whether the pottery arrived 
through exchange or local production. Further assessment is required to clarify the nature 
of interaction. 
 
Table 1.1. Schematic matrix using hypothetical examples for illustrating the presence or 
absence of pottery complexes by regional settlement clusters and smaller settlement 
clusters (or subclusters). 
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Southeastern Basin  (SE) settlement cluster Present Present Present Present Absent 
SE smaller cluster 1 x x x x o 
SE smaller cluster 2 x o x x o 
SE smaller cluster 3 x o x o o 
Northeastern (NE) Basin settlement cluster Present Present Present Present Present 
NE smaller cluster 1 x x x x x 
NE smaller cluster 2 o x x x x 
NE smaller cluster 3 o x x x o 
Northwestern (NW)  Basin settlement cluster Absent Present Present Present Present 
NW smaller cluster 1 o x x x x 
NW smaller cluster 2 o o x x x 
NW smaller cluster 3 o o x x o 
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Regional Variation in Production of Pottery Types 
Once the regional patterns for participation and exchange in pottery complexes 
are established, I evaluate the presence of regional variation in specific pottery types. 
Production of pottery is not a passive task and decisions are made at each point in the 
production sequence (van der Leeuw 1993). For this study, attributes were recorded for a 
qualitative assessment of the pottery variability among settlement clusters and 
compositional groups. I differentiated between high and low visibility attributes or traits 
in pottery products.   
High visibility attributes are those features that are easily copied and emulated 
without formal training or close interaction among producers. Based upon notions of 
style developed by Binford (1965) and Wobst (1977), I consider style to be multifaceted 
and constrained by social context, yet it still reflects active and communicative 
components in human decision-making.  Lyons and Clark (2008:187) summarize the 
important active aspects of style:  
(1) style is a functional aspect of artifact variability in that it has adaptive 
implications; (2) the messages communicated through artifacts are constrained by 
the social distance between the actors involved; (3) communication is constrained 
by artifact visibility; (4) to be effective, messages should be invariant and 
recurrent; and (5) messages …are constrained by the social contexts of the 
producer and consumer and the context of an object’s use or uses. 
 
For pottery analysis, style messaging can present itself in the specific design 
elements, consistency in formal characteristics, and overall decorative tradition (e.g., 
paint colors, use of incising or stamping).  High visibility attributes exemplify the 
interactionist model of interaction, define regional group boundaries, and may indicate 
the degree of shared knowledge in symbolic and decorative traditions.   
Low visibility attributes are those features that are not easily copied and are 
produced within a framework of shared learning, such as through apprenticeship, and 
suggest close interaction among producers. Potters trained in differing learning 
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frameworks (i.e., differing workshops, villages, or regions) often exhibit variation in 
production techniques. Washburn (1977, 1978) demonstrated that in some cases social 
boundaries were marked by the organization of decorative space on vessel forms. From 
ethnographic study, Hardin (1984:592) suggested that styles or design elements are easily 
borrowed with limited interaction; but that the division of decorative space is often 
differently configured due to group-specific “grammars” of design and production. These 
grammars are not as easily adopted without a framework for learning them.   I assess 
technological attributes that demonstrate the implementation of specific tools for vessel 
production and decoration (i.e., molds, brush styles, stamping), or qualitative differences 
in the execution of decorative techniques, or preferences in design layout and repetition 
of specific design motifs. These low visibility features exemplify the enculturationist 
models of interaction and identify group boundaries on the basis of production 
preferences.   
The combination of compositional evidence with qualitative attribute analysis is 
a powerful methodology for identifying meaningful social interaction and the 
identification of boundaries (e.g., Hodge and Minc 1990; Nichols et al. 2002; see also 
Parkinson 2005 for a non-state example of boundary formation).  High visibility 
attributes in a pottery type that are shared among compositional groups and settlement 
clusters indicate which aspects are important for messaging participation in the regional 
pottery tradition. High visibility attributes that are not shared among compositional 
groups may signal purposeful differentiation in the production of a pottery type to mark 
distinctions between regional products and group identity. Low visibility attributes in 
pottery types that are shared among compositional groups and settlement clusters indicate 
interaction among producers through training and shared knowledge of techniques of 
production. Distinctions among compositional groups indicate specializations in practice 
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that differentiate producer groups. These differences could be due either to a lack of 
interaction and shared knowledge among producers, or purposeful distinctions in 
production practices on the part of potters.  In either instance, the resulting pattern 
reflects group boundaries among producers whether distinctions are intentional or not.   
Direct Exchange or Local Production of Pottery Types 
Economic interaction is monitored archaeologically by the amount of direct 
exchange of decorated pottery among settlement clusters. In order to identify production 
locales, pottery specimens from each settlement cluster and for each pottery complex 
were selected for chemical characterization using Instrumental Neutron Activation 
Analysis (INAA) at the Missouri University Research Reactor (MURR). Based upon 
previously assigned specimens from MURRs Central Mexican pottery database, I defined 
a set of relevant compositional reference groups to compare my sample against and to 
propose compositional group assignments.   
The geo-chemical resolution of compositional groups in the Basin of Mexico 
occurs at the level of subregions that largely correspond to regional quadrants (northeast, 
northwest, southwest, southeast).  Regional settlement clusters roughly correspond to the 
same Basin divisions (e.g., the northeastern Basin settlement cluster is associated with the 
northeastern Basin quadrant compositional group).  There are exceptions, especially in 
the southern Basin settlement complex, where the settlement zone covers two 
compositional quadrants. In some instances, multiple but related compositional 
subgroups are proposed within the Basin quadrants, allowing for multi-scalar assessment 
of exchange. Compositional groups are probabilistically determined, assignments to 
subgroups that are closely related within a regional quadrant are considered “local” 
within the regional quadrant. In many cases, subgroups are associated to specific small 
settlement clusters, and are considered “local” to these specific small settlement clusters. 
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Having both the regional quadrant level of compositional assignments and the smaller 
subgroup compositional assignments allows assessment at two scales of interaction.  
 For each pottery type and pottery complex, each regional settlement cluster was 
evaluated for the amount of differing quadrant level compositional assignments to 
determine local and non-local use of pottery. This provides information on the regional 
level of exchange between large settlement clusters. A matrix of the possible 
combinations of regional settlement clusters by Basin quadrant compositional groups 
indicates whether production is local, or pottery is acquired from other Basin settlement 
clusters (Table 1.2).   
I present a similar matrix for comparing smaller settlement clusters to regional 
quadrant scale or subquadrant compositional groups (Table 1.3). Items are identified as 
local production when a compositional group is associated with the local settlement 
cluster.  Exchange occurs between settlement clusters within a larger regional settlement 
cluster (W/I quadrant) or with other regional-level Basin settlement clusters.  
 
Table1.2. Schematic matrix with hypothetical examples of exchange pairs for identifying 
potential local or directional exchange between settlement cluster and probable 
production areas from within the Basin of Mexico.  
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Table 1.3. Schematic matrix for identification of local production within a regional 
settlement cluster.  Local production is identified when a compositional subgroup is 
proposed for association to a specific settlement cluster; for example, a hypothetical 
Southeastern (SE) settlement cluster is used to demonstrate Local, Within (W/I) quadrant, 
or other quadrant (e.g., northeastern (NE)) directions of exchange.  
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Because the pottery types and complexes are temporally diagnostic, the 
diachronic evaluation of exchange trends among regional settlement clusters and within 
settlement clusters is possible. Limited exchange between regional settlement clusters 
indicates economic isolation, or low regional economic integration.  This would indicate 
that each settlement cluster is largely autonomous and self-sufficient in producing 
decorated pottery.  Several questions frame the focus of analysis: Does the amount of 
exchange vary through time?  Does the directional pattern of exchange partnerships vary 
through time? Is there evidence for exchange within regional settlement clusters? And do 
these smaller scale exchange patterns change through time?  
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Models for Economic Separation Between Settlement Clusters  
Regional settlement clusters are defined on the basis of the spatial configuration 
of individual sites, especially when organized within close proximity to a regional 
administrative center. The expectation for this study is that settlement clusters, when 
participating in a particular pottery complex, will have predominantly local pottery 
production for daily service ware and subsistence needs.  
Deal (2007:56-57) described the patterns of distribution in his 1977 ethnographic 
study of Chanal potters in Central Chiapas. Of particular interest is the relationship 
between household production intensity (vessels per year) and the distance or range of 
distribution of the product. The lower the intensity of production, the more likely the 
pottery is used for local household consumption.  The higher the intensity of production, 
the more likely that some vessels circulate to other neighborhoods and other 
communities. Deal suggested that archaeological analytical techniques for identification 
of physical and stylistic properties should be able to detect this pattern.  In the Chanal 
case, gift giving, borrowing, and bartering account for the contexts of interaction that 
result in local distribution of pottery. 
A similar pattern is demonstrated in the ethnographic study from the potting 
community of Dangtalan in the Philippines (Graves 1991:137), where 75 percent of the 
potting production was for home use; pottery products were relatively homogenous 
across households, with only a small amount of household assemblages resulting from 
vessels made by other producers.  These examples show that low intensity household 
level ceramic production can easily supply hundreds of consumers. Based upon these 
ethnographic studies, I might expect that pottery consumption that is strongly associated 
with local subregional compositional groups could have been supplied largely on the 
basis of low-intensity household scale production. 
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Exchange Within Regional Settlement Clusters 
A recent review of Mesoamerican economies by Feinman and Nicholas (2007) 
explores the possibility that marketplaces were common prior to the Late Postclassic 
Aztec period (e.g., Blanton et al. 1993; Feinman, Blanton, and Kowalewski 1984; Hirth 
1998), perhaps as early as the Classic period. They suggest that, “economic specialization 
was marked between households in the same community, between different sites in a 
region, and even between different sectors of the same larger area, thereby making 
exchange, in large part through markets, a key aspect of these economies” (Feinman and 
Nicholas 2007:189).   
Minc (2006) states that the maximum distance for repeated daily exchange of 
goods was usually within 6 km of a settlement, perhaps coordinated through a series of 
marketplaces. This distance can accommodate settlement pattern configurations present 
within regional settlement clusters in the Basin. I model potentially overlapping 
distribution zones for a part of the southern Basin settlements (Figure 1.2). Such a model 
might account for a strong pattern of exchange of pottery between small settlement 
clusters within a larger regional settlement cluster.  
Exchange Among Regional Settlement Clusters 
The scale of exchange of pottery among regional settlement clusters provides 
evidence regarding the scale of economic interaction at the regional level. Low-intensity 
exchange may indicate intermittent interactions and perhaps gift giving, especially if 
demonstrated for specialty items not commonly occurring outside regional or 
administrative centers. High-intensity exchange may indicate economic interactions, and 
perhaps distribution through market exchange.  Investigation of directionality of pottery 
exchange determines whether settlement clusters were accessing single or multiple 
sources for pottery products. Those sites with evidence for multiple directions of 
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exchange indicate a strategy on the part of inhabitants to maintain access to a variety of 
sources, and thus a strategy for increased social networks.   
 
Figure 1.2. Model of 6 km distribution zones around settlements (red triangle) in the 
southern Basin. Starbursts indicate possible compositional group locations; their 
placements are approximations.   
 
Monica Smith (1999:112) pointed out that centralized government, or a strong 
integrated political system, is not required to facilitate exchange interactions.  Other 
institutions and agencies can facilitate the transfer of goods including, but not limited to, 
merchant groups, religious institutions and kinship networks.  The context of exchange 
can vary according to the social interaction being facilitated.  She further notes that 
exchange activities are an important factor in the development of cohesive social units 
and can be based in shared religious, ethnic, or language identity (Smith 1999:120).  
Decorated pottery can take on social and symbolic significance, both in the acquisition 
and use of the objects. It is not the object in its own right that is most important, but the 
understanding that pottery is used by people in social situations (Halperin 1994:119; P. 
Arnold 2007:110). However, political economies cannot be dismissed as a contributing 
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factor in exchange relations within and between polities (e.g., Hodge and Minc 1990; 
Smith 2004; Stark 1990).   
My investigation of regional exchange among settlement clusters provides a 
baseline for identifying the scale and direction of exchange.  Because of the aggregate 
nature of the data used in this study (including materials derived from both survey and 
excavation), the mechanisms for exchange were not evaluated. However, this study 
provides a baseline for identifying the specific pottery types exchanged, the intensity of 
exchange, and the distance of exchange within the region.  I monitor whether pottery is 
exchanged between the closest neighboring settlement clusters, or among several clusters 
that span across the region.    
THE REGION OF STUDY 
The Basin of Mexico is one of several large internal-drainage basins located in 
Central Mexico (Figure 1.1). The Basin measures about 8,000 square kilometers and 
includes several interconnected and shallow lakes that covered about one-sixth of the 
Basin: Zumpango lake, Xaltocán lake, Texcoco lake, Xochimilco lake, and Chalco lake 
(Parsons 2008:9; Sanders et al. 1979). The chosen study area extends from northwest of 
the Basin of Mexico at Tula into the northern and northeastern Basin, including 
Zumpango and Teotihuacan, toward the east and southeastern Basin, including Cerro 
Portezuelo, Ixtapalapa, and the Chalco region. Ceramics derived from Puebla clays are 
assessed, but a Cholula region sample is not included in the present study. Each area has 
a distinct history of research that began by the 1960s or earlier, and includes several 
independently developed ceramic sequences and cultural histories.  The following section 
presents a brief summary of major ancient states and study areas organized by 
subregions, also called settlement clusters (Figure 1.3). These clusters are analytically 
useful for organizing parts of the Basin for comparison.  The three regional settlement 
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clusters in this study are the Northwestern Basin, the Northeastern Basin, and the 
Southern Basin. The Western Basin cluster is illustrated in Figure 1.3, but was not 
sampled for this study. However, some compositional groups were assigned to this area.  
Smaller settlement clusters are defined within each regional settlement cluster.   
The Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster 
 The northwestern Basin settlement cluster, for the purposes of this study, 
includes the region surrounding Tula in the Mezquital (or Tula) region and extending into 
the Zumpango region of the Basin (Figure 1.3).  The earliest occupations at the city of 
Tula are associated with the Epiclassic period civic-ceremonial center called Tula Chico.  
Tula Chico was located a short distance from Tula Grande, and was the model for the 
subsequent Tula Grande architectural repertoire. The site of Tula is best known as an 
urban capital of the Early Postclassic Toltec state, with a maximum population of perhaps 
60,000 in the center and an additional 60,000 in the nearby rural areas (Mastache et al. 
2002).  At the core of the city is the civic-ceremonial center called Tula Grande, which 
includes pyramids, “I” shaped ballcourts, elite residential structures, stone sculpture, and 
carved stone facings.  The Tula state collapse occurred around A.D. 1150-1200.  The 
Early Postclassic ceramic typology used for this study was based in large part on the Tula 
ceramic sequence defined by Robert Cobean (1978, 1990). Samples selected for this 
study were derived from Tula Chico for the Epiclassic period, and from excavations in 
the Early Postclassic city.    
 The Zumpango region in the northwestern part of the Basin of Mexico extends to 
the southern border of the Tula region.  Settlement survey and ceramic collections were 
done in the 1960s and 1970s and recently reported by Parsons (2008). The resulting 
patterns of settlement in the Zumpango region are based upon these survey data and 
comprise the collections selected for sampling in this study. Epiclassic period settlement  
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Figure 1.3. Basin of Mexico site map showing location of important settlements 
discussed in this study. Settlement clusters are identified by circled zones. Regional 
settlement clusters include the Northwestern, Northeastern, Southern and Western. 
Smaller settlement clusters include Tula, Zumpango, Teotihuacan, Cerro Portezuelo, 
Chalco, Xico, and Cerro de la Estrella/Culhuacan.   
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 in the Zumpango region was relatively sparse in comparison to the settlement clusters in 
the other parts of the Basin. The largest center, ZU-ET-12, was located atop Cerro de la 
Mesa with some public architecture and concentrations of Coyotlatelco pottery, and may 
have had “close linkages” with the Tula region (Parsons and Gorenflo 2008:84). This 
settlement had a maximum size of about 28 hectares and was abandoned prior to the 
Early Postclassic period. Population substantially increased in the Zumpango region 
during the Early Postclassic period and settlements spread into previously unoccupied 
areas and comprised a considerable portion of the southern frontier of “Tula’s heartland 
zone” (Parsons and Gorenflo 2008:89).  
Xaltocan Settlement 
 Xaltocan was an island in the northern part of the Basin of Mexico that was 
completely surrounded by lake and marshlands of Lake Xaltocan (Figure 1.3).  I do not 
include the Xaltocan settlement within one of the other regional settlement clusters. I 
consider it a separate case of a small settlement cluster. Survey and excavations of the 
settlements at Xaltocan were conducted and reported by Brumfiel (2005, 2010; Brumfiel 
and Rodríguez-Alegría 2010). Two primary settlements were selected for sampling in this 
study: the Xaltocan ET site was the earlier Epiclassic component, and Xaltocan was the 
later Postclassic settlement with Aztec I and Chalco-Cholula pottery. According to 
ethnohistoric documents, Xaltocan was settled immediately after the fall of Tollan (likely 
referring to the Early Postclassic state of Tula) in the eleventh century A.D. and became 
an important regional center in the twelfth century (Brumfiel 2008:35).  
The Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster 
The Teotihuacan settlement cluster is the only settlement cluster defined for the 
northeastern regional settlement cluster.  Within this subregion, Teotihuacan, located in 
the northeastern portion of the Basin of Mexico in the Valley of Teotihuacan, is 
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approximately 45 km from Mexico City (Figure 1.3).  Teotihuacan is best known as an 
urban capital in the Early Classic period, with a population of perhaps 80,000 to 100,000 
(Cowgill 2004:533).  The cataclysmic end (ca. A.D. 650) of the Teotihuacan state is 
marked by the burning of the city’s ceremonial center (Millon 1988:150) and the 
Epiclassic population of the city dropped to about  20,000 (Cowgill 2006, personal 
communication).  It appears that Early Classic residential structures were reused by the 
Epiclassic inhabitants, perhaps after a period of abandonment in some locales (Rattray 
1996: 231).  Teotihuacan may have maintained its local importance within the 
Teotihuacan Valley during the Epiclassic Period (Diehl 1989; López Pérez and Nicolás 
Careta 2005; Sanders et al. 1979), despite the lack of new monumental architecture. 
Throughout most of the Teotihuacan Valley, rural occupations were restricted to the west 
of the city in the flat plain and along the nearby hill slopes (see Sanders 1986 for survey 
maps).   
Recent excavation of a habitation site located in the Cueva de las Varillas east of 
the Pyramid of the Sun has generated a large collection of complete vessels and 
significantly contributed to the identification of the Epiclassic and Early Postclassic 
pottery complexes at Teotihuacan (López Pérez 2003; López Pérez and Nicolás Careta 
2005; Manzanilla et al. 1996; Nicolás Careta 2003).  Both the Teotihuacan Mapping 
Project (TMP) (Millon 1973) and Teotihuacan Valley Project (TVP) (Sanders 1986) have 
provided materials relating to Epiclassic and Early Postclassic occupation. Recently, 
Coyotlatelco pottery (from the TMP) was used for technological and decorative analysis 
(Crider 2002). Compositional studies using TMP and TVP sherds suggest consumption of 
locally produced Coyotlatelco Red-on-buff pottery (Crider et al. 2007).  
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The Southern Basin Settlement Cluster 
The southern Basin cluster of settlements consists of at least four smaller 
clusters, or subclusters, defined here for analytical comparison, including the Cerro 
Portezuelo, Xico, Chalco, and Cerro de la Estrella/Culhuacan settlement clusters (Figure 
1.3).  There may be an additional cluster around Xochimilco located on the southwestern 
edge of the lake system, but collections were not systematically assessed for inclusion in 
this study due to logistics and time constraints.  The four smaller settlement clusters listed 
above are considered in this study and are briefly discussed in this section.  
The Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster 
The Cerro Portezuelo settlement is located on the north flank of a series of east-
west ridges near the southeastern shore of Lake Texcoco (Figure 1.3) (Nicholson and 
Hicks 1961). George Brainerd (of UCLA) completed two field seasons (1954-1955), 
excavated more than 60 pits and trenches at the site (Branstetter-Hardesty 1978:2), and 
collected nearly 500,000 ceramic sherds and 100 complete vessels. H.B. Nicholson and 
Frederic Hicks continued the UCLA archaeological investigation into the 1960s.  Survey 
collections indicate several concentrations formed around ceremonial complexes listed as 
Ceremonial Complexes A, B, C, and D (Hicks 2005).  Parsons revisited the Cerro 
Portezuelo area during regional survey (Parsons 1971: 75) and mapped locales for the 
Epiclassic and Early Postclassic occupations.  
George L. Cowgill and Deborah L. Nichols directed the Cerro Portezuelo Project, 
a multi-year NSF sponsored study to re-evaluate the UCLA Cerro Portezuelo 
archaeological collections (Nichols et al. 2009, 2010).  The UCLA Fowler Museum 
collections of the Cerro Portezuelo ceramics are currently on loan to ASU as part of the 
NSF supported projects (NSF # 0514187, NSF # 0513979, NSF # 0504015) entitled 
“Collaborative Research at Cerro Portezuelo: Spanning the Classic to Postclassic,” under 
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the direction of George Cowgill and Deborah Nichols.   I participated as a Ceramic 
Analyst with emphasis on the Epiclassic and Early Postclassic pottery definitions. A 
significant part of my study was the selection and submission of representative specimens 
for chemical sourcing by INAA. The results of this study have been reported to NSF.  
Hector Neff conducted the statistical assessment for the compositional group assignments 
for that report and the subsequent publications (Crider 2011; Nichols et al. 2011).  I 
incorporate the Cerro Portezuelo specimens into this study in order to provide regional 
comparison. My research reported here complements this project by explicitly comparing 
the Cerro Portezuelo materials to other Epiclassic and Early Postclassic centers in the 
Basin of Mexico.  
Excavations at Cerro Portezuelo indicate an Early Classic settlement, perhaps 
operating as a Teotihuacan controlled/influenced regional center (Hicks 2005). The city 
grew to prominence in the Epiclassic (Sanders et al. 1979: 131-132) as an autonomous 
regional center that covered 400 ha, with 22 pyramid mounds and an estimated 
population of 12,000 (Parsons 1971:71).  Several trenches contain Epiclassic materials, 
including numerous Epiclassic Coyotlatelco burial caches containing whole vessels.  An 
INAA study of 14 Coyotlatelco sherds from Cerro Portezuelo indicated that pottery 
consumption was predominantly from local sources, but there were some minor 
indications of exchange with the Otumba Macro group (Teotihuacan Valley) and the 
southern Basin (Nichols et al. 2002:53).   
Early Postclassic construction at Cerro Portezuelo appears on the plain near the 
abandoned Epiclassic hillside precinct (Nicholson 1962:16). Parsons (1971:71) suggests 
that Early Postclassic pottery covered an area of about 125 ha.  An INAA sample of 24 
Early Postclassic decorated pottery specimens suggests increased interaction outside 
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Cerro Portezuelo with pottery affiliated with the Teotihuacan Valley to the north and the 
Chalco region to the south (Nichols et al. 2002:54-55).  
As one of only eight Early Postclassic regional centers in the Basin of Mexico 
(Parsons 1971; Sanders et al. 1979:137-149), Cerro Portezuelo is an important location 
for exploring issues of Epiclassic and Early Postclassic interactions.  Cerro Portezuelo 
subsequently became a subject of the Acolhua and the Aztec empire in the Late 
Postclassic period (Branstetter-Hardesty 1978; Hicks and Nicholson 1964; Parsons 1971).  
The Xico and Chalco Settlement Subclusters 
Xico is a small island center located across the shore from the large site of 
Chalco on Lake Chalco in the southeastern sector of the Basin of Mexico (Figure 1.3).  
Xico is specifically mentioned in the post-conquest chronicles as a possible location for 
an important Chalca palace (Umberger 1996:259).  O’Neill (1962:4) notes that Chalco 
and Xico could have been important way-stations between the Basin of Mexico to the 
north and the Mixteca-Puebla region to the south and east. The Chalca (a term that refers 
collectively to ethnically diverse people inhabiting the region) of Xico and Chalco were 
allied closely with Puebla groups (Vaillant 1950:98-99) and Late Postclassic pottery 
materials (e.g., Chalco-Cholula Polychromes) indicate stylistic affiliations to the south 
(O’Neill 1962). 
Chalco (Hodge 2008) and Xico excavations (García 2004; Parsons et al. 1982b) 
both uncovered Epiclassic architecture.  The Chalco-Xochimilco survey was conducted 
as part of the comprehensive Valley of Mexico settlement survey in the 1960s and 1970s 
(Parsons et al. 1982a). The site of Ch-Az-192 (Aztec Xico) includes several mounds 
located just to the east and northeast of Xico Island on the chinampa grounds built into 
the low Chalco lakeshore (Parsons et al. 1982a:198-201).  Parsons et al. (1982b) returned 
to this site in 1981 to excavate three areas of a chinampa platform mound; the 
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excavations exposed Classic and Epiclassic components. Similarly, both O’Neill (1962) 
and Hodge (2008) identified Epiclassic strata at Chalco. It is unclear what specific 
relations Xico and Chalco may have had with one another in Epiclassic and Early 
Postclassic times.  It is possible that Xico held a defensible position in a time of political 
unrest and fragmentation after the decline of the Teotihuacan state (Parsons 1991:37).  
The Cerro de la Estrella Settlement/Culhuacan Settlement Subcluster 
Cerro de la Estrella is located on the western end of the Ixtapalapa peninsula 
(Figure 1.3).  Blanton reported pottery similar to that of Oxtoticpac in the Teotihuacan 
Valley among sites throughout the survey area. He also suggested that the Oxtoticpac-
like pottery may represent Metepec phase occupations in the southern Basin (Blanton 
1972:94).  This site of Cerro de la Estrella (IX-ET-13) and the associated settlements 
were included as part of the survey for the Ixtapalapa Peninsula region (Blanton 1972). 
Cerro de la Estrella was reported as a primary regional center in the Epiclassic period, 
with a population between 1,690 and 4,225 (Blanton 1972:90-91). This center was 
continuously occupied from the Classic into the Epiclassic, and was the largest site in the 
region in both periods; although there was a significant increase in population and 
nucleation of settlement around the center by the Epiclassic period. The settlement likely 
served as an important market, administrative, and religious center that was well situated 
for easy access by boat from the southern and northern Basin lakes (Blanton 1972:97).  
The Early Postclassic settlements in the survey were identified by the presence of 
the “Mazapan” ceramic complex, which was not explicitly defined in the report (Blanton 
1972:98). The pottery used to establish Early Postclassic settlement likely included types 
that I have separated into Mazapan and Tollan complexes. Blanton reports that the 
Ixtapalapa region underwent a decline in overall population from the Epiclassic to the 
Early Postclassic period.  There was also an increase in the amount of small settlements, 
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most of which were located in agriculturally optimal locations. Cerro de la Estrella was 
no longer a large regional center and may have been largely abandoned by the Early 
Postclassic.  
Most of the Early Postclassic (Mazapan) settlements are located nearer to Cerro 
Portezuelo on the eastern half of the peninsula (see map in Chapter 2, Figure 2.4 for 
detail), with only two small sites identified in the western portion around Cerro de la 
Estrella (Blanton 1972:240). For analytical purposes in my study, the Ixtapalapa survey 
sites of the Early Postclassic are considered part of the Cerro Portezuelo settlement 
cluster due to proximity and clustering of settlements. There is a similar division of 
settlement on the Ixtapalapa Peninsula reported for the Early Aztec period, which 
includes settlements using Aztec I style pottery (Blanton 1972:241).  The large center of 
Culhuacan, IX-A-72, was established on the western shore of the peninsula (Figure 1.3) 
with few Early Aztec sites in the eastern portion of the survey region.  
The Western Basin Settlement Cluster 
I provide only a brief discussion here of the western Basin settlement cluster 
because I did not include specimens from this settlement cluster in this study. However, 
compositional analysis indicates that there was significant pottery production in the 
western Basin in the Epiclassic (Ma 2003) and Early Postclassic (García 2004) periods.  
The western Basin settlement cluster (Figure 1.3) includes several large Epiclassic 
centers, including Azcapotzalco, distributed around the Guadalupe Mountain Range (see 
map in Chapter 2, Figure 2.2 for detail).   In the Early Postclassic, many of these centers 
were abandoned or dramatically reduced in size as compared to the Epiclassic estimates 
(Sanders et al. 1979).  Further details of significant comparative studies pertaining to the 
western Basin settlement cluster are included within the relevant chapters of this study. 
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ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION 
The following chapters present aspects of chronology, methods, and the results 
and relational interpretations of this study. Chapter 2 introduces the chronology and 
cultural developments of the Central Mexican highlands, including the Basin of Mexico 
and Tula regions, for the Epiclassic and Early Postclassic periods. The analytical scheme 
for assigning pottery complexes and types to specific archaeological phases is presented 
in relation to the socio-political developments of the region. Chapter 3 provides the 
analytical approach for the qualitative attribute and quantitative compositional analysis of 
the pottery used in this study. The rationale for sample selection by regional block, 
pottery complex, and specific types is discussed. In the following chapters, I use the term 
“clusters” to refer to settlement clusters or areas of settlement concentration within the 
subregions of the Basin. I use the term “groups” primarily to refer to composition groups 
identified in the chemical analysis of the ceramics. 
The results of analyses are presented in Chapters 4 through 8.  Each Epiclassic 
and Early Postclassic pottery complex is assessed for participation in regional complexes 
by settlement cluster, production and exchange patterns among settlement clusters based 
on compositional evidence, and regional variation in the production of pottery types. 
Chapter 4 presents the evidence for an Early Epiclassic pottery complex focused on the 
southern Basin settlement cluster that includes Cerro Portezuelo, Xico, and Cerro de la 
Estrella. Also discussed is the relationship of the Oxtoticpac pottery of Teotihuacan to the 
southern Basin complex.  I propose that the Early Epiclassic pottery complex may occur 
in the early part of the Epiclassic period as an archaeologically defined phase. Chapter 5 
presents the Coyotlatelco Epiclassic results, which includes the Coyotlatelco decorated 
pottery types.  Coyotlatelco pottery is identified throughout the Basin of Mexico, Tula 
and the Toluca Valley.  This pottery is the hallmark of Epiclassic occupation in the 
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Central Highlands and is representative of the latter part of the Epiclassic period. 
Coyotlatelco Epiclassic is assessed within the context of the city-state interactions for this 
period.  
Chapter 6 presents the Mazapan pottery complex; the first, and earliest, of the 
Early Postclassic pottery complexes.  The new pottery styles related to the complex are at 
first limited to the northern Basin and Tula, indicating a divide in Basin interactions that 
suggests close affiliations between the Tula and Teotihuacan Valley settlement blocks. 
The southern Basin settlement clusters may be peripheral to the northern Basin 
developments in the early part of the Early Postclassic period, identified as the Mazapan 
phase in the Teotihuacan Valley. Chapter 7 presents the Atlatongo-Tollan pottery 
complex derived from the two inter-related Tollan (originating from Tula archaeological 
phases) or Atlatongo (originating from Teotihuacan archaeological phases) pottery 
complexes.  This Atlatongo-Tollan pottery complex occurs during the period of the Tula 
state’s maximum influence within the Basin of Mexico.  The state centered at Tula was at 
its socio-political height during its Tollan phase and maintained long-distance trade 
interactions throughout Mesoamerica.  Chapter 8 presents the Early Postclassic Chalco-
Cholula pottery complex and its distribution, which is primarily identified throughout the 
southern Basin, and a single northern settlement at Xaltocan Island. This complex has 
strong stylistic connections to Puebla-Tlaxcala to the southeast of the Basin, rather than 
to the Tula-related Tollan pottery complex to the north. Recent radiocarbon dates from 
several archaeological sites support the temporal placement of Aztec I-related pottery 
within the latter part of the Early Postclassic period.   
Chapter 9 presents a diachronic comparison of shifting patterns of interaction in 
the Central Highlands and the Basin of Mexico from the Epiclassic to the Early 
Postclassic period and summarizes the overall results of the study. Results of this study 
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demonstrate that taking a diachronic view of socio-political and economic interaction in 
the Basin of Mexico is essential to developing and refining our understanding of societal 
responses to political collapse and can lead to better identification of specific processes 
contributing to regional regeneration and state development. My study presents a 
refinement of the ceramic and phase associations that advance understanding of the social 
dynamics of reorganization. 
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CHAPTER 2 
CENTRAL MEXICAN EPICLASSIC AND EARLY POSTCLASSIC 
CHRONOLOGY AND CULTURAL DEVELOPMENTS 
This chapter sets the stage for the chronological periods and archaeological 
phases in the different regions of the study area. This clarifies the temporal phase and 
ceramic typology systematics that are used in my study. Building upon foundational 
research in these regions, my study explores the potential of combining approaches of 
stylistic, technological, and chemical characterization analysis of the decorated pottery of 
the Epiclassic and Early Postclassic to further define relations in the Basin.   As 
summarized in Chapter 1, my analysis takes a diachronic view of Epiclassic and Early 
Postclassic production and consumption patterns of diagnostic pottery in three large 
settlement clusters in the Basin of Mexico. The combination of stylistic and 
compositional patterns can help differentiate shared identity, emulation, and direct trade.  
Emulation is defined here as the attempt to adopt the material culture and behaviors of 
others, especially those perceived to be in higher socioeconomic standing (Bell 2002:253; 
Lesure 2004:78).  Similar techniques have been employed for the Basin of Mexico that 
indicate that the extent of shared stylistic and compositional patterns are meaningful 
measures for social interaction (e.g., Garraty 2006; Hodge and Minc 1990; Nichols et al. 
2002; see also Parkinson 2005 for a non-state example of boundary formations).  My 
approach considers relations for peer polities and city-state configurations (Hansen 2000; 
Renfrew 1986; Trigger 2003) for the Epiclassic and small to large polities in the Early 
Postclassic (see Stark 1990: Table 2).   
The following discussion presents the relative sequence of archaeological phase 
designations that are based upon stylistic assignments of diagnostic pottery; these phases 
are used to define the analytical units used for conducting this study (Figure 2.1).  There 
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is continued debate on the precise processes of the Classic to Postclassic transition; site-
specific chronologies suggest slightly earlier or later occupations in one location or 
another. It is not possible at this time to provide specific “hard” breaks between 
archaeological phases used in this study. The dates used here are approximations and are 
likely to change as more precise dating methods are applied.  Although the underlying 
Early Classic Teotihuacan state infrastructure (ending ca. A.D. 650) no longer facilitated 
interactions among Basin settlements, it is possible that informal relationships persisted 
into the Epiclassic. Following the collapse of the Early Classic Teotihuacan state, the 
Epiclassic and Early Postclassic periods in Central Mexico represent an extended era of 
political fragmentation and reorganization.  
There has been debate and uncertainty on two important issues, the initial 
formation of city-states in the Epiclassic and the extent and nature of the subsequent 
Toltec state expansion into the Basin of Mexico.  The following discussion provides a 
general outline of previous archaeological assessments of chronological and cultural 
developments in the Epiclassic and Early Postclassic periods in the Basin.  The framing 
of the transition from the final phase of the Teotihuacan state (in the Metepec phase) to 
the Coyotlatelco Epiclassic is discussed. As explored in this study, the reorganization of 
regional settlement patterns is an important line of evidence for identifying socio-political 
realignments and city-state political organization.  I advocate the use of two 
archaeological phases in the Epiclassic period in order to identify more subtle shifts in 
occupation and material culture following the Metepec.  Another time of Basin 
reorganization and socio-political realignment occurs from the Epiclassic to the Early 
Postclassic.  Two archaeological phases are proposed for the Early Postclassic, while 
recognizing that the northern and southern Basin settlements follow somewhat different 
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sequences in the adoption and use of pottery complexes.  These differences may indicate 
regional divisions in political affiliations.  
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of associated pottery types by chronological periods and phases for 
Tula and the Basin of Mexico as used in this study.  
 
 
THE EPICLASSIC IN THE BASIN OF MEXICO 
The term Epiclassic was coined by Jiménez Moreno (1959). He characterized the 
period following the decline of the Teotihuacan state as having significant settlement 
reorganization, political instability, population movement, and changing patterns of 
interaction.  This upheaval resulted in significant settlement redistribution and a 
breakdown of long-distance trade relations between the Basin of Mexico, centered on 
Teotihuacan, and distant Mesoamerican centers extending from Veracruz, Oaxaca, and 
Mayan polities like Kaminaljuyu. The Classic period obsidian core-blade industry and 
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exchange network was also dramatically altered in the Epiclassic (Charlton and Spence 
1983:66; Carballo 2005; Healan 1997; Kabata 2010; Parry and Glascock 2010; Pastrana 
1998: 240–254). Broadly speaking, the Epiclassic period occupations are identified in the 
Basin of Mexico by the presence of the distinctive Coyotlatelco pottery style, and a 
growing recognition of associated pottery forms and decorative traditions (cf. López 
Pérez 2003; Nicolás Careta 2003 for a range of Epiclassic forms and types at 
Teotihuacan).    
Metepec (Classic) to Epiclassic Settlement Patterns 
At Teotihuacan, the Metepec phase is the last occupation of the Classic period 
and it is during this time that the Classic state was in its decline as a regional power and 
significant changes occurred at the city.  There is some indication that by the latter part of 
the archaeological phase, powerful secondary elites emerged that acted as the primary 
power brokers, each controlling differing resources and production units (Manzanilla 
2006; Murakami 2010).  In a recent review, Cowgill (2010) suggests that internal 
problems in the city of Teotihuacan by the Metepec phase (ca. A.D. 500/550-600/650) 
included significant population decline and an increase in wealth disparities among parts 
of the city (Robertson 2005, Sempowski 1987, 1994). There was also a breakdown in the 
maintenance of services as streets were blocked by gates and trash accumulated (Cabrera 
and Gómez Chávez 2008:69, 71; Séjourné 1966:21). The fragmenting of economic and 
political power at Teotihuacan may have anticipated the final failure of the centralized 
government and Basin control. Rather than a single catastrophic event, the decline of the 
Teotihuacan state may have occurred as a series of stages in shifting power relations and 
perhaps the beginning of a wider exodus out of the city into the Basin and neighboring 
areas. 
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The Metepec breakdown of regional centralization may be evident in the 
patchwork pattern of continuity in settlement from Classic to Epiclassic in the Basin.  
Several scenarios have been suggested regarding the Classic to Epiclassic reorganization, 
including shifting demography and population movements (Sanders 1986) such as 
abandonment of Metepec settlements throughout the Basin (García 1995), and 
immigration by non-Basin peoples into the Basin (Rattray 1996).  
Many of the largest Epiclassic centers in the Basin are located in the same 
locations as previous Teotihuacan settlements.  Places such as Xico, with a small 
Metepec occupation, expanded into a much larger Epiclassic center (García 1995; García 
et al. 2006; Parsons et al. 1982a).  Cerro Portezuelo was a small regional center in the 
Classic period, but lacks a major Metepec component (Clayton 2011; Hicks 2005). In 
Epiclassic times, Cerro Portezuelo grew to become one of the largest regional centers in 
the valley, with a population estimated around 12,000 (Parsons 1971:75). The lack of 
Metepec phase occupation at Cerro Portezuelo suggests a possible hiatus or abandonment 
of occupation between the Xolalpan phase of Classic Teotihuacan and the Epiclassic 
(Hicks 2005, 2011).   
A similar abandonment has been suggested for the Metepec Hacienda area, 
Teotihuacan (Rattray 2006:189) and Azcapotzalco (García 1995; Rattray 2001); where up 
to a meter of fill and debris has been identified between the Classic and Epiclassic period 
stratigraphic layers. The hiatus in occupation in these areas suggests possible 
reoccupation by newcomers to the region in the Epiclassic (Rattray 1996, 2006). Site 
abandonments are estimated for some areas to be up to 100 years, or long enough for 
Classic period structures to fall into decay at Azcapotzalco (García 1995), Teotihuacan 
(Rattray 1996, 2001), and Cerro Portezuelo (Hicks 2005, 2011). In locales with a hiatus 
between Classic and Epiclassic occupations, the reoccupation may occur by former 
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residents, or their descendants, returning to their homelands, as well as incoming 
newcomers from outside the Basin. Short term stopping points of refugee populations are 
not likely to be visible in the archaeological record in this region; additional work in this 
area is needed to clarify this issue.   
The Coyotlatelco Epiclassic ceramic complex is represented in collections 
throughout the Basin of Mexico and adjoining regions (see recent review in Crider et al. 
2007:127–129). Most agree that the Red-on-buff/natural decorative style originated 
northwest of the Basin (Beekman and Christensen 2003; Brambila and Crespo 2005; 
Braniff 2005; Cobean 1990: 174–17; Cowgill 1996:329; Hirth 1998:459; Hirth and 
Cyphers 1988:150; López Pérez and Nicolás Careta 2005; Manzanilla 2005; Manzanilla 
and López 1998; Manzanilla et al. 1996: Mastache and Cobean 1989; Mastache et al. 
2002:70–71; Nelson and Crider 2005; Paredes 1998, 2005; Rattray 1996, 1998). Some 
feel that the presence of Coyotlatelco decorated pottery signals the movement of northern 
migrants into the Basin just preceding or following Teotihuacan’s decline, marking an 
ethnic shift and displacement of local populations (García et al. 2006; Rattray 1996; see 
also Beekman and Christensen 2003: 144–145). Others are hesitant to correlate the 
regional adoption of Coyotlatelco pottery with ethnic replacement by non-Basin 
immigrants (Blanton et al. 1993:137–138; Sanders 2002; Sanders et al. 1979:129).  
Currently available data reflects the heterogeneous pattern of population 
continuity, abandonment and reoccupation throughout the Basin. Some locales indicate 
continuous occupation from Metepec into Epiclassic without evidence for a break in 
occupation, such as Xico (García et al. 2006). In other cases, new Epiclassic settlement 
appears, with no previous Classic occupation, such as Tenayuca and other sites in the 
Guadalupe range (Rattray 1966). Understanding regional reorganization of Epiclassic 
settlement is further complicated by the shifting of populations into, out of, and around 
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the Basin that likely occurred for several generations into the Epiclassic. Site level 
tracking of shifting pottery traditions may provide some information on these processes. 
In other areas of Central Mexico outside the Basin, Classic to Epiclassic political 
and economic configurations were also transforming. Cholula, in the nearby state of 
Puebla, an active Early Classic political capital for its region, may have undergone a 
hiatus after its Classic period state collapse; however there is continued debate on the 
nature of the Classic to Postclassic transition at the center (Dumond and Müller 
1972:1209; McCafferty 2001; Plunket and Uruñuela 2005:103).  Other large centers in 
the Central Highlands were active outside the Basin of Mexico such as Xochimilco (Hirth 
and Cyphers 2003), Cantona (García Cook 2003), Cacaxtla-Xochitécatl (Serra Puche et 
al. 2004; Serra Puche et al. 2008).  Most of these centers have monumental architecture 
and civic-ceremonial core areas located on prominent hilltops, and many have I-shaped 
ball courts, murals, and sculpture.   
In my study, Tula Chico is the only large center to follow the architectural 
patterns common elsewhere in western Mexico during the Epiclassic (Mastache and 
Cobean 1989).  One example is the Epiclassic hilltop center of La Quemada, Zacatecas, 
with its ballcourt, stone temples, and large elite residential terraces, which had an 
estimated population between 4,500 and 9,100 in its core area (Trombold 2005). It is 
curious that during this period in the Basin there is a lack of investment in large hilltop 
centers with ballcourts and large monumental architecture, despite having comparably 
large population available for labor. Teotihuacan continued to maintain or soon regained 
an Epiclassic occupation on the order of 10,000-20,000, although settlement was 
dispersed into several villages throughout the Teotihuacan Mapping Project survey area. 
Some small civic construction projects may have come to pass at Teotihuacan, but no 
significant monumental building occurred (Crider 2002). Cerro Portezuelo may have had 
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up to 12,000 people (Parsons 1971:75) and there are two large conical mounds on the low 
areas beneath the nearby hill that likely date to the Epiclassic occupation, but there is no 
current evidence for “I” shaped ballcourts.  This is not to suggest that there was no local 
investment in small temples, large mounds, hilltop settlement, terracing or other civic-
ceremonial activities (e.g., Cerro de la Mesa, Cerro Portezuelo); but certainly not on the 
scale of other highland centers.  It may be that Basin developments in the Epiclassic were 
largely peripheral to the reorganization of economic and political systems occurring 
elsewhere in Mesoamerica.  The Teotihuacan controlled long distance trade networks of 
the Classic period were largely severed in the Epiclassic (García Cook 1981; Hirth 1989; 
Mendoza 1992:293; Merino Carrión 1989). In addition, many of the Epiclassic trade 
routes bypassed the Teotihuacan controlled Pachuca obsidian source, a Classic period 
favorite across the Central highlands, in favor of other distant sources outside the Basin 
(Hirth 1989:78).  Mendoza (1992:295) argues that these shifts on procurement routes,  
reflect the Epiclassic period blockade of the Teotihuacan Corridor of 
Tlaxcala…The disappearance of Teotihuacan administered resources 
from within such areas as the Teotihuacan Corridor, the sites of the 
Puebla Basin centered on Cholollan, and western Morelos, coincides 
with the emergence of the Gulf lowland-Isthmian exchange network 
cited by Zeitlin (1982).   
 
The contraction of Teotihuacan controlled trade networks in the Epiclassic further 
indicates the final decay of Teotihuacan state influence in Central Mexico. The lack of 
large hilltop fortresses and acropolis architectural civic-ceremonial centers may be further 
indication that the Basin of Mexico polities were organized differently than other large 
Epiclassic centers outside the Basin. In this study, the identification of interaction 
networks among Basin Epiclassic centers and settlement clusters is an important first step 
in characterizing the nature of political and economic organization.   
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 The notable exception to the Basin pattern is Tula Chico, with its prominent 
civic-ceremonial center on a hilltop, associated ballcourts, and stone sculpture. Tula is 
included here primarily for its importance as the Early Postclassic state capital with 
significant influence in the Basin of Mexico.  In Epiclassic times, Tula Chico might be 
considered peripheral to Basin developments.  However, the occupants of Tula Chico and 
the surrounding valley are participants in the Coyotlatelco pottery complex and are 
included for consideration in this study on this basis.   
Epiclassic Chronology 
Evelyn Rattray (1966) provided a comprehensive and convincing assessment for 
relative temporal placement of Coyotlatelco as an archaeological component distinct 
from earlier the Teotihuacan Classic. She summarized both the distribution of sites 
known to contain Coyotlatelco pottery and the archaeological investigations 
demonstrating stratigraphic sequences separating the Classic and the Epiclassic. Cowgill 
(2003: xvi) dates the Epiclassic period at Teotihuacan to approximately A.D. 650-850. 
Recent review of radiocarbon dates from Epiclassic contexts throughout Central Mexico 
tends to agree roughly with this chronological period from A.D. 600/650 to 850/950 
(Fournier et al. 2006:60-61).  
William T. Sanders proposed that in the Teotihuacan Valley, the Epiclassic 
period consists of two archaeological phases: Oxtotipac and Xometla. Sanders (1986:4, 
2006) proposed the separation of the earlier Oxtotipac Phase largely on the basis of 
materials recovered in the excavations at Oxtoticpac1  cave in the Teotihuacan Valley.  
The later Xometla Phase, based upon materials from excavation at the Xometla site, has 
greater quantities of Coyotlatelco red painted pottery and correlates to the more 
widespread usage of the “full-blown” Coyotlatelco pottery style.  
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The utility of the early and late component within the Epiclassic period for the Basin 
of Mexico has been poorly implemented and often debated (Sanders 1986:367-375; 
Rattray 1996:213; various authors in Solar 2006).  Despite some discussion of stylistic 
similarity of the Oxtoticpac pottery complex and that at Cerro Portezuelo (Dumond and 
Müller 1972; García 1995; Hicks and Nicholson 1964; Hicks 2005; Rattray 1966), the 
phase designation has been little used for several decades.  This may in part be due to the 
limited examples of Oxtoticpac style materials in the urban zone of the Teotihuacan 
Mapping Project where ceramic analysts were not able to clearly identify the complex 
within the bounds of the city (Rattray 1996: 213). Further contributing to the disuse of 
Epiclassic sub-phases, Rattray’s ceramic volume for Classic Teotihuacan proposes 
instead a phase of abandonment for the city. This abandonment occurs in roughly the 
same position as Sanders proposed Oxtoticpac phase (Rattray 2001:435). This has led 
some researchers to believe that the Oxtoticpac distinction was largely dismissed for the 
Teotihuacan sequence. However, in his most recent article on the subject, Sanders 
advocates revisiting the Oxtoticpac complex and archaeological phase (Sanders 2006).  In 
this study, I use the term Early Epiclassic complex to distinguish the Epiclassic “proto-
Coyotlatelco” or “pre-Coyotlatelco” pottery styles and types, including those of the 
Oxtoticpac collections.  
Unfortunately, the chronology for the Early Epiclassic pottery is still problematic 
due to few and poorly contextualized chronometric dates. This is usually the result of the 
lack of single component occupations; of those known, few offer good datable contexts. 
In his thesis, García (1995:109) questions the validity of the transitional period, as 
represented by the Oxtoticpac-like pottery complex in the southern Basin. The 
stratigraphic mixing of Epiclassic pottery complexes, especially notable in the southern 
Basin sites like Xico does not provide a clear occupational break between the Early 
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Epiclassic and later decorated Coyotlatelco pottery.  My own assessment of the 
stratigraphy in test pits from Cerro Portezuelo (Hicks 2005, 2011) indicates similar 
mixing2
However, there are some clues to support the possible temporal separation of the 
Early Epiclassic and Coyotlatelco complexes. First, Sanders’ analysis of excavations 
from three temporally distinct occupations in the Teotihuacan Valley shows trends of 
pottery complexes at a series of single occupation locations extending from the late 
Teotihuacan (Classic) site TC-8, to the Oxtoticpac type site (“transitional”), and the 
Xometla site (Coyotlatelco Epiclassic) (Sanders 2006).  He provides evidence for trends 
in the amounts and types of Teotihuacan, non-Teotihuacan, and Coyotlatelco pottery 
types from site to site, documenting the changing pottery complexes through time.   
, and it is notable that both pottery complexes occur together throughout the site 
(Crider 2008).  
A second line of evidence from Cerro Portezuelo may also support the separation 
of the Early Epiclassic pottery complex from Coyotlatelco.  A series of burials were 
placed inside the walls of the Classic Period temple structure that contain only those 
pottery types that correspond to the Early Epiclassic complex of the southern Basin (see 
Chapter Four).  Only one Coyotlatelco bowl was identified in the fill approximately one 
meter above the burials, but Coyotlatelco style decorated pottery is not present among 
any of the burial goods (Hicks 2005).  
Lastly, excavations of activity areas and burials in a series of caves to the east of 
the Pyramid of the Sun at Teotihuacan also contain Oxtoticpac-like pottery, especially the 
composite silhouette bowl (López Pérez 2003; Manzanilla et al. 1996; Nicolás Careta 
2003). Three activity areas in the Cueva de las Varillas (AA35, AA66, under AA67) 
contain composite silhouette bowls and other Epiclassic pottery forms, but lack 
Coyotlatelco style red painted pottery (Manzanilla et al. 1996:258-261).  However, other 
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nearby contexts within the cave contain a mix of Early Epiclassic, Coyotlatelco 
Epiclassic, and Early Postclassic pottery complexes, which also are correlated with 
somewhat later dates. These caves show evidence of use from Epiclassic through Aztec 
periods.  
Single component occupations for the Early Epiclassic southern Basin complex 
have yet to be located.  There may be several reasons for this: 1) the pottery complex was 
relatively short-lived, despite its presence across several significant sites in the southern 
Basin; 2) Coyotlatelco pottery, once adopted, may have co-occurred with the Early 
Epiclassic pottery complex in the southern Basin; or 3) that there is no temporal 
separation between the Early Epiclassic southern Basin complex and the Coyotlatelco 
pottery complex as hypothesized by García (1995).  I currently lean toward one of the 
first two possibilities, but cannot deny the possibility of the third.  
Additionally, it is not clear precisely when the adoption of “full-blown” 
Coyotlatelco ceramics occurs throughout the Basin.  This may reflect a patchwork 
adoption of the pottery complex by people in different areas of the Basin at slightly 
different times; or the periodic establishment of new settlements of Coyotlatelco users.  
“Proto-Coyotlatelco” style pottery occurs very early in the Tula region and develops into 
the formal Coyotlatelco pottery complex associated with hilltop settlements like La Mesa 
(Mastache and Cobean 1989; Martínez Landa 2009) and the Epiclassic center of Tula 
Chico.  The Tula chronological divisions for Epiclassic roughly agree with those of the 
Basin.  The Prado archaeological phase, ca. A.D. 650-750, correlates with the founding 
of Tula Chico and its initial proto-Coyotlatelco occupation. The subsequent Corral phase, 
ca. A.D. 750-850, is characterized by full-blown Coyotlatelco pottery use at the site 
(Mastache et al. 2002).  
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However, the adoption of Coyotlatelco Red-on-buff pottery may not occur in 
some parts of the Basin until a generation or so later, perhaps replacing or 
complementing the Early Epiclassic pottery complexes already in use.  For the purposes 
of this study, I will treat the Early Epiclassic pottery complexes as distinct from the 
Coyotlatelco Epiclassic pottery.  I assume for analytical purposes that there is some 
temporal distinction between the two complexes, with the understanding that additional 
work in the southern and eastern Basin is needed to further clarify this chronological 
issue.  
Epiclassic Polities in the Basin of Mexico 
Due to the lack of historical records, specific boundaries for Epiclassic polities 
are not easily identified from archaeological data alone (see Hodge 1997).  However, the 
Basin of Mexico regional surveys (Sanders, Parsons and Santley 1979; Rattray 1996) 
identified clusters of Epiclassic settlement separated by relatively empty zones of 
occupation (Figure 2.2).  For the purposes of my study, settlement clusters are identified 
on the basis of the Basin of Mexico regional surveys (as discussed in Chapter 1). There 
are three settlement clusters in the northern portion of the Basin: the Northeastern Basin 
(including the Teotihuacan Valley), Northwestern Basin (including the Zumpango 
subcluster), and Western Basin (includes the Guadalupe Range settlements such as 
Tenayuca, Azcapotzalco, and Cuauhtitlan) clusters. The northern clusters are separated 
by empty zones about 10 to 20 km wide. The Southern Basin settlement cluster has three 
subclusters: Portezuelo, Cerro de la Estrella cluster, and Xico (Sanders, Parsons, and 
Santley 1979:129-137).  The southern subclusters, each with a large regional center, are 
between 7 and 15 km from one another, with dispersed rural occupations of villages and 
hamlets between the centers. Each is described in terms of population size and distance 
from other Epiclassic clusters.   
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The situation we do have, a series of very discrete settlement clusters, 
ranging in population between roughly 5000 and 60,000 people, situated 
so as to be directly accessible to prime agricultural land, with each 
settlement cluster focused on one, or a few major population centers that 
contained between 5000 and 30,000 inhabitants, is quite suggestive of a 
fragmented regional polity in which physical distance and nucleation 
provided a measure of insulation and protection from potentially (or 
actually) hostile relationships which could not be otherwise resolved at 
higher levels. (Sanders, Parsons, and Santley 1979:133). 
The authors acknowledge that the widespread use of Coyotlatelco pottery across the 
Basin complicates their political model and suggest that there should be “considerable 
stylistic regionalism in the ceramics” that corresponded to the political fragmentation.  
Such stylistic assessment was beyond the scope of the original settlement study. Because 
Teotihuacan was the capital and the center of that state’s cataclysmic collapse, its 
residents may have been faced with unique challenges in re-establishing regional 
interactions as compared to more distant Epiclassic city-states.  For other parts of the 
Basin, the loosening of the political bonds from the Teotihuacan state may have opened 
new opportunities for local choices of participation in local and regional networks of 
interaction.  It is unclear to what extent Basin polities were directly interacting with the 
large Epiclassic centers elsewhere in the Central Highlands.  The southern Basin 
settlement cluster may have been more strongly influenced by developments in Morelos 
and Puebla than the northern Basin, while the Zumpango settlement clusters appears to be 
within the influence of the Tula area.   
Evelyn Rattray (1996) returned to the use of settlement clusters and attempted to 
place the Basin of Mexico Epiclassic into a broader regional framework. Rattray retained 
the Basin survey clusters and provided brief discussion of some cluster settlements: 
Teotihuacan, Azcapotzalco-Tenayuca (Guadalupe Range), Southern Valley (Chalco-
Xochimilco groups), and the Cerro Portezuelo site. Notably absent in her discussion is 
the Zumpango cluster from the Sanders, Parsons, and Santley list; likely an unintentional 
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oversight. Rattray focuses her discussion on the Coyotlatelco Phase, most specifically 
that part of the Epiclassic period exhibiting extensive Coyotlatelco pottery use. In 
addition to the Basin of Mexico, she identifies the Tula and Toluca regions as part of the 
Epiclassic clusters using Coyotlatelco pottery.  
Rattray states that there is Epiclassic pottery production evidence at 
Azcapotzalco, Cerro Tenayo, Pueblo Perdido, Teotihuacan’s “Old City,” and the Metepec 
Hacienda on the eastern outskirts of Teotihuacan (Rattray 1996:230). As a result, we 
should be able to identify site level variation in Coyotlatelco styles.  Compositional 
characterization of Coyotlatelco pottery from Teotihuacan and Cerro Portezuelo supports 
the hypothesis of multiple production locations in the Basin in which distribution of each 
variant is largely restricted to the economic boundaries of each settlement cluster (Crider 
2002; Crider et al. 2007; Nichols et al. 2002). 
Based upon salvage excavations conducted throughout the Basin, García (1991, 
1995, 2004:351–354) defines Epiclassic pottery complexes that form boundaries similar 
to the settlement groups to suggest political divisions in the Basin.  García provides 
presence/absence tables of particular forms and types identified by sites across the region 
used to propose broader bounded areas representing probable politically autonomous 
units.  Pottery complexes for each regional block are defined on the basis of utilitarian 
forms (comales, basins, ollas), ritual forms (sahumadors), and Epiclassic decorated 
serving forms (Coyotlatelco, incised, stamped, and negative). Garcia’s groups (Figure 
2.3) conform fairly closely to those identified from previously discussed settlement 
clusters and include the Tula area (which extends to include the Zumpango cluster), the 
western Basin area (Azcapotzalco and Tenayuca), the eastern area (Teotihuacan Valley), 
and the southern area (Cerro Portezuelo, Xico and Cerro de la Estrella), and the Toluca 
Valley. More recently, additional political units and regional blocks have been added, 
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including an area extending from the northwest Basin to include the Tula region (García 
et al. 2006; Kabata 2010; Sugiura 2006) to the west of the Basin of Mexico.  These 
complexes include both decorated serving wares and utilitarian forms such as comales, 
ollas, and spoons. Coyotlatelco pottery is included in each complex and may exhibit 
regional variations in form and motif. The stylistic and compositional patterning observed 
by García suggests that the strongest interactions are among neighboring polities (García 
2004:353). He also includes Cerro Portezuelo as part of the southern area, rather than as 
its own block as presented in earlier studies based only on settlement areas.  My study 
revisits the organization of interactions of Cerro Portezuelo with the southern settlements, 
and largely confirms the strong relationship of the center with other southern Basin 
centers.  
In summary, the regional settlement pattern and postulated Epiclassic pottery 
complexes are consistent with current archaeological assessment which postulates that 
following Teotihuacan state collapse, the Basin of Mexico fragmented into a series of 
small political units or city-states, with regularly spaced regional centers (Charlton and 
Nichols 1997:190–194; Manzanilla 2005; Nichols et al. 2002; Parsons 2006; Rattray 
1996; García 2004). City-state political and cultural characteristics include (1) a region 
that is inhabited by people who share a common material culture; and (2) for a 
considerable time the region was divided into a large number of small polities. Cross-
cultural comparison of city-state systems suggests that “because of their proximity and 
economic interdependence, city-states also tended to be culturally interdependent and to 
share religious beliefs, artistic conventions, and symbolism, especially as these related to 
upper-class culture,” (Trigger 2003:101). The competitive political environment of the  
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Figure 2.2. Basin of Mexico settlements for the Epiclassic period (map from Sanders, 
Parsons, and Santley 1979). 
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Coyotlatelco Epiclassic city-state system likely set the stage for later Postclassic city-
state confederacies and alliances (Hirth 2000:247). 
THE EARLY POSTCLASSIC IN THE BASIN OF MEXICO 
After approximately 250 years of Epiclassic city-states, two competing polities 
emerged along the periphery and expanded their influence into the Basin. These two 
Early Postclassic states, Tula to the northwest and Cholula to the southeast, may have 
vied for economic influence and allegiance from polities within the Basin (Brumfiel 
2005a; Parsons 1971:250).   
Around A.D. 1000, the city of Tula underwent an urban transformation, shifting 
focus from the Tula Chico ceremonial complex to Tula Grande. The population sprawled 
to cover an area in the urban center of almost 16 km2 which had about 50,000 to 60,000 
residents with another 60,000 in its immediate hinterland (Sanders et al. 1979; Healan et 
al. 1989:245; Mastache and Cobean 2003:217).  
Portions of the Great Pyramid of Cholula, the largest architectural structures in 
Mesoamerica, may have been built in the Early Postclassic (Sanders et al. 1979:137) and 
the center likely had significant influence in Central Mexico at this time (Marquina 1970; 
Noguera 1954). Davies (1977:331) concludes from archaeological and ethnohistoric 
sources that Cholula was only a minor rival to Tula on the political stage during the Early 
Postclassic and that occupation of the center and its surroundings was modest in size.  
There are three differing Postclassic chronologies for Cholula, only a few radiocarbon 
dates reported, and conflicting ethnohistoric reconstructions for Cholula history (Plunket 
and Uruñuela 2005:104). These circumstances contribute to the challenge of 
understanding Puebla and Basin interactions in the Early Postclassic.   
Within the Early Postclassic period in the Basin of Mexico, the large Epiclassic regional 
centers were dramatically reduced in size and were replaced by a series of smaller 
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administrative centers (Figure 2.3). A process of “ruralization” took place whereby small 
hamlets and farmsteads filled in many of the previously unoccupied landscapes between 
the large Epiclassic regional centers (Sanders et al. 1979: 138).  The rate of shifting 
settlement patterns is unclear as the settlement map does not identify archaeological sub-
phases. There is also a notable gap in occupation between the northern and southern 
Basin, which may suggest sociopolitical cleavage (Sanders et al. 1979:149). 
Early Postclassic Polities 
There are two notable pottery traditions present in the Basin of Mexico in the 
Early Postclassic: the Mazapan-Tollan pottery complexes of the northern Basin (see 
Chapters 6 and 7) and the Chalco-Cholula pottery complex of the southern Basin (see 
Chapter 8).  García (2004: Figure 3.2) documents the extent of each of these complexes 
based upon his dissertation research and numerous salvage project excavations conducted 
throughout the Basin (Figure 2.4). Charlton and Nichols (1997:196) identify several 
demographic trends that indicate Basin incorporation into the Tula state. The Early 
Postclassic population density is highest in the northern Basin, the area closest to Tula 
(Sanders et al. 1979:137-149). Those settlements tend toward more large nucleated 
communities, in contrast to more hamlets and rural occupations in the southern Basin.   
Davies considers the broad regional extent of a “Toltec Empire” and concludes 
that it was considerably smaller than the later Aztec domain and that the capital at Tula 
was marginal to the broader Mesoamerican commerce and political activities (Davies 
1977:340-345).  The focus upon Tula interactions within the Basin of Mexico is most 
relevant to the current study. Davies discusses ethnohistoric sources regarding the 
identification of Tula, Hidalgo as the Tollan of Mesoamerican legend (1977). One source 
is Chimalpahin, who was a seventeenth century Nahuatl historian who claimed descent 
from the lords of Amecameca-Chalco. Chimalpahin wrote of Prehispanic history in the 
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Memorial Breve where he mentioned political alliance between Tollan, Culhuacán, and 
Otompan which lasted 191 years, which Davies terms the Toltec triple alliance and which 
preceded the better known Aztec triple alliance of Late Postclassic times (Davies 
1977:297). Davies argues for the identification of Culhuacán as the well-known 
settlement on the western portion of the Ixtapalapa peninsula (Davies 1977:312), an 
assignment that I currently support. 
The Memorial Breve names several centers subordinate to Culhuacán, including 
Xochimilco, Mízquic, and Cuitláhuacan among the “peoples of the Chinampas” of the 
southern Basin, as well as Ocuilan and Malinalco of the Toluca Valley (Davies 
1977:298). The various ethnohistoric documents and sources must be used with caution, 
as conflicting interpretations can be derived from these sources.  But these sources do  
support the proposition of city-state polities in the southern Basin that are identifiable on 
the basis of Aztec I pottery patterns (Hodge and Minc 1990).   
Previous studies (e.g., Hodge and Minc 1990) treated Aztec I pottery as a 
diagnostic of the Middle Postclassic period, following the decline of the Toltec state. 
Davies’ interpretation of the partnership between Culhuacán and Tollan (Tula) is also 
consistent with the recent archaeological evidence for the contemporaneity of Aztec I and 
Mazapan-Tollan pottery complexes in the Basin. Therefore, I treat the Aztec I pottery 
complex as part of the Early Postclassic period and interpret group boundaries and 
stylistic analysis within this chronological framework.  The Memorial Breve also 
indicates that Culhuacán persisted and outlived the final fall of the Tollan polity (Davies 
1977:300).  This is also consistent with the persistence of Aztec I and continuity into 
Aztec II (Middle Postclassic) pottery traditions in the Basin.  Due to this division in the 
Early Postclassic material culture, the following discussion presents the northern and 
southern Basin background separately. 
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Figure 2.3. Basin of Mexico settlement for the Early Postclassic period (map from 
Sanders, Parsons, and Santley 1979). 
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Figure 2.4. Early Postclassic pottery complex distributions in the Basin of Mexico (based 
on García 2004: Figura 3.2). The Mazapan Complex occurs throughout the northern 
Basin with the exception of Xaltocan (part of Aztec I).  The Aztec I Complex occurs in 
the southern Basin, split between emphasis on the Culhuacan and Chalco varieties.  
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Tula and the Northern Basin 
The Terminal Corral phase (ca. A.D. 850-900) corresponds to the initial 
expansion of the Early Postclassic city of Tula, the Toltec capital, and marked the 
destruction and abandonment of Tula Chico, the center of the Epiclassic civic-ceremonial 
activities. The Terminal Corral phase is characterized as a “transitional complex” that 
contains some Corral types (like Coyotlatelco) and “Proto-Tollan” pottery types 
(Mastache et al. 2002: Table 3.3). The Tollan phase (ca. A.D. 900-1150) marks the 
maximum extent of the city of Tula.  It may be possible to divide the Tollan phase into 
sub-phases (Early and Late Tollan) with corresponding changes in attributes for some 
pottery types (Bey 1986; Cobean 1990; Mastache et al. 2002:41-43) and changing access 
to certain types through time.  
The Early Postclassic Mazapan and Tollan pottery complexes replaced the 
Coyotlatelco Red-on-buff pottery tradition and included the area from Tula into the 
northern Basin. The following summary of pottery complexes for the Early Postclassic at 
Tula is based on Mastache et al. (2002:46-50) and is used to inform my development of 
pottery complexes for use in this study.  Tula complexes follow a sequence from 
Terminal Corral, Early Tollan, and Late Tollan phases.  Mazapan Wavy Line, Joroba, 
Manuelito, and some Proa Polished are generally considered Terminal Corral phase when 
found in association with Coyotlatelco pottery. They indicate a short transition between 
the Epiclassic and Early Postclassic complexes (Mastache et al. 2002:218-219). The 
Early Tollan occupation also reflects preference for Mazapan Wavy Line, Proa and 
occasional Joroba cream bowls, in addition to other types used in the current study, such 
as Macana Red-on-natural (RN) tripod grater bowls (molcajetes).  By the Late Tollan 
phase, Macana grater bowls were less popular while Jara Orange Polished and Ira 
Stamped bowls became more popular (Ira being exclusively late and scarcer than Jara).  
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Tula’s ceramic assemblage assigned to the Tollan phase is based on about 
twenty-five types primarily defined by Cobean (1978, 1990) that co-occur throughout the 
site and represents a “plurality of cultural traditions” (Mastache et al. 2002:46).  The red-
on-brown wares (i.e., Macana RN, Mazapan Wavy Line) are well recognized in the Basin 
of Mexico, Queretaro, Guanajuato, and Michoacán.  The orange-and-cream wares may be 
related to pottery traditions of the Veracruz Gulf Coast (Cobean 1978, 1990). The 
orange-and-cream ceramics (i.e., Proa with fine textured paste) enter Tula just before the 
Tollan phase (perhaps in the Terminal Corral phase) and become increasingly popular 
through the Early Postclassic.  There is also evidence for Huastec pottery (i.e., Sillon 
Incised, Ink Stamped, Acta Polished Red), and Mixteca influence from Oaxaca (i.e., 
Alicia Openworked censer).  Some traditions in the Tollan pottery complex appear to be 
Pan-Mesoamerican in the Early Postclassic (i.e., spiked braziers, bird effigy supports) or 
obtained through long-distance exchange (i.e., Tohil Plumbate).  
Most of these types and complexes, despite many having non-local inspiration in 
style and technology, appear to be of local manufacture either within workshops in the 
city (Cobean et al. 1999; Hernández et al. 1999; Mastache et al. 2002:167) or within the 
Tula region (Bey 1986; Moncayo 1999).  This varied mix of pottery traditions all co-
occurs in houses and buildings throughout Tula, so that no pottery tradition or ware 
seems to be patterned according to ethnic diversity or barrios.  There may be urban, rural 
or socioeconomic patterning in relative percentages of types reflecting preference or 
access to marketable goods. 
Stylistic similarity to many Tula-related pottery types has been identified in 
Basin of Mexico assemblages; but, prior to the current study, there has been no 
exploration of the extent to which Tula exported pottery to the Basin of Mexico. 
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Extensive chemical characterization of the Tula clays and pottery products has not been 
previously conducted.  
The Northern Basin 
Sanders (1986:372) divided the Early Postclassic period into two archaeological 
phases, Mazapan (which perhaps overlaps with Terminal Corral and Early Tollan phases 
of Tula) and Atlatongo (which corresponds to the Late Tollan phase of Tula and the 
apogee of the Tula state).  However, his phase divisions of the Early Postclassic have not 
been widely adopted in Basin studies. Therefore, I separate the Mazapan pottery complex 
from the Tula/Tollan complex in order to test alternative models of interaction between 
Tula and Basin of Mexico centers.  
The Mazapan phase is characterized by the use of Mazapan Wavy Line and 
Sloppy Red-on-natural pottery types.  At Teotihuacan after Mazapan, Sanders (1986:372-
373; Sanders et al. 1979:465; McCullough 1966) introduced the Atlatongo cultural 
complex/phase concept (ca. A.D. 950/1050-1150), which he suggested was the first real 
intrusion of Tula-related ceramics into the Teotihuacan Valley and the incorporation of 
the Teotihuacan Valley into the Tula state. Sanders identifies the key difference between 
Mazapan and the later Atlatongo phase as the increased use of a cream slipped ware and a 
decreased use of the Mazapan Wavy Line pottery.   
The suggestion that Teotihuacan and other Basin of Mexico communities fell 
under Tula’s political control ca. A.D. 950 (Tula’s Tollan Phase) (Diehl 1983; Cobean 
and Mastache 1989:42-44) is based in part on the similarity of pottery types between Tula 
and Teotihuacan in the Early Postclassic period.  Some question models that assume 
Tula’s political and economic control of the entire Basin of Mexico (Brumfiel 2005a; 
Smith and Montiel 2001), establishing the need for further work on the extent and nature 
of Tula influence throughout the region.  
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Puebla and the Southern Basin 
Archaeological investigation of the southern Basin indicates a cultural divide in 
the Basin during the Early Postclassic (García 2004; Hodge 2008; O’Neill 1962; Sanders 
et al. 1979). Aztec I Black-on-orange pottery and the earliest of the Chalco-Cholula 
polychromes most commonly occur within the southern Basin with a single outlier at the 
northern island settlement at Xaltocan (Brumfiel 2005a, 2005b).  Cholula, to the 
southeast of the Basin, re-emerged as an important religious and political center by the 
Early Postclassic (McCafferty 1994).  The political and economic extent of influence of 
this center in the Basin is not well understood; stylistic affiliations in the Early 
Postclassic Aztec I Chalco-Cholula pottery complex with Cholula pottery are discussed 
below, and in Hodge (2008) and Parsons et al. (1982a: Appendix 1). 
Chemical characterization of Aztec I Black-on-orange pottery established that it 
was made in multiple locales that generally map onto distribution areas for specific 
stylistic variants of the ware (García 2004; Hodge and Minc 1990; Minc et al. 1994; 
Brumfiel 2005b). There are three distinct zones of Aztec I pottery in the southern Basin 
that are hypothesized to represent separate neighboring city-states and areas of small-
scale market interaction (Minc et al. 1994). For the most part, these areas do not appear to 
have significant quantities of Tula related pottery (Brumfiel 2005a; Hodge 2008; Parsons 
and Gorenflo 2006). They suggest political and perhaps economic boundaries between 
Tula and the southern Basin Aztec I Chalco-Cholula related city-states by the close of the 
Early Postclassic.  
Aztec I pottery has been traditionally grouped with Aztec II pottery under the 
umbrella term “Early Aztec” and conventionally correlated to Middle Postclassic (ca. 
A.D. 1150/1200-1350/1430).  Hodge (1997:224) reports that radiocarbon dating places 
the start of the Aztec I pottery complex at the Mound 65 excavations of Chalco at A.D. 
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1100 (calibrated intercept), but at other sites such as Ch-Az-195 much earlier at A.D. 690 
(calibrated intercept), and Xaltocan at A.D. 880 (calibrated intercept) (Brumfiel 
2005a:75; Parsons et al. 1996:225). Aztec I variants may persist in some areas well 
beyond the downfall of the Tula state (ca. A.D. 1150), but growing evidence suggests 
chronological overlap between the Aztec I Chalco-Cholula and the Mazapan-Tollan 
complexes in the Early Postclassic period.  At this time, I consider most of the Aztec I 
and Aztec II as separate but related pottery complexes (see Garraty 2010 for a discussion 
of the Middle and Late Postclassic).   
SUMMARY 
The foregoing discussion has provided the cultural and chronological setting of 
developments throughout that Basin that provide the backdrop for examining issues of 
interaction among the communities represented by collections included in this study. It 
highlights current thoughts about relationships throughout the Basin. In this study I 
examine physical evidence of interaction using ceramics to test integration or 
independence of various communities in these regional patterns. The details of how this 
study is carried out are presented in the following chapter.  
                                                 
1 Oxtoticpac is the Bennyhoff and Millon spelling, which was the pre-conquest name for 
the town where the cave is located. Sanders tended to use the 20th century spelling as 
Oxtotipac, rather than the Nahuatl spelling.  
 
2 Arbitrary levels of up to 30 cm each were excavated, further obscuring the identification 
of temporal distinctions within the Epiclassic occupation.  
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
 
In this research, I use pottery to evaluate exchange among settlements by 
assessing the degree of compositional, technological, and stylistic similarities in 
diagnostic decorated types. Samples were selected from collections representing areas 
extending from Tula in the northwest to the eastern and southern portion of the Basin.  In 
this chapter, I outline my methods of sample selection, data collection, and analysis 
procedures.  
I used existing archaeological collections from survey and excavation projects to 
choose representative samples of pottery complexes occurring throughout the region. The 
pottery collections gathered as part of the Basin of Mexico survey projects continue to 
provide information, especially regarding shifting zones of interaction. Site visits were 
made in 2005-2007 to Teotihuacan, Cholula, Tula, the Toluca Valley, and Xaltocan to 
inspect pottery type collections to identify important attributes for comparison.  
Additional site visits to project areas were made in 2005 to Xico and in July of 
2010 to Cerro Portezuelo to gain on-the-ground understanding of the physiographic 
settings.  Satellite images of the two sites (Figures 3.1 and 3.2) illustrate their settings, 
Cerro Portezuelo as a sloping hillside occupation, and Xico on an island with a volcanic 
caldera on the southern portion of the site. However, these images also demonstrate the 
active encroachment of the metropolitan Mexico City urban dwellers moving into these 
once open agricultural areas. Only ten years ago Cerro Portezuelo and Xico were not in 
immediate threat due to urban expansion.  Sadly, there are many small hamlets, villages, 
and other significant Prehispanic settlements first identified in the Basin of Mexico 
surveys that have already been lost by the expanding metropolis of Mexico City. The 
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continued loss of archaeological sites highlights the importance of utilizing existing 
survey and excavation collections in regional synthesis, as is done in this study.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.1. Cerro Portezuelo site area labeled according to features from UCLA project 
maps and mound clusters from survey by Parsons in the 1970s. The satellite image shows 
encroachment of urban settlement onto the UCLA project area, with many settlement 
areas lost to urban development. Image acquired from Google Earth, September 2010. 
Green lines indicate drainages and washes along hill slope recorded by UCLA survey and 
matched here to current drainages.  
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Figure 3.2. Xico Island and caldera satellite image showing encroachment of urban 
settlement onto the site. Image acquired from Google Earth, September 2010.  
SAMPLE SELECTION 
 
Collections were selected by regional blocks loosely based upon the division of 
the Basin of Mexico into regional survey sections (Sanders, Parsons, and Santley 1979) 
(Figure 3.3). Selected survey regions for this research include Zumpango, Teotihuacan, 
the southern-most section of the Texcoco block, Ixtapalapa, and Chalco. In addition, Tula 
and Xaltocan were included for sampling. The pottery collections used in this research 
were chosen from both survey and excavated contexts, depending upon accessibility and 
time constraints. The collections used in this study are listed by region, project, and 
period in Table 3.1.   
Collections from each of the regions were selected to represent the periods and 
pottery complexes discussed in the prior chapter.  Particular sites or collection areas are 
discussed in the following chapters per relevant pottery complex represented. Not all 
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collections have comparable amounts of pottery from each of the periods and pottery 
complexes.  The Teotihuacan and Chalco regional surveys are more extensively 
represented than the other blocks. The excavations of Cerro Portezuelo are the only 
collections representing the Texcoco block, although the Texcoco regional survey 
materials are available for additional analysis in the future.  Samples from additional 
collections were acquired as they became available to increase representation of pottery 
complexes for a particular region.   
Initially the Zumpango and Ixtapalapa Regional Surveys were not included in the 
study.  However, as these collections became available for study, I sampled them in order 
to fill in gaps in type distributions. They were included in order to define boundaries of 
specific pottery type distributions rather than to demonstrate broad regional coverage of 
entire pottery complexes. It became clear that the Early Postclassic Mazapan Wavy Line 
pottery was common in Cerro Portezuelo, but not in the Chalco Regional Survey. 
Incorporating the intermediate survey area of Ixtapalapa allowed me to define the 
approximate area where use of this pottery type dropped off. Ixtapalapa and Zumpango 
Regional Survey collections are not as heavily sampled as the Chalco Regional Survey 
materials because they were not a major focus and collection time was limited.  
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Figure 3.3. Basin of Mexico Survey Regions (from Sanders, Parsons and Santley 1979). 
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Table 3.1. Project collections used in this study by region and time period. Permissions of 
use for the collections were provided by various individuals and institutions.   
 
Region and Project        Survey/Excavation     Period            Permissions by 
Tula 
 Tula Chico  Excavation EPI  Robert Cobean 
 Household/Workshop  Excavation EPC  Dan Healan 
 Tula Salvage  Excavation EPI,EPC  Luis Gamboa, INAH  
Zumpango 
Zumpango Regional  
    Survey (Parsons)  Survey  EPI, EPC  Jeffrey Parsons 
Teotihuacan 
 Teotihuacan Mapping  
   Project (TMP)   Survey  EPI, EPC  George Cowgill 
 Vaillant Mazapan Burials Excavation EPC  AMNH 
 Teotihuacan Valley  
  Rural Survey (Sanders)  both  EPI, EPC  Penn State 
Xaltocan 
 ET (Early Toltec) Site  Survey  EPI  Elizabeth Brumfiel 
 Xaltocan   Excavation EPC, AZ I  Elizabeth Brumfiel 
Cerro Portezuelo 
 UCLA Excavations  both  EPI, EPC  UCLA Fowler Museum 
Ixtapalapa  
Ixtapalapa Regional  
  Survey (Blanton)  Survey  EPI, EPC  Jeffrey Parsons 
Chalco 
 Chalco Regional 
   Survey   Survey  EPI, EPC  Jeffrey Parsons 
 Xico Chinampa  Excavation EPI, EPC  Jeffrey Parsons 
Xochimilco 
 Xochimilco Regional  Survey  EPI  Jeffrey Parsons 
   Survey 
 
EPI= Epiclassic, EPC=Early Postclassic, AMNH = American Museum of Natural History, UCLA= University of 
California Los Angeles  
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Type Concordance 
Central Mexican archaeology suffers from the common problem of multiple but 
inconsistent pottery typologies.  A few Epiclassic and Early Postclassic diagnostic types 
are easily identifiable (Coyotlatelco Red-on-natural, Mazapan Wavy Line, etc.).  
Numerous local variants of decorated pottery may be defined and applied consistently 
within a project, such as those for Tula (Cobean 1978, 1990).  However, inconsistencies 
in textual description, inadequate distribution of photographs and drawings, or decades of 
lull between research projects at a site all contribute to the development of conflicting 
type definitions. The importance of building a regional type system was recognized early 
in the study of Basin archaeology,  
No genuinely adequate typology of Late Classic [i.e., Epiclassic] and 
Early Postclassic Valley of Mexico ceramics is available, although such 
is an indispensable prerequisite to a satisfactory understanding of the 
nature of the transition between the Classic and Postclassic in this key 
Mesoamerica area (Nicholson and Hicks 1961:9).  
 
This research project provides an opportunity to build a concordance of Epiclassic and 
Early Postclassic Central Mexican pottery types. References used to build the pottery 
types and pottery complexes include (but are not limited to) Teotihuacan (Bennyhoff 
1967; Rattray 1966, 2001; Sanders 1986), Cerro Portezuelo (Hicks 2005), Tula (Cobean 
1978, 1990), Xico-Chalco (Hodge 2008; O’Neill 1962; Parsons et al. 1982a), and Cholula 
(Lind et al. 2002; McCafferty 2001; Noguera 1954; Suárez Cruz 1995).  To rectify this 
still persistent problem of conflicting type naming conventions, I have developed a web-
accessible pottery reference resource and continue to develop a detailed type concordance 
using pottery in this study and supplemented with additional color photos and 
descriptions provided by other Central Mexican researchers (Figure 3.4). Such a 
concordance is essential for this current study of interaction among major settlements and 
to build consensus in ceramic classification for future regional studies. The Central 
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Mexican Pottery online resource is ongoing and will continue to provide additional 
examples from the various regions and provide key references for concordance as 
identified in the literature and as new contributions are available.  
Pottery Complexes  
For each chronological period, Epiclassic and Early Postclassic, decorated 
pottery types used in this research were categorized according to broader pottery 
complexes: Early Epiclassic, Coyotlatelco Epiclassic, Mazapan Early Postclassic, 
Atlatongo/Tollan Early Postclassic, and Chalco-Cholula/Aztec I Early Postclassic (Figure 
3.5).  The definition of a pottery complex is meant to convey a set of pottery types and 
styles whose use co-occurs within a particular time interval and which can be found 
together within a typical archaeological assemblage within a shared region of interaction.   
Complexes defined here are based on my literature search of the regional ceramic 
typologies and chronological definitions. Rather than provide an exhaustive list of pottery 
naming conventions here, I present the type designations used throughout this study with 
reference to the notable and predominant alternative designations used by researchers in 
Central Mexico. 
 
Figure 3.4. Screen print of web resource for Central Mexican Pottery 
http://archaeology.asu.edu/vm/mesoamerica/destiny/ 
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THE STAGES OF ANALYSIS 
The ceramic analysis is organized into three stages that are summarized here. In 
this nested multistage design, each successive stage informs the selection of specimens 
for study in the subsequent analysis.  Stage I was the broadest analysis for each region 
and consisted of immersion in available literature, reports, and site visits to determine 
variation in pottery typologies and potential variation within pottery types.  General 
Figure 3.5. Epiclassic and Early Postclassic decorated pottery types by names used in this study. 
(Refer to Figure 2.1 for further detail).  
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patterns of distribution and co-occurrence of types were identified and used to define and 
structure the organization of analytical categories. Stage II analysis encompassed the 
chemical characterization of specimens sampled from among regions, complexes, and 
types. Stage III analysis included a qualitative analysis of stylistic and technological 
attributes of those specimens selected for chemical analysis. Data were collected on 
decorative and formal variation within types and across regional blocks. In the following 
sections, each stage of analysis is further discussed with emphasis on the methods 
implemented and objectives of the investigation.  
Stage I Analysis: Pottery Types and Pottery Complexes   
The development of pottery type definitions used in this study required a series 
of site visits to museums, research facilities, and archaeological zones to learn the 
typologies commonly implemented across the Basin of Mexico and in neighboring areas. 
Manuscripts, dissertations, and archaeological reports are indispensible in identifying 
systems of pottery classification and regional variants.  However, inconsistencies 
between projects, analysts, and revisions over the last several decades contribute to the 
difficulties in comparing reported data in a standardized way for the purposes of regional 
synthesis.   
The first stage of analysis was the identification of corresponding pottery types 
between project collections. My consultations with ceramic analysts from Tula, 
Teotihuacan, Xaltocan, Puebla, Toluca Valley and other Basin of Mexico projects were 
initially exploratory.  I am indebted to the generosity of the many researchers contacted 
in Stage I of this study who provided their time, comparative collections, knowledge, and 
patience as I became immersed in the regional pottery traditions.  
My resulting formulation of pottery type assignments for specimens is based on 
the following practices.  Type designations that are widely recognized and used across 
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Central Mexico are maintained.  Coyotlatelco is one example of a widely accepted 
pottery type, yet there is still considerable flexibility in the formal naming conventions 
for the type that includes the qualifying terms of Red-on-brown, Red-on-natural, Red-on-
cream, and others. There is also a series of vague “proto-Coyotlatelco” designations 
which suggest that a vessel exhibits all of the general qualities of Coyotlatelco, but that 
the specific details of the type definition may not be fully met.   I retain the Coyotlatelco 
naming convention, although I generalize it to include a Coyotlatelco Painted group with 
Red-on-natural and Red-on-cream variants.   
Some type designations follow from already established pottery typology 
systems.  For the Early Postclassic Tollan complex, I follow classifications and naming 
conventions defined by Cobean (1978) for Tula.  The type definitions for Macana and the 
cream slip types from Tula have not previously been systematically applied to collections 
in the Basin.  I do so to facilitate comparison between Tula and Basin collections. Due to 
the small size of specimens from surface collections in the Basin, many red painted bowls 
were classified generally as Early Postclassic pottery and lumped together. My 
application of Cobean’s typology to these collections has been a fruitful exercise and 
many specimens were re-classified to more specific types in this way.  
For Early Epiclassic type designations in the southern Basin, I rely upon the 
unpublished Cerro Portezuelo pottery report by Hicks (2005) as a baseline. However, the 
Early Epiclassic pottery complex of the southern Basin as defined in this study does not 
include regionally identified pottery styles and types. To fill these gaps in classification, I 
have defined new pottery type designations, which are largely descriptive (e.g., Incised & 
Punctate - in reference to the distinctive decorative technique used).     
My pottery type designations are intended to facilitate regional comparison of 
similar classes of ceramics.  As a result, my classification system is specific concerning 
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some pottery groups and more general for others. I understand that there is significant 
variation within a pottery type and that numerous variants may be defined within each 
group in future research.  My use of classification nomenclature is provided here in order 
to easily identify regional distributional patterns across these type categories.  The 
discussions in the following chapters are liberally illustrated with photographs and 
drawings to explicitly demonstrate examples and variation present within my defined 
pottery type groups. The resulting type and pottery complex classification system from 
the Stage I analysis provides the analytical framework for identification of specimens to 
be included in the subsequent Stage II and Stage III analyses.  
Stage II Analysis: Chemical Characterization  
Specimens from each pottery complex and major types (Table 3.2) were chosen 
from each center for chemical characterization using instrumental neutron activation 
analysis (INAA) at the Missouri University Research Reactor (MURR).  These samples 
were chosen from each of the ceramic complexes in Epiclassic and Early Postclassic 
periods so as to represent comparable pottery types across several regional blocks.  Data 
from previous studies of Epiclassic pottery from the Teotihuacan Mapping Project and 
the Teotihuacan Valley Project (Crider et al. 2007) and Epiclassic and Early Postclassic 
pottery from Cerro Portezuelo (Crider 2011; Nichols et al. 2002) were also incorporated 
in this study.  
 The results of INAA were used to identify the probable general location of 
production for each specimen. The MURR reference collection includes numerous 
pottery and clay samples from Central Mexico that can be compared to suggest likely 
compositional groups within the dataset (cf. Glascock 1992; Neff 2000; Neff and 
Glascock 1998).  The resulting compositional groups I derived were then analyzed in 
relation to the above technological, stylistic, and provenience attributes. The goal was to 
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determine whether pottery types were being produced in single or multiple locations and 
to track consumption patterns of those goods. Direct exchange of vessels is an indication 
of social interaction between communities, while lack of exchange may indicate socio-
political barriers.  
Many ceramic studies have been successfully implemented in Central Mexico 
using instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA) to determine probable sources of 
production (Bennyhoff and Heizer 1965; Crider et al. 2007; Garraty 2006; Hodge and 
Minc 1990; Rodríguez-Alegría 2002). These studies have shown that the 
geomorphological characteristics of Central Mexico are spatially varied enough to 
identify regional differentiation among ceramic pastes; source groups can be 
distinguished between the areas of the Basin, such as Teotihuacan northeast, Chalco 
southeast, Tenochtitlan/Azcapotzalco southwest, and northwest. Several smaller groups 
have been hypothesized based upon chemical characterization, but have been only 
tentatively linked to specific Basin locations.   
  Additional INAA studies conducted outside the Basin provide some 
comparative basis for probable imports into the area.  The MURR database contains a 
small sample set of Tula specimens submitted by George Bey and Deborah Nichols. They 
are used in this study to provide some comparison for my development of the Tula source 
group. A large sample of Postclassic Cholula Polychromes has successfully distinguished 
Puebla from Basin sources (Neff et al. 1994).  Veracruz and the Gulf region are currently 
under investigation by many researchers and comparative reference groups are 
forthcoming.  For this study, a general “Gulf” compositional group was identified for 
Lustrous Ware collected from Teotihuacan (Cowgill and Neff 2004), and this group was 
used in my study for comparison.  The “Gulf” category is very general, and thus 
unsatisfactory in identifying specific locales contributing to the imports in the Basin 
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materials, but can at least identify specimens as non-Basin. Recent INAA analysis of 
pottery from south-central Veracruz is also available for comparison (Stark 2008; Stark et 
al. 2007); especially of importance for comparison in my study to the Late Classic Blanco 
White bowls (Stark’s Type 44).  
In a foundational study on pottery sourcing in Central Mexico, Hodge and Minc 
(1990; see also Minc 2006) identified Middle Postclassic exchange patterns that 
identified economic and political alliance building. In their stylistic and chemical 
characterization study, diagnostic decorated pottery provided evidence for minor 
economic interaction between communities.  Although pottery styles were shared 
throughout the region at this time, low amounts of exchange occurred between some 
trade partners, suggesting boundaries of interaction.  
Additional studies have revealed the complexities in community relationships as 
Central Mexico increasingly came under Aztec Imperial control (Garraty 2006; Hodge 
and Minc 1990; Smith and Berdan 2003). These studies emphasize the relationship 
between political centralization and market development by studying Middle to Late 
Postclassic materials (Garraty 2006; Nichols et al. 2002:26).   
The majority of chemical compositional groups, and the resulting reference set, 
have been defined on the basis of Middle and Late Postclassic sampling.  Source areas 
defined entirely upon Postclassic production provide a general framework for regional 
chemical variation, but must be reviewed critically for within-group variations reflecting 
differing production zones in other periods. For example, the Tenochtitlan source group 
is clearly defined on the assumption that the Late Postclassic center of Tenochtitlan was a 
key producer in the southwestern Basin, although production communities have yet to be 
identified archaeologically.  The site of Tenochtitlan may have been only marginally 
occupied in the Epiclassic period, and this accounts for my limited use of the 
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Tenochtitlan compositional group.   Compositional group assignments for Tenochtitlan 
may have a slightly different signature than the western shores of the Ixtapalapa 
peninsula. Differences between these subgroups within the large regional quadrants (e.g., 
Southwestern Basin that includes Tenochtitlan) were defined in this study through multi-
elemental differences rather than totally discrete signatures such as one might expect in 
comparing materials from very different geological settings.  
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Table 3.2. Final sample sizes for INAA by settlement cluster for Epiclassic and Early 
Postclassic types and complexes. Larger numbers of sherds were examined to choose this 
final sample in order to represent variation within a type. (NW=northwestern Basin, NE= 
northeastern Basin, CE= central-eastern Basin, SW=Southwestern Basin, 
SE=Southeastern Basin, N= general northern Basin settlement clusters).  
 
 
NW NE EC SW SE N 
 
Types by Complex         
Ana Maria 3           
 
3 
Clara Luz 5           
 
5 
Guadalupe Incised 5             5 
Tezonchichilco 
 
  2 21 2 8 
 
33 
Resist 
 
  7     8 
 
15 
Incised & Punctate 
 
  3 14 2 4 
 
23 
Grey Ware Decorated 
 
  11 6     
 
17 
Grey Ware Plain 
 
  15 42     
 
57 
Zone Incised 
 
  1 15 3 7 1 27 
Stamped/Carved 
 
  8 14 1 8 4 35 
Incised     1   1 4 16 22 
Coyotlatelco 40 6 30 70 6 28 7 187 
Epiclassic Total 53 6 78 182 15 67 28 429 
                  
Mazapan Wavy Line 33 14 25 8 7     87 
Sloppy RN 4 4 25 13 3 2 
 
49 
Joroba 13 1 6 29 1 8 
 
57 
Stick Trailed       7       7 
Macana 25 17 23 54 14 32 1 166 
Proa & Blanco White 21 5 35 19 5 13 
 
98 
Ira Stamped 1 1 2   1 2 
 
7 
Jara Pulido 20 5 5 4   5 
 
39 
Ink Stamped 
 
9       1 
 
10 
Blanco Levantado 14 7 10 13     
 
44 
Sillon/Orange Slip   3 2 16 1 2   24 
Aztec I 
 
  1 14 4 17 20 56 
CC Polychrome   1 1 5   10 17 34 
Early Postclassic Total 81 48 79 125 25 82 38 478 
                  
Project Total 184 73 213 364 51 159 66 1110 
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Stage II Analysis: Analytical Methods 
In order to define compositional groups, the reported parts per million chemical 
data from MURR were log10 transformed, and the univariate assessment of each element 
was conducted to identify any potential problems in data acquisition or sample 
contamination. Two elements were dropped from this analysis, arsenic (As) and nickel 
(Ni) due to minimal levels of detection.   The remaining elements were used for a series 
of multivariate statistical analyses. The methodology is explained here so that the results 
can be presented without repetition of this explanation in succeeding chapters.  
This study examines multiple pottery types from several time periods using a 
systematic approach to optimize the interpretive potential of the dataset. The 
classification of samples into compositional groups was examined using a suite of 
multivariate statistics. The first step included the definition of MURR reference sets from 
the previously assayed samples in the Central Mexican datasets.  This was necessary to 
develop a robust set of reference materials relevant not only to the Basin of Mexico, but 
also the surrounding regions including Puebla, Gulf, Toluca, and Yautepec (Morelos). 
Initially a large number of reference groups were defined as potential matches to my 
study set. However, any reference groups not acquiring sample matches were dropped as 
irrelevant.  
The creation of reference groups was an iterative process of refining chosen 
representative samples from the MURR Central Mexican datasets. Discriminant analysis 
(DA) using SPSS statistical software was conducted using the MURR database 
assignments as the known groups. The probability of fit of these group assignments was 
examined, and any members that changed assignments were dropped. For very large 
groups, if the probability of fit was less than 0.900 or 0.800, these questionable members 
were dropped from the reference group. For groups with few members, the criterion for 
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inclusion was 0.600. or 0.700, in order to maintain enough comparative samples.  
Successive rounds of DA were conducted, dropping low probability members, to distill 
the reference groups to sets of representative samples with high degrees of probability of 
membership. The newly refined Reference Set was then used in subsequent analysis of 
ceramic specimen data from this project.  
The next step was to conduct another discriminant analysis (DA) using the 
refined Reference Set to identify the known groups, and the samples from the current 
study as unknowns.  All study samples were successfully classified in this DA as 
members of compositional groups within the refined Reference Set. The classification 
was further refined through an iterative process of successive rounds using the MURR 
Statistical Routines and SPSS for multivariate statistics. A specimen was removed from 
group membership if resulting probability of membership was too low or too similar to 
another group. These groups were then assessed as to group membership using MURR 
Statistical Routines for GAUSS software implementing Mahalanobis distances and the 
Mean Euclidean Distance Search to identify closest matches in the INAA central 
Mexican database. The resulting groups of the study samples were then examined in 2D 
scatter plots of element data with ellipses that indicate 0.90-0.95 confidence intervals 
(CI).  Two-element scatter plots and biplots of elements and specimens, were used to 
look for structure in the data, to identify extreme outliers, and to identify diagnostic 
elements or element combinations. Outliers were examined to determine best fit with an 
appropriate source group based on probabilities in the discriminant analysis and 
examination of positions within scatter plots.  
The number of reference groups was refined through this iterative process, 
independent of ceramic type and time period. Some reference groups were dropped 
because after refinement no specimens from my study were assigned to them, so they 
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were no longer relevant. Reference groups which had specimens assigned to them were 
retained for further comparisons. This iterative process was continued to further refine 
group assignments to provide the initial constellation of assignments for the study 
samples. However, further refinement of these assignments was undertaken by rigorous 
examination of the structure of the data. In some cases large groups could be successfully 
split into separate subgroups; in other cases, it was apparent that small subgroups should 
be joined into a common larger group.  I used an inclusive approach that used 
discriminant scores to find the best fit for each sample. No samples were dropped from 
the classification, although a small number were assigned as indeterminate.  
After the very large groups were assigned, then neighboring regional groups were 
closely examined using a series of bivariate scatter plots of element discriminant 
functions, principal components, factor scores in GAUSS and SPSS software. This 
strategy was based on the recognition that regional compositional groups are largely 
driven by the local geological signature which overrides the subtleties of compositional 
variation influenced by cultural production traditions. Given the nature of the large 
alluvial basin surrounded by volcanic mountains, the clays used to make Basin of Mexico 
ceramics are a result of generally similar geological and petrological materials and 
processes, but subtle regional trends in composition were recognized in these data.  
Stage II Analysis: Resulting Compositional Groups in this Study 
 Because this study was based upon initial reference groups established by 
previous MURR assignments for the Basin of Mexico, my resulting groups reflect this 
broad regional structure.  Groups generally correlate to the quadrants of the Basin (NE, 
SE, SW, NW).  It is not always possible to assign compositional groups to specific 
locales on the landscape, so broad regional source areas were utilized as approximate 
locations. However, through the iterative process for comparing data structure and 
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stylistic-typological attributes, I have assigned specimens when possible to sub-groups 
within these quadrants.  In many cases, the resulting group assignment is a new group 
designation not previously established by MURR analysts (Figure 3.6).  By implementing 
this hierarchical structure of the compositional groups, two scales of interaction are 
accessible for interpretation: 1) the macro-regional quadrants of the Basin of Mexico, and 
2) within-quadrant sub-groups (Figure 3.7).  Because these are in many cases newly 
established sub-groups, it will be beneficial to have additional future work to further 
verify and establish them with analysis of additional specimens and clay sampling of 
primary sources on the landscape.  
The resulting compositional groups are presented here in relation to the above 
technological, stylistic, and provenience attributes. The goal is to determine whether 
pottery types were being produced in single or multiple locations and to track 
consumption patterns of those goods. Direct exchange of vessels is an indication of social 
interaction between communities, while lack of exchange may indicate socio-political 
barriers.  
Finally, the resulting compositional groups were examined according to temporal 
and stylistic attributes.  In some cases, samples were strongly clustered on scatter plots 
according to type, indicating strong patterning within the region and the identification of 
probable production groups.  Further variations in technological and stylistic attributes 
were compared within a type/ware with respect to provenience and final compositional 
groupings. These multiple data were used for evaluating the degree of variation and 
similarity within types and across centers from the Epiclassic to Early Postclassic Central 
Mexico.  Additional chemical characterization results are provided in Appendix B, while 
specific specimens are presented in the results chapters that follow.  
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Basin Locales   
MURR Defined 
Compositional 
Groups 
  
Crider Study 
Compositional 
Groups 
        
Northwest Basin 
  
Northwest Basin 
  Northwest Basin 
    Zumpango -2 
    Tula 
    Tula G2 
    Tula Outlier 
      
Northeast Basin 
  Teotihuacan   
Teotihuacan 
  Otumba   
        
Southeast and  
East Basin 
  
Texcoco                                        
Chalco                       
  Texcoco Gen (East) 
    CPZ (Southeast) 
    Chalco (Southeast) 
    Xico (Southeast) 
        
Southwest Basin 
  
Tenochtitlan    
Azcapotzalco  
  Tenochtitlan 
    Azcapotzalco 
    Culhuacan 
        
South  Basin                  
Extreme South 
  Southern Basin-1   SB1 
  Southern Basin-3   SB3 
  Yautepec   Yautepec  
        
North Basin       North X       
       
Xaltocan 
  
Xaltocan 1,2,3 
  Xaltocan ET 
    Xaltocan AZ 
 
Figure 3.6. Schematic of the hierarchical organization of the Basin compositional groups 
by quadrant and the subgroups used in this study. 
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Figure 3.7. Schematic of probable locations for large regional compositional groups (in 
circled zones) and subgroups (labeled in bold within circles) in the Basin of Mexico. Red 
dots indicate collection sites used in this study.  
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Stage III Analysis 
This stage of analysis includes the recording of attribute details of vessel form, 
design, and stylistic qualities of decoration with a focus on specimens included for INAA 
analysis. Prior to selection of the sample for INAA, I made an effort to collect attribute 
data on as many examples of a particular type as possible for each major project and 
survey region. The purpose was to select, using my best judgment and with the time 
available, INAA specimens across the range of local variation. For example, for Cerro 
Portezuelo cream wares, I first sorted the several hundred sherds by rim diameter and 
surface finish and selected a range of specimens that spanned size and finish categories. 
The final count of specimens per type and per regional block was ultimately constrained 
by the constituents of the collections, and by limitations on time and access to a given 
collection. Best efforts were made to make as complete and representative a selection as 
possible, given practical considerations.  This preliminary round of attribute data 
collection resulted in my recording attribute data for more specimens than needed for 
INAA. It is available for future use beyond the scope of this study.  
The attribute data used in this study were recorded in an Access database with 
standard data entries for each category (See Appendix A). When possible, preset 
categorical options were used to provide consistent recording of attribute qualities. Data 
from this stage of analysis were used to identify regional variation in the production of 
each decorated pottery type, details of which are presented in the results chapter for each 
pottery complex. Three categories of information were recorded for every INAA 
specimen, they include: tracking information, technological attributes, and decorative 
attributes (Figure 3.8).   
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Tracking  
Information Technological Analysis Decorative  Analysis 
Collection/Project General Form Interior and Exterior Surface Treatment 
Specimen Identification Form Details Dimensions of Painted Rim Band 
Temporal Designation Rim Shape Decorative Technique 
Pottery Complex Rim Angle Decorative Motif 
INAA Sample Number Vessel Measurements Vessel Color 
  Wall to Base Angle Paint/Slip Color 
  Rim Diameter Quality of Manufacture 
  Base Diameter Quality of Decoration 
  Length of Support Quality of Material 
  Angle of Support Photograph of Design  
  Location of support Line Drawing of Design 
  Wall Thickness Vessel Support Shape 
  Paste Qualities   
  Carbon Core   
  Fire Clouding   
 
Figure 3.8. Categories of attribute information used in Stage II analysis. Tracking 
information is included for each specimen.  
Tracking Information  
Each specimen is provided a Specimen Identification Code that contains project 
information (e.g., TTV – Teotihuacan Valley Survey Project, TMP – Teotihuacan 
Mapping Project) and a unique number (Table 3.3).  In the case of museum collections, 
the accession number and the associated specimen identification number are retained for 
this analysis. For example, Cerro Portezuelo numbers include the accession number plus 
a unique five digit number such as 204.43567, so that the item may be easily connected 
back to original project files.  This Specimen Identification Code is used on all photos, 
drawings, and sample tables to track specific specimens. A second specimen 
identification number is applied when a specimen is included for Instrumental Neutron 
Activation Analysis (INAA). This number consists of three letters and three numbers and 
was assigned by the Missouri University Research Reactor (MURR) laboratory. Those 
samples submitted by the Cerro Portezuelo Project (ASU-Dartmouth) use AZC###, and 
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those submitted under my previous Epiclassic study of Teotihuacan Mapping Project 
(Crider 2002) are part of the GLC### sequence. All new specimen submissions for this 
project are labeled DLC###.  
All corresponding provenience information is recorded.  This information varies 
by project and is recorded in the format provided by the project. To accommodate 
inconsistencies in regional application of classification systems and correlating 
chronological placement, I maintain both my pottery and original information from the 
contributing project.  I implemented a hierarchal set of location categories that includes 
specific context and provenience, site collection number or name, larger settlement 
cluster (e.g., Teotihuacan, Tula), and regional block (such as Chalco, Ixtapalapa, 
Zumpango, and Teotihuacan).  In this way, I am able to sort the specimens by site or 
group them by broader regional districts, which is essential in assessing the results of the 
various analyses. 
Table 3.3.  Specimen Identification Codes by project collection. ### represents the 
assigned numbers generated to create unique specimen identifiers. 
 
Code + Unique Number  Project Collection Regional Collection 
 
204.#####    Cerro Portezuelo      (204 is UCLA Accession Number) 
BOM.###   Basin of Mexico Surveys   
       Chalco Regional Survey 
       Ixtapalapa Regional Survey 
       Zumpango Regional Survey 
       Parsons Excavation of Xico 
       Xochimilco Regional Survey 
TTV.###   Teotihuacan Valley Rural Survey 
TMP.###   Teotihuacan Mapping Project 
TULA.###   Tula and Tula Chico projects 
XAL.###   Xaltocan and Xaltocan ET sites 
30.1/###   Vaillant Mazapan Burials  
     (30.1 is AMNH Accession Number)  
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Technological Attribute Analysis  
Technological attributes of vessel construction can be used to identify pottery 
production steps and formation techniques and to indicate specific trends. Such traits 
include vessel form, vessel size, handle and support (shape and attachment methods), 
paste/fabric characteristics, firing characteristics, surface treatment, and overall quality of 
vessel and design execution of decorated pottery of the Epiclassic and Early Postclassic 
in the Basin of Mexico.  
The use of technological attributes to address social and economic dimensions of 
past societies is conceptually a subtle and often difficult venture.  Recent analytical 
approaches invoke “technological style” (Lechtman 1977, 1993) as a framework for 
discussing the “nonmaterial dimensions of prehistoric behavior from the identification of 
the rule-bound similarities empirically manifest in material culture,” (Dobres and 
Hoffman 1994:218). I follow the methodological agenda set by Dietler and Herbich 
(1998:238) who argue for an integrated view of “material” style which identifies 
patterning in technological, formal, and decorative aspects (Dietler and Herbich 1989; 
Herbich 1987; Herbich and Dietler 1991) in order to view production of material culture 
as a series of operational choices (Dietler and Herbich 1998; Dobres 2000; Dobres and 
Hoffman 1994; Pfaffenberger 1992; Schiffer and Skibo 1987- van der Leeuw 1993).   
Patterned and repeated selection of particular technological, formal and 
decorative practices provides material manifestation of participation in particular stylistic 
traditions that may reflect worldview (Dobres and Hoffman 1994:220). I agree with 
Philip Arnold (1999, 2007), who argues that the producer is an active agent in 
technological and decorative choice of pottery manufacture, or what he describes as “the 
producer’s rational responses to the context of manufacture and use” (Arnold 2007:86).  
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Arnold provides a case from La Joya, Veracruz, in which he correlates production 
changes in jar form, decoration and paste inclusions (or what he calls techno logics) to 
changing settlement and subsistence contexts in the Early Formative period. Producers 
are also actively aware of the technological practices of neighboring groups and may 
make choices in their own products that reflect differences with those groups (Lemonnier 
1986:161).  
The longitudinal study of Kalinga potters over more than twenty years provides a 
rich case for testing archaeological assumptions of production, distribution and 
consumption.  The Kalinga Ethnoarchaeological Project compared two pottery producing 
villages in the Philippines, Dalupa and Dangtalan, situated only 2 km apart from one 
another in the same river valley (M. Stark, Bishop, and Miksa 2000).  Metrics on vessel 
attributes of the same vessel form produced by potters at each of the two villages indicate 
subtle, but measurable, differences in vessel dimensions by village (M. Stark 1993:267-
280). Choice in decorative motif, technique and elaboration correlates to village level 
practice (e.g., Graves 1994:29-32; Graves 1985, 1991; Longacre 1981; M. Stark 1993). 
Choice of clay source and paste preparation also differed between producers of each 
village (M. Stark, Bishop, and Miksa 2000). The ability to relate morphological, stylistic, 
and technological attributes to specific villages located within close proximity among the 
Kalinga supports utilizing attribute level analysis for identifying prehistoric patterns 
relating to production choices.  
A series of metrics and qualitative attributes within pottery types from across the 
Basin of Mexico were recorded in my study to reconstruct possible regional and sub-
regional preferences reflective of potters’ choices in production. In some cases, I was 
able to discern site-specific preference in production of vessel form attributes (e.g., the 
use of bird head effigy supports on Macana type molcajetes at Cerro Portezuelo in the 
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Early Postclassic), distinctive breaks in surface finish and motif between areas (e.g., the 
use of burnished or matte surface on Wavy Line vessels differs between the northern and 
south-central portions of the eastern Basin),  in contrast to the shared technological 
attributes across the region (e.g., the popular use of specular hematite on Coyotlatelco 
painted vessels).  
Decorative Attribute Analysis  
Decorative attributes indicate distinctions in the visual aesthetic presented on the 
vessel.  Several attributes were recorded, including decorative qualities (e.g., painted, 
incised, and stamped), design elements and motifs, and design layout.  The attributes of 
decorative analysis were implemented to identify variation within and between ceramic 
types. This decorative analysis is a specialized form of technological analysis (Chilton 
1999:50), as it identifies highly visible production choices in specific designs and 
decorative patterns and how they are implemented rather than simply what is depicted 
(Chilton 1998:134).   
I recorded attribute information so as to capture aspects of the decorative 
technique, such as thickness of the paint brush line, qualities of the paints and slips, and 
degree of burnishing of surface finish on the exterior and interior of the vessel.  The 
patterning of these attributes indicates choices in how a vessel is finished and decorated. 
Among the attributes, some distinguish production areas from one another, as well as 
those choices in common between areas.  
In addition to how a design or visual aesthetic is achieved, attributes recorded 
include the design elements and decorative motifs.  The kinds of decorative variables 
convey meaning and messages in socially constructed contexts (Wobst 1977, 1999). 
Although I made little attempt to identify the intended meaning of designs and motifs, the 
patterned and repeated use of these elements through time, across space, and among 
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various pottery types can provide some clues to the visual domain and worldview of the 
pottery users. Design elements may also provide some evidence concerning long-distance 
interactions, as local potters emulate and incorporate regionally important icons into local 
pottery wares. Philip Arnold (2007:107) states that pots could have been decorated in 
anticipation of their most “decoration demanding” context (e.g., feasting, gifting, burial).  
Several ethnographic studies suggest that decoration is sensitive to the context of vessel 
use (e.g., D. Arnold 1985; P. Arnold 2000b; Costin 2000; Kramer 1985).  
SUMMARY 
This chapter has summarized the rationale for sample selection, attribute data 
collection, and statistical methods employed for INAA data assessment. The following 
chapters provide the details of the resulting analysis according to temporal period and 
pottery complex.  Each chapter examines ceramic data, (technological, stylistic, and 
compositional) for local isolation from regional networks,  participation in single or 
multiple pottery complexes,  evidence for direct exchange or local production of regional 
pottery types, and degree of shared technological and stylistic traits as evidence of 
emulation or shared learning communities for production. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE EARLY EPICLASSIC POTTERY COMPLEXES 
 
The Epiclassic Period in the Basin of Mexico is characterized in the 
archaeological literature as a period of internal political and economic balkanization.  To 
make comparisons across the region, I use a generalized term “Early Epiclassic” to 
represent that period bridging the immediate gap between the end of the Classic 
Teotihuacan state control of an area and its associated pottery styles and the full-blown 
and widespread adoption of Coyotlatelco style pottery. By carving out an earlier 
component of this complex period, I intend to better identify local responses in the 
immediate aftermath of Teotihuacan collapse, that period in which local leaders and 
communities explored new directions of interaction, migration, and shifting settlement 
locations in order to recover from the loss of state structure or to exploit the local 
“vacuums” in state control of resources.   
The subsequent portion of the Epiclassic, although perhaps still influenced by the 
break-up of the Teotihuacan state, reflects a differing landscape of regional actors. Rather 
than response to remnant factions of Teotihuacan origin, or shifting populations incoming 
from neighboring regions; the latter portion of the Epiclassic, that time when the 
Coyotlatelco red painted pottery was abundant across the Basin, reflects a time of large 
regional centers in competition and coordination with one another throughout the region. 
Many of these centers established their place in the regional networks by the close of the 
Epiclassic. This later component is considered in Chapter 5.  
In this chapter, I identify samples included in this part of the study, describe the 
primary diagnostics of the Early Epiclassic Pottery Complex, and summarize relevant 
findings in major projects. The compositional results (INAA) and attribute comparisons 
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are then presented with discussion of the implications for regional interaction for this 
initial Epiclassic component.  
The Samples for the Early Epiclassic 
The specimens used in this analysis are primarily from Tula Chico for the Tula 
area, and Basin of Mexico surveys for Chalco and a subset of the Ixtapalapa region for 
the south. Also included are specimens from the UCLA collections from Cerro 
Portezuelo excavations; these are instrumental in defining the Early Epiclassic pottery 
complex for the southern Basin. Additional specimens from the Teotihuacan Valley are 
the primary comparative sample for the northeastern Basin, especially those collected 
from the Oxtoticpac and Xometla sites by the Pennsylvania State University 
archaeological projects.  These Teotihuacan Valley specimens were selected on the basis 
of similarity to types defined for the southern Basin.  I present descriptions of the 
diagnostic wares and variants and summarize stylistic and chemical compositional results 
of this study. Presentation of results begins with the Tula area, then the Southern Basin 
Settlement Cluster as the primary region of the Early Epiclassic pottery complex, and 
lastly the Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster is discussed in relation to southern Basin 
developments.   
Tula Chico 
A small selection of pottery from Tula Chico from the Prado Phase of occupation 
at Tula was selected for chemical characterization in order to provide additional 
specimens from the early occupation of the site.  A full definition of the Prado pottery 
complex is beyond the scope of this study and is provided by Robert Cobean (1978, 
1990). Only three of the common Prado types were selected from Tula Chico; Ana María 
Red-on-buff, Clara Luz Black Incised, and Guadalupe Incised. These types occur 
following the abandonment of Teotihuacan settlements in the area. Ana María Red-on-
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buff has elaborate red painted geometric designs similar to Coyotlatelco and typically in 
rectilinear patterns on the interior of the vessel. This type occurs in an outflared cylinder 
tripod vase form with hollow cylindrical or conical supports (Cobean 1978:220-222). 
Guadalupe Incised is similar in form to Ana María Red-on-brown, but is decorated with 
incised curvilinear or geometric designs on the exterior of the vessel (Cobean 1978:204-
217).  Clara Luz Black Incised is similar in form to the other two types, but is distinctive 
in the dark gray to black surface color.  The finely incised designs tend to be geometric 
and motifs may be shared with Coyotlatelco red painted pottery (Cobean 1978 229-239).   
The specimens included here were selected by María Elena Suárez from among 
those in her study of Tula Chico pottery. These fifteen specimens are not included in the 
attribute and stylistic analysis.  The intent of including them here was to obtain a set of 
specimens for my study to represent the earliest of the Epiclassic types within the overall 
sampling of Tula pottery for chemical characterization of the region. 
The Basin of Mexico 
For the southern Basin, the specimens are derived primarily from Basin of 
Mexico surveys, including Chalco and a subset of the Ixtapalapa region.  Also included is 
a sizable sample of specimens from the UCLA collections from Cerro Portezuelo 
excavations.  The types are part of the Early Epiclassic southern Basin pottery complex. 
For the northern Basin, a selection of the Sanders’ Teotihuacan Valley Project survey 
materials is used with a special emphasis on the Oxtoticpac-related materials that are 
stylistically comparable to those of the southern Basin complex.  The few Early 
Epiclassic specimens encountered in the Teotihuacan Mapping Project collections are 
included.  Next, I provide a brief introduction of the pottery types for the Basin discussed 
in this chapter.  
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POTTERY TYPES OF THE EARLY EPICLASSIC POTTERY COMPLEX 
Tezonchichilco 
The type name for this pottery was provided by Hicks (2005) for the Cerro 
Portezuelo project.  However, the Hicks type included both the stamped bowls discussed 
here and the incised bowls, which I have separated and defined as Zone Incised Red-on-
natural.  Parsons et al. (1982a:426-428) called this stamped type “Early Toltec carved 
brown bowls” but they should more appropriately be termed stamped rather than carved.  
Tezonchichilco bowls likely had hollow tripod supports that were square or rectangular in 
shape.  Examples of this type illustrated by Séjourné (1983: Figure 40) demonstrate the 
vessel form and design placement (Figure 4.1).  
Tezonchichilco was defined here on the basis of form and the use of stamp 
decoration on the exterior of the vessel just above the base. Although a variety of stamp 
designs are present across the type, only one stamp is used per vessel. Stamped designs 
include curvilinear scrolls, grecas, and a stylized feathered serpent head. I identify two 
stylistic variants within Tezonchichilco stamped bowls: Tezonchichilco red-on-natural 
(RN) has red painted geometric design elements on the exterior rim and is often outlined 
by incising; and Tezonchichilco Plain has the stamped design but no paint or incising. 
The bowls typically have rim diameters spanning 28-35 cm.  
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Figure 4.1. Tezonchichilco pottery from Xico, selected illustrations from Séjourné (after 
Séjourné 1983: Figure 40).  
 
Zone Incised 
Zone Incised is defined on the basis of the use of shallow incised lines to create 
geometric patterning on the exterior of these bowls, which tend to be about 14-20 cm in 
rim diameter.  Like Tezonchichilco, I have defined both painted red-on-natural (RN) and 
unpainted (Plain) variants of Zone Incised.  There is little difference in form or design 
motif between the painted and unpainted variants.  The significant distinguishing 
character is the application of thick dark red paint, often specular, in discrete zones or 
blocks within the incised design. Examples of this type illustrated by Séjourné (1983: 
Figure 38) demonstrate the vessel form and design placement (Figure 4.2).  Incised and 
painted decoration occurs as a band or panel on the bowl exterior starting within 1.0 cm 
just below the rim. Two parallel horizontal lines serve to establish the 3-4 cm high zone 
for decoration.  Design elements within this zone include scallops, scrolls, diagonal 
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hatching or cross-hatching, and other rectilinear and curvilinear designs not identified due 
to small sections of sherd fragments. Like Tezonchichilco, the paint may be applied first 
and then the incising second; the paint can occur outside the lines of incising.   
 
Figure 4.2. Selected illustrations by Séjourné (after Séjourné 1983: Figure 38) of Zone 
Incised RN.  These vessels are identified as being from Xico.  
 
Incised & Punctate 
Incised & Punctuate is defined on the basis of the use of shallow incised lines to 
create geometric patterning with alternating zones of plain and punctate decoration on the 
exterior of bowls and floreros. Two variants are defined on the basis of depth of line 
Heavy Line and Light Line.  Examples of the Incised & Punctate Heavy Line variant 
occur as hemispherical bowls, slightly flared or straight walled, flat bottomed bowls 
(Figure 4.3), and floreros. Several whole vessels of this variant from Cerro Portezuelo 
also have hollow tripod supports (Figure 4.25:A-B).  Incised & Punctate Light Line 
vessels are typically large flat bottom bowls with slightly everted rims.  Whole vessels of 
this variant from Cerro Portezuelo have tripod nubbin supports and range in color from 
dark brown to light brown.  Additional examples of Incised & Punctate are illustrated 
later in this chapter (Figures 4.23-4.29).  
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Figure 4.3. Vessels illustrated by Séjourné (after Séjourné 1970:Fig 15) from excavations 
at Culhuacan with the caption “Neo champ-levé teotihuacano.” 
 
Composite Silhouette (CS) Bowls 
Composite Silhouette bowls are defined largely on the basis of vessel form, 
which is a brown to grayish paste bowl with a molded base and upright or flaring wall 
(Figures 4.4 and 4.5). They are often recognizable due to a prominent basal ridge or 
flange that extends from the wall at the join between the base and the wall. The bases of 
these vessels may be formed in a mold and then the walls attached above the base 
(Martínez Landa 2009:318).   Many of the Cerro Portezuelo vessels are broken at the 
basal to wall join, suggesting that this was a weak point in manufacture.   
These distinctive bowls come in several decorative variants including incised, 
resist, monochrome red, and plain (no added decoration) and are illustrated in the 
subsequent results section (Figure 4.30-4.32).  The incised variant of the Composite 
Silhouette bowl is the most common of the decorative treatments.  Incising occurs on the 
exterior of the vessel near the rim. The most common design is a continuous single or 
double line scallop that can occur between horizontal bands. The monochrome red 
variant is not common in the Basin and occurs as a thin red wash on the exterior of the 
vessel.   
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Figure 4.4. Composite Silhouette bowl with upright wall from Oxtoticpac, Teotihuacan,   
MURR ID DLC 627, Teotihuacan compositional group. (Photograph by author). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5. Composite Silhouette bowls from Cerro Portezuelo. A) upright wall form, 
specimen 204.2124, Trench 93, Burial 14-Cache 25. B) flared wall form, specimen 
204.2121, Trench 93, Burial 8-Cache 15. C) flared wall form, specimen 204.2120, 
Trench 93, Burial 8-Cache 15. (Photographs by author). 
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Stamped Bowls 
The use of stamping as a decorative technique persists from the Classic into the 
Epiclassic (e.g., Gaxiola 2006a:23-28). Teotihuacan Metepec (the final phase of the 
Classic period) pottery as defined by Rattray (2001:295-296) includes “Teotihuacan 
Mold Impressed Ware,” a decorative technique thought to have been brought to 
Teotihuacan from the Gulf Coast. The Teotihuacan Mold Impressed Ware includes 
complex design motifs, some figurative of full human form and others of half body 
portraiture. Other designs include geometric Tajín-like scrolls, “net-jaguar” and shells.   
However, the stamping on the Early Epiclassic pottery is much simpler in design and 
layout than the Teotihuacan Mold Impressed Ware.  
The Early Epiclassic stamping, especially that identified at Oxtoticpac, in the 
Teotihuacan Valley, was a very simple design as compared to the more complex and 
intricate molded designs of the Metepec phase. The Oxtoticpac vessels are decorated with 
a single small stamp impressed repeatedly in a single band around the exterior midsection 
of simple bowls (Figure 4.6). The common design elements include concentric “eye”, 
diamonds, squares, and circles (Figure 4.34).  Other geometric elements, like squared 
spirals, scrolls, and “S” scrolls also occur on vessels from Oxtoticpac and Cerro 
Portezuelo (Figure 4.35).  At times the stamping technique is embellished with carving or 
incising to further modify and finish the designs, and design motifs become more 
complex in the later Epiclassic with combinations of design elements occurring on the 
same stamp or on the same vessel (Figure 4.36).  
Stamping is identified as a decorative technique on Epiclassic vessels throughout 
the Basin of Mexico (e.g., Hicks and Nicholson 1964; Obermeyer 1963; Rattray 1966; 
Sanders 1986, 2002; Tolstoy 1958:23), and outside the Basin in Tula (Cobean 1978, 
1990), Xochicalco (Hirth and Cyphers 1988), Xochitécatl (Dumond 1977; Serra Puche 
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and Lazcano Arce 1997), and Huapalcalco (Gaxiola González 1999). Many of the sites 
and settlements outside of the Basin of Mexico that use the Epiclassic stamped decorative 
technique do not also use Coyotlatelco painted pottery (see Chapter 5).  
 
Figure 4.6. Hemispherical monochrome brown bowls with stamped decoration.  The right 
side of the figure provides detail of the stamp motif. All three bowls are from Oxtoticpac, 
Teotihuacan Valley. (Photographs by author).  
 
Stamping occurs principally on four vessel forms: simple hemispherical bowls, 
tripod basal break bowls, Composite Silhouette bowls (CS), and sahumadors (ladle 
censers).  For the current study, the best representations of stamped pottery occur from 
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excavated contexts, especially Cerro Portezuelo, Oxtoticpac, and Xico.  The variety in 
stamp motifs and vessel forms suggests stamping and carving decorative techniques 
occurred throughout the Epiclassic and not just in the Early Epiclassic component.  Due 
to the difficulty in distinguishing between an earlier and later Epiclassic component, 
especially at Cerro Portezuelo, I present all of the compositional results of the stamped 
pottery in this chapter.  
SITES OF THE EARLY EPICLASSIC POTTERY COMPLEX  
 The next section provides background discussion of some of the archaeological 
projects that contain the Early Epiclassic pottery complex used in this study.  It is first 
necessary to discuss and clarify some temporal issues related to the Early Epiclassic 
Pottery Complex. I first present relevant issues for Tula, followed by those for the Basin 
of Mexico. Identification of these issues is fundamental to comparing collections across 
regions.  
The Tula Region 
The Tula region is located to the northwest of the Basin and is easily accessible 
by a broad flat corridor extending from Zumpango north into the region that includes 
Tula Chico. Nearly all of the Tula area was abandoned by the Metepec phase, reflecting 
the withdrawal of Teotihuacan outposts and administrative centers in the Tula region 
(Díaz 1980; Mastache and Cobean 1989:51; Mastache and Crespo 1974).  Classic 
Teotihuacan settlements were replaced by immigrant settlements, many reflecting strong 
influence from the northern and western Mesoamerican periphery.  
The earliest of the Coyotlatelco pottery using settlements occurred ca. A.D. 550-
600, indicating that these sites may be coeval with Teotihuacan’s Metepec phase 
(Mastache and Cobean 1989, 1990; Mastache et al. 2002). The hilltop sites of La Mesa, 
Batha, El Aguila, and Magoni are located in defensible positions some distance from 
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agricultural land and contain single phase occupations.  These Prado Phase hilltop 
settlements do not appear to be well integrated into a regional network, as few long-
distance trade goods are present and the settlements are widely distributed in the area.  
Pottery is described as a “hybrid” complex with some Coyotlatelco along with elite types 
related to Classic cultures of the Bajío (Mastache and Cobean 1989:55).   
In discussing the temporally “transitional” settlements (likely overlapping 
Teotihuacan and proto-Coyotlatelco occupations, it is notable that “Sanders (personal 
communication n.d.) proposes that the transitional ceramic assemblage in the Tula region 
may be similar to the Oxtoticpac Complex in the Teotihuacan Valley” (Mastache et al. 
2002:60). One site, La Mesa, located 14 km east of Tula, covers 1 square km and 
includes ceremonial buildings, elite residences, and a large central plaza uniting three 
occupied precincts. The Coyotlatelco style pottery is more similar to Bajío Classic period 
pottery than the subsequent Tula Chico Coyotlatelco.  A recent thesis detailing the La 
Mesa pottery complex at the La Mesa hilltop site, Blanca Estela Martínez Landa (2009) 
describes no fewer than nine style varieties of Coyotlatelco, but they occur in simpler 
decoration and more variation in vessel form than those of Tula Chico and the Basin 
Coyotlatelco pottery (Martínez Landa 2009:16). Also present at La Mesa are comales, 
censers, jars, and a red monochrome composite silhouette bowl form that shows a strong 
resemblance to vessels in the Basin of Mexico, especially at Oxtoticpac cave in the 
Teotihuacan Valley and at Cerro Portezuelo.   
Although my study does not include stylistic or compositional study of the La 
Mesa pottery, the Martínez Landa ceramic analysis provides important comparative 
materials for this Early Epiclassic component.  Several key findings from La Mesa prove 
useful in evaluating Basin trends: Coyotlatelco style red painted vessels occur as the 
primary decorative style in the Tula area, comales (flat griddle forms not common in 
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Teotihuacan Classic pottery) are present from the start of the Epiclassic, negative resist 
decoration is present and similar to Teotihuacan Valley specimens (Lopéz Peréz 2003; 
Nicolás Careta 2003; Sanders 1986), composite silhouette bowls occur as a local product 
at La Mesa, and sahumadors (handled censers) are well represented in ceremonial 
contexts at the site. 
The Epiclassic period in the Tula sequence (see Figure 2.1) includes both the 
earlier Prado and later Corral archaeological phases (Cobean 1978).  Both Prado and 
Corral are associated with the Tula Chico civic-ceremonial center and its associated 
urban zone. The Prado materials of Tula Chico, like the earlier hilltop sites, more closely 
resemble Red-on-buff pottery originating in areas of the Bajío to the north and west, with 
some minimal stylistic similarity with Classic Teotihuacan pottery traits. The later Corral 
materials are more closely associated with the Coyotlatelco Epiclassic pottery complex of 
the Basin (Mastache et al. 2002:41).   
The Southern Basin Settlement Cluster 
In this section, I present summaries of relevant findings in the southern Basin 
settlement zone and its associated settlement subclusters.  The Basin of Mexico 
settlement survey identified three Epiclassic settlement subclusters in the South Basin 
Settlement Cluster: Portezuelo Subcluster, Xico Subcluster, Cerro de la Estrella 
Subcluster (Sanders, Parsons, and Santley 1979).  Each contains a single large regional 
center for which the settlement clusters are named (Figure 4.7). Based upon his work in 
the region, García (1995) proposed that a common pottery complex unified the southern 
Basin in the Epiclassic period.  
The Xico Settlement Subcluster 
The island with the settlement of Xico, located in Lake Chalco, has a large 
volcanic caldera located on the southern half of the island (see Figure 3.2).  This geologic 
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formation may have provided primary materials for pottery production, and likely 
contributes to the formation of my SE Basin quadrant compositional subgroup entitled 
“Xico group.” The Chalco regional survey for the Basin of Mexico survey includes Xico 
Island and its associated settlements. There was also an investment in swamp drainage 
and chinampa-like agriculture at Xico and around the Lake Chalco shores, perhaps the 
first major investment in this form of agriculture in the Basin of Mexico (Parsons 
1991:30-31).  
 
 
Figure 4.7. Location of settlement clusters in the southern Basin in the Epiclassic period. 
(Detail from Sanders, Parsons, and Santley 1979); note locations of Cerro Portezuelo, 
Xico and Cerro de la Estrella indicated by large double circles as regional centers.  
 
Of significance in this study is the population that settled Xico (CH-ET-38) 
island and a second major settlement on the lakeshore (CH-ET-24) near the delta of the 
Río Amecameca.  Settlement size and pottery densities indicate that at least half of the 
Epiclassic population of the southern Basin was located at these two sites.  
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In Rattray’s (1966:100) summary of known Coyotlatelco sites in the Basin of 
Mexico, Xico is listed as having little to none, although O’Neill (1956:46) had located 
mounds with a great deal of Epiclassic and Coyotlatelco materials on the eastern slope of 
Cerro de Xico. Xico survey collections by O’Neill reside at the American Museum of 
Natural History in New York, but are not included here for analysis.  I was able to make a 
quick review of the collections at the museum and observed the presence of Epiclassic 
types including ring base bowls with resist decoration, Coyotlatelco red painted pottery, 
and stamped bowls of the Tezonchichilco type.   
Subsequent survey by Parsons et al. (1982a), and salvage excavations by García 
since the 1990s (García 1995) have clearly identified significant Epiclassic occupation. 
Recent salvage excavations conducted at the site by García included Epiclassic houses 
and associated pottery materials. The reports for this work are not yet available, although 
on a site visit in 2005, I was shown a small mural fragment on a house wall that was 
strongly reminiscent of the polychrome mural style of Cacaxtla, Puebla.  
Additional salvage excavations at Xico 90 (García and Martínez 1993) uncovered 
Epiclassic and Aztec I architecture in an area of heavy Metepec (end of the Classic 
period) pottery on the surface.  Radiocarbon dates for the Epiclassic areas provide 
calibrated dates with 1-sigma ranges of A.D. 640-1020 and A.D. 686-870 (García 
1995:88).  García does not suggest continuity from Metepec into Epiclassic settlements, 
but rather a reoccupation of the area by peoples using Coyotlatelco pottery. He also 
reports the presence of Composite Silhouette bowls with basal ridges, the type that is 
reported for Sanders’ Oxtoticpac pottery complex.  
The Chalco Settlement Subcluster 
The notable Postclassic center of Chalco is not identified as an Epiclassic 
regional center according to the Sanders, Parsons and Santley (1979: Map 15, Second 
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Intermediate Phase One) settlement map (Figure 2.2).  However, Mary Hodge’s 
excavation at Mound 65 at Chalco furnished a series of nine radiocarbon dates that place 
Epiclassic occupation at the site between A.D. 610 and 790 (Hodge 2008:169). Hodge 
identified only a handful of possibly Classic style sherds in the Mound 65 excavations 
and no other evidence for Classic period occupation.  She concludes that,  
by the end of the Classic period, new sites, characterized by Epiclassic ceramic 
assemblages, had appeared on the fringes of the Basin of Mexico, gradually 
gaining a broader geographic representation and eventually reaching Teotihuacan 
(Hodge 2008:139).   
 
My review of Hodge’s Epiclassic type descriptions indicate that the Mound 65 
trenches at Chalco contain many of the types identified as part of the Early Epiclassic 
pottery complex described in this chapter.  I do not include the Chalco specimens in this 
study, although the excavation reports Epiclassic types including Red-on-buff Zone 
Incised (equivalent to the type at Cerro Portezuelo that I call Zone Incised Red-on-
natural), Red-on-buff  Stamp Zoned Incised (equivalent to Tezonchichilco), Red-on-tan 
Incised (Incised RN), Brown Carved and Stamped, Brown Incised (Hodge 2008: 
Appendix A).  Also present are Epiclassic Red-on-buff, which has some equivalents to 
Coyotlatelco painted pottery.  Notably absent in Hodge’s type descriptions are Composite 
Silhouette bowls.  
The Chalco pottery amounts are reported for stratigraphic levels by ware rather 
than type, thus collapsing all Epiclassic types and styles into the same analytical units, 
consequently, I am unable to identify any stratigraphic separation of early to late 
Epiclassic by pottery complex from these reported data tables. INAA studies assign most 
of the Epiclassic samples from Mound 65 to the Chalco clay group, suggesting local 
production (Neff and Hodge 2008).  However, there are a few utilitarian bowls or basins 
that may derive from Puebla clays, indicating a possible connection with the Puebla 
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region. These are the first of the Epiclassic types submitted for compositional analysis in 
this southern part of the Basin from either the Xico or Chalco settlement clusters.  
The Cerro de la Estrella Settlement Subcluster 
  Cerro de la Estrella, located on the western edge of the Ixtapalapa Peninsula, is 
notable for its large artificial hill with Epiclassic materials covering the mound. There 
may also have been a Classic period occupation at the site, although it is unclear at this 
time when the large ceremonial mound was initially constructed. Reporting on the full 
suite of materials is limited, but “Classic to Epiclassic transition types” have been 
identified (Pérez 2004:51) and these are most similar to Tezonchichilco and Incised & 
Punctate.  
The Sanders, Parsons, and Santley (1979) settlement map identifies Cerro de la 
Estrella as a regional center. Blanton (1972) collected the survey materials for the 
Ixtapalapa Survey region. I was not able to systematically select Cerro de la Estrella 
pottery for sampling due to time constraints during data collection.  However, the center 
may be an important locus of pottery production corresponding to my Southwest Basin 
quadrant compositional subgroup called “Culhuacan group.” The large settlement size 
makes it a likely candidate as an important Epiclassic ritual center and indicates this area 
was a probable locale for a significant amount of pottery production.  
The Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster 
Further north, in the southern part of Texcoco, Cerro Portezuelo was identified as 
a promising settlement for excavation to address the issue of Classic to Postclassic 
transition in the Basin of Mexico (Hicks and Nicholson 1964; Hicks 2011; Nichols et al. 
2011; Nicholson and Hicks 1961). George Brainerd of UCLA initiated excavations at this 
center in the 1950s. Trench 93, in particular, revealed a Classic period temple platform 
with at least two construction events (Hicks 2005, 2011).  The excavations of Trench 93 
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encountered a set of Epiclassic burials, perhaps a small cemetery, which appears to have 
been intrusive through the wall and into the side of the temple following the 
abandonment of the structure (Hicks, personal communication 2010). There are at least 
14 different burials or caches in this pit (Figure 4.8).  Excavation notes are at times 
incomplete, but the plan view of the burials suggests that some may be secondary burials. 
This series of burials includes a variety of whole vessels that contribute to my definition 
of the Early Epiclassic pottery complex in the Basin.  
Present in the Cerro Portezuelo Early Epiclassic burials are sahumadors and 
three-prong censers or burners (Figures 4.9, 4.10).  These are not Classic Teotihuacan 
forms and reflect new Epiclassic ceremonial vessels. Sahumadors persist as important 
ceremonial objects throughout the Postclassic.  Alongside these burners are a variety of 
Incised & Punctate and Composite Silhouette bowls.  
The presence of handled floreros in burials at Cerro Portezuelo is notable, and 
these small sized, long necked jars may be a diagnostic marker of the Early Epiclassic 
pottery complex throughout the southern Basin. No fewer than five floreros occur in 
these burials at Cerro Portezuelo. Each exhibits different decorative qualities, indicating a 
relative freedom in production design. The form is likely derived from an earlier Classic 
form, although these small jars differ from Teotihuacan vessels in several important 
ways.  The Cerro Portezuelo form has a much shorter neck than Teotihuacan forms, a 
ring base support, a handle extending from the rim to the upper body, and most have 
either appliqué or incised decoration (Figure 4.11); all attributes lacking in the earlier 
Teotihuacan vessels. This form has not been well documented in other parts of the Basin, 
and only one excavation in Toluca has provided a firm context for the Early Epiclassic 
period (Kabata 2010; Sugiura 2006). This form does not seem to persist into the 
Epiclassic Coyotlatelco complex.   
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Figure 4.8. Trench 93 Epiclassic burials at Cerro Portezuelo. Map from UCLA Fowler 
Museum archives and Hicks 2005 project report. 
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Figure 4.9. Sahumador from Cerro Portezuelo, Trench 93, Burial 4, Cache 9. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. 10. Prong censer from Cerro Portezuelo, Trench 93, Burial 4, Cache 4. 
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Figure 4.11. Handled floreros from Cerro Portezuelo, Trench 93 burials, note the use of 
appliqué and incising of design, as well as the use of strap handles and twisted rope 
handles. Top left:  specimen 204.9989, Burial 7 – Cache 4; top right: specimen 204.2036, 
Burial 4 - Cache 9; bottom left: specimen 204.9988, Burial 7 - Cache 14; bottom right: 
specimen 204.2122, Burial 8-Cache 15. (Photographs by author). 
 
 
Only one burial cache (Trench 93, Burial 10, Cache 17) at the Cerro Portezuelo 
Classic platform temple contains red painted pottery exhibiting Coyotlatelco style 
decoration (Figure 4.12). It listed as being located “beneath Trench 93 Burial 7, Cache 
13-14”.  This vessel is decorated on the exterior with horizontal banding and two wavy 
lines.  The decorations are not of good quality, the lines are sloppy and it is roughly 
burnished.  It is classified as Coyotlatelco Red-on-cream due to the application of a thin 
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layer of cream colored paint or slip on the exterior wall. The context, simple design and 
layout, and uneven execution of painting suggest that this may be an early variant of the 
Coyotlatelco style. The description is similar to that of the La Mesa Coyotlatelco pottery 
in the Tula region.  I do not include a separate Early Epiclassic Coyotlatelco type in this 
study, although this vessel is the prime candidate for developing temporal variants within 
the Coyotlatelco type in subsequent research.  
 
 
Figure 4.12. Bowl from Cerro Portezuelo Trench 93, Burial 10, Cache 17.  The vessel 
may be “Proto-Coyotlatelco” Red-on-cream. (Photograph by the author). 
 
 Epiclassic occupation is widespread in the UCLA project area of Cerro 
Portezuelo (Figure 4.13).  In my evaluation of the distribution of Early Epiclassic and 
Epiclassic pottery complexes at Cerro Portezuelo, there is a strong similarity in the 
distribution of the Early Epiclassic and Coyotlatelco Epiclassic complex concentrations. 
It is not possible to identify specific changes in the stratigraphic occurrences of Early 
Epiclassic and later Coyotlatelco Epiclassic within the test excavations at Cerro 
Portezuelo. This may be due in part to the use of 30 cm levels for collecting and 
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recording the archaeological materials.  Considerable mixing is indicated throughout the 
test units, and separating Aztec strata from Epiclassic strata is at times difficult.   
On a recent site visit to Cerro Portezuelo (summer of 2010), I identified several 
concentrations of Epiclassic and Early Epiclassic types of pottery in the area identified as 
“San Antonio,”  which is located adjacent to the UCLA project area.  In the Parsons 
survey of Cerro Portezuelo, the San Antonio district was not considered a site separate 
from Cerro Portezuelo.  Two very large mounds with heavy amounts of Epiclassic 
pottery of both complexes are still present in the San Antonio area and to date have not 
been significantly impacted by modern occupation. The area is still used for intensive 
agricultural production (Figure 4.14).  Additional survey and excavation at Cerro 
Portezuelo should distinguish between the Coyotlatelco and Early Epiclassic pottery 
complexes in order to identify occupational and temporal shifts that are not clear given 
the methods in use for the UCLA project in the 1950s.   
 
Figure 4. 13. Intensity of Epiclassic period occupation in the study area at Cerro 
Portezuelo. Sherds per cubic meter fill (from Hicks 2005:Fig 2-2). The darker, smaller 
circles represent higher concentrations. Complex C is the northern concentration and 
Complex A is the southern concentration. See aerial view of complexes in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 4.14. This large mound at Cerro Portezuelo is located in the UCLA defined "San 
Antonio" district of the site located east of the area shown in Figure 4.13. (Photograph by 
author 2010). This mound is listed as Mound 153 in Figure 3.1.  
 
The Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster: Teotihuacan Settlement Subcluster 
The type site for the “Oxtoticpac phase” proposed by Sanders (1986) is located 
near Oxtoticpac village and was excavated by Gerald Obermeyer for his master’s project 
under the direction of William T. Sanders and the Teotihuacan Valley Survey Project. 
The word “Oxtoticpac” translated from Nahuatl means “place of caves” (Obermeyer 
1963:5). Testing of Hueoxtoc (“the old cave”) revealed that the site differed from nearby 
surface collections and that it represented a previously undefined cultural component in 
the Valley of Teotihuacan. The cave is on the northwest slope of a hill situated 75 meters 
above the Teotihuacan Valley floor about 7 kilometers from the urban zone of 
Teotihuacan. The hill in which the cave is located was covered in deposits of volcanic 
debris (Obermeyer 1963:14-15).  The cave opening is approximately 4 meters in height 
and the interior is no more than a meter more; while the floor area extends about 8.5 
meters from the opening to the back wall. Access had been tunneled to other adjoining 
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caves.  Small niches, perhaps functioning as shrines, were carved into the back wall about 
2 meters above the floor (Obermeyer 1963:17).  The excavators believe that the opening 
to the cave was artificially created. Much of the occupational fill, especially near the 
mouth of the cave, was approximately 1 meter deep and generated a ton and a half of 
ceramic materials. The excavation report describes the ash-like dust (the texture of 
talcum powder) that filled the cave and prevented taking photographs and creating clean 
profiles.  Obermeyer (1963:54) interprets the Oxtoticpac phase occupation as a dwelling 
in a former Teotihuacan tezontli quarry (volcanic rock used for construction). He does 
not, however, indicate any particular length of occupation or seasonality of occupation at 
the site.  Obermeyer also identified a nearby village near the top of the hill, although no 
test excavations were conducted.  
Obermeyer (1963) defines pottery from Oxtoticpac (Figure 4.15), but does not 
name specific types, necessitating reevaluation of the collection using my proposed 
pottery types. Pottery similar to that at Oxtoticpac was not identified in the Teotihuacan 
Mapping Project collections (Rattray 1996) and is otherwise rare in the rest of the 
Teotihuacan Valley. A notable exception is from a series of activity areas and burials 
located in the caves to the east of the Pyramid of the Sun at the city of Teotihuacan 
(López Pérez 2003; Manzanilla et al. 1996; Nicolás Careta 2003) that have Composite 
Silhouette bowls (termed Xico bowls), negative resist, and a form called “Portezuelo 
bowl.”  These types appear to be localized around the cave and are a rare intrusion of the 
Early Epiclassic (or Oxtoticpac) pottery into the urban area.  
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Figure 4.15. Summary of the Oxtotipac Pottery Complex defined by Obermeyer (1963). 
 
The Toluca Valley 
Although outside the scope of this study, to the west of the Basin of Mexico in 
the Toluca Valley, Sugiura (2006) identifies a pottery component that appears between 
the Classic and Coyotlatelco Epiclassic. This complex is notable for the use of stamped 
decoration, and at least one example each of a sahumador with a shortened handle and a 
handled florero with an annular base support (also illustrated in Kabata 2010: Foto 3-10). 
Subsequently, Coyotlatelco painted pottery becomes the dominant decorative style in 
Toluca’s Epiclassic period. 
 Heavy Utility Ware 
o High necked jars, two cases with loop handles 
o Low-necked jars, dull red slip or plain 
o Large bowls, profile drawings indicate these are cazuelas, some with red slip 
interiors 
o Large basins 
 Monochrome Bowls 
o Composite Silhouette Bowl, average 22 cm rim diameter, dark brown and highly 
burnished. These have a basal ridge at break point between wall and 
base, with a small flattened base.  
o Basal Break Bowl, average 35 cm rim diameter. There are three form variants 
depending up the angle of wall to base. These can be associated with 
hollow cylindrical supports.  
o Hemispherical Bowl, average 15 cm rim diameter.  
 Decorated Bowls 
o Hemispherical Bowl with White Interior Slip, average rim diameter 17 cm. Interior 
and exterior highly burnished, with occasion red lip on exterior.  
o San Martin Stamped, average rim diameter 15 cm. Paste color ranges from yellow-
brown to dark brown. The repeated stamp design occurs on exterior of 
vessel in band below the rim. 
o Stamped Censer bowl. This was included in definition of above.  
o Red/Buff – three variants 
 A – Red Interior, hemispherical, buff to light-brown color.  
 B – Multi-design includes hemispherical and basal-break forms. A red 
“blotch” design is common. Resembles Coyotlatelco, but no 
discussion of differences.  
 C – Unburnished, most like censer bowls, light buff in color with matte 
smooth surface, no burnishing. Decoration varies but includes 
thin parallel black lines around the rim, red painted over large 
areas or in wide bands.  
o Coyotlatelco averages 15 cm diameter. Usually hemispherical bowls, with 
occasional tendency for basal-break form. Most are interior decorated 
and burnished, a few with exterior decoration and burnish. In two cases 
solid conical supports present.  
 In three cases design occurs on the exterior and the interior is covered 
with a white slip.  
o Negative Painted, average diameter of 15 cm, occurs as hemispherical bowls 
 Ladles – trough ladles (spoons), no decoration.  
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RESULTS OF INAA FOR THE EARLY EPICLASSIC POTTERY COMPLEX 
There are two parts to this section: one for Tula Chico and its Prado phase 
pottery, and one for the southern Basin pottery complex that is in part related to the 
Oxtotipac phase pottery in the Teotihuacan Valley. Previous chemical characterization 
studies (INAA) of Early Epiclassic pottery are limited to those included as part of the  
Cerro Portezuelo project (Crider 2011).  The current study is the first to provide 
characterization of the Oxtotipac, southern Basin Early Epiclassic, and Tula Chico 
pottery.  Tula Chico pottery was selected in order to establish a statistically identifiable 
compositional group for comparison with the Basin specimens. When possible, efforts 
were made to collect specimens providing clear but discernable decorative and design 
elements. Results are discussed by pottery type and related variants are defined on the 
basis of technological and stylistic attributes. I emphasize distinctions discernable by 
INAA compositional assignments. In this section, I present INAA results of the Tula 
Chico pottery and the southern Basin Early Epiclassic pottery complex (Table 4.1).  
Detailed discussion is limited to the most prominent types in the southern Basin that best 
demonstrate interactions in the Basin. These types include Tezonchichilco, Zone Incised, 
Incised & Punctate, Composite Silhouette bowls, and other monochrome stamped or 
carved vessels.  
The Tula Chico Early Epiclassic Pottery Complex 
 The fifteen Prado phase specimens selected for compositional analysis were 
selected by María Elena Suárez Cortez, the student responsible for the study and 
reporting of the Tula Chico materials, who provided the typological definitions of the 
specimens. Five specimens each of Ana María Red-on-buff (RB), Guadalupe Incised, and 
Clara Luz pottery types were selected (see Cobean 1978, 1990 for type definitions).  
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These types do not have direct correlates in the southern Basin Early Epiclassic pottery 
complex discussed in this chapter. 
All of the Guadalupe Incised and most of the Ana María RB specimens were 
assigned to Tula compositional groups (Table 4.1). Basin of Mexico compositional 
groups are not represented in this sample of Tula Chico specimens. My expectation was 
that all of the Prado samples would be assigned to Tula compositional groups.  However, 
four of the five Clara Luz and one of the five Ana Maria red-on-buff specimens are 
assigned to the Tulantepec group (Table 4.2).   
Table 4.1. Summary of Early Epiclassic pottery type by INAA source group. Source 
groups organized by regional quadrants (NW=Northwest Basin, Tula; N=North Basin; 
SW=Southwest and Western Basin; NE=Northeastern Basin; EC=Eastern Central Basin; 
SE=Southeastern Basin; NB=Non-Basin).  Abbreviations for pottery types include Red-
on-natural (RN) and composite silhouette (CS). 
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The Tulantepec compositional group was based upon INAA results of Aztec III 
style pottery specimens collected near Tulancingo by Thomas Charlton for his trade route 
study extending out of the Teotihuacan Valley (Charlton 1977).  Based upon the Charlton 
study, the Tulantepec compositional group was associated to the area near the city of 
Tulancingo in the state of Hidalgo, Mexico.  This area is approximately 40 kilometers 
east of Pachuca, and well over 100 kilometers from Tula Chico. The Tulantepec-assigned 
specimens indicate acquisition from a non-local source of pottery, and indicate a new 
direction in research on Epiclassic interactions that needs further exploration. Tula Chico 
may have initiated long distance relations outside the immediate area of Tula, extending 
well over 100 kilometers away beginning at a very early time in the Epiclassic period.  
The site of Tulancingo figures prominently in the early accounts of Toltec migration and 
Coyotlatelco pottery has been identified in excavations there (Davies 1977:129). 
 
 
Table 4.2. Sample list of INAA specimens from Tula Chico, Prado Phase. Discriminant 
Analysis (DA) Probability indicates likeliness of fit to compositional group. 
 
Site Type/Variant Specimen ID MURR ID Comp. Group DA Probability 
Tula Chico Ana Maria RB Tula 005 DLC001 Tulantepec 1.000 
Tula Chico Ana Maria RB Tula 006 DLC002 Tula 0.999 
Tula Chico Ana Maria RB Tula 007 DLC003 Tula 0.997 
Tula Chico Ana Maria RB Tula 008 DLC004 Tula G2 1.000 
Tula Chico Ana Maria RB Tula 009 DLC005 Tula 1.000 
Tula Chico Clara Luz Tula 194 DLC161 Tulantepec 1.000 
Tula Chico Clara Luz Tula 195 DLC162 Tulantepec 1.000 
Tula Chico Clara Luz Tula 196 DLC163 Unassigned 
 Tula Chico Clara Luz Tula 197 DLC164 Tulantepec 1.000 
Tula Chico Clara Luz Tula 198 DLC165 Tulantepec 1.000 
Tula Chico Guadalupe Incised Tula 150 DLC117 Tula 1.000 
Tula Chico Guadalupe Incised Tula 151 DLC118 Tula 0.999 
Tula Chico Guadalupe Incised Tula 152 DLC119 Tula 1.000 
Tula Chico Guadalupe Incised Tula 153 DLC120 Tula 1.000 
Tula Chico Guadalupe Incised Tula 154-B DLC121 Tula 0.998 
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The Basin of Mexico Early Epiclassic Pottery Complex 
I organize this discussion of compositional results and qualitative attribute 
analysis by pottery type in the Early Epiclassic pottery complex used in this study. Figure 
4.10 shows the location of site collections identified during sample selection that had 
evidence of Early Epiclassic pottery.  Summary counts include both the number of sherds 
observed (by type) and for each site collection in the course of sample selection, as well 
as the count of specimens selected for compositional analysis. The Southern Basin 
Settlement Cluster has highest concentration of Early Epiclassic pottery, as defined for 
this study, indicating regional division in participation of the complex.  The site of 
Oxtoticpac in the Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster is a significant outlier, and has a 
large amount of Early Epiclassic pottery related to that found in the southern Basin. 
Tezonchichilco 
For the current study, Cerro Portezuelo provides the largest sample for this type. 
Specimens are concentrated around Ceremonial Center A at this site. Additional 
specimens were identified in the Chalco and Ixtapalapa survey regions (Table 4.3).  The 
UCLA survey conducted as part of the Cerro Portezuelo project collected specimens of 
this type at several sites in the southeastern Basin, including Los Reyes, Chalco, and 
Xico.   
Only two sherds of Tezonchichilco were identified from the Teotihuacan 
settlement cluster; both were selected for compositional analysis. Two specimens were 
identified from the Xochimilco survey collections, but these were encountered during 
identification of Ixtapalapa collections. Xochimilco survey site collections need a more 
systematic analysis for Early Epiclassic pottery.   
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Figure 4.16. Distribution of Early Epiclassic pottery based upon initial observation of site 
collections, not all sites selected for inclusion in compositional study. Red triangles refer to the 
size of the settlement in the Epiclassic as determined by Sanders, Parsons and Santley (1979). 
Xaltocan and Tula were not part of the Basin surveys. 
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Table 4.3. Summary of Tezonchichilco specimens selected for attribute and 
compositional analysis listed by site collection.  (IX= Ixtapalapa survey, XO = 
Xochimilco survey, CH- Chalco survey). 
 
Site Collection Count of Specimens Count of INAA Specimens 
Oxtoticpac 1 1 
Teotihuacan 1 1 
Cerro Portezuelo 173 21 
IX-ET-13 (Estrella) 1 1 
IX-ET-6 1 1 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) 2 2 
CH-ET-28  (Xico) 5 2 
CH-AZ-5(W) 1 
 
CH-ET-24 13 3 
CH-ET-25 2 1 
CH-ET-27 1   
XO-ET-4 2 
 
XO-ET-5 1   
Grand Total 204 33 
 
 
Thirty-three specimens of Tezonchichilco were selected for compositional 
analysis (Tables 4.4 and 4.5). Two-thirds of these were assigned to the Chalco 
compositional group. They include both RN and Plain variants. This large amount of 
Chalco production suggests specialization in the type, perhaps somewhere on the eastern 
shores of Lake Chalco.  The Cerro Portezuelo sample has more of the Chalco-assigned 
vessels than any other compositional group. There does not appear to be significant 
production of this type at Cerro Portezuelo, as the CPZ compositional group accounts for 
only two (Figure 4.16:C-D) of the overall sample of Tezonchichilco, and even those two 
have a low probability of group fit (Table 4.5). Stylistically, the stamped designs on the 
CPZ-assigned specimens are highly similar to the Chalco-assigned specimens discussed 
below.  
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Table 4.4. INAA results by site collection for Tezonchichilco RN and Tezonchichilco 
Plain variants. Source groups organized by regional quadrants (SW=Southwest and 
Western Basin; NE=Northeastern Basin; EC=Eastern Central Basin; SE=Southeastern 
Basin).  (TMP= specimen from Teotihuacan Mapping Project). 
 
 
NE EC SE SW 
 
Collection/Type  T
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tih
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ca
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 C
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  C
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Oxtotipac 1           1 
Tezonchichilco Plain 1           1 
Teotihuacan (TMP) 1           1 
Tezonchichilco Plain 1           1 
Cerro Portezuelo     17   2 2 21 
Tezonchichilco RN     13 
 
2 2 17 
Tezonchichilco Plain     4       4 
IX-ET-6   1         1 
Tezonchichilco Plain   1         1 
IX-ET-13 (Estrella)     1       1 
Tezonchichilco RN     1       1 
CH-ET-24     3       3 
Tezonchichilco RN     3       3 
CH-ET-25     1       1 
Tezonchichilco Plain     1       1 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico)       2     2 
Tezonchichilco Plain       2     2 
CH-ET-28  (Xico)   1   1     2 
Tezonchichilco RN   1 
   
  1 
Tezonchichilco Plain       1     1 
Grand Total 2 2 22 3 2 2 33 
 
 
The Chalco-assigned Tezonchichilco Plain tends to be fired to a brown or dark 
brown (around Munsell Color 7.5YR4/3-3/3) with uneven firing control. Stamped 
designs occur as both figurative zoomorphic representations of what might be a Feathered 
Serpent head and other geometric designs (Figure 4.17). Several specimens have a fluid 
curvilinear or scroll-like appearance (Figure 4.17: A, D, and E) that may have stylistic 
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traits that might be classified under the scroll attribute analysis by Stark (1999:148-149) 
as having attribute 5 (placement in a horizontal register) and attribute 16 (representative 
forms with readily recognizable referents such as saurian or serpentine creatures).   
Tezonchichilco RN assigned to the Chalco compositional group are like the Plain 
variant, but tend to have a more reddish-yellow to light brown or tan paste rather than 
dark brown.  The stamped or molded zoomorphic representation of what might be the 
Feathered Serpent head1
 The three Xico-assigned specimens were derived from Xico collections, 
indicating local production of this type (Figure 4.20:A-C). The Xico-assigned specimens 
 is also common on the Tezonchichilco RN (Figure 4.18, Figure 
4.19:A). The direction that the head is facing varies. It can be right or left, and, on 
occasion, upside down in a 90 degree rotation from most examples (Figure 4.19: A). The 
painted portion of the Tezonchichilco RN occurs on the horizontal panel formed between 
the rim and the upper portion of the band of stamping. The paint is dark red (about  
Munsell Color 7.5R3/6 or 10R3/6), usually of a thick consistency, and can include none, 
or low to moderate amounts of specular hematite. Most of the sherds are too small to 
identify the design configuration of the red painted lines, but they all appear to be discrete 
but repeated geometric elements of scrolls, stepped frets with attached scrolls, and a 
combination of rectilinear and curvilinear elements. Most, but not all, of the red painted 
areas are outlined with incising that seems to have been added after the painting was 
complete. The incised lines do not finely outline the painted areas, but rather refine the 
geometric shape intended by the painted line.  There is considerable paint outside the 
incised zone (Figure 4.19:D), as well as paint not completely filling the incised zone 
(Figure 4.19:B). The paint almost never covers the zone of stamping, although exceptions 
do occur (Figure 4.18:B). Bowls also vary in the degree of wall flare and rim curve, and 
there does not appear to be patterned association between rim shape and design.  
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appear to be similar to the Chalco-produced bowl in form and design, but are seemingly 
poor copies.  Two of the three Xico specimens are also figurative representations, but in 
distinctly different stamp styles (Figure 4.20:B-C).  The third specimen is curious in its 
application of stamped or molded design (Figure 4.20:A). The stamped surface is 
obliterated and mashed in such a way that the design is not evident. It looks to have been 
an improper molding rather than loss due to erosion of the surface. The surface finish on 
this item is streaky and uneven, also in a dark brown paste2
 Two specimens from Cerro Portezuelo were assigned to the South 3 
compositional group, a subgroup within the southern Basin (Figure 4.20:D-E). These are 
in the same style and attribute configurations as those of Chalco-assigned bowls and may 
be produced somewhere on the eastern or southern edge of the Chalco area.  
.  In one specimen, the 
horizontal panel of stamping is much closer to the rim than on the Chalco-assigned 
specimens; its rim is shaped improperly for the overall type, and there is no flare or curve 
of the rim (Figure 4.20:B). These differences suggest that the potter was experimenting 
with the form, or did not have complete knowledge of the forming details of the Chalco-
assigned bowls.  However, the molded stamp design on this vessel is a good match for 
others of this type, indicating access to a mold or stamp similar to those used elsewhere 
for production. 
 Only two sherds from the Teotihuacan Valley settlement cluster were identified 
as Tezonchichilco Plain (Figure 4.21:A-B), both assigned to the Teotihuacan 
compositional group. Both have slightly outcurving rims with a panel of stamped or 
molded design well below the rim. One from the Teotihuacan Mapping Project Epiclassic 
collections (MURR ID DLC 545) has a smooth, somewhat glossy finish and a reddish 
yellow (Munsell Color 7.5YR7/6) paste.  There is a limited area of the stamped design to 
determine the motif. The second specimen (MURR ID DLC 616) is from Oxtoticpac and 
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resembles the Xico specimen, having a poorly applied mold. The design may represent 
the figurative head, but the surface is eroded or was poorly formed at the time of 
manufacture. Overall, the surface lacks burnishing and wipe marks are still evident on the 
rim, all uncharacteristic of the southern Basin Tezonchichilco.  
 Two specimens from Cerro Portezuelo were assigned to the Culhuacan 
compositional group (Figure 4.21: E-F). The Culhuacan group may indicate production 
on the western portion of the Ixtapalapa Peninsula.  Cerro de la Estrella (IX-ET-13) is a 
large regional center in the Epiclassic located near the later site of Culhuacan.  It may be 
that the Culhuacan compositional group indicates Epiclassic production near the site of 
Cerro de la Estrella.  The two Culhuacan-assigned specimens differ in design and 
execution from the Chalco-assigned bowls.  In the horizontal band containing molded or 
stamped design, one bowl has two rows or repeated spirals and the other bowl has 
parallel wavy lines. Both designs may have had the stamping embellished with a 
technique of carving or cutting away of clay to emphasize the geometric designs. These 
two bowls might in the future be classified as different from, but related to, 
Tezonchichilco on the basis of form and decorative technique.      
The overall pattern indicates that the Chalco compositional group accounts for 
about two-thirds of the specimens sampled. Tezonchichilco pottery, both plain and RN 
variants, from Cerro Portezuelo is predominantly assigned to the Chalco group.  Potters 
at Xico and Teotihuacan sites appear to have been making local versions of the type in 
small amounts and these vary in quality of manufacture from those assigned to the 
Chalco group.  Vessel form and design layout are consistent across all specimens. 
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Figure 4.17. Tezonchichilco Plain variant, Chalco compositional group: A) Cerro 
Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 488, B) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC499, C) CH-ET-
25, MURR ID DLC 399, D) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 502, E) Cerro Portezuelo, 
MURR ID AZC 503. (Photographs by author).  
 
 
 
Figure 4.18. Tezonchichilco RN from Cerro Portezuelo, Chalco compositional group: A) 
MURR ID AZC 484, B) MURR ID AZC 492, C) MURR ID AZC 494. This figure 
illustrates some variation in the figurative design element of what may be representing 
the head of the Feathered Serpent. (Photographs by author). 
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Figure 4.19. Tezonchichilco RN variant for Cerro Portezuelo, Chalco compositional 
group: A) MURR ID AZC 486, B) MURR ID AZC 500, C) MURR ID AZC 485, D) 
MURR ID AZC 487. (Photographs by author). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.20. Tezonchichilco pottery assigned to non-Chalco compositional groups: A) 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico), MURR ID DLC 394, Xico compositional group, B) CH-AZ-192 
(Xico), MURR ID DLC 395, Xico compositional group,, C) CH-ET-28 (Xico), MURR 
ID DLC 396, Xico compositional group, D) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 497, 
South 3 compositional group, E Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 498, South 3 
compositional group. (Photographs by author).  
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Figure 4.21. Tezonchichilco pottery assigned to non-Chalco compositional groups: A) 
Teotihuacan Mapping Project, MURR ID DLC 545Teotihuacan compositional group, B) 
Oxtoticpac, MURR ID DLC 616, Teotihuacan compositional group, C) Cerro Portezuelo, 
MURR ID AZC 496, Culhuacan compositional group, D) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID 
AZC 504, Culhuacan compositional group, E) IX-ET-6, MURR ID DLC 393, CPZ 
compositional group, F1-F2) CH-ET-28 (XICO), MURR ID DLC 398, CPZ 
compositional group. F1 illustrates the entire sherd, F2 is a close-up of the stamped 
design, perhaps depicting a Feathered Serpent head. (Photographs by author).  
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 Table 4.5. Sample list of INAA specimens for Tezonchichilco pottery. Discriminant 
Analysis (DA) Probability indicates likeliness of fit to compositional group. 
 
Site  Type/Variant Specimen ID MURR ID Comp. Group  DA Probability 
Cerro Portezuelo Tezonchichilco 204.16341 AZC484  Chalco 0.998 
Cerro Portezuelo Tezonchichilco 204.13890 AZC485  Chalco 0.994 
Cerro Portezuelo Tezonchichilco 204.13892 AZC486  Chalco 0.987 
Cerro Portezuelo Tezonchichilco 204.13891 AZC487  Chalco 0.996 
Cerro Portezuelo Tezonchichilco 204.16317 AZC488  Chalco 0.982 
Cerro Portezuelo Tezonchichilco 204.16322 AZC489  Chalco 0.997 
Cerro Portezuelo Tezonchichilco Plain 204.16324 AZC490  Chalco 0.991 
Cerro Portezuelo Tezonchichilco 204.16034 AZC491  Chalco 0.998 
Cerro Portezuelo Tezonchichilco 204.16038 AZC492  Chalco 0.889 
Cerro Portezuelo Tezonchichilco 204.16042 AZC493  Chalco 0.799 
Cerro Portezuelo Tezonchichilco 204.16035 AZC494  Chalco 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Tezonchichilco 204l16048 AZC495  Culhuacan 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Tezonchichilco 204.16050 AZC496  Chalco 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Tezonchichilco 204.16051 AZC497  South 3 0.672 
Cerro Portezuelo Tezonchichilco 204.09031 AZC498  South 3 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Tezonchichilco Plain 204.13903 AZC499  Chalco 0.982 
Cerro Portezuelo Tezonchichilco 204.16293 AZC500  Chalco 0.991 
Cerro Portezuelo Tezonchichilco 204.16288 AZC501  Chalco 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Tezonchichilco Plain 204.16349 AZC502  Chalco 0.928 
Cerro Portezuelo Tezonchichilco Plain 204.16347 AZC503  Chalco 0.996 
Cerro Portezuelo Tezonchichilco 204.09986 AZC504  Culhuacan 1.000 
IX-ET-13 Tezonchichilco BOM 613 DLC390  Chalco 0.982 
CH-ET-24 Tezonchichilco BOM 615 DLC391  Chalco 1.000 
IX-ET-6 Tezonchichilco Plain BOM 625 DLC393  CPZ 0.587 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) Tezonchichilco Plain BOM 626 DLC394  Xico 1.000 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) Tezonchichilco Plain BOM 627 DLC395  Xico 1.000 
CH-ET-28  (Xico) Tezonchichilco Plain BOM 628 DLC396  Xico 1.000 
CH-ET-28  (Xico) Tezonchichilco BOM 637 DLC398  CPZ 0.780 
CH-ET-25 Tezonchichilco Plain BOM 640 DLC399  Chalco 0.998 
CH-ET-24 Tezonchichilco BOM 645 DLC400  Chalco 0.995 
CH-ET-24 Tezonchichilco BOM 646 DLC401  Chalco 0.995 
Teotihuacan Tezonchichilco Plain TMP P31 DLC545  Teotihuacan 0.615 
Oxtotipac Tezonchichilco Plain TTV 270 DLC616  Teotihuacan 1.000 
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Zone Incised 
 
For the current study, Cerro Portezuelo provides the largest sample set for this 
type.  Additional specimens were identified in this study from the Ixtapalapa, Chalco and 
Xochimilco surveys (Table 4.6). Only one Zone Incised sherd was identified for the 
Teotihuacan settlement cluster, and it was selected for compositional analysis. Fifteen 
specimens were identified from the Xochimilco survey collections, but these were 
encountered during identification of Ixtapalapa collections. Xochimilco survey site 
collections need a systematic analysis for Early Epiclassic pottery.   
Twenty-seven specimens of Zone Incised pottery were selected for compositional 
analysis, almost half of them from Cerro Portezuelo.  Cerro Portezuelo collections have a 
large amount of Zone Incised pottery (Table 4.6). Most of the INAA specimens were 
assigned to the Chalco compositional group. My attribute analysis of the Cerro 
Portezuelo Zone Incised pottery shows little variation in finish, form, and vessel size 
within this type. Rims are simple and direct and range in thickness from 4-6 millimeters. 
The rims are mostly round to sub-angular (flat tip with curved edges). Vessel walls vary 
between 5-6.5 millimeters in width with little change from below the rim to mid-wall. 
These vessels are well-constructed, evenly finished on the interior and exterior with a 
slight gloss. Few sherds have fire-clouding, and the paste Munsell Color ranges from 
5YR reddish brown to 7.5 YR yellowish red, but can be difficult to match to Munsell 
color. The paste is highly compact, often with a dark carbon core with small voids or air 
pockets visible only under magnification. These vessels have few temper inclusions, but 
when present they are small sandy inclusions. The consistencies in finish, construction, 
paste characteristics, and firing control combined with the compositional results of this 
study, suggests a small number of producers or producing locations.  
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Four specimens from Xico were assigned to the Xico compositional group. Four 
specimens from the Cerro Portezuelo settlement cluster (Cerro Portezuelo and IX-ET-6) 
were assigned to the CPZ compositional group (Tables 4.7 and 4.8).  There may have 
been very low-level production of these types occurring outside the area using Chalco 
clays. 
Again, about two-thirds of the total was assigned to the Chalco compositional 
group. The similarity in paste and design techniques of Tezonchichilco and Zone Incised 
from the Chalco compositional group suggests that the two types were possibly produced 
by the same potters or from the same areas using the Chalco clay.  Specimens collected 
from Xico are predominantly assigned to the Xico compositional group, indicating local 
production of this type.  
 
Table 4.6. Zone Incised (both Red-on-natural and Plain) specimen counts by Site 
Collection.   
 
Site Collection Count of Specimens Count of INAA Specimens 
Teotihuacan 1 1 
Cerro Portezuelo 245 15 
IX-ET-5 1 
 IX-ET-6 4 3 
CH-AZ-5(W) 3 
 CH-ET-24 24 2 
CH-ET-25 6 1 
CH-ET-27 5 
 CH-MF-4 2   
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) 38 3 
CH-ET-28  (Xico) 13 2 
CH-ET-31 (Xico) 2   
XO-ET-4 9 
 XO-ET-5 6   
Grand Total 359 27 
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Table 4.7. Summary of INAA of Zone Incised RN and Zone Incised Plain variants by 
INAA source group. Source groups organized by regional quadrants (NE=Northeastern 
Basin; EC=Eastern Central Basin; SE=Southeastern Basin).   
 
 
NE EC SE 
 
Site/Type  T
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Teotihuacan     1 
 
1 
Zone Incised 
Plain     1   1 
Cerro Portezuelo   2 13 
 
15 
Zone Incised 
Plain   1 4 
 
5 
Zone Incised RN   1 9   10 
IX-ET-6   2 1 
 
3 
Zone Incised RN   2 1   3 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico)       3 3 
Zone Incised RN       3 3 
CH-ET-28  (Xico) 1     1 2 
Zone Incised 
Plain       1 1 
Zone Incised RN 1       1 
CH-ET-24     2 
 
2 
Zone Incised 
Plain     1 
 
1 
Zone Incised RN     1   1 
CH-ET-25     1 
 
1 
Zone Incised RN     1   1 
Grand Total 1 4 18 4 27 
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Table 4.8. Sample list of INAA specimens for Zone Incised pottery. Discriminant 
Analysis (DA) Probability indicates likeliness of fit to compositional group. 
 
Site  Type/Variant Specimen ID INAA ID Comp. Source DA Probability 
Cerro Portezuelo Zone Incised Plain 204.13916 AZC505  Chalco 0.992 
Cerro Portezuelo Zone Incised Plain 204.13935 AZC506  Chalco 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Zone Incised Plain 204.13919 AZC507  Chalco 0.990 
Cerro Portezuelo Zone Incised Plain 204.13922 AZC508  Chalco 0.545 
Cerro Portezuelo Zone Incised Plain 204.13939 AZC509  CPZ 0.984 
Cerro Portezuelo Zone Incised RN 204.13936 AZC510  Chalco 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Zone Incised RN 204.16185 AZC511  Chalco 0.998 
Cerro Portezuelo Zone Incised RN 204.16180 AZC512  Chalco 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Zone Incised RN 204.16171 AZC513  Chalco 0.883 
Cerro Portezuelo Zone Incised RN 204.16111 AZC514  Chalco 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Zone Incised RN 204.16136 AZC515  Chalco 0.994 
Cerro Portezuelo Zone Incised RN 204.16157 AZC516  Chalco 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Zone Incised RN 304.16184 AZC517  Chalco 0.953 
Cerro Portezuelo Zone Incised RN 204.16168 AZC518  Chalco 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Zone Incised RN 204.16165 AZC519  CPZ 0.988 
IX-ET-6 Zone Incised RN BOM 601 DLC386  Chalco 0.999 
CH-ET-24 Zone Incised Plain BOM 618 DLC392  Chalco 0.988 
CH-ET-28  (Xico) Zone Incised Plain BOM 629 DLC397  Xico 1.000 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) Zone Incised RN BOM 662 DLC402  Xico 1.000 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) Zone Incised RN BOM 663 DLC403  Xico 1.000 
CH-ET-24 Zone Incised RN BOM 673 DLC404  Chalco 0.977 
IX-ET-6 Zone Incised RN BOM 674 DLC405  CPZ 1.000 
IX-ET-6 Zone Incised RN BOM 679 DLC406  CPZ 0.999 
CH-ET-25 Zone Incised RN BOM 680 DLC407  Chalco 0.997 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) Zone Incised RN BOM 691 DLC408  Xico 1.000 
CH-ET-28 (Xico) Zone Incised RN BOM 1305 DLC525  Teotihuacan 0.992 
Teotihuacan Zone Incised Plain TMP II 001 DLC546  Chalco 0.997 
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Zone Incised design layouts are consistent in the use of a horizontal band with 
geometric design elements filling the central space (Figure 4.22). This band is often 
delineated by a single line on the top and the bottom of the design frame.  This panel 
begins about 1 cm below the rim on the exterior of the vessel.  The height of the 
horizontal panel can vary, depending upon the motif occurring within the band. Single or 
double line, repeating scallop motifs (Figure 4.22: C, J, L) tend to be narrower in height 
than the rectilinear motifs or that scroll patterns. Common designs include panels of 
hatching or cross-hatching alternating with rectilinear scrolls or interlocking geometric 
elements.  Less common are the curvilinear scrolls (Figure 4.22:H) or single elements 
such as the large “S” scroll (Figure 4.22:G). Zones of red paint fill alternate with open 
non-painted areas, especially when alternating with hatching or interlocking panels. The 
painted zone is applied quickly and often extends beyond the incised areas or does not 
completely fill the incised zone.  The lack of paint in the grooves of incision suggests that 
the red paint was placed before incising of the design.  Placement of the incised design 
occurred prior to firing, but varies in the dryness of the clay.  Smoother grooves and 
details of clay balling at end points suggest a moist clay at the time of incision (Figure 
4.22:E, F, L). Roughened edges and jagged lines suggest a dry clay at the time of incision 
(Figure 4.22:A, B, G, K). These differences in incision quality are also due to differing 
implementation tools, and design motif and tool style are not correlated in this sample.  I 
do not find an association between compositional source and decorative motif and 
technique at this time.  Because the Chalco compositional group accounts for a large 
proportion of the Zone Incised sample, I conclude that there were differing decorative 
techniques (e.g., quality and timing of incision) occurring among producers using similar 
clay sources in the southern Basin.  
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Figure 4.22. Examples of Zone Incised pottery illustrating variation in design elements 
and motifs:  A) Cerro Portezuelo, specimen 204.19133; B) Cerro Portezuelo, specimen 
204.19128; C) Cerro Portezuelo, specimen 204.19134; D) Cerro Portezuelo, specimen 
19127; E) CH-ET-28 (Xico), MURR ID DLC 397, Xico compositional group; F) CH-ET-
24, MURR ID DLC 392, Chalco compositional group; G) Chalco, Mound 65 excavations 
by Mary Hodge; H) CH-ET-25, MURR ID 407, Chalco compositional group; I) IX-ET-6, 
MURR ID DLC 405, CPZ compositional group; J) CH-ET-25, specimen BOM 1289; K) 
Chalco, Mound 65 excavations by Mary Hodge; L) CH-ET-24, specimen BOM 1162. 
(Photographs by author). 
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Incised & Punctate 
For the current study, Cerro Portezuelo provides the largest sample set for this 
type in both the Heavy and Light Line variants (Table 4.9).  Additional specimens were 
identified from the Teotihuacan, Ixtapalapa, Chalco and Xochimilco surveys. Only three 
Incised & Punctate sherds were identified in the Teotihuacan settlement cluster, and all 
were selected for compositional analysis. Two sherds were identified from the 
Xochimilco survey collections, but were located after INAA sample selection was 
complete.  Twenty-eight specimens were selected for compositional analysis (Table 4.10 
and 4.11), the majority from Cerro Portezuelo collections.  
The Heavy Line variant occurs on floreros (Figures 4.23 and 4.24) and tripod 
bowls (Figures 4.25 and 4.26). Heavy Line vessels are often decorated by zone polishing 
in addition to incising with zones of punctate. This style has alternating zones of matte 
and polishing, with punctations occurring in the matte zones of the decoration. Motifs on 
floreros have a tendency to have curvilinear designs; the whole vessel from Cerro 
Portezuelo has a large “S” scroll design element repeated on opposing sides of the vessel 
body (Figure 4.25: A). Four Incised & Punctate floreros were selected from Cerro 
Portezuelo for compositional analysis and one was assigned to the Chalco compositional 
group (MURR ID AZC 1104; Figure 4.23:A) and the remaining three to the Teotihuacan 
compositional group (MURR ID AZC 1117-1119: Figure 4.24).  
Based on the two whole vessels from Cerro Portezuelo burials and caches from 
the Trench 93 excavations, Heavy Line variant bowls can have hollow tripod supports 
(Figure 4.25: A-B). Heavy Line bowls were assigned to several compositional groups in 
the southern Basin and included the CPZ, Chalco, Xico, and Culhuacan compositional 
groups (Table 4.10).  
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Incised & Punctate Light Line are less frequent in the Chalco and Xico 
settlement cluster, but are present at Cerro Portezuelo, Cerro de la Estrella, Xochimilco 
survey sites, and very few in the Teotihuacan settlement cluster (Table 4.9). The Light 
Line bowls differ in shape to those of the Heavy Line bowls. The Light Line bowls have 
nubbin tripod supports and the rims flare or curve outward just slightly. These vessels do 
not have alternating zones of matte and polish like the Heavy Line vessels. Instead, the 
Light Line variant has a consistent surface finish on the interior and exterior, embellished 
only by the addition of incised lines and zones of punctation.  
Thirteen specimens of the Light Line variant were selected for compositional 
analysis.  Six specimens were assigned to the Culhuacan compositional group, almost 
half of the Light Line sample (Figures 4.27 and 4.28). The Culhuacan-assigned 
specimens are stylistically similar to one another with thin incised lines in rectilinear 
geometric patterns. Two whole vessels from Cerro Portezuelo (MURR IDs AZC 520 and 
AZC 1102) have a motif similar to one another; I call this the half star motif.  I was able 
to identify many Light Line variant sherds from Cerro Portezuelo with this motif.  I 
suspect that the half star motif may be related to the cult of the Feathered Serpent (Ringle 
et al. 1998).  Four specimens of the Incised & Punctate Light Line variant were assigned 
to the Teotihuacan compositional group (Figure 4.26).  The decorative motifs are similar 
to that of the Culhuacan-assigned bowls in the use of vertical panels and triangles with 
zones of punctations alternating with zones with no pattern.  
There is regional variability in the production of the Incised & Punctate pottery 
of both variants. There is little indication that this type was widely used across all 
settlements in the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster. It may have been more intensively 
used at the large regional centers. Only sixty-eight were identified in the Cerro Portezuelo 
collection, across both variants. These vessels may have been for special occasions or 
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ceremonial use. These bowls have two small holes on opposing sides placed about a 
centimeter below the rim that were added when the clay was wet during vessel 
production.  I have found similar holes on other Incised & Punctate vessels from the 
Trench 93 burials and on sherds from the survey collections (e.g., Figure 4.27: A) .  It 
may be that these bowls were strung with twine through the holes to create a handle, 
although I have not been able to identify any significant wear around these perforations 
that might indicate repeated use in this manner.  If the holes indicate the use of a handle 
made of perishable material, this is a unique quality among the Epiclassic ceramic 
assemblage in the Basin. The handle would contribute to the portability of the vessel, but 
does not indicate the nature of the vessel contents.   
Given the variety of compositional groups present in the Cerro Portezuelo 
specimens, these vessels may have been acquired through gift exchange with people of 
neighboring settlement clusters. Attribute analysis of the Incised & Punctate pottery 
reveals differences between the Heavy Line and Light Line variants in technique and 
quality of incisions and use of alternating zones of matte or polished surfaces.  Regional 
variation occurs in the production of these vessels and is evident in vessel form, quality 
of finish and decorative execution, and motifs. The commonly occurring similarities are 
in the use of alternating zones of punctation to fill design space and the use of a double 
line on the top and bottom of the horizontal bands of decoration.  Double banding to 
delineate the zone for horizontal bands of decoration is common in the Coyotlatelco style 
pottery (Chapter 5).  The design space is similar across this type as well; most cases show 
that the design fills most of the exterior of the vessel.  This is similar to the 
Tezonchichilco type, but differs from the Zone Incised which uses the upper register of 
the available area for decoration. The use of geometric design motifs is consistent with 
broader Epiclassic design patterns.  
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Table 4.9. Incised & Punctate distribution by variant, collection site, and vessel form. 
 
 
Type Variant by collection site bowl florero/jar indet Total 
Incised & Punctate Heavy Line (Total) 38 8 
 
46 
Cerro Portezuelo 33 6 
 
39 
CH-ET-25   2 
 
2 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) 4 
  
4 
CH-ET-28  (Xico) 1     1 
Incised & Punctate Light Line (Total) 35 2 1 38 
Cerro Portezuelo 28 1 
 
29 
TE-ET-21 2 
 
1 3 
Xometla 1 
  
1 
XO-ET-2   1 
 
1 
XO-ET-4 1 
  
1 
IX-ET-6 1 
  
1 
IX-ET-13 (Cerro de la Estrella) 1 
  
1 
CH-ET-24 1     1 
Grand Total 73 10 1 84 
 
 
 
Table 4.10. Summary of Incised & Punctate pottery by INAA source group. Source 
groups organized by regional quadrants (SW=Southwest and Western Basin; 
NE=Northeastern Basin; EC=Eastern Central Basin; SE=Southeastern Basin).   
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Incised & Punctate Heavy Line (Total) 3 1 4 3 2 2 15 
Cerro Portezuelo 3 1 3 3   2 12 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico)   
 
1 
 
1   2 
CH-ET-28  (Xico)         1   1 
Incised & Punctate Light Line (Total) 4 1 2 
 
  6 13 
TE-ET-21 2 
 
  
 
    2 
Xometla 1 
 
  
 
    1 
Cerro Portezuelo 1 1 1 
 
  4 7 
IX-ET-13 (Cerro de la Estrella)   
 
  
 
  1 1 
IX-ET-6   
 
  
 
  1 1 
CH-ET-24     1       1 
Grand Total 7 2 6 3 2 8 28 
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Figure 4.23 Incised & Punctate type, florero vessel form: A) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID 
AZC 1104, Chalco compositional group, B) Cerro Portezuelo, specimen 204.21952, rim, 
C) CH-ET-28, rim. D) ZO-ET-2, body, E) Cerro Portezuelo, specimen 204.21924, body, 
F) Cerro Portezuelo, specimen 204.21922, body. (Photographs by author).  
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Figure 4.24. Incised & Punctate Heavy Line Variant, florero vessel form, from Cerro 
Portezuelo, assigned to the Teotihuacan compositional group: A) MURR ID AZC 1117, 
B) MURR ID AZC 1118, C) MURR ID AZC 1119. (Photographs by author). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.25.  Incised & Punctate Heavy Line Variant from Cerro Portezuelo: A) Trench 
93 Burial 4 - Cache 9, specimen 204.2034, B) Trench 93 Burial 4 - Cache 9, specimen 
204.2035, C) specimen 204.21913, D) MURR ID AZC 523, Culhuacan compositional 
group, E) specimen 204.21935. (Photographs by author).  
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Figure 4.26. Incised & Punctate Heavy Line Variant: A) CH-ET-28 (Xico), MURR ID 
DLC 382, Xico compositional group, B) CH-AZ-192 (Xico), MURR ID DLC 383, Xico 
compositional group, C) CH-AZ-192 (Xico), MURR ID DLC 387, CPZ compositional 
group, D) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 1121, CPZ compositional group, E) Cerro 
Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 1127, CPZ compositional group, F)  Cerro Portezuelo, 
MURR ID AZC 1120, Chalco compositional group, G) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID 
AZC 1128, Chalco compositional group. (Photographs by author). 
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Figure 4.27. Incised & Punctate Light Line Variant, Culhuacan compositional group.    
A) IX-ET-13 (Cerro de la Estrella), MURR ID DLC 389, B) IX-ET-6, MURR ID DLC 
384, C) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 522, D) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 
520. (Photographs by author).   
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Figure 4.28. Incised & Punctate Light Line Variant, Cerro Portezuelo, Trench 93 Cache 
13-14, MURR ID AZC 1102, Culhuacan compositional group. Half star design element, 
alternating from top and then bottom of design panel.  (Photographs by author). 
 
 
Figure 4.29. Incised & Punctate Light Line, Teotihuacan compositional group: A) Cerro 
Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 524, B) Xometla, Teotihuacan, MURR ID DLC 599, C) TE-
ET-21, MURR ID, DLC 600, D) TE-ET-21, MURR ID DLC 598. (Photographs by 
author). 
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Table 4.11. Sample list of INAA specimens for Incised & Punctate pottery. Discriminant 
Analysis (DA) Probability indicates likeliness of fit to compositional group.  
(*F = Florero form). 
 
Site Pottery Type/Variant Specimen ID MURR ID Comp. Source DA Probability 
CH-ET-28  (Xico) Heavy Line BOM 593 DLC 382 Xico 1.00000 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) Heavy Line BOM 594 DLC 383 Xico 1.00000 
IX-ET-6 Light Line BOM 599 DLC 384 Culhuacan 0.99990 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) Heavy Line BOM 602 DLC 387 CPZ 0.57090 
CH-ET-24 Light Line BOM 603 DLC 388 CPZ 0.74420 
IX-ET-13 Light Line BOM 612 DLC 389 Culhuacan 1.00000 
TE-ET-21 Light Line TTV 155 DLC 598 Teotihuacan 0.99970 
Xometla Light Line TTV 156 DLC 599 Teotihuacan 0.99830 
TE-ET-21 Light Line TTV 157 DLC 600 Teotihuacan 1.00000 
Cerro Portezuelo Light Line 204.09984 AZC520 Culhuacan 1.00000 
Cerro Portezuelo Light Line 204.16986 AZC521 Culhuacan 1.00000 
Cerro Portezuelo Light Line 204.16988 AZC522 Culhuacan 1.00000 
Cerro Portezuelo Heavy Line 204.16989 AZC523 Culhuacan 0.99820 
Cerro Portezuelo Light Line 204.09982 AZC524 Teotihuacan 0.99930 
Cerro Portezuelo Light Line 204.09987 AZC 1102 Culhuacan 1.00000 
Cerro Portezuelo Heavy Line * F 204.02036 AZC 1104 Chalco 0.69380 
Cerro Portezuelo Heavy Line * F 204.23180 AZC 1117 Teotihuacan 0.98260 
Cerro Portezuelo Heavy Line * F 204.16991 AZC 1118 Teotihuacan 0.99880 
Cerro Portezuelo Heavy Line 204.23186 AZC 1119 Teotihuacan 0.99690 
Cerro Portezuelo Heavy Line 204.23183 AZC 1120 Chalco 0.99990 
Cerro Portezuelo Heavy Line 204.16992 AZC 1121 CPZ 0.80840 
Cerro Portezuelo Heavy Line 204.09020 AZC 1122 Texcoco 0.95060 
Cerro Portezuelo Heavy Line 204.23184 AZC 1123 CPZ 0.80290 
Cerro Portezuelo Light Line 204.23181 AZC 1124 CPZ 0.98120 
Cerro Portezuelo Light Line 204.16987 AZC 1125 Texcoco 0.43700 
Cerro Portezuelo Heavy Line 204.23182 AZC 1126 Culhuacan 1.00000 
Cerro Portezuelo Heavy Line 204.16990 AZC 1127 CPZ 0.50260 
Cerro Portezuelo Heavy Line 204.23179, .23185 AZC 1128 Chalco 0.99770 
 
Composite Silhouette Bowls 
Seventy-three specimens of Composite Silhouette bowls were selected for 
compositional analysis (Tables 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14). The strongest pattern for the 
southern Basin is for this type to be locally produced and consumed.  The majority of 
Cerro Portezuelo specimens were assigned to the CPZ compositional group, and a much 
smaller amount to the Texcoco General compositional group, both likely reflecting local 
or nearby clay sources.  Only three specimens were assigned to the Culhuacan 
compositional group, reflecting probable production around the site of Cerro de la 
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Estrella. The seven Xico and Chalco settlement cluster specimens were mostly assigned 
to Xico and Chalco compositional groups (one assigned to the CPZ group).  
The Teotihuacan Valley Settlement Subcluster, especially for the Oxtoticpac site, 
has a very different pattern of compositional assignments.  Twenty-six specimens were 
selected for compositional analysis from the Teotihuacan Valley settlement cluster.  
Three major subregions (NE, SE, and SW Basin) account for the compositional group 
assignments.  Less than half of the specimens were assigned to the Teotihuacan 
compositional group, while the CPZ compositional group accounts for the majority of the 
Oxtoticpac specimens.  There were four specimens assigned to the Azcapotzalco and 
Culhuacan compositional groups of the southwestern Basin.  
Resist decoration occurs on a few Composite Silhouette vessels.  In the Southern 
Basin, large circles repeated on the interior or the exterior of the bowl is the only motif 
used on these bowls (Figure 4.30).  At Oxtoticpac, resist decoration is more varied and 
incorporates smaller circles and lines (Figure 4.32). These designs are not common to 
other decorated types in the southern Basin. The use of circles may signify a special 
significance for this design motif for Composite Silhouette bowls. 
Incised decoration occurs on the exterior of vessels in a horizontal band near the 
rim (Figure 4.31).  Incised lines tend to have jagged surfaces and may have been cut on 
dry (but not fired) clay.  The most commonly occurring motif is the repeating scallop 
connected as a single continuous line.  Scallops can face two directions with the angular 
points directed toward the base or the rim of the vessel. Like other Epiclassic motifs, the 
scallop motif is bordered on the top and bottom by a single horizontal line that delineates 
the zone of decoration.  Composite Silhouette bowls consistently have a slightly everted 
rim with the first line of decoration accentuating the curve of the rim.  
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The count of Composite Silhouette bowls from the Oxtoticpac excavation is 
reported to be 51 sherds, or 2% of the Monochrome Ware at the site (Good and 
Obermeyer 1986:212).  They believe that this count should be higher and was limited by 
the difficulty in distinguishing the form from rim sherds not also having the basal 
attachment. I sampled 10 Composite Silhouette bowls from Oxtoticpac with incised 
decoration, and 1 with resist decoration.  This suggests that the decorated variants at 
Oxtoticpac account for about 20% of the Composite Silhouette bowls at the site. The 
count of Composite Silhouette bowls from the Cerro Portezuelo excavation is estimated 
around 2,600 vessels (Hicks 2005), although this may be slightly over reported due to the 
inclusion of other vessel forms in this count.  I sampled 12 decorated vessels for INAA, 
but this represents a fraction of those identified in this collection.  However, I estimate no 
more than about 50 sherds with decoration in the Cerro Portezuelo collection, a 
significantly smaller ratio of decorated to plain variants when compared to Oxtoticpac. 
The difference may be due to site function between the cave deposits at Oxtoticpac and 
the large regional center of Cerro Portezuelo.  If decorated vessels signify special ritual or 
feasting purposes, then Oxtoticpac may have maintained a ceremonial significance to 
people living in the area.    
In addition, the Oxtoticpac site has a high proportion of Composite Silhouette 
bowls from non-local compositional groups, including the Southern Basin Settlement 
Cluster and possibly the Western Basin Settlement Cluster (Figure 4.33). Mechanisms 
accounting for deposition of non-local vessels might have included gifting, exchange, or 
migrants bringing pottery with them as they settled new areas.  The cave sites in the 
Teotihuacan Valley might also have maintained special ceremonial significance, 
attracting pilgrimage visits to the site. Cerro Portezuelo was largely dependent upon local 
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production, but a small amount of Composite Silhouette bowls from non-local sources 
are assigned to other Southern Basin Settlement Cluster compositional groups.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.30. Composite Silhouette bowl with resist decoration. Typical pattern of design 
includes large circles on the exterior of the vessel. Left specimen is from CH-ET-31 
(Xico), MURR ID DLC 455, CPZ compositional group. Right Specimen is from Cerro 
Portezuelo, specimen 204.16845, MURR ID AZC 533, CPZ compositional group. 
(Photographs by author).  
 
 
Table 4.12. Composite Silhouette (CS) bowl counts for INAA analysis by site and type 
variant.  
Site Collection C
S 
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S 
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l  
Oxtotipac 14 10 1 25 
Xometla 1     1 
Cerro Portezuelo 24 11 5 40 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) 
 
1 1 2 
CH-ET-28 (Xico) 
  
3 3 
CH-ET-31 
  
1 1 
CH-ET-24     1 1 
Grand Total 39 22 12 73 
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Table 4.13. Summary of Composite Silhouette bowl variants by site and INAA source 
group. Source groups organized by regional quadrants (SW=Southwest and Western 
Basin; NE=Northeastern Basin; EC=Eastern Central Basin; SE=Southeastern Basin).   
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Oxtoticpac 9 1 11     2 2 25 
Composite Silhouette Incised 1   8   
 
  1 10 
Composite Silhouette Plain 7 1 3   
 
2 1 14 
Composite Silhouette Resist 1             1 
Xometla 1             1 
Composite Silhouette Plain 1             1 
Cerro Portezuelo   5 31 1     3 40 
Composite Silhouette Incised     9   
 
  2 11 
Composite Silhouette Plain   5 17 1 
 
  1 24 
Composite Silhouette Resist     5         5 
CH-ET-24       1       1 
Composite Silhouette Resist       1       1 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico)         2     2 
Composite Silhouette Incised     
 
  1   
 
1 
Composite Silhouette Resist         1     1 
CH-ET-28 (Xico)       1 2     3 
Composite Silhouette Resist       1 2     3 
CH-ET-31 (Xico)     1         1 
Composite Silhouette Resist     1         1 
Grand Total 10 6 43 3 4 2 5 73 
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Figure 4.31. Composite Silhouette bowl with incised decoration:  A) Oxtoticpac, 
Teotihuacan , MURR ID DLC 601, CPZ compositional group, B) Oxtoticpac, 
Teotihuacan , MURR ID DLC 603, CPZ compositional group,  C) Oxtoticpac, 
Teotihuacan , MURR ID DLC 605, CPZ compositional group. Bottom row from southern 
Basin: D) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 526,CPZ compositional group,  E) Cerro 
Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 078, CPZ compositional group,  F) CH-AZ-192 (Xico), 
MURR ID DLC 469, Xico compositional group. (Photographs by author).  
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Figure 4.32. Composite Silhouette bowl with resist decoration from Oxtoticpac, 
Teotihuacan, MURR ID DLC 617, Teotihuacan compositional group. Drawing is a 
schematic of the design motif on this vessel of dots and lines. (Photograph and drawing 
by author). 
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Figure 4.33. Schematic of the movement of Composite Silhouette bowls in the Early 
Epiclassic. Black starbursts represent probable source areas for composition groups and 
arrows indicate movement of specimens to locale of consumption. 
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Table 4.14. Sample list of INAA specimens for Composite Silhouette (CS) bowls. 
Discriminant Analysis (DA) Probability indicates likeliness of fit to compositional group. 
Site Type/Variant Specimen Number MURR ID Comp. Group DA Probability 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.02121 AZC 1115 CPZ 0.985 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Incised 204.16927 AZC 1129  Culhuacan 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Incised 204.16921 AZC 1130 CPZ 0.899 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Incised 204.16929 AZC 1131  Culhuacan 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Incised 204.16923 AZC 1132 CPZ 0.958 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Incised 204.16950 AZC 1133 CPZ 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Incised 204.16903 AZC 1134 CPZ 0.994 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Incised 204.19000 AZC525 CPZ 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Incised 204.19012 AZC526 CPZ 0.995 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Incised 204.19013 AZC527 CPZ 0.983 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Incised 204.19017 AZC528 CPZ 0.997 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Incised 204.16941 AZC529 CPZ 0.998 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Resist 204.18027 AZC530 CPZ 0.913 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Resist 204.16843 AZC531 CPZ 0.988 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Resist 204.16844 AZC532 CPZ 0.502 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Resist 204.16845 AZC533 CPZ 0.586 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Resist 204.16847 AZC534 CPZ 0.996 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.18038 AZC537 CPZ 0.603 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.18047 AZC538 CPZ 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.18092 AZC539  Chalco 0.789 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.18060 AZC540 CPZ 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.18081 AZC541 CPZ 0.987 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.18097 AZC542 CPZ 0.998 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.18532 AZC543 CPZ 0.991 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.18539 AZC544  Culhuacan 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.18384 AZC545 CPZ 0.997 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.18107 AZC546 CPZ 0.990 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.18157 AZC547 CPZ 0.946 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.18128 AZC548 CPZ 0.885 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.18134 AZC549 CPZ 0.853 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.18213 AZC550  Texcoco 0.812 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.17894 AZC551 CPZ 0.973 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.17912 AZC552  Texcoco 0.908 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.17920 AZC553 CPZ 0.785 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.17968 AZC554 CPZ 0.933 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.17969 AZC555 CPZ 0.975 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.17989 AZC556 CPZ 0.801 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.19147 AZC557  Texcoco 0.992 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.19149 AZC558  Texcoco 0.885 
Cerro Portezuelo CS Plain 204.19152 AZC559  Texcoco 0.980 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) CS Resist BOM 09 DLC 449  Xico 1.000 
CH-ET-28 (Xico) CS Resist BOM  DLC 451  Xico 0.999 
CH-ET-28 (Xico) CS Resist BOM 13 DLC 452  Xico 1.000 
CH-ET-28 (Xico) CS Resist BOM 14 DLC 453  Chalco 0.943 
CH-ET-24 CS Resist BOM 15 DLC 454  Chalco 0.999 
CH-ET-31 (Xico) CS Resist BOM 16 DLC 455 CPZ 0.990 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) CS Incised BOM 1375 DLC469  Xico 1.000 
Oxtotipac CS Incised TTV 158 DLC601 CPZ 0.998 
Oxtotipac CS Incised TTV 159 DLC602 CPZ 0.963 
Oxtotipac CS Incised TTV 160 DLC603 CPZ 0.988 
Oxtotipac CS Incised TTV 161 DLC604 CPZ 1.000 
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Oxtotipac CS Incised TTV 162 DLC605 CPZ 0.997 
Oxtotipac CS Incised TTV 163 DLC606 CPZ 0.999 
Oxtotipac CS Incised TTV 164 DLC607 CPZ 0.999 
Oxtotipac CS Incised TTV 165 DLC608  Teotihuacan 0.778 
Oxtotipac CS Incised TTV 166 DLC609  Culhuacan 1.000 
Oxtotipac CS Incised TTV 167 DLC610 CPZ 0.994 
Oxtotipac CS Resist TTV 274 DLC617  Teotihuacan 0.995 
Oxtotipac CS Plain TTV 314 DLC627  Teotihuacan 0.539 
Oxtotipac CS Plain TTV none DLC628 CPZ 0.971 
Oxtotipac CS Plain TTV none DLC629  Teotihuacan 0.990 
Oxtotipac CS Plain TTV none DLC630 CPZ 0.999 
Oxtotipac CS Plain TTV none DLC631  Teotihuacan 0.985 
Oxtotipac CS Plain TTV none DLC632  Teotihuacan 0.993 
Oxtotipac CS Plain TTV 315 DLC633  Teotihuacan 0.958 
Oxtotipac CS Plain TTV 316 DLC634  Texcoco 0.929 
Oxtotipac CS Plain TTV 317 DLC635  Azcapotzalco 0.938 
Oxtotipac CS Plain TTV 318 DLC636  Culhuacan 1.000 
Oxtotipac CS Plain TTV 319 DLC637 CPZ 0.999 
Xometla CS Plain TTV 320 DLC638  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Oxtotipac CS Plain TTV 321 DLC639  Teotihuacan 0.824 
Oxtotipac CS Plain TTV 322 DLC640  Azcapotzalco 0.756 
Oxtotipac CS Plain TTV 323 DLC641  Teotihuacan 0.534 
 
Stamped and Carved Bowls  
 
Thirty-eight specimens of Epiclassic stamped and carved bowls were selected for 
compositional analysis (Tables 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17). Cerro Portezuelo specimens account 
for the largest portion of this sample.  The strongest pattern is for locally assigned 
compositional groups within a settlement cluster or subcluster. Only a few specimens 
from the Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster and the Cerro Portezuelo Settlement 
Subcluster were assigned to the western Basin compositional group of Azcapotzalco, 
indicating low amounts of movement of stamped pottery across the Basin.  
Due to my small sample size of stamped and carved vessels confidently assigned 
to the Epiclassic period, I did not separate my specimens into specific types for the 
purpose of this study.  However, I discuss a few of the notable trends resulting from the 
attribute analysis.  
Stamped designs on monochrome bowls are reported on fifty-five vessels in the 
Oxtoticpac collection (Good and Obermeyer 1986:216), although my initial inspection of 
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the collection recorded ninety-nine. My counts may be inflated due to multiple sherds 
possibly representing sherds from the same vessel, and time did not allow me to identify 
sherd refits.    
The most common stamped bowl forms from Oxtoticpac are simple 
hemispherical bowls (Figure 4.6).  These bowls are characterized by a single stamp 
design impressed into the exterior wall of the bowl about midway down the wall.  The 
stamp impressions are repeated in a horizontal band around this midsection, either 
overlapping one another or with some space between impressions.  The stamp designs on 
these bowls vary in the use of concentric geometric shapes, including diamonds, ovals, 
circles, and squares (Figure 4.34: A-J, but not G). Similar vessels and motifs are reported 
for Cueva de la Varillas (López Pérez 2003: Láminas 61-67) and Cueva del Pirul 
(Nicolás Careta 2003:94-95) at Teotihuacan. Also present at Oxtoticpac is one example 
of the large “S” scroll (Figure 4.35:K). I submitted a small selection of four specimens 
from Oxtoticpac for INAA, three of which were assigned to the local Teotihuacan 
compositional group.  Simple hemispherical bowls with simple stamp designs were 
identified in other collections in this study (e.g., Cerro Portezuelo, Figure 4.34:G), but the 
use of the concentric geometric design element is more common in the Teotihuacan 
Settlement Subcluster.  
  Comparatively, simple repeating scrolls (curvilinear and rectilinear in form) are 
common in the Cerro Portezuelo materials (Figure 4.35).  However, inspection of these 
designs indicates that they are created through carving and stamping, and sometimes with 
narrow incised lines. Vessel forms are more variable in size and shape than those at 
Oxtoticpac; less common at Cerro Portezuelo is the simple hemispherical bowl. The same 
motif and associated bowl form is reported for Cueva de las Varillas at Teotihuacan 
(López Pérez 2003: Láminas 68, 70) on a composite silhouette form (not necessarily the 
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Composite Silhouette bowls discussed earlier). The differences between the Oxtoticpac 
stamped and carved vessels and the other kinds of stamped vessels may be due to time. It 
may be that the simple bowls from Oxtoticpac are associated more with the early part of 
the Epiclassic, and the more varied and complex designs are associated to the general 
Epiclassic period.  Or it may be that there is regional variation in the contemporary use of 
stamping and carving techniques, designs, and preference of vessel forms. More focused 
comparison of this pottery class from known chronological contexts is needed to clarify 
these trends.  
 Lastly, motifs that are more complex and combine design elements occur on 
stamped and carved vessels across Basin collections.  I highlight the specific use of cross-
hatching combined with vertical panel breaks (Figure 4.36). In these illustrated examples 
from the Teotihuacan, Cerro Portezuelo, and Xico Settlement subclusters, the vessel 
form, paste, and surface finish vary by technique of decoration.  Incising, stamping, and 
carving of the vessel exterior are used to create this design motif.  I cannot firmly 
establish at what point in the Epiclassic sequence these vessels were made, but I suggest 
that this motif is similar to that of the Zone Incised bowls discussed earlier in this chapter 
(Figure 4.22).  This is an example the use of the decorative tradition of design elements, 
motifs and symbolic content cross-cutting pottery types in the Epiclassic.   
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Table 4.15. Summary of stamped specimens selected for attribute and compositional 
analysis listed by site collection.  (IX= Ixtapalapa survey, XO = Xochimilco survey, CH- 
Chalco survey, TE= Teotihuacan Valley survey, Teotihuacan = Teotihuacan Mapping 
Project). 
 
 
Site Collection Total Count INAA Count 
Teotihuacan 16 4 
Oxtotipac 99 4 
Xometla 3 
 
TE-ET-21 1   
Xaltocan 2 2 
Cerro Portezuelo 150 20 
IX-ET-6 1 1 
Southern Basin general 1 
 
CH-ET-24 5 1 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) 19 5 
CH-ET-28  (Xico) 1 
 
CH-ET-31 (Xico) 2 1 
XO-ET-2 2 
 
XO-ET-4 2 
 
XO-ET-5 1   
Grand Total 166 38 
 
Table 4.16. Summary of stamped pottery by INAA source group. Source groups 
organized by regional quadrants (N=North Basin; SW=Southwest and Western Basin; 
NE=Northeastern Basin; EC=Eastern Central Basin; SE=Southeastern Basin).   
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1 4 5 
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Grand Total 2 1 7 15 3 1 5 4 38 
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Figure 4.34. Stamped bowls, decoration on the exterior of vessels. A-E) Oxtoticpac, 
Teotihuacan Valley, specimens in order TTV 180, TTV 211, TTV, 194, TTV 181, TTV 
286. F) Cerro Portezuelo, specimen 204.9022, MURR ID AZC 1138, Xico compositional 
group; G) Cerro Portezuelo, specimen 204.10856, AZC 080, CPZ compositional group,   
H-J) Oxtoticpac, Teotihuacan Valley, specimens in order TTV 206, TTV 242, TTV 256.  
(Photographs by author).  
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Figure 4.35. Stamped and incised designs of spirals and scrolls with all stamping on 
exterior of vessel.  A)  Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 082, CPZ compositional group;  
B)  IX-ET-6, MURR ID DLC 456, CPZ compositional group; C) XO-ET-4, BOM 1141; 
D)  CH-AZ-192 (Xico), Operation A, Level 17, specimen 1142; E)  CH-ET-31 (Xico), , 
MURR ID DLC 461, Chalco compositional group; F)   Cerro Portezuelo, specimen 
204.9052;  G) CH-AZ-192 (Xico) Operation C, Level 8, specimen BOM 1318; H) 
Oxtoticpac, Teotihuacan Valley, specimen TTV 244;  I)  CH-ET-28 (Xico), specimen 
BOM 1131;  J) Cerro Portezuelo, specimen 204.9034; K)  Oxtoticpac, Teotihuacan 
Valley, specimen TTV 269.  (Photographs by author). 
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Figure 4.36. Cross-hatched panel and vertical line panel breaks identified in stamped and 
incised vessels. A) Oxtoticpac, Teotihuacan  Valley, specimen TTV 169; B) Xometla, 
Teotihuacan Valley, specimen TTV 171; C) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 592, 
Teotihuacan compositional group;   D) Oxtoticpac, Teotihuacan Valley, specimen TTV 
170;   E1-E2) CH-AZ-192 (Xico), Operation A, Level 16, specimen BOM 1343, also 
includes detail of the cross-hatched design. E1illustrated the entire sherd, E2 illustrated 
the detail of the design technique.  (Photographs by author).  
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Table 4.17. Sample list of INAA specimens for stamped pottery. Discriminant Analysis 
(DA) Probability indicates likeliness of fit to compositional group. 
 
Site  Type/Variant Specimen ID MURRID Comp. Group DA Probability 
Cerro Portezuelo stamped/carved 204.10856 AZC080  CPZ 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo stamped/carved 204.10857 AZC081  CPZ 0.995 
Cerro Portezuelo stamped/carved 204.10858 AZC082  CPZ 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo stamped/carved 204.10859 AZC083  CPZ 0.993 
Cerro Portezuelo stamped/carved 204.10860 AZC084  CPZ 0.998 
Cerro Portezuelo stamped/carved 204.09000 AZC1135  CPZ 0.896 
Cerro Portezuelo stamped/carved 204.09005 AZC1136  Chalco 0.991 
Cerro Portezuelo stamped/carved 204.09012 AZC1137  Chalco 0.998 
Cerro Portezuelo stamped/carved 204.09022 AZC1138  CPZ 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo stamped/carved 204.90102 AZC1139  Azcapotzalco 0.706 
Cerro Portezuelo stamped/carved 204.09011 AZC1140  Culhuacan 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo stamped/carved 204.09048 AZC1141  Teotihuacan 0.991 
Cerro Portezuelo stamped/carved 204.09082 AZC587  CPZ 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo stamped/carved 204.09081 AZC588  CPZ 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo stamped/carved 204.09079 AZC589  CPZ 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo stamped/carved 204.09063 AZC590  CPZ 0.996 
Cerro Portezuelo stamped/carved 204.09061 AZC591  CPZ 0.836 
Cerro Portezuelo stamped/carved 204.09026 AZC592  Teotihuacan 0.940 
Cerro Portezuelo stamped/carved 204.09025 AZC593  CPZ 0.987 
Cerro Portezuelo stamped/carved 204.09024 AZC594  CPZ 0.940 
IX-ET-6 stamped/carved BOM 1118 DLC456  CPZ 0.994 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) stamped/carved BOM 1128 DLC459  Xico 1.000 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) stamped/carved BOM 1129 DLC460  Xico 1.000 
CH-ET-31 (Xico) stamped/carved BOM 1130 DLC461  Chalco 1.000 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) stamped/carved BOM 1134 DLC462  Chalco 0.879 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) stamped/carved BOM 1137 DLC463  Xico 1.000 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) stamped/carved BOM 1138 DLC464  Xico 1.000 
CH-ET-24 stamped/carved BOM 1139 DLC465  Chalco 1.000 
Teotihuacan stamped/carved TMP AG01 DLC547  Azcapotzalco 0.997 
Oxtotipac stamped/carved TTV 175 DLC612  Azcapotzalco 0.762 
Oxtotipac stamped/carved TTV 183 DLC613  Teotihuacan 0.925 
Oxtotipac stamped/carved TTV 190 DLC614  Teotihuacan 0.542 
Oxtotipac stamped/carved TTV 207 DLC615  Teotihuacan 0.936 
Xaltocan stamped/carved XAL 072 DLC696  Xaltocan ET 1.000 
Xaltocan stamped/carved XAL 075 DLC698  Xaltocan ET 0.999 
Teotihuacan stamped/carved TMP Z22 GLC072  North X 0.530 
Teotihuacan stamped/carved TMP A06 GLC083  Teotihuacan 0.998 
Teotihuacan stamped/carved TMP I35 GLC103  Teotihuacan 0.997 
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DISCUSSION OF EARLY EPICLASSIC RESULTS 
 
 For this portion of the study, I chose samples from settlements that are 
representative of the Early Epiclassic pottery complexes in the Epiclassic period. The 
selection from collections indicated that there is a regional division in the use of pottery 
types into two primary pottery complexes (Table 4.18).  One pottery complex is defined 
for the Tula area, especially for Tula Chico.  This complex is localized to the Tula area 
and is not identified at any Basin sites, including other nearby settlements clusters in the 
Northwest Basin.   
The other pottery complex occurs primarily in the southern Basin, especially at 
the Cerro Portezuelo, Xico, Chalco, and Cerro de la Estrella settlement subclusters.  For 
this reason, it might best be described as the Southern Basin Early Epiclassic Pottery 
Complex.  This pottery complex is also represented in part in the Northeastern Basin 
Settlement Cluster, with the heaviest concentrations of Composite Silhouette bowls and 
stamped hemispherical bowls at the site of Oxtoticpac.  Other types are present in very 
small amounts in the survey collections from other Teotihuacan Valley sites and I 
consider participation in the pottery complex to be strongly localized to the site of 
Oxtoticpac (Sanders 1996) and the cave deposits behind the Pyramid of the Sun at 
Teotihuacan (López Pérez 2003; Manzanilla and López 1998; Manzanilla et al. 1996; 
Nicolás Careta 2003).   
Although the Western Basin Settlement Cluster is not assessed in this study, 
Rattray (1966) discusses the decorated pottery from Cerro Tenayo, located near 
Azcapotzalco in the western Basin.  She identified stamped and incised pottery similar to 
those in this study (1996:118-121), although she notes the rarity of the decorated vessels 
equivalent to the Incised & Punctate type. The Composite Silhouette bowl is not 
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mentioned for Cerro Tenayo either.  Nor have I found references to the form in García’s 
study of Azcapotzalco pottery (1991).  It appears that sites in the Western Basin 
Settlement Cluster were marginal to the Southern Basin Early Epiclassic Pottery 
Complex.  
 There is also some indication that at least the use of the Composite Silhouette 
bowl occurred in the hilltop settlements that pre-date the establishment of Tula Chico. 
The common use of this type and vessel form at the single-component site of La Mesa 
(Martínez Landa 2009) supports the chronological placement of this type between the 
withdrawal of Teotihuacan (Metepec phase) and the fully developed Epiclassic (Prado 
phase)  in the Tula region. In the Tula sequence, the La Mesa settlement is assigned to the 
La Mesa phase, which may have, at least in part, overlapped with the Metepec Phase 
occupations on the valley floor.  
I propose a similar chronological placement of the Southern Basin Early 
Epiclassic Pottery Complex, especially the use of the Composite Silhouette bowl at Cerro 
Portezuelo and Oxtoticpac, at least in part overlapping with the Metepec phase 
occupations in the Basin. The Composite Silhouette bowl does not seem to have strong 
stylistic influence from earlier Teotihuacan forms and may represent evidence for non-
Basin immigrants into the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster and perhaps the site of 
Oxtoticpac. Given the presence of this type in the Tula region on the hilltop settlements, 
it is possible that people moved into the region from the north or west via the Tula area.  
A Coyotlatelco, or proto-Coyotlatelco, pottery type was found associated with the 
Composite Silhouette bowls at La Mesa.  While the red painted pottery of Coyotlatelco 
style persisted in Central Mexico throughout the Epiclassic, the popularity of the 
Composite Silhouette appears to have been short-lived.   
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Table 4.18. Presence (X) and absence ( ) of Early Epiclassic pottery types by settlement 
subclusters.  Types are organized into the two Early Epiclassic pottery complexes 
identified in this study.  Subclusters are organized by regional level settlement cluster 
groups.  
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 Other pottery types in the Southern Basin Early Epiclassic Pottery Complex may 
have been derived, at least in part, from the Classic period Teotihuacan pottery tradition. 
Most notable are the small handled floreros with ring-base stands, the slightly flaring flat-
bottom bowls with nubbin supports, and the use of zone incising and red painted panels.  
The florero form was popular in the Classic period and does not appear to 
continue past the Metepec phase in the Basin with the exception of the style found in the 
Southern Basin Early Epiclassic Pottery Complex, but in a somewhat altered form. 
Comparison of whole vessels, found in burials at Cerro Portezuelo and one from the 
Valley of Toluca, show variability in the decorative techniques and design motifs.  
However, there is consistency in Epiclassic form attributes, such as the everted rim, 
placement of the handle attachments, use of the ring-base stand, and overall vessel 
proportions.  These vessels differ considerably from the Teotihuacan counterparts in 
decoration, form attributes, and overall proportion; but the essential idea of the florero 
having a bulbous body, long narrow neck and everted rim (often with button appliqué 
decoration) persists and supports derivation or inspiration from the Teotihuacan form. 
The placement of the floreros in the burials at Cerro Portezuelo suggests ritual use and 
the variety of decorative techniques indicates personal creativity on the part of the 
producers.  Like the Composite Silhouette bowls, the production and use of the florero 
form was likely short-lived and confined to the Early Epiclassic Pottery Complex.    
A similar case can be made for the Incised & Punctate Light Line bowls with 
nubbin supports also found in the burials at Cerro Portezuelo alongside the floreros. 
These bowls may have some similarity to Teotihuacan flaring bowls in form, finish and 
color (see Metepec flaring bowl in Rattray 2001:Figure 175-a), although the method of 
incising and use of nubbin supports varies. However, the type and style in the southern 
Basin does not seem to persist into later Epiclassic or Early Postclassic times. Like La 
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Mesa, there may be some occupational overlap in the Metepec phase in the Basin of 
Mexico.   
The Tezonchichilco and Zone Incised types are distinctive in the use of 
geometric design elements in specular red mineral paint and outlined with deep incised 
lines.  This decorative technique is known from Teotihuacan tradition (Rattray 2001).  
However, the combination of the technique with stamping on the Tezonchichilco or the 
use of complex geometric motifs on the Zone Incised pottery are distinct innovations in 
the Early Epiclassic Pottery Complex within the Basin. Forms differ between the 
Teotihuacan vessels and those of the Early Epiclassic. The use of what may be the 
Feathered Serpent motif on the Tezonchichilco stamps might be related to the Classic 
period icon; however the persistence of the symbol into Epiclassic (Ringle et al. 1998) 
and later Postclassic times does not clearly support derivation directly from a 
Teotihuacan source.   
The inspiration by Teotihuacan pottery traditions in the southern Basin suggests 
knowledge of earlier stylistic traditions or contemporary Metepec pottery traditions (at 
Teotihuacan or other Basin settlements).  While the introduction of the Composite 
Silhouette and proto-Coyotlatelco pottery into the southern Basin suggests non-Basin 
immigration, the Teotihuacan inspired pottery types suggests continuity in the Basin 
pottery tradition and local or Basin-derived populations contributing to the Early 
Epiclassic Pottery Complex.   
García et al. (2006), in his discussion of the debate over Classic into Epiclassic 
cultural continuity, proposed that the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster was the earliest 
area of Epiclassic settlements after the fall of the Teotihuacan state. They hypothesized 
that immigrants in the area mixed with remnant populations from Teotihuacan times. 
This interaction of distinct populations from within and outside the Basin may account 
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for the persistence of some Teotihuacan traits as well as the generation of new forms and 
decorative styles. García et al. (2006) emphasize the Coyotlatelco-style “hybrid” culture, 
placing emphasis on the importance of the red painted pottery from northwest and west of 
the Basin.  Gaxiola (2006a:35) suggests that the southern Basin material culture was a 
result of innovations in allegedly Teotihuacan-derived types were more strongly 
influenced from closer interaction from east and south of the Basin in the direction of 
Puebla-Tlaxcala, Xochicalco, and Huapalcalco (in the Tulancingo area located northeast 
of the Basin).  She suggests that Coyotlatelco-style pottery was less important in the 
southern Basin as compared to the northern Basin, downplaying the influence of northern 
interactions in the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster.  
I find some hints that there may have been influence from areas east of the Basin 
in the Puebla-Tlaxcala Valley. Epiclassic incised pottery from Xochitécatl occurs on both 
small, slightly incurved bowls (Serra Puche et al. 2004: 128) and flat bottom cajetes with 
straight or slightly flared walls (Serra Puche et al. 2004: 135-137).  Incising with punctate 
fill in the geometric patterns occurs on the type called Tablero negro esgrafiado.  Motifs 
on these bowls are repeating and continuous grecas, triangles, and scrolls in a single wide 
band on the exterior of the vessels. At least one illustrated vessel may depict an abstract 
and stylized version of the Feathered Serpent head (similar to that on the Tezonchichilco 
stamped bowls) (Serra Puche et al. 2004: Fotografia 33 –b).  Although the designs, 
layouts, and other stylistic characteristics of the Xochitécatl pottery are distinct from the 
incised pottery in the southern Basin, the similarities warrant further evaluation and lend 
support to the postulate that there was interaction between the Southern Basin Settlement 
Cluster and areas south and east of the Basin.  The polychrome mural at Xico (discussed 
briefly earlier in this chapter) also supports artistic influence from Puebla-Tlaxcala.  
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Coyotlatelco pottery was important and in widespread use throughout the 
southern Basin by the close of the Epiclassic period (sees Chapter 5); however, there may 
have been interactions very early in the Epiclassic between people of the southern Basin 
and areas south and east toward Puebla-Tlaxcala.  At this time, I support the hypothesis 
that the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster was a place of innovation in pottery styles and 
perhaps borrowed or inherited techniques, motifs, and artistic conventions from both 
local and non-local sources.  
The resulting Southern Basin Early Epiclassic Pottery Complex was widely 
adopted by the settlement centers of Cerro Portezuelo, Xico, and Cerro de la Estrella. 
These centers each had an earlier Classic period occupation and were likely under the 
political control of the Teotihuacan state. By the Early Epiclassic and into the later 
Epiclassic, these were the largest settlements in the southern Basin. The nature of 
political organization among these centers is unclear.  Did a single settlement claim 
lordship of the entire southern Basin, or did the three form an alliance or confederacy of 
some kind? Or were they at odds with one another? Although competition among the 
centers was possible, the use of widely shared symbolic content and decorative traditions 
suggests some cooperation and communication between these centers.  The exchange of 
pottery within the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster, especially evident at Cerro 
Portezuelo, suggests at least intermittent interactions among the centers. 
Cerro Portezuelo may have been the largest of the three by the close of the 
Epiclassic with an estimated population of about 12,000 and protected on the northern 
flanks of a large hill, but easily monitoring land and water routes from the northeastern 
Basin. Cerro de la Estrella may have been a significant ritual center. Located on the 
western end of the Ixtapalapa peninsula it would have been well situated, accessing water 
routes between the northern and southern lakes.  Xico, in coordination with the nearby 
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settlements on the Chalco lakeshore, could have easily monitored entry to the Basin from 
the south.  Together, these three centers were strategically situated to protect one another 
from intrusions from the north and south, while the mountains on the east, west, and 
southwest of the Basin formed a natural barrier.  The widespread use of the Southern 
Basin Early Epiclassic Pottery Complex among these three centers reflects interactions 
among them and also defines the boundary between these sites in the Southern Basin 
Settlement Cluster and the rest of the Basin at this time. These interactions are further 
supported by the shared use of qualitative attributes of design layouts and motifs within 
these ceramic types.  
The compositional characterization study indicates multiple production areas for 
the decorated pottery types used in the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster. However, the 
qualitative attribute analysis by type for each of the compositional groups indicates 
regional variation within some types (like the Incised & Punctate) and possible regional 
specialization of certain types (like the Tezonchichilco and Zone Incised).  Cerro 
Portezuelo, as an important civic-ceremonial center, acquired decorated pottery from the 
other settlement subclusters in the southern Basin and a small amount from the 
northeastern Basin (Teotihuacan compositional group).  Xico potters appear to have made 
local copies of the pottery made elsewhere in the southern Basin and did not export many 
products to other settlements outside of the immediate area. Cerro de la Estrella was not 
sampled to the same degree as the other settlement clusters in the southern Basin, and 
requires additional sampling.  
The Oxtotipac Pottery Complex, as presented by Obermeyer (1963) and in Figure 
5.15, is noteworthy in the context of discussion for the Southern Basin Early Epiclassic 
Pottery Complex. I constrain my focus on the decorated types and the Composite 
Silhouette bowls in use in the Teotihuacan Settlement Cluster sites of Oxtoticpac cave 
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and at the caves behind the Pyramid of the Sun at Teotihuacan (López Pérez 2003; 
Manzanilla et al. 1996, 1998; Nicolás Careta 2003).  There is striking similarity in the use 
of the Composite Silhouette bowls, stamping on simple bowls, and use of incising in the 
two Teotihuacan locales and the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster.  This similarity 
indicates interaction between the two areas, although the nature of the interaction is not 
clear.  The similarity in vessel forms and decorative traditions of the Composite 
Silhouette bowls and the related use of stamping and carving suggest at least part of the 
population in the Teotihuacan cave areas was derived from, or related to, the population 
in the Southern Basin. There are some common types in the Southern Basin Settlement 
Cluster that are not well-established or missing in the Teotihuacan areas, including 
Tezonchichilco and Zone Incised types.  In addition, the Teotihuacan contexts contain 
vessel types not related to the southern Basin pottery.  Most notable is the use of resist 
decoration (López Pérez 2003: Láminas 71-84; Nicolás Careta 2003:96-97, plus 
illustrations) and a white-on-orange type (López Pérez 2003: Láminas 90-97; Nicolás 
Careta 2003:104-105, plus illustrations), both occurring in the two cave contexts of the 
Teotihuacan Settlement Cluster.  It may be that these two pottery traditions are more 
related to traditions northwest and west of the Basin, but are not common in the Southern 
Basin Settlement Cluster.  
The Teotihuacan Settlement Cluster has two primary locations, one at Oxtoticpac 
and one in the caves behind the Pyramid of the Sun at Teotihuacan, that have a strong 
stylistic relationship to other Early Epiclassic Pottery Complexes in Central Mexico: 
towards the Southern Basin Early Epiclassic Pottery Complex and towards the 
northwestern La Mesa Phase occupations in the Tula area (prior to the establishment of 
Tula Chico). The uniting feature in each of these areas is the use of the red painted 
pottery in the Coyotlatelco style.  In the Basin, it may be possible to distinguish an early 
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and late style within the Coyotlatelco pottery type.  However, I am unable to do so using 
primarily surface and survey collections from this study.  Coyotlatelco style pottery 
occurs in the La Mesa hilltop center, Tula Chico, the Oxtoticpac, the caves at 
Teotihuacan east of the Pyramid of the Sun, and in the sites of the Southern Basin 
Settlement Cluster. Coyotlatelco red painted pottery persists throughout the Epiclassic in 
Central Mexico and is discussed further in Chapter 5.  
Notes 
                                                 
1 I hope, in the future, to make further design comparison of the Tezonchichilco 
zoomorphic representations and those occurring on Culhuacan Variety Aztec I Black-on-
orange stamped bowls. The layout and placement of the designs vary greatly between 
these two types, but I suspect some continuity in the iconographic content through time in 
the southern Basin from the Epiclassic and into the Early Postclassic.   
 
2 This same surface finish is identified in a Xico-assigned vessel from the Early 
Postclassic (Figure 7.18).   
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CHAPTER 5 
THE COYOTLATELCO EPICLASSIC POTTERY COMPLEX 
The Coyotlatelco Epiclassic Pottery Complex is analytically associated with the 
latter part of the Epiclassic period, following the Early Epiclassic Pottery Complex 
discussed in Chapter 4.  The Epiclassic Period in the Basin of Mexico is traditionally 
defined on the basis of the red painted pottery in the Coyotlatelco type and decorative 
style. The populations that used Coyotlatelco pottery extend from the Tula area, 
throughout the Basin of Mexico and into the Toluca Valley to the west of the Basin.  
As discussed in the previous chapter, there may be an early and late component 
in Coyotlatelco pottery, but such a distinction is difficult to identify in survey collections.  
As a consequence, I treat the Coyotlatelco Epiclassic Pottery Complex as a later 
component of the Epiclassic period with the caveat that I am aware that the earlier 
Coyotlatelco style pottery likely occurs within the study area, but is at this time not 
distinguished from this later complex.  In selecting samples representing the Coyotlatelco 
Epiclassic Pottery Complex, I made efforts to select those specimens most comparable in 
form, style and motif across the study area, while also maintaining a balance of 
representation of local variation by collection and settlement cluster. In other words, I 
chose those specimens most likely representing the later Epiclassic pottery traditions in 
the Coyotlatelco Epiclassic Pottery Complex; I note that the Coyotlatelco style pottery 
that more likely co-occurred with the Early Epiclassic Pottery Complexes is under-
represented in this sample.  
In this chapter, I describe the primary diagnostic Coyotlatelco type, identify the 
sample sets for analysis of the Coyotlatelco Epiclassic Pottery Complex, and summarize 
relevant findings and prior models put forth on the topic of Coyotlatelco pottery and the 
Epiclassic. The compositional analysis results (INAA) and attribute comparisons are then 
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presented with discussion of the implications for regional variation and interaction across 
the study area.  
POTTERY TYPES OF 
THE COYOTLATELCO EPICLASSIC POTTERY COMPLEX 
The use of the term “Coyotlatelco” has been complicated by its varied 
associations. Notably, Coyotlatelco refers to an archaeological phase and the related 
diagnostic material culture (Bennyhoff 1967; Cobean 1978, 1990; Gamboa 1998; Hicks 
2005; Manzanilla and López Pérez 1998; Mastache and Cobean 1989; Nelson 2009; 
Nicolás Careta 2003; Rattray 1966; Sanders 1986; Tozzer 1921). The term has also been 
used to describe the broader Epiclassic cultural complex predominant in Central Mexico 
(Crider et al. 2007; García 2004; Price et al. 2000; Rattray 1966, 1996) that includes a set 
of relatively consistent architectural, lithic, and ceramic assemblages. Some go further to 
identify a Coyotlatelco “people” or “culture,” especially when referencing waves of 
migrants entering the Basin from the northwest.   For this study, I do not have sufficient 
evidence to fully evaluate ethnicity or direct evidence for migration.  Based upon 
relationships among pottery attributes, I do suggest interactions that suggest migration as 
a contributing factor for regional similarities in production and style.  However, for this 
study I prefer to restrict my use of the term Coyotlatelco to a specific pottery type and its 
related variants rather than as an ethnic population or more generalized Epiclassic 
material culture.  
Recent ceramic analysis from the caves behind the Pyramid of the Sun at 
Teotihuacan organizes all Epiclassic pottery (utilitarian, serving, and ritual wares) as part 
of a Coyotlatelco Complex (López Pérez 2003; Nicolás Careta 2003).  This is a useful 
organization of the cave materials, as later Postclassic complexes also occur in the cave 
contexts.  I want to make clear that in the current study, I use a more restrictive use of the 
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Coyotlatelco Epiclassic Pottery Complex that differs on two points. First, I am making an 
analytical distinction between the decorated pottery of the Early Epiclassic Pottery 
Complex and the Coyotlatelco Epiclassic Pottery Complex, contrary to the typical 
treatment of the Coyotlatelco as a single Epiclassic component. And second, my focus is 
upon the painted decorated pottery identified as the Coyotlatelco type and its associated 
variants.  The Teotihuacan studies mentioned above include all of the pottery types, 
wares and forms of the Epiclassic that are not covered in this analysis (such as comales, 
sahumadors, jars,  etc.).   
 
Figure 5.1. Examples of the Coyotlatelco pottery range of vessel forms and variants.  
These examples are from Cerro Portezuelo, UCLA Fowler Museum collections. A) 
Coyotlatelco Red-on-natural, solid conical tripod supported flat bottom bowl, specimen 
204.2133, Trench 93, Burial 10, Cache 17; B) Coyotlatelco Red-on-cream, slightly 
restricted bowl with exterior decoration and zone placed cream underslip, specimen 
204.9999, MURR ID AZC 424; C) Coyotlatelco Red-on-natural, cup with exterior 
decoration, specimen 204.9992, MURR ID AZC 425; D) Coyotlatelco Red-on-natural, 
ring base supported hemispherical bowl with interior decoration, specimen 204.9992, 
Trench 93, Burial 7, Cache 13-14, MURR ID AZC 436; E) Coyotlatelco Red-on-natural, 
ring base supported hemispherical bowl with red rim on interior, specimen 204.2130, 
Trench 93, Burial 10, Cache 17. (Photographs by author).  
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Coyotlatelco painted ceramics are considered the primary decorated diagnostic 
type of the Epiclassic Period and are found throughout the Basin of Mexico (Nichols et 
al. 1986; Rattray 1966, 1996) and in neighboring regions around Tula to the north 
(Cobean 1978; Cobean and Mastache1989; Equihua Manrique 2006; Sterpone 2006; 
Suárez et al. 2007) and the Toluca Valley to the west of the Basin (Sugiura 1990).  
For this study, I identify two type variants: Coyotlatelco Red-on-natural (RN) 
and Coyotlatelco Red-on-cream (RC) (Figure 5.1).  These variants can occur in a variety 
of forms, but are typically hemispherical or flat bottom bowls with solid conical tripod 
supports, ring base stands, or no supports; less common are slightly restricted incurving 
bowls, and cups.  Coyotlatelco painted pottery includes a wide variety of vessel sizes as 
well, and can range from small bowls, perhaps single serving sizes, to large serving 
dishes. It is not evident that Coyotlatelco serving vessels were produced and used as a set, 
with matching sets of bowls and other dishes. But this common pottery type is unified by 
the consistent placement of decoration, shared symbol set, and vessel forms.  Perhaps this 
versatility in mixing and matching of Coyotlatelco decorated vessels was part of its 
appeal and contributed to its widespread use throughout the region.   
Coyotlatelco painted pottery is characterized by the use of red painted designs on 
the interior or exterior of the vessel.  The Coyotlatelco design layout commonly appears 
on the vessel wall as a series of horizontal bands separated by single or double lines.  
Within each band are repeating geometric design elements varying in complexity of 
element combinations. The interior bases of the bowls, when decorated, are delineated as 
a distinct zone for decoration and separate in design and use of space when compared to 
the vessel wall. Rattray’s (1966:146-180) foundational study was the first to provide a 
comprehensive discussion of the stylistic aspects of the pottery type. She identified the 
most common regularly occurring elements in Coyotlatelco pottery based upon her study 
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of pottery from Cerro Tenayo (near Azcapotzalco in the western Basin).  She also 
recognized a great amount of variation in the combination of elements on a single vessel 
and in how many stacked horizontal bands occur together. Simple and complex 
combinations of elements within a single design band and between alternating bands can 
occur.  These designs are painted freehand with a single brush and reflect differing levels 
of neatness and artistry.  Coyotlatelco paint tends to be dark red (around Munsell color 
10R3/6) and can contain small specular hematite particles that sparkle in direct light.  
Overall, the decorative tradition emphasizes geometric elements, regular 
repetition, horizontal banding and a general symmetry of layout.  Rattray (1966) provides 
a detailed summary of the combination of design elements, motifs, layouts and vessel 
forms occurring within the Cerro Tenayo Coyotlatelco assemblage. It is not duplicated 
here. However, the combinations of design elements and the banded ordering of these 
combinations can provide unlimited creativity and experimentation within a painter’s 
repertoire for decoration.  Although not a comprehensive list, I illustrate several of the 
most common and distinctive design elements and motifs encountered in this study 
(Figure 5.2).    
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Figure 5.2. Common design elements and motifs occurring on Coyotlatelco pottery in this 
study: A) continuous horizontal lines, wavy and straight, and diagonal line breaks in 
panel; B) various scrolls alone or connected, rectilinear and curvilinear; C) connected 
triangles, often with fill; D) double “X”; E) stepped pyramid combined with solid or 
hatched fill; F) cross-hatched zones and checkerboard fill; G) circles with various 
embellishments; H) scallops, repeating and continuous, fill determining positive or 
negative of design; I) “S’ and “Z” scrolls either alone or repeated and interlocking; J) 
wavy to scalloped continuous line. These common examples are not an exhaustive list of 
Coyotlatelco designs. (Drawings by author).  
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Coyotlatelco can be broadly considered a unified artistic tradition across the 
pottery complex; however, the creativity that went into design elements, design layout, 
vessel form, use of slip, and varying qualities of brush work and surface finish contribute 
to the need for qualitative attribute analysis.  Regional variation in production of 
Coyotlatelco pottery has been noted in previous studies on the basis of motif and artistic 
qualities (García 2004:353; Manzanilla 2005).  More recent study of Coyotlatelco and 
Epiclassic pottery emphasizes the identification of microtraditions in design, motifs, and 
vessel form.  Stylistic comparisons have been conducted to define broad regional 
traditions extending across Central Mexico and into Northwest Mexico (Fournier 2006; 
Fournier et al. 2007; Gaxiola 2006; Nelson and Crider 2005), across the Basin of Mexico 
(García et al. 2006), and site-to-site comparisons (López Pérez et al. 2006; Rattray 2006; 
Salomón 2006; Sugiura 2006). My analysis contributes to this research by combining 
attribute studies and compositional characterization of decorated Coyotlatelco pottery 
from among several settlement clusters in the Basin and Tula.  
The Samples for the Coyotlatelco Epiclassic 
The specimens used in this analysis were selected from among the regional 
settlement clusters in this study including the Northwestern, Northeastern, and Southern 
Basin Settlement Clusters. Figure 5.3 shows the locations of the site collections inspected 
prior to selection of INAA specimens; each of the sites on the map contained 
Coyotlatelco type pottery in the collections. This is not a complete picture of the 
distribution of Coyotlatelco pottery across the Basin; however, this map does show the 
presence of Coyotlatelco pottery in each of the settlement clusters and subclusters used in 
this analysis.     
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Figure 5.3. Map of collection sites assessed in the selection of INAA samples of 
Coyotlatelco pottery.  Not all sites shown were sampled for compositional study.  
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The Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster 
Two settlement subclusters were sampled from the Northwestern Basin 
Settlement Cluster. A sample of forty specimens from the large regional center of Tula 
Chico, in the Tula Settlement Subcluster, was selected for chemical characterization in 
order to provide specimens from the Epiclassic occupation of the site.  The Coyotlatelco 
pottery represents the Corral phase occupation in the Tula region. A full definition of the 
Corral phase pottery complex is beyond the scope of this study and is provided by Robert 
Cobean (1978, 1990) and includes decorated, plain, service, and utilitarian wares from 
Tula. 
A sample of six specimens was selected for compositional study from the 
Zumpango Settlement Subcluster, specifically site ZU-LT-197 (also named ZU-ET-23).  
This location is described as a hamlet (about 40-80 people) located on a gently sloping 
knoll several meters above the surrounding Lakeshore Plain (Parsons 2008:187).  The 
Epiclassic materials are mixed with Classic and Early Postclassic materials, suggesting a 
lengthy occupation that is unusual for this area. This site is located near the lakeshore in 
the southern part of the Zumpango survey region. 
The Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster 
Two survey projects contributed to the specimens included for the Northeastern 
Basin Settlement Cluster sample: the Teotihuacan Mapping Project, focused upon the city 
of Teotihuacan; and the Teotihuacan Valley Project, focused upon the rural sites located 
throughout the Valley of Teotihuacan.  The largest part of the Coyotlatelco sample from 
the Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster is from the Teotihuacan Valley Project 
collections submitted by Deborah L. Nichols (indicated by the MURR ID sequence of 
TTV). The INAA results of these specimens were previously published (Crider et al. 
2007).  I incorporate this previously published data into the current study in order to 
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make use of currently available datasets. I was able to target selection of new specimens 
from areas of the Basin not previously sampled.  
Because of the large size of Coyotlatelco pottery previously sampled from the 
Teotihuacan Valley, I supplemented the sample with a small amount (six sherds) of 
Coyotlatelco specimens from the Teotihuacan Mapping Project and the Oxtoticpac 
collection (two sherds). These additional specimens targeted, in part, the Coyotlatelco 
Red-on-cream variant which was underrepresented in the previous analysis of 
Coyotlatelco pottery.   
Sites sampled from the Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster are listed on the 
map as the TE sites (Figure 5.1).  Sites were identified and described in the survey report 
(Marino 1987).  All TE sites were identified as Xometla phase occupation (referring to 
the latter part of the Epiclassic) except TE-LT-62 and TE-LT-69, which were identified 
as having primarily Early Postclassic, Mazapan occupation.  Four of the sites sampled for 
INAA may have ceremonial or administrative structures dating to the Epiclassic: TE-ET-
4, TE-ET-10, TE-ET-25, and TE-ET-65.  Site size varies from small hamlets to regional 
centers.  
The Southern Basin Settlement Cluster 
Numerous project collections were sampled for Coyotlatelco pottery in the 
Southern Basin Settlement Cluster.  The regional surveys used include Chalco, 
Ixtapalapa, and a small selection from Xochimilco. Additional materials were from the 
UCLA excavation project at Cerro Portezuelo (Hicks 2005) and the Parsons’ Xico 
excavation of a man-made agricultural chinampa feature at CH-AZ-192 (Parsons et al. 
1982b).  
Compositional results of the Cerro Portezuelo INAA specimens were previously 
reported (Crider 2011; Nichols et al. 2002) as part of the Cerro Portezuelo ceramic 
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analysis project.  Additional sampling of the survey and Xico excavation collections was 
conducted to provide a broader regional context for comparison and to better represent 
the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster. Emphasis was placed on higher amounts of 
sampling of larger settlements such as Xico and CH-AZ-24 in the Xico-Chalco 
Settlement Subcluster. Xochimilco and Ixtapalapa survey areas were not as 
systematically reviewed for type specimens due to logistical constraints.  
Xaltocan ET Site 
 A sample of seven sherds was selected for analysis from the Xaltocan ET site in 
the northern Basin. This site is located 2 km northeast from the modern town of Xaltocan. 
Ceramics from the salvage excavations conducted in 1997 (Brumfiel et al. 1998) suggest 
that there was a Classic (mostly Xolalpan and Metepec phases) occupation at the site.  
The occupied area is approximately one hectare and rises less than one meter above the 
Prehispanic lake levels.  The site is heavily disturbed by looting and plowing. Numerous 
ceramic net weights, made from recycled Thin Orange pottery, were identified 
throughout the Xaltocan ET locale, suggesting the shallow waters were at times 
prominent grounds for bird hunting. In addition to the Classic period types, Coyotlatelco 
type pottery was also recovered, indicating an Epiclassic component of occupation. 
However, as discussed later in this chapter, the Coyotlatelco pottery exhibits unusual 
characteristics in paint color. 
COYOTLATELCO ORIGINS AND POPULATION MOVEMENT 
In order to fully consider the implications for the resulting compositional and 
attribute analysis of Coyotlatelco pottery, I present some competing models and previous 
research regarding the origins and extent of use in the Epiclassic period.  
The origins of the Coyotlatelco pottery remain a topic for continued debate. 
According to Sanders (1986), Coyotlatelco pottery developed in the Teotihuacan Valley.  
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He suggested that as the population abandoned the city and moved into other parts of the 
Basin, they transported the fully-formed Coyotlatelco pottery with them.  This argument 
stems in part from the notion that Teotihuacan continued to have a significantly high 
population following the Classic, estimated that around 40,000 people occupied the city 
in the Epiclassic.  He saw the Oxtoticpac pottery complex, including the early 
Coyotlatelco style, as a local development that was transitional between the end of 
Teotihuacan and the full-blown Coyotlatelco complex.   
Alternatively, some scholars argue for abandonment of the city as an aftermath of 
its destruction, resulting in the total collapse of the Early Classic polity. García et al. 
(2006) suggest that the long abandoned city of Teotihuacan was eventually reoccupied by 
people bringing the fully-developed Coyotlatelco culture with them into the ruins. Most 
scholars now agree that the Coyotlatelco style pottery developed in areas north and west 
of the Basin (Beekman and Christensen 2003; Brambila and Crespo 2005; Braniff 2005; 
Cobean 1990:174; Cowgill 1996:329; Crider et al. 2007; Hirth 1998:459; Hirth and 
Cyphers 1988:150; López Pérez and Nicolás 2005; Manzanilla and López Pérez 1998; 
Manzanilla et al. 1996; Mastache and Cobean 1989; Mastache et al. 2002:70-71; Nelson 
and Crider 2005; Paredes 1998, 2005; Rattray 1996, 1998).  The mechanisms for 
introduction of Coyotlatelco pottery into the Basin of Mexico are likely due in part to 
migration into the area, as advocated by some (García et al. 2006; Rattray 1996; see also 
the discussion by Beekman and Christensen 2003:1445-15),  although some researchers 
have cautioned against the simplistic use of migration and ethnic population replacement 
as the primary factor for the spread of the Coyotlatelco cultural complex (Blanton et al. 
1993:137-138; Sanders 2002; Sanders et al. 1979:129; Solar 2006).  The role of 
migration cannot be dismissed in the spread of Coyotlatelco pottery, but there is need for 
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the development of additional socio-economic models to account for the widespread 
adoption and use of Coyotlatelco pottery in Central Mexico.  
It is possible that the timing for the introduction of Coyotlatelco decorated 
pottery differed among sites and settlement clusters across the region and in the Basin 
(García et al. 2006).  Different waves of adoption of the type are possible as the political 
and social landscape changed from the end of the Classic, through the early part of the 
Epiclassic, and into the later part of the Epiclassic. Unfortunately, my current study does 
not have appropriate contexts to assess the chronological sequence of regional adoption 
of Coyotlatelco pottery. However, it appears that by the close of the Epiclassic Period, 
Coyotlatelco pottery was made and used by people throughout the Basin of Mexico, the 
Tula region, and into the Toluca Valley.  The following discussion presents additional 
detail by settlement cluster and site background for the trends in the timing, use, and 
distribution of Coyotlatelco pottery in the study area.  
The Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster and Tula Chico 
Mastache and Cobean (1989) have long argued for the presence of immigrants in 
the Tula area.  The Coyotlatelco pottery complex at the hilltop sites like La Mesa 
(Martínez Landa 2009) were derived from red painted pottery traditions of the Bajío and 
other areas of northwest Mexico that are the likely precursors to the full-blown 
Coyotlatelco complex of the Prado and Corral phase occupations of Tula Chico.  
The center at Tula Chico was established in the Early Epiclassic as a large civic-
ceremonial center with associated urban settlement and multi-ethnic population that 
persisted throughout the Epiclassic.  The maximum expansion of Tula’s Epiclassic polity 
occurred no later than A.D. 800 (Mastache and Cobean 1989). Tula Chico shares certain 
architectural traits with other Epiclassic centers of Western Mesoamerica, including “I” 
shaped ballcourts, hilltop locations with terraced living spaces, and stone relief sculpture; 
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all common elements at Epiclassic centers such as at La Quemada (Nelson 1995), 
Xochicalco (Hirth 2000; Hirth and Cyphers 1988, 2003), Cantona (García Cook 2003), 
and Xochitecatl-Cacaxtla (Serra Puche et al. 2004, 2008).  It is clear that Epiclassic Tula 
was integrated into the broader regional elite networks extending from Zacatecas, to Tula, 
Puebla-Tlaxcala and Morelos. However, there is little evidence that this techno-
architectural complex was replicated in the Basin of Mexico (Rattray 1996:218). 
Despite differing architectural systematics, the shared use of Coyotlatelco style 
pottery between the Tula region and the Basin is well recognized, although there has been 
little study of interactions between the two areas based upon the ceramics. Recent 
assessment of the development of the Coyotlatelco tradition in the Tula area suggests that 
the hybridization occurring there indicates a more intense interaction with Xajay, Bajío 
and Northwest Mesoamerica than with Teotihuacan and the Basin (Gaxiola 2006a:34-
37). 
The Zumpango regional survey (Parsons 2008:72-73) provides the most current 
assessment of settlement patterns for the Epiclassic period in the northwestern Basin. 
There was a significant reduction in the number of settlements in the area from the 
Classic to Epiclassic period. Twenty-nine sites are reported for the Epiclassic period, 
most are small villages and hamlets. The Epiclassic pattern is diffuse, with most sites 
located in the Upper Salado drainage, away from the lake shore and towards the Tula 
region. The location of the single regional center shifted from the valley floor (in the 
Classic period) to a prominent hilltop position (site ZU-ET-12) in the Epiclassic period. 
The hilltop placement of the settlement is unique among Epiclassic settlements in the 
Basin, but not compared to other sites in the Tula and Toluca valleys.  The open corridor 
between the Basin and Tula suggests that Epiclassic settlements in the Northwestern 
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Settlement Cluster in the Zumpango survey region area might have had more direct 
interaction with Tula than with other Basin areas.  
The Western and Southern Basin Settlement Clusters 
Coyotlatelco pottery was first recognized at the type site near Azcapotzalco by 
Tozzer (1921). At the time, Coyotlatelco pottery was considered part of the Classic 
Teotihuacan sequence. Rattray (1966), having excavated at Cerro Tenayo in the Western 
Basin Settlement Cluster, made the convincing case for the separation of the Coyotlatelco 
pottery from the Classic period Teotihuacan tradition. Since those early studies, there has 
been some debate as to whether Coyotlatelco was first introduced to the Basin in the 
Western or Southern Basin Settlement Clusters.  
Several large settlements make up the Western Settlement Cluster, but no single 
site appears to dominate the others (Rattray 1996:218) (Figure 5.3). For the Epiclassic, it 
is estimated that the Western Basin Settlement Cluster had a population of at least 
20,000, perhaps more (Rattray 1996:218).  Both García (1991) and Rattray (2006:188-
189) indicate that at least some of the occupations in the Guadalupe Range area had both 
Metepec (Classic) and Coyotlatelco (Epiclassic) layers. At least one high status structure 
has been identified at Pueblo Perdido a few kilometers from Azcapotzalco, where 
excavations revealed a large colonnaded central room with evidence for ceremonial 
burning activities (Rattray 1972:203).   
García et al. (2006) suggest that the western Basin and the site of Azcapotzalco 
were reoccupied about 100 years after Teotihuacan’s withdrawal from the region. García 
suggests that in the Epiclassic, the Guadalupe Range sites (Western Basin Settlement 
Cluster) including Azcapotzalco and several nearby, were resettled or newly settled sites 
(e.g., Tenayuca) after the Classic period. These sites were populated by groups that 
moved into the area from the southern Basin bringing with them Coyotlatelco pottery. 
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This suggests that García favors the earlier development of the Basin’s Coyotlatelco 
Epiclassic Pottery Complex in the south rather than in the west. Counter to García’s 
discussion, Gaxiola (2006a) suggests that there is not as much of the Coyotlatelco pottery 
type in the southern Basin as compared to other Basin areas, and argues against its 
development there. 
Sugiura (2006) provides a case for continuity of population from the Classic to 
Epiclassic periods in the Toluca region, west and over the mountains that create a natural 
barrier that separates the Toluca Valley from the western Basin.  Contrary to García, she 
argues that after the collapse of Teotihuacan, the political center shifted from 
Teotihuacan to the western Basin, around the Guadalupe Range Cluster (Figure 5.4).  
Sugiura identifies this area as a central region for the formation of the Coyotlatelco 
complex, and she argues for significant connections between the Western Basin 
Settlement Cluster and the Toluca Valley Epiclassic communities (Sugiura 2006:134-
135).  
The trace amounts of the Southern Basin Early Epiclassic Pottery Complex, as 
discussed in Chapter 4, in the Western Basin Settlement Cluster supports García’s 
suggestion of differing rates of repopulation of the Basin following the collapse of 
Teotihuacan and regional population reorganization in the Epiclassic. However, the lack 
of participation in the Early Epiclassic Pottery Complex does not necessarily indicate a 
lack of occupation.  Perhaps the identification of an early Coyotlatelco tradition in the 
western areas of the Basin will clarify this issue at a future time. We may not be able to 
identify “firsts” in the development of the Coyotlatelco Epiclassic Pottery Complex 
without better control of datable contexts.  Rather, the current study moves toward first 
building the case for regional variation in the pottery complex to identify attribute 
patterns within the pottery type.   
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Figure 5.4. Epiclassic sites identified in western Basin, note that no one regional center 
appears to dominate according to site size. (Detail from Sanders, Parsons, and Santley 
1979: Map 15, Second Intermediate Phase One). 
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 The issue of Metepec to Epiclassic occupational continuity for the 
Southern Basin Settlement Cluster is more fully discussed in Chapter 4.  For the 
Coyotlatelco Epiclassic Pottery Complex, focus remains on the regional centers of 
Cerro Portezuelo and Xico and the associated settlement subclusters for each. In 
summary, there is occupational continuity in the areas using the Early Epiclassic 
Pottery Complex and the Coyotlatelco Epiclassic Pottery Complex. The timing 
for the adoption of the use of Coyotlatelco pottery at these sites is not clear, and 
does not yet offer resolution to the debate of Coyotlatelco origins within the 
Basin.    
The Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster and Teotihuacan 
Rattray describes the Coyotlatelco culture at the former city of Teotihuacan as 
impoverished, lacking developed architecture, and with people often living in nearby 
caves (Rattray 1996:215).  She proposed that there was a short hiatus at the city between 
the Classic period Metepec phase and the subsequent Epiclassic occupation. Sanders 
(1986) did not support the view that the entire city could have been abandoned and 
replaced entirely by the estimated 40,000 migrant people.  Rather, given the large 
population base, he endorsed the hypothesis of continuity for significant portions of the 
city’s population from the Classic into the Epiclassic.   
More recently, Cowgill has revised the estimate of the Epiclassic population at 
the city of Teotihuacan from 40,000 to more on the order of 20,000 (Crider et al. 2007; 
Cowgill, personal communication, 2010; see also Rattray 1998, 2006). Even at half the 
size, the Teotihuacan center was still the largest in the Basin at the time. The distribution 
of the Coyotlatelco complex (including both Coyotlatelco painted and other utilitarian 
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forms) documented by the Teotihuacan Mapping Project (TMP) shows a broad 
distribution covering most of the city (Figure 5.5).   
Manzanilla (2005:263) proposes that northern migrants using red painted pottery 
entered Teotihuacan in Late Xolalpan times. López Pérez and Nicolás Careta (2005) 
think some Coyotlatelco-using people were present at Teotihuacan at least by the mid-
600s based on radiocarbon dates from the Cueva de las Varillas east of the Pyramid of the 
Sun. The six radiocarbon dates associated with Coyotlatelco occupations from the cave 
described in detail by Manzanilla et al. (1996:258-263) have 2-sigma calibrated ranges 
from as early as A.D. 660-900 to as late as A.D. 980-1212 and 865-1220. As 
Teotihuacan's power and influence declined, people from the Bajío and further north 
migrated to the city. Isotopic and DNA studies of skeletons buried with Epiclassic 
materials from the excavations indicate the presence both of individuals who were locally 
born and immigrants from different locations, supporting Manzanilla’s view of multi-
ethnic Coyotlatelco occupants of Teotihuacan. Coyotlatelco-using people, likely 
immigrants, may have lived alongside the local Teotihuacan peoples in the city after the 
final demise of the Classic state (Moragas Segura 2005). 
These quarry tunnels, located a few hundred meters east of the Pyramid of the 
Sun at Teotihuacan, have evidence for Epiclassic use (Manzanilla et al. 1996; Manzanilla 
2005); Coyotlatelco activity areas and burials are reported.  As discussed earlier, these 
caves also contain vessels related to the Early Epiclassic Pottery Complex (Chapter 4). 
The pottery summaries reported by datable context indicate only a few burials with 
Coyotlatelco Red-on-natural pottery, and these are all termed Coyotlatelco or 
Coyotlatelco/Mazapan transitional contexts.  Additional studies based on these cave 
contexts provide evidence of rich assemblages with illustrations of whole vessels from 
these Epiclassic contexts (López Pérez 2003; Nicolás Careta 2003).  
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The former city is covered by a continuous layer of Epiclassic pottery and there 
are five to six areas of higher concentrations (Figure 5.5).  This pattern has been 
interpreted by some as the fragmentation of the city into several discrete villages or 
settlement concentrations (Gómez and Cabrera 2006; Crider 2002; Diehl 1989; Gamboa 
1998; Rattray 1996).  However, the large contiguous area of moderate to low 
Coyotlatelco sherd densities may also indicate that light occupation covered much of the 
area between concentrations.   It is not clear whether these concentrations were emicly 
distinct communities or a single community with several densely occupied districts 
(Cowgill 2010, personal communication).   
 
Figure 5.5. Epiclassic pottery distributions in the surface collections of the Teotihuacan 
Mapping Project (courtesy of George L. Cowgill). 
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Beyond the city, the Epiclassic settlement pattern for the Teotihuacan Valley 
includes a series of small and large villages extending from Teotihuacan to the southwest 
towards the lakeshore (Figure 5.6).  Teotihuacan is the largest settlement in the 
Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster, and likely served as the primary regional 
administrative center for this cluster. The next largest sites are more distant and located 
on the opposing side of the Patlachique Mountain Range to the south, and one site 
northwest of the city, but separated by an unoccupied area. There may be two or even 
three settlement subclusters that can be defined in this area, but for this study the focus is 
upon those sites in the Teotihuacan Valley.  
 
Figure 5.6. Epiclassic settlements for the Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster, 
including the Teotihuacan Valley and its settlement subcluster (detail from Sanders, 
Parsons, and Santley 1979: Map 15, Second Intermediate Phase One).  
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At this time, I briefly revisit discussion of Oxtoticpac and the caves at 
Teotihuacan, which I associate with the Early Epiclassic Pottery Complex.  Given the 
results discussed in Chapter 4, Sanders’ (1986) original postulate that Oxtoticpac was 
important in the development of Coyotlatelco pottery is in doubt. Rather, García et al. 
(2006) suggest that the newly formed settlements of Oxtoticpac and Xometla in the 
Teotihuacan Valley were site unit intrusions of people moving in from the south, perhaps 
from around Cerro Portezuelo. Others agree that the Oxtoticpac cultural complex and its 
related settlements are of a differing ethnic affiliation from other Teotihuacan Valley 
Epiclassic occupations (Cabrera 2006; López Pérez and Nicolás Careta 2003; Manzanilla 
et al. 1996; Nicolás Careta 2003).  These studies highlight the possibility that the ceramic 
complex that I have I termed the Early Epiclassic Pottery Complex is differentiated on 
the basis of ethnicity rather than on temporal distinctions. I agree that the Oxtoticpac 
material complex may be a non-local tradition contributing to the multi-ethnic makeup of 
the Valley in the Epiclassic; however, I support that the pottery complex, at least in part, 
also reflects a temporal difference.  
Summary 
Despite the significant increase in archaeological work focused on the Epiclassic 
period in Central Mexico, many of the specific details of this period are still under debate 
(Webb and Hirth 2003:32). Foremost are issues of chronology, migration, continuity and 
discontinuity from Classic to Epiclassic, and the origins of the Coyotlatelco pottery 
complex.  The general portrayal of the Epiclassic in Mexico as a time of political unrest 
and significant culture change holds firm in current archaeological interpretation (e.g., 
Diehl and Berlo 1989; López Luján 1995; Nichols et al. 2002).  
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However, recent symposia and published volumes have reoriented the framework 
of understanding of Epiclassic cultures.  The Coyotlatelco peoples were once regarded as 
barbarous invaders, inheritors of a decaying civilization living in the ruins of Teotihuacan 
after its decline. New frameworks of study see them as part of a cultural revitalization 
and perhaps a multi-ethnic hybridization incorporating not only Teotihuacan cultural 
remnants into a new regional culture, but non-Basin traditions as well.  
Despite difficulties in identifying the timing of adoption of the Coyotlatelco 
pottery complex, it is clear that the Basin of Mexico and the neighboring areas of Toluca 
and Tula were connected at a broad cultural level by the use of Coyotlatelco painted 
pottery.  Widespread use of a common symbol set and motif structure in pottery 
decoration served to unite the region at the broadest level. Yet within the most intimate 
setting of daily use and practice, Coyotlatelco painted pottery was the basic service ware 
of the times and its use appears to cross-cut status and ethnic origins.  Due to its 
distinctive and easily identifiable style, Coyotlatelco pottery has served as an important 
marker of Epiclassic occupation in the Basin of Mexico. As a result, it was the first 
Epiclassic type in the Basin to be systematically selected for compositional and stylistic 
analysis.   
PRIOR INAA RESULTS FOR COYOTLATELCO POTTERY 
In this section, I summarize several previous INAA studies of Coyotlatelco 
ceramics conducted by myself and others. Previous chemical characterization of 
Epiclassic pottery from across the TMP survey area (Crider 2002) indicates that it was 
locally produced in the Teotihuacan Valley, but that there may be a subtle difference 
between the clays used on the eastern and western half of the former city. This suggests 
that there was no regionally centralized production or distribution of the Epiclassic 
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products, and that residents of the different settlements within the Teotihuacan Mapping 
Project produced or accessed their pottery at home or from nearby neighbors.  
Combining my INAA sample of Teotihuacan Mapping Project  materials with 
Deborah Nichols’ sample from the Teotihuacan Valley rural occupations (selected from 
the Pennsylvania State University survey collections of William T. Sanders) resulted in a 
total sample size of approximately 100 Epiclassic sherds (including Coyotlatelco 
painted).  Our combined results (Crider et al. 2007) indicate that the majority of the 
pottery was locally produced and consumed within the Teotihuacan Valley.  This pattern 
supports the solar market model within the Teotihuacan Valley and indicates little 
importation of this pottery from neighboring areas in the Basin.  The samples reported in 
Crider et al. (2007) are included in the present study and reassessed according to methods 
of the current analysis.  
A pilot study of nine Coyotlatelco decorated sherds from Cerro Portezuelo (from 
the UCLA collections used in this study) was conducted (Nichols et al. 2002).  The 
resulting INAA assignment of these specimens to compositional groups indicates that a 
local Cerro Portezuelo compositional group accounts for six of the nine specimens. One 
specimen was assigned to a Teotihuacan Valley compositional group, indicating that at 
Cerro Portezuelo ceramic consumption of Coyotlatelco decorated pottery in the 
Epiclassic was largely local (Nichols et al. 2002:53).   
I selected an additional 61 Coyotlatelco specimens that were submitted for INAA 
as part of the recent NSF-funded collaborative project between Arizona State University 
and Dartmouth College to analyze the Cerro Portezuelo Project collections from UCLA. 
Like the Nichols et al. (2002) pilot study discussed above, the INAA was conducted at 
the Missouri University Research Reactor (MURR) and statistical assessment was 
conducted by Hector Neff.  Neff defined slightly different Basin compositional groups in 
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the more recent analysis (Nichols et al. 2010). The significant change is reflected in the 
more recent analysis with the incorporation of the Cerro Portezuelo compositional group 
(Nichols et al. 2002) into the broader Chalco compositional group (Crider 2011; Nichols 
et al. 2010).   
The resulting assignments for the Epiclassic and Coyotlatelco pottery for Cerro 
Portezuelo are currently in press (Crider 2011); included in the total are the original nine 
specimens from the Nichols pilot study. A total of 70 Coyotlatelco decorated vessels 
from Cerro Portezuelo was assigned to three main compositional groups. The Chalco 
source group accounts for 44 specimens (63% of the Coyotlatelco specimens) and these 
are considered to be southeastern Basin products, possibly local Cerro Portezuelo 
production. Six specimens are assigned to the Teotihuacan Valley compositional group 
(9% of the Coyotlatelco sample), indicating a northeastern Basin production source.  
Finally, seven samples are assigned to the Tenochtitlan compositional group (10% of the 
Coyotlatelco sample), indicating a western Basin production source.  The remaining 
thirteen specimens were unassigned (Crider 2011: Table 2).  All of the specimens 
discussed above are included in the current INAA and stylistic study as part of this 
regional assessment of Epiclassic interaction.   
The twenty-six Coyotlatelco specimens from Mound 65 excavations at Chalco 
provide a markedly different pattern of consumption (Nichols et al. 2002).  Like Cerro 
Portezuelo, 52% of these specimens are locally produced, corresponding to the Chalco 
compositional group.  The remaining specimens are assigned to three compositional 
groups which include Southern Basin 1 (8%), Southern Basin 3 (16%), and 
Puebla/Morelos (24%). The authors suggest that these results indicate that Chalco 
maintained strong ties to the south towards Morelos and Puebla-Tlaxcala as early as the 
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Epiclassic period (Nichols et al. 2002:60).  The Mound 65 specimens are not included in 
the current study, as I was not able to inspect the original specimens for attribute analysis.  
The compositional studies of Coyotlatelco pottery from Teotihuacan, Cerro 
Portezuelo, and Chalco discussed above suggest differing emphases on the acquisition of 
non-local vessels by region.  Coyotlatelco pottery is markedly local in production in all 
three locations. However, the Teotihuacan Valley may be the most insular of the three, 
having the least access to non-local vessels.  Cerro Portezuelo received products from its 
closest neighbors within the Basin. Chalco, the southern-most settlement of the three, 
maintained interactions with the southern Basin and south towards Morelos and Puebla, 
beyond the Basin.     
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INAA RESULTS FOR THE CURRENT STUDY 
In this section, I present the INAA results of Coyotlatelco decorated pottery 
included in the current study.  In addition to the previous samples from the Teotihuacan 
Mapping Project and Teotihuacan Valley specimens (Crider 2002; Crider et al. 2007) and 
those of the Cerro Portezuelo project (Crider 2011; Nichols et al. 2002), additional 
specimens were analyzed from the regions of Tula, Zumpango, Ixtapalapa, Chalco, and 
Xaltocan.  Specimens were selected to increase the sample of Coyotlatelco decorated 
pottery from a broader area.  Both Red-on-natural and Red-on-cream variants were 
sampled, as well as vessels decorated alternatively on the interior and/or the exterior.  
When possible, efforts were made to collect specimens providing clear decorative and 
design elements.  
A summary of the resulting compositional source assignments for the 215 
specimens and their collection sites is provided in Table 5.1 for the Tula and Zumpango 
regions, Teotihuacan Valley, Cerro Portezuelo, and the remaining southern Basin 
samples from the Chalco and Ixtapalapa survey regions.  Compositional results are 
discussed in relation to notable trends in style, design, and other vessel attributes to 
identify regional variation in production of Coyotlatelco pottery.  
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Table 5.1. Summary of Coyotlatelco pottery by site collection and assigned INAA source 
group. Sites and collections organized by regional settlement cluster (Northwestern 
Basin, Northeastern Basin, Southeastern Basin). Source groups organized by regional 
quadrants (NW=Northwest Basin, Tula; N=North Basin; SW=Southwest and Western 
Basin; NE=Northeastern Basin; EC=Eastern Central Basin; SE=Southeastern Basin; 
NB=Non-Basin).   
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The Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster 
 A total of 40 specimens from Tula Chico was selected for INAA and attribute 
analysis (Tables 5.2 and 5.3). This small number of specimens was specifically intended 
for the development and assessment of Tula regional chemical compositional groups to 
be used for comparison with the Basin characterizations. Also included in this section are 
six specimens collected from the site of ZU-LT-197 from the Zumpango regional survey.  
These results are discussed with the Tula material for two reasons: 1) the close spatial 
proximity of the site to the Tula region, and 2) the strong association of the Zumpango 
sample to the Tula compositional source groups (Figure 5.6).   
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In the following subsections, I discuss the attribute and decorative qualities 
within each chemical compositional group, but note that all specimens are decorated on 
the exterior of the vessel. It may be that exterior decorated vessels are common among 
the Tula type; however the high incidence in this study is not representative of all Tula 
Chico Coyotlatelco. Based on the present small sample, I cannot comment on the 
presence of interior decorated bowls.  
The Tula Compositional Group 
Twenty-seven specimens from the Northwestern Basin settlement cluster (Tula 
and Zumpango) were assigned to the Tula compositional source group. These vessels 
include both incurved and open bowls. Rim diameters range from 10 to 20 cm. The 
illustrations of these vessels are organized by design element (Figures 5.7-5.8). Several 
designs include a variety of elements many of which have correlates in Basin 
Coyotlatelco.  
A set of bowls, decorated with the “stepped pyramid” (Figure 5.7: A-C) or 
parallel wavy lines (Figure 5.7: D-F) are assigned to the Tula Compositional group. 
These vessels tend to have sloppy execution of brushwork, and occur on open 
hemispherical bowls with 10-12 cm rim diameters.  The single brush line width on the 
decoration of all of these vessels is between 0.2 and 0.3 cm. Of the Coyotlatelco vessels 
in this study from Tula Chico, these may represent an early style of the pottery type based 
upon the use of simple motif, sloppy execution, and wide-line brush. These are similar 
traits for the whole vessel from Cerro Portezuelo (Figure 4.12) and vessels from 
Oxtoticpac (Figure 5.12).  
Other specimens assigned to the Tula compositional group have differing design 
elements and motifs.  One trend in the design attributes is the use of a wide brush (about 
0.9 cm) and filled geometric designs elements such as the filled circle (Figure 5.8:A-B).  
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The large filled circle is not common in Basin Coyotlatelco motifs; however, as discussed 
in Chapter 4, the Early Epiclassic Pottery Complex in the Southern Basin Settlement 
Cluster does have the motif on resist decorated Composite Silhouette bowls.  In the study 
of Coyotlatelco attributes, the use of large circles and other filled geometric elements 
may be a preference in the Tula area and the Northwestern Basin Settlement Clusters.  
More typical of the regional pattern for Coyotlatelco pottery is the use of thinner 
brush lines, or mixing of thin and wide brush lines.  Many of the sherds assigned to the 
Tula compositional group also have thinner brush lines or mixed thin and wide brush 
lines, but the design elements and layout are often unique to the Tula samples. Three 
specimens are decorated with a unique rectilinear motif that somewhat resembles a 
diagonal “E” (Figures 5.8: D- F).  These three vessels share several attributes among one 
another, including an open bowl form with tapered rims, high burnish exteriors, and 
uniform width on red painted rim bands. The design motif is not typical of Basin 
Coyotlatelco and is not represented in Rattray’s design element chart or in examples of 
specimens from Cerro Tenayo. Other more common designs are illustrated on vessels 
with scroll designs, one squared (Figure 5.8: I) and one curvilinear (Figure 5.8: K) which 
do occur in the Basin (Rattray 1966: Figure 21).  Some of the examples from Tula use the 
parallel horizontal lines to delineate banded zones for decoration (Figure 5.9: H-I), the 
most common layout in Basin Coyotlatelco vessels.  
The variation in quality, design elements, and design layout in the Tula 
compositional group specimens suggests multiple producers and perhaps a long span of 
Coyotlatelco pottery production. 
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Figure 5.7. Coyotlatelco specimens with simple linear design. Specimens from Tula 
Chico and assigned to the Tula compositional group: A) MURR ID DLC 128, B) MURR 
ID DLC 129, C) MURR ID DLC 135, D) MURR ID DLC 125, E) MURR ID DLC 155, 
F) MURR ID DLC 157. (Photographs by author).  
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Figure 5.8. Coyotlatelco specimens from Tula Chico, all assigned to Tula compositional 
group: A) MURR ID DLC 146, B) MURR ID DLC 149, C) MURR ID DLC 124, D) 
MURR ID DLC 130, E) MURR ID DLC 131, F) MURR ID DLC 158, G) MURR ID 
DLC 142, H) MURR ID DLC 144, I) MURR ID DLC 148, J) MURR ID DLC 156, K) 
MURR ID DLC 152, L) MURR ID DLC 154. (Photographs by author).  
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The Tula G2 Compositional Group 
Eight specimens were assigned to this compositional source group, including 
50% of the ZU-LT-197 sample (Figure 5.9: B-G) and five specimens collected from Tula 
Chico (Figure 5.10: A-C, F).  Vessels assigned to the Tula G2 compositional group have 
production attributes similar to one another. They are predominantly incurved bowls with 
orifice diameters around 20 cm and they all have a medium quality burnish exterior 
(moderate showing of burnish marks and some gloss to surface). Vessel walls are 
between 0.5-0.6 cm in width. They all have thick red paint with no specular hematite, and 
low paint streaking from burnishing.  The painted design has a line width of 0.20-0.26 
cm.  The rim bands are wider on the interior than on the exterior of the vessels.  
Designs are similar to those of the Tula compositional group, especially in the 
use of large geometric elements, such as filled circles and triangles (Figure 5.9).  
Horizontal banding is present on some of the vessels, but overall the vessels make greater 
use of filled zones and uneven brush lines.  It is not clear where the Tula G2 
compositional clays are derived from within the northwestern Basin and/or Tula areas.  
Additional sampling of clays and specimens from throughout the Zumpango survey area 
is needed to address this question.  
The Tula Outlier Compositional Group  
Four specimens were assigned to this compositional group (Figure 5.10: D, E, H, 
I). I provisionally consider this within the general production zone for Tula.  These four 
vessels have production attributes similar to one another; they all tend to have well 
finished surface treatments on the exterior of the vessel, tending towards high 
burnish/polish with some glossy shine.  The paint is thick and lacking specular hematite 
and a low amount of paint smear.  The interior of the vessels all have a red rim band 
around 0.5 cm and the painted design line width is consistently around 0.2-0.3 cm.  Three 
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of the four vessels have a simple parallel line motif (either wavy or straight). One vessel 
has a more complex design with a curvilinear geometric design element.  The paint is 
fading, but this may be a repeating scroll element connected to a baseline. A similar 
design was noted by Rattray (1966: Figure 21). The incurving bowls both have tapered 
rims (Figures 5.9: E and H) and the open bowl has a slight interior bolster with a rounded 
rim tip (Figure 5.9: I).   
The Tulantepec Compositional Group  
The northernmost point at which Coyotlatelco has been reported is Tulancingo, 
located east of the Tula region and northeast of the Basin (Rattray 1966:105). The site is 
considered a crossroads of many peoples. In the current study, six specimens are likely 
non-Tula produced vessels and are most strongly correlated to the Tulantepec 
(Tulancingo) compositional group (Figure 5.10).  Comparison of vessel attributes 
indicates few commonalities among these six vessels.  The motifs are simple, all with a 
horizontal band on the exterior of the vessel below the rim. Repeated parallel lines, wavy 
lines, and zigzag lines are most common in this set.  However, each is distinct in quality 
of execution, finish, presence or absence of an interior and/or exterior rim band, and 
width of paint brush.  A notable example, (Figure 5.10: C), mixes thick and thin-painted 
lines; the alternation of these thick and thin lines is broken by a single wavy line 
introduced in the pattern.  This curious vessel may also be an early example of a 
multiple-prong brush used to paint the three parallel thin lines in a set, although a single 
broader brush was also used to paint the wavy line and thick bands. The design element 
of the double looped “X” on one specimen (Figure 5.10: A) does have a correlate in the 
Basin (see Rattray 1966: Figure 21), and appears to alternate with a horizontal band of 
repeating “S” scrolls which is also typical of Basin designs.  The overall quality of the 
execution of design on this sherd is low and highly smeared, with bulky and uneven lines. 
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The variability among these six vessels does not indicate any uniformity of production 
traits with the notable exception that none have specular hematite in the red paint.    
These vessels were all deposited at Tula Chico, and the range of quality of vessels is 
unusual given this context.  
Summary of the Northwestern Basin Compositional Groups 
This study has defined four compositional groups within the Northwestern Basin 
regional quadrant.  The source area for these groups extends from the northwestern 
Basin, including the Zumpango survey region, into the Tula area.  Due to the 
geomorphological similarity in the zone connecting the northwest Basin and Tula, these 
compositional groups are differentiated on the basis of subtle changes in the multivariate 
chemical signatures. The large dataset from Tula used in this study clearly differentiates 
these northwestern Basin compositional groups from others in the Basin.  The large 
dataset contributing to the identification of the Tula compositional group moves analysis 
forward for assessing regional interaction.   
The identification and separation of the Basin NW, Tula G2, and Tula outlier 
compositional groups is less certain and requires additional samples for development.  
However, even these provisional groups from within the Northwestern Basin 
compositional region suggest dynamic interactions within the Northwestern Basin 
Settlement Cluster.  Although not sampled for this study, production at the Epiclassic 
period regional center at ZU-ET-12 in the Zumpango region may account for one of the 
compositional groups suggested in this study, possibly the Tula G2 compositional group. 
As the largest center in the northern Basin, there may have been considerable pottery 
production occurring there.  Interactions between Tula Chico and the northern Basin 
would likely have been facilitated through the larger centers, accounting for why both 
Tula and Tula G2 compositional groups are represented at the small site of ZU-LT-197.  
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Figure 5.9. Coyotlatelco specimens from ZU-LT-197, Zumpango region: A) MURR ID 
DLC 419, Basin NW compositional group, B) BOM 824 (not INAA sample), C) MURR 
ID DLC 418, Tula G2 compositional group, D) MURR ID DLC 416, E) MURR ID DLC 
417, Tula G2 compositional group (interior of vessel of left, exterior of vessel of right), 
F) BOM 822 (not INAA sample), G) MURR ID DLC 422 (interior of vessel on left, 
exterior of vessel on right), Tula G2 compositional group. (Photographs by author).   
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Figure 5.10. Coyotlatelco specimens from Tula: A) MURR ID DLC 123, Tula G2 
compositional group, B) MURR ID DLC 127, Tula G2 compositional group, C) MURR 
ID DLC 132, Tula G2 compositional group, D) MURR ID DLC 136, Tula “outlier” 
compositional group, E) MURR ID DLC 141, Tula “outlier” compositional group, F) 
MURR ID DLC 137, Tula G2 compositional group, G) MURR ID DLC 166, Tula G2 
compositional group, H) MURR ID DLC 151, Tula “outlier” compositional group, I) 
MURR ID DLC 153, Tula “outlier” compositional group . (Photographs by author).   
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Figure 5.11. Coyotlatelco specimens assigned to Tulantepec/Tulancingo Compositional 
Source Group. Specimens from Tula Chico: A) MURR ID DLC 126, B) MURR ID DLC 
139, C) MURR ID DLC 143, D) MURR ID DLC 145, E) MURR ID DLC 150, F) 
MURR ID DLX 159. (Photographs by author).   
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Table 5.2. Sample list of INAA specimens for Coyotlatelco pottery from Tula Chico. 
Discriminant Analysis (DA) Probability indicates likeliness of fit to compositional group. 
 
Site Pottery type/Variant Specimen ID MURR ID Comp. Group DA Probability 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 154B DLC122  Tula 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 155 DLC123  Tula G2 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 156 DLC124  Tula 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 157 DLC125  Tula 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 158 DLC126  Tulantepec 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 159 DLC127  Tula G2 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 160 DLC128  Tula 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 161 DLC129  Tula 0.996 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 162 DLC130  Tula 0.991 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 163 DLC131  Tula 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 164 DLC132  Tula G2 0.989 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 165 DLC133  Tula 0.999 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 167 DLC134  Tula 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 168 DLC135  Tula 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 169 DLC136  Tula Outlier 0.905 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 170 DLC137  Tula G2 0.996 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 171 DLC138  Tula 0.999 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 172 DLC139  Tulantepec 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 173 DLC140  Tula 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 174 DLC141  Tula Outlier 0.529 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 175 DLC142  Tula 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 176 DLC143  Tulantepec 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 177 DLC144  Tula 0.998 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 178 DLC145  Tulantepec 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 179 DLC146  Tula 0.939 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 180 DLC147  Tula 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 181 DLC148  Tula 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 182 DLC149  Tula 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 183 DLC150  Tulantepec 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 184 DLC151  Tula Outlier 0.621 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 185 DLC152  Tula 0.999 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 186 DLC153  Tula Outlier 0.750 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 187 DLC154  Tula 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 188 DLC155  Tula 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 189 DLC156  Tula 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 190 DLC157  Tula 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 191 DLC158  Tula 0.998 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 192 DLC159  Tulantepec 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 193 DLC160  Tula 1.000 
Tula Chico Coyotlatelco RN Tula 166 DLC166  Tula G2 0.993 
Table 5.3. Sample list of INAA specimens for Coyotlatelco pottery from ZU-LT-197. 
Discriminant Analysis (DA) Probability indicates likeliness of fit to compositional group. 
Site Pottery type/Variant Specimen ID MURR ID Comp. Group DA Probability 
ZU-LT-197 Coyotlatelco RN BOM 764 DLC416  Tula 0.999 
ZU-LT-197 Coyotlatelco RN BOM 765 DLC417  Tula G2 1.000 
ZU-LT-197 Coyotlatelco RN BOM 766 DLC418  Tula G2 1.000 
ZU-LT-197 Coyotlatelco RN BOM 767 DLC419 Basin NW 0.747 
ZU-LT-197 Coyotlatelco RN BOM 768 DLC420  Tula 0.968 
ZU-LT-197 Coyotlatelco RN BOM 823 DLC422  Tula G2 1.000 
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The Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster 
 
A total of 58 specimens from the Teotihuacan Valley was selected for INAA 
(Table 5.4).  These specimens were selected from the surface collections of the 
Teotihuacan Mapping Project and the Teotihuacan Valley Survey Project made from site 
collection units located throughout the Teotihuacan Valley. Results for the Teotihuacan 
specimens are consistent among project collections and are almost entirely assigned to 
the Teotihuacan compositional group.  The following subsection highlights trends in 
Coyotlatelco attributes for the Teotihuacan compositional group defined from the 
Teotihuacan regional site collections.   
The Teotihuacan Compositional Group 
Consistent with the previous findings (Crider 2002; Crider et al. 2007), 95% of 
the specimens studied from the Teotihuacan Valley are assigned to the Teotihuacan 
compositional group (Table 5.1), indicating local production.  
Oxtoticpac Specimens 
Vessels from Oxtoticpac in the Teotihuacan Valley exhibit low quality execution 
of design painting (Figure 5.12).  The surface burnishing typically smears the painted 
lines and burnish marks are uneven and sloppily executed. The design elements for the 
Oxtoticpac Coyotlatelco pottery consist of simple and repeated wavy lines and “S” 
scrolls. One Coyotlatelco Red-on-cream vessel in this study set from Oxtoticpac (Figure 
5.12: A) exhibits a slightly more complex combination of design elements executed on 
the exterior of the bowl, including one horizontal panel of repeating “S” scrolls. A thin 
cream slip covers what may be significant fire clouding on the exterior surface.  The 
finish is a somewhat higher gloss than the other Red-on-natural specimens. Only two 
Coyotlatelco specimens from Oxtoticpac were selected for compositional 
characterization. Both are assigned to the Teotihuacan compositional group. The crude 
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nature of the production and decoration of these vessels indicates that most of the 
Coyotlatelco pottery was locally made and likely produced by non-specialists.  Consistent 
with my assessment, Sanders (2006:181) reports that only 10% of the Epiclassic Red-on-
buffs from the Oxtoticpac materials are typical of Coyotlatelco style and motif and that 
most of these are sloppily executed.  
Three vessels from this study of the Coyotlatelco pottery exhibit the same vessel 
form, decorative motif, and design layout (Figure 5.13).  All three are assigned to the 
Teotihuacan compositional group, but were collected from both Oxtoticpac and Cerro 
Portezuelo collections, suggesting a strong relationship between these two settlements.  
The use of the filled half circle extending from the interior rim is not a common motif for 
Coyotlatelco design for the Teotihuacan Valley; however, there is a similar motif in 
samples assigned to the Culhuacan compositional group.  The Culhuacan motif is a 
negative or inverse of the decoration here and will be discussed in more detail later in this 
chapter.  
Xometla and other Teotihuacan Valley Specimens 
A sizable sample of 20 specimens from Xometla and an additional 27 from other 
rural sites in the Teotihuacan Valley were assigned to the Teotihuacan compositional 
group (Table 5.4). All of these specimens were originally submitted for INAA analysis 
by Deborah L. Nichols (labeled as MURR ID sequence TTV) and are reported elsewhere 
(Crider et al. 2007). The data for these specimens are included here and assessed 
according to the methods implemented for all INAA in this current study.   
Coyotlatelco vessels from Xometla exhibit decorative qualities, motifs, and 
forms typical throughout the Teotihuacan Valley (Figure 5.14).  Illustrations here 
highlight some of the more common design elements that occur throughout the Valley, 
including Xometla and Teotihuacan. These designs can occur on the interior or the 
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exterior of the vessel, although my impression is that open bowls with interior decoration 
are more common than restricted or incurving vessels decorated on the exterior. Designs 
are typically organized in a series of horizontal banded panels separated by one or two 
parallel lines.  
For the Teotihuacan vessels, it is most common to have a small single design 
element repeated continuously around the vessel.  The same design element may occur in 
multiple banded panels, or differing design elements may alternate from band to band. 
Examples include alternating panels of “S” or “Z” scrolls (Figure 5.14: D-G; Figure 5.16: 
A, D-F); open or unfilled “X” (Figure 5.14: A; Figure 5.16: G); stepped “pyramid” 
(Figure 5.14: B-C; Figure 5.16: A-C); continuous wavy or zigzag lines (Figure 5.14: A, 
D-E, K-L; Figure 5.16: E-I).   Other simple geometric designs occur but are less regular 
than repeated design elements (Figure 5.14: I-J; Figure 5.15: A-D). Also occurring, but 
frequent, is a complex design panel that mixes varied design elements and includes 
vertical band breaks (Figure 5.14: M; Figure 5.16: I) and diagonal band breaks (Figure 
5.14: H). There is great variation in Coyotlatelco design elements and motif configuration 
in the Teotihuacan Valley, much more than can be illustrated in the current study.  
There is an artistic aesthetic that characterizes the Teotihuacan produced vessels 
which is difficult to define and describe. Generally, there is a consistency in line width, 
limited use of fill, and overall symmetrical design layout.  Line execution can vary in 
quality with some smearing of paint from burnishing of the vessel surface while the paint 
was not completely dry. Use of specular hematite is also common in the thick red paint. 
Banded designs are most common, with zones of decoration delineated by single or 
double horizontal lines. When design elements are mixed on a vessel, there are typically 
only two or three separate elements used; the interlocking “S” scrolls and continuous 
wavy lines are the most common motifs, even when combined with others.  
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The INAA results indicate that the people in the Northeastern Basin Settlement 
Cluster used locally produced Coyotlatelco pottery from the Teotihuacan Valley. Only 
minor amounts (three specimens) are imported from other Basin areas. This pattern is 
supported by the consistent use of design layout, motifs, and vessel forms for the area.  
However, specimens assigned to the Teotihuacan compositional source do occur at the 
nearby Xaltocan ET site and in the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster, especially at the 
Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster.  These patterns are discussed in the following 
subsections in more detail. 
 
  
 
Figure 5.12. Coyotlatelco pottery from Oxtoticpac, Teotihuacan. Only specimen (A) used 
for INAA. A) specimen TTV 299, MURR ID DLC 623 B) specimen TTV 300, C) 
specimen TTV 301, D) specimen TTV 303, E) specimen TTV 305, F) specimen TTV 
308. (Photographs by author).  
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Figure 5.13. Coyotlatelco bowls assigned to the Teotihuacan compositional group. 
Similar designs of filled half circle extending from rim and three horizontal band lines 
below rim. This motif creates an inverse or negative of the design in Figure 5.17. A) 
Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 065, B) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 472 C) 
Oxtoticpac, Teotihuacan, MURR ID DLC 625.  (Photographs by author). 
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Figure 5.14. Coyotlatelco pottery from Xometla, Teotihuacan compositional group: A) 
MURR ID TTV 037, B) PSU type collection, C) PSU type collection, D) MURR ID TTV 
038, E) MURR ID TTV 035, F) MURR ID TTV 041, G) PSU type collection, H) MURR 
ID TTV 036, I) MURR ID TTV 033, J) PSU type collection, K) MURR ID TTV 029, L) 
PSU type collection, M) Red-on-cream variant, PSU type collection. (Photographs by 
author). 
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Figure 5.15. Coyotlatelco pottery from the Teotihuacan Mapping Project (Crider 2002, 
Photographs by author). 
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Figure 5.16. Coyotlatelco pottery from the Teotihuacan Mapping Project (Crider 2002). 
(Photographs by author).  
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Table 5.4. Sample list of INAA specimens for Coyotlatelco pottery from the Teotihuacan 
Valley. Discriminant Analysis (DA) Probability indicates likeliness of fit to 
compositional group. 
Site Pottery type/Variant Specimen ID MURR ID Comp. Source DA Probability 
Teotihuacan Coyotlatelco RN TMP 041 DLC510  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Teotihuacan Coyotlatelco RC TMP 046 DLC515  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Teotihuacan Coyotlatelco RC TMP AO 04 DLC548  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Teotihuacan Coyotlatelco RN TMP II, no. 2 DLC549  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Teotihuacan Coyotlatelco RC TMP 079 DLC553  Teotihuacan 0.999 
Teotihuacan Coyotlatelco RC TMP 080 DLC554  Teotihuacan 0.768 
Oxtotipac Coyotlatelco RC TTV 299 DLC623  Teotihuacan 0.982 
Oxtotipac Coyotlatelco RN TTV 312 DLC625  Teotihuacan 0.983 
Teotihuacan Coyotlatelco RN 
 
GLC057  South 3 1.000 
TE-ET-4 Coyotlatelco RC 
 
TTV008  Tula 0.998 
TE-ET-10 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV011  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-10 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV012  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-10 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV013  Teotihuacan 0.995 
Xometla Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV023  Teotihuacan 0.990 
Xometla Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV024  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Xometla Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV025  Teotihuacan 0.595 
Xometla Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV029  Teotihuacan 0.996 
Xometla Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV030  Teotihuacan 0.951 
Xometla Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV031  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Xometla Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV032  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Xometla Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV033  Teotihuacan 0.997 
Xometla Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV034  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Xometla Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV035  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Xometla Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV036  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Xometla Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV037  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Xometla Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV038  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Xometla Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV040  Teotihuacan 0.985 
Xometla Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV041 Unassigned 0.380 
Xometla Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV044  Teotihuacan 0.998 
Xometla Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV045  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Xometla Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV046  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Xometla Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV047  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Xometla Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV048  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Xometla Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV049  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-22 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV055  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-20 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV056  Teotihuacan 0.990 
TE-ET-20 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV057  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-20 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV058  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-20 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV060  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-20 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV061  Teotihuacan 0.983 
TE-ET-20 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV062  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-20 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV063  Teotihuacan 0.999 
TE-ET-19 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV064  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-19 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV065  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-19 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV068  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-23 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV073  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-24 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV074  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-25 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV075  Teotihuacan 0.597 
TE-ET-25 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV076  Teotihuacan 0.984 
TE-ET-25 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV084  Teotihuacan 0.996 
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TE-ET-62 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV097  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-65 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV108  Teotihuacan 0.837 
TE-ET-65 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV109  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-65 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV110  Teotihuacan 0.999 
TE-ET-65 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV111  Teotihuacan 0.741 
TE-ET-65 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV112  Teotihuacan 0.997 
TE-LT-65 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV113  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-LT-69 Coyotlatelco RN 
 
TTV114  Teotihuacan 1.000 
 
Xaltocan ET Site 
Seven specimens of Coyotlatelco pottery from the Xaltocan ET site are included 
for compositional analysis (Table 5.5).  The Xaltocan Coyotlatelco pottery is unique in 
the Basin, exhibiting designs in white paint rather than red paint.  I have classified them 
as Coyotlatelco on the basis of design, finish and vessel form.  All of the identified 
Coyotlatelco-like sherds exhibit white paint, suggesting that the vessels may have 
undergone a chemical change in the paint that altered what may have been originally red 
paint.  Although this hypothesis has not been tested, the high salt content of the 
surrounding lake may be the cause of this dramatic alteration. Further research is needed 
to identify the nature of the white paint.    
Five of the INAA specimens in this dataset conform to the design tradition 
discussed for Teotihuacan Coyotlatelco, including the use of banding and the repeating 
“S” scroll and wavy line design elements (Figure 5.17). The chemical signatures for 
Xaltocan and Teotihuacan compositional groups are highly similar and are difficult to 
separate. However, the INAA results include three assignments to the Teotihuacan 
compositional group, and three to the Xaltocan ET compositional group suggesting 
interactions with the Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster, or use of the Xaltocan ET 
site by people from the Teotihuacan Valley. One specimen (Figure 5.17: G) is likely an 
Epiclassic cream slip bowl and is assigned to the Azcapotzalco compositional group, 
indicating possible interaction with the western Basin during the Epiclassic.  
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Figure 5.17. Coyotlatelco pottery from Xaltocan: A) MURR ID DLC 687, Teotihuacan 
compositional group, B) MURR ID DLC 707, Teotihuacan compositional group, C) 
MURR ID DLC 704, Teotihuacan compositional group, D) MURR ID DLC 702, 
Xaltocan ET compositional group, E) MURR ID DLC 703, Xaltocan ET compositional 
group, F) MURR ID DLC 705, Xaltocan ET compositional group, G) MURR ID DLC 
706, Azcapotzalco compositional group.(Photographs by author). 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5.5. Sample list of INAA specimens for Coyotlatelco pottery from Xaltocan ET. 
Discriminant Analysis (DA) Probability indicates likeliness of fit to compositional group. 
 
Site Pottery type/Variant Specimen ID MURR ID Comp. Group DA Probability 
Xaltocan Coyotlatelco RN XAL 086 DLC687  Teotihuacan 0.995 
Xaltocan Coyotlatelco RN XAL 079 (ET16) DLC702  Xaltocan ET 1.000 
Xaltocan Coyotlatelco RN XAL 080 (ET 34) DLC703  Xaltocan ET 1.000 
Xaltocan Coyotlatelco RN XAL 081 DLC704  Teotihuacan 0.976 
Xaltocan Coyotlatelco RN XAL 083 (ET 38) DLC705  Xaltocan ET 1.000 
Xaltocan Coyotlatelco RN XAL 084 (ET 6) DLC706  Azcapotzalco 0.796 
Xaltocan Coyotlatelco RN XAL 085 DLC707  Teotihuacan 0.997 
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The Southern Basin Settlement Cluster: Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster 
 The 70 Cerro Portezuelo specimens selected for INAA were previously reported 
(Crider 2011) as part of the NSF-funded Cerro Portezuelo Project.  The data are included 
in the current study using methods of analysis consistent with those used for other 
collections in this research (Table 5.6). Because the Cerro Portezuelo collections include 
extensive excavations and test trenches from throughout the site, several hundred 
Coyotlatelco sherds were recovered.  I selected Coyotlatelco specimens for INAA with 
the objective of representing various vessel forms, design motifs, both Red-on-natural 
and Red-on-cream variants, and noticeable stylistic variety. I include in this discussion 
six specimens from the two Ixtapalapa survey site collections of IX-ET-6 and IX-ET-14 
made by Blanton (Blanton 1972).  These two locales are within reasonable access to 
Cerro Portezuelo and are here considered part of the Cerro Portezuelo Settlement 
Subcluster.  
The CPZ Compositional Group 
 Both Red-on-natural and Red-on-cream variants of Coyotlatelco are assigned to 
the CPZ compositional group. Of the Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco specimens, 60.5% 
are assigned to the CPZ compositional group, indicating significant local production and 
consumption.  The CPZ compositional group accounts for one specimen from each of the 
Ixtapalapa survey sites, IX-ET-6 and IX-ET-14.  
 Commonly occurring design elements and motifs match those discussed in the 
Teotihuacan sample, including “S” scrolls, stepped pyramids, large “X”, and the 
continuous wavy line. A few examples are illustrated here to demonstrate the qualitative 
differences present in the execution of design (Figures 5.18 and 5.19).  The common use 
of these motifs throughout the Coyotlatelco tradition extending from Tula and into the 
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Basin signifies a symbolic base shared by Coyotlatelco pottery users.  However, the 
variety in execution indicates multiple producers painted the designs.  
 A subset of the motifs and design elements at Cerro Portezuelo shares common 
symbolic content between the Coyotlatelco bowls (Figure 5.20) and the Zone Incised and 
Tezonchichilco pottery of the Early Epiclassic pottery complex (see Chapter 4).  Cross-
hatched panels commonly occur in the Zone Incised bowls (both plain and Red-on-
natural variants, Figure 4.18: A and E) and are similar to designs on Coyotlatelco bowls 
(Figure 19: A and B). The stepped greca with attached scroll is common to the red 
painted rim panel in Tezonchichilco (Figure 4.14:C), and Zone Incised (Figure 4.17) is 
replicated on at least one example of Coyotlatelco from Cerro Portezuelo (Figure 
5.19:D).  The “puzzle piece” interlocking design also appears on Zone Incised (Figure 
4.18:B) and Coyotlatelco (Figure 5.19:C).  I have not identified these design elements 
and motifs within my sample of Teotihuacan Coyotlatelco vessels.  This suggests that 
settlements in the southern Basin, including Cerro Portezuelo, share a symbol set and 
design tradition specific to this region, and continuity of symbol use among pottery types 
is evident.  These design elements may have been established in the earliest part of the 
Epiclassic, as demonstrated in their application to Zone Incised and Tezonchichilco 
pottery types.   
 The CPZ compositional group specimens are varied according to vessel form 
(hemispherical bowl, incurving or restricted bowl, annular and solid tripod supports, etc.), 
quality of production and finish, painting aesthetic, and other attributes.  Also present are 
examples of Red-on-natural and Red-on-cream variants. It is not discernable at this time 
whether certain attributes and quality variation can be accounted for as a temporal 
distinction between earlier and later Coyotlatelco pottery.  The rapid growth of the site 
from a small center in the Classic period (with a possible hiatus) into one of the largest 
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settlements in the Basin in Epiclassic times was likely due to a high amount of 
immigration to Cerro Portezuelo. This might account for the varied stylistic qualities 
exhibited in the Cerro Portezuelo pots, reflecting multiple origins and traditions of the 
potters.  
 
 
Figure 5.18. Coyotlatelco pottery from Cerro Portezuelo, CPZ compositional source 
group: A) MURR ID AZC 477, B) MURR ID AZC 054, C) Red-on-cream variant, 
MURR ID AZC 460, D) MURR ID AZC 053, E) MURR ID AZC 441, F) MURR ID 
AZC 480, G) Trench 93, Burial 17, Cache 14A, MURR ID AZC 426, H) MURR ID AZC 
449, I) MURR ID AZC 428. (Photographs by author).  
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Figure 5.19. Coyotlatelco pottery from Cerro Portezuelo, CPZ compositional group: A) 
Red-on-cream variant, MURR ID AZC 448, B) Red-on-cream variant, MURR ID AZC 
467, C) MURR ID AZC 450, D) MURR ID AZC 451, E) MURR ID AZC 438, F) 
MURR ID AZC 470. (Photographs by author).  
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Figure 5.20. Coyotlatelco pottery from Cerro Portezuelo with motifs similar to those of 
Zone Incised and Tezonchichilco pottery, CPZ compositional source group: A) exterior 
decoration, painted and stamped, MURR ID AZC 443; B) exterior decoration, MURR ID 
AZC 452, C) exterior decoration, MURR ID AZC 463, D) interior decoration, MURR ID 
AZC 432. (Photographs by author).  
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The Teotihuacan and Texcoco Compositional Groups 
 
 All twelve of the specimens assigned to the Teotihuacan compositional group 
from the Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster are the Red-on-natural variant of 
Coyotlatelco (Figure 5.21). Most of the Teotihuacan-assigned vessels exhibit design 
elements and motifs consistent with the Teotihuacan pottery, discussed earlier in this 
chapter, such as repeating “Z” and “S” scrolls, and the continuous wavy line.    
A notable exception, MURR ID AZC 433 (Figure 5.20: D), has a design layout 
and motif similar to examples illustrated from the Zumpango survey collection site of 
ZU-LT-197 (Figure 5.6: B, C, E). This design, typically large circles or triangles, are 
much larger than the other Teotihuacan designs.  There is greater use of solid fill on the 
bowl interior and within the geometric design elements.  The result is more solid areas of 
throughout the design with very little white space, or that part of the design where the 
background color shows through between the painted areas.   
Two specimens are assigned to the Texcoco compositional group (not illustrated) 
and both are small jars with red painted designs. These are not typical of other 
Coyotlatelco vessels in this study and may represent an additional regional specialization, 
but due to the small sample, limits attribute comparison at this time.  
Given the large samples size, 17% of Coyotlatelco from Cerro Portezuelo was 
assigned to the northeastern Basin and indicates significant interaction between these 
neighboring areas.  
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Figure 5.21. Coyotlatelco pottery from Cerro Portezuelo and southern Basin assigned to 
the Teotihuacan compositional group. A-F from Cerro Portezuelo: A) MURR ID AZC 
427, B) MURR ID AZC 429, C) MURR ID AZC 430, D) MURR ID AZC 433, E) 
MURR ID AZC 445, F) MURR ID AZC 447, G) IX-ET-6, MURR ID DLC 426. 
(Photographs by author).  
 
 
The Azcapotzalco and Culhuacan Compositional Groups 
 
 A total of twelve specimens from the Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster 
were assigned to the Azcapotzalco and/or Culhuacan compositional groups of the western 
Basin.  Only two specimens were assigned to the Culhuacan compositional group, a 
dramatic decrease from the Early Epiclassic pottery complex trends.  This may signify a 
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decline in the importance of Cerro de la Estrella, as represented by the Culhuacan 
compositional group, in southern Basin interactions.   
The remaining ten specimens were assigned to the Azcapotzalco compositional 
group, with the Ixtapalapa settlements (IX-ET 14, IX-ET-6) accounting for three of the 
specimens.  Based upon established settlement patterns, the site of Azcapotzalco was a 
large regional center in the Epiclassic period (Sanders et al. 1979: Map 15, Second 
Intermediate Phase One).  Additional large settlements are located nearby and within the 
Guadalupe Range settlements cluster (Figure 5.4).  The Azcapotzalco compositional 
group may encompass pottery production from throughout the Western Basin Settlement 
Cluster.  The access to products of the Azcapotzalco compositional group at Cerro 
Portezuelo indicates an increased importance in relations between Cerro Portezuelo and 
the western Basin settlements in the Epiclassic.  
 The Azcapotzalco compositional group reveals a strong trend for a preference for 
the Red-on-cream variant of Coyotlatelco.  Occurring on the cream slip vessels is a 
distinctive design motif and exterior painted decoration.  The uppermost design band, 
closest to the rim, is a repeating painted triangle with curved side walls (Figure 5.22).  
The repetition of the design has the effect of creating a scallop and inverse solid half 
circle.  As previously discussed, this motif is the negative of the motif on the vessels 
assigned to the Teotihuacan compositional group (Figure 5.11). Below the repeating 
triangle –scallop motif on all of these vessels are combinations of other common 
Coyotlatelco design elements, including the repeating “S” scroll, and diagonal wavy 
lines.   
The high proportion of Azcapotzalco compositional group specimens in this 
study exhibiting the repeating triangle - scallop motif suggests a strong association of this 
motif with the western Basin production.  Additional examples of this motif are noted on 
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vessels from the Xochimilco survey region, also located in the southwestern portion of 
the Basin (Figure 5.23); but these collections were not included in the current study and 
were not assessed for INAA.  These observations are consistent with the assessment of 
differing emphasis on motif use between Teotihuacan and Azcapotzalco (Rattray 
2006:193).   
 The repeating triangle – scallop motif also occurs on four specimens assigned to 
the CPZ compositional group (Figure 5.24: A-D). These vessels are also of the Red-on-
cream variant, exterior decorated, slightly restricted bowls.  Despite the overall similarity 
in motif and design with the Azcapotzalco-assigned vessels, the CPZ designs have a 
somewhat thinner and narrower execution of the triangle design element. This variation 
in execution of the design supports the differing compositional group assignments. Two 
additional specimens have been identified with this design motif (Figure 5.24: F-G) and 
were assigned to the Xico compositional group. These two vessels also differ in the 
execution of the triangle, having no solid fill and occurring on the Red-on-natural variant.  
One of the Xico vessels is unique in that the design is placed on the interior of the vessel 
rather than the exterior.  The specimens in Figure 5.24 demonstrate that the repeating 
triangle – scallop motif is present and produced throughout the southern Basin, although 
the variation in execution of the design may reflect localized production and emulation.  
  The Azcapotzalco and Culhuacan compositional groups contribute to 17% of the 
Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster Coyotlatelco.  This is the same proportion as the 
northeastern Basin produced pottery.  Only three specimens in this sample were assigned 
to compositional groups not discussed in this subsection (one to Chalco, one to North X, 
and one to Tulantepec). It is noteworthy that the Chalco compositional group accounts for 
1.4% of the Cerro Portezuelo sample.  This is a significant decline in southeastern Basin 
compositional sources as compared to the Early Epiclassic Pottery Complex pattern.  
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Figure 5.22. Coyotlatelco pottery, exterior decoration. Specimens assigned to 
Azcapotzalco compositional group. These specimens all contain the design element of a 
repeating triangle. A-F) specimens are from Cerro Portezuelo: A) MURR ID AZC 446, 
B) MURR ID AZC 454, C) MURR ID AZC 455, D) MURR ID AZC 457, E) MURR ID 
AZC 458, F) MURR ID AZC 058.  G) IX-ET-14, MURR ID DLC 409. H) CH-ET-24, 
MURR ID DLC 428.  (Photographs by author).  
 
 
Figure 5.23. Coyotlatelco pottery from the Xochimilco regional survey, not sampled for 
INAA. A) XO-ET-2 B) XO-ET-4, C) XO-ET-2 (Photographs by author). 
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Figure 5.24. Coyotlatelco pottery with repeating triangle – scallop design element. A-D 
assigned to CPZ compositional source group, specimens decorated on exterior. A) Cerro 
Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 456, B) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 459, C) Cerro 
Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 060, D) IX-ET-6, MURR ID DLC 413.  E) CH-AZ-192 
(Xico), MURR ID DLC 444, compositional source Unassigned, decorated on exterior. F) 
CH-AZ-208, MURR ID DLC 421, Xico compositional group, decorated on interior. G) 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico), MURR ID DLC 447, Xico compositional group, decorated on 
exterior. (Photographs by author).   
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Table 5.6. Sample list of INAA specimens for Coyotlatelco pottery from Cerro 
Portezuelo. 
Site Pottery type/Variant Specimen ID MURR ID Comp. Source DA Probability 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.2130 AZC 1109  CPZ 0.997 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.2133 AZC 1110  CPZ 0.562 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.2177 AZC 1112  Teotihuacan 0.993 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.7822 AZC 1116  Chalco 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.10829 AZC053  CPZ 0.998 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.10830 AZC054  CPZ 0.996 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.10831 AZC055  CPZ 0.993 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.10832 AZC056  Teotihuacan 0.951 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.10833 AZC057  CPZ 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.10834 AZC058  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.10835 AZC059  Teotihuacan 0.646 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.10836 AZC060  CPZ 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.10841 AZC065  Teotihuacan 0.694 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.10855 AZC079  CPZ 0.993 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RC 204.9999 AZC424  Chalco 0.965 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.9993 AZC425  CPZ 0.642 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.9992 AZC426  CPZ 0.834 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15010 AZC427  Teotihuacan 0.864 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15001 AZC428  CPZ 0.982 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15012 AZC429  Teotihuacan 0.976 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15009 AZC430  Teotihuacan 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15013 AZC431  CPZ 0.995 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15027 AZC432  CPZ 0.984 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15028 AZC433  Teotihuacan 0.997 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15032 AZC434  CPZ 0.958 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15029 AZC435  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15051 AZC436 Texcoco 0.885 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15023 AZC437  CPZ 0.939 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15015 AZC438  CPZ 0.988 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15020 AZC439  CPZ 0.990 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15043 AZC440  CPZ 0.987 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15048 AZC441  CPZ 0.861 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15041 AZC442  CPZ 0.917 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15040 AZC443  CPZ 0.779 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15037 AZC444  CPZ 0.998 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15038 AZC445  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RC 204.10556 AZC446  Azcapotzalco 0.996 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.10559 AZC447  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RC 204.10554 AZC448  CPZ 0.562 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.10555 AZC449  CPZ 0.960 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15098 AZC450  CPZ 0.442 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15111 AZC451  CPZ 0.992 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15115 AZC452  Culhuacan 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15100 AZC453  CPZ 0.870 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RC 204.13873 AZC454  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RC 204.13859 AZC455  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RC 204.13858 AZC456  CPZ 0.995 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RC 204.13879 AZC457  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RC 204.13867 AZC458  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RC 204.13881 AZC459  CPZ 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RC 204.15382 AZC460  CPZ 0.987 
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Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RC 204.15224 AZC461  CPZ 0.996 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RC 204.15234 AZC462 Texcoco 0.975 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RC 204.15840 AZC463  CPZ 0.971 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RC 204.15877 AZC464  CPZ 0.986 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RC 204.15431 AZC465  CPZ 0.743 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RC 204.15430 AZC466  CPZ 0.969 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RC 204.15426 AZC467  CPZ 0.991 
Cerro Portezuelo cream and red unusual 204.15651 AZC468  Tulantep 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RC 204.15652 AZC469  CPZ 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15595 AZC470  CPZ 0.789 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15601 AZC471  CPZ 0.989 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15518 AZC472  Teotihuacan 0.902 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15541 AZC473  CPZ 0.897 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15275 AZC474 04 North X 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15272 AZC475  CPZ 0.996 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15274 AZC476  CPZ 0.995 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15054 AZC477  CPZ 0.981 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15964 AZC478  Culhuacan 0.494 
Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco RN 204.15672 AZC480  CPZ 0.958 
IX-ET-14 Coyotlatelco RC BOM 724 DLC409  Azcapotzalco 0.999 
IX-ET-14 Coyotlatelco RN BOM 754 DLC414  Azcapotzalco 0.761 
IX-ET-14 Coyotlatelco RN BOM 760 DLC415  CPZ 0.884 
IX-ET-6 Coyotlatelco RC BOM 750 DLC413  CPZ 0.984 
IX-ET-6 Coyotlatelco RN BOM 882 DLC426  Teotihuacan 0.996 
IX-ET-6 Coyotlatelco RN BOM 931 DLC430  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
 
 
The Southern Basin Settlement Cluster: Chalco-Xico Settlement Subcluster 
 Twenty-eight specimens of Coyotlatelco pottery were selected from throughout 
the Chalco survey region with emphasis on collections from the settlements on Xico 
Island, which account for sixteen vessels (Table 5.7). The Chalco and Xico compositional 
groups account for all but two of the specimens: one specimen (MURR ID DLC 438) is 
assigned to the CPZ compositional group; one specimen (MURR ID DLC 444) is 
unassigned.  The Chalco and Xico compositional groups are both from the southeastern 
Basin production zone; the Xico compositional group is likely a sub-group confined to 
Xico island, which may have unique tempering materials due to local geological 
anomalies related to the small volcanic caldera that exists on the southern portion of the 
island.  
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The Xico Compositional Group 
 Eleven of the twelve assignments to the Xico compositional group are for 
specimens selected from Xico settlements.  Based upon the criterion of abundance, it is 
likely that the Xico compositional source group reflects localized production specific to 
Xico Island. There is considerable stylistic variability in the quality of vessel and design 
production (Figure 5.25). There is a subset of specimens with dark streaks from burnish 
marks and sloppily executed finish, a quality I found present in Xico pottery into the 
Early Postclassic.  Design style and use of motifs is consistent with Coyotlatelco pottery, 
including wavy lines, curvilinear and rectilinear design elements.  One vessel may have a 
large filled circle (Figure 5.25:F) somewhat like that illustrated for the northwestern 
Basin pottery. Interior and exterior decorated bowls occur, as well as both Red-on-natural 
and Red-on-cream variants.  This suggests that Xico produced vessels are primarily used 
in and around the island and did not enter a broader regional exchange in the Southern 
Basin Settlement Cluster or throughout the broader Basin.  
The Chalco Compositional Group 
 The remaining twelve specimens from the Chalco survey region were assigned to 
the Chalco compositional group. Three site collections account for this group: Xico, CH-
ET-24, and CH-ET-25.  The two Chalco survey sites are located near one another on the 
eastern shore of the lake, within view of Xico Island. These results indicate limited 
distributions of Coyotlatelco pottery produced from the Chalco compositional group to 
sites within the southeastern Basin, generally including those sites near the lakeshore and 
Xico Island.  
These results support the INAA findings of those reported for the Mound 65 
Chalco excavations by Mary Hodge.  The results here indicate a strong pattern of use of 
locally produced Epiclassic pottery.  Although the Mound 65 INAA study demonstrated 
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some Epiclassic interactions with Morelos-Puebla (Nichols et al. 2002), I was unable to 
identify this relationship in the current sample.  There are several possible reasons for the 
differing results: 1) I have not inspected the Mound 65 INAA specimens personally, and 
it is possible that the non-Basin specimens may have been classified differently than 
those of this study, 2) the settlement location for Mound 65 may have been unique in 
accessing non-Basin products, 3) sample size and context differences between this study 
and the Mound 65 excavations.  I do not dismiss the results reported for Mound 65 at 
Chalco, but the differing trends need further exploration.  
Due to the fragmentary and eroded nature of the specimens from the Chalco 
survey collections, only a few vessels provide sufficient surface design for analysis.  The 
best representatives are illustrated here (Figure 5.26). The sample size is not sufficient to 
generalize trends within this compositional group, but of those specimens selected for 
analysis, the design motifs are qualitatively different from those in other areas of the 
Basin. There is one design that might be related to the large filled circle (Figure 5.26:C), 
but in this example, the motif somewhat resembles a plant leaf and is more related to the 
Xico specimen in Figure 4.25:F than to the filled circles of the northwestern Basin 
pottery designs. The large sherd illustrated in Figure 5.26:D is also unique in the use of 
large design elements that fill much of the design space.  The elements are unevenly 
placed within the band of decoration, and are unique in the use of “tassel” 
embellishments extending from the irregular circle.  It does appear that the design 
elements repeat in a horizontal band around the vessel, which is consistent with the 
Coyotlatelco tradition. There may be a regional variant of Coyotlatelco pottery in the 
Chalco-Xico Settlement Subcluster; additional samples are needed to explore this 
possibility.   
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Figure 5.25. Coyotlatelco pottery, Xico compositional source group:  A) CH-AZ-192, OP 
C, Level 7 (Xico),  MURR ID DLC 448, B) CH-ET-28 (Xico), MURR ID DLC 446, C) 
CH-AZ-192, OP A, Level 11 (Xico),  MURR ID  DLC 434, D) CH-AZ-192, OP A, Level 
11 (Xico) MURR ID DLC 433, E) CH-ET-28 (Xico), MURR ID DLC 443, F) CH-AZ-
192, OP A, Level 16 (Xico) MURR ID DLC 431, G) CH-AZ-192, OP B, Level 9 (Xico), 
MURR ID DLC 432, H) CH-AZ-192, OP C, Level 2 (Xico), MURR ID DLC 425, I) CH-
AZ-192, OP A, Level 14 (Xico), MURR ID DLC 423. (Photographs by author). 
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Figure 5.26. Coyotlatelco pottery assigned to Chalco compositional group: A) CH-ET-31 
(Xico), MURR ID DLC 440, interior decoration, B) CH-ET-24, MURR ID DLC 429, 
exterior decoration, C) CH-ET-25, MURR ID DLC 410, exterior decoration, D) CH-ET-
24, MURR ID DLC 424, exterior decoration. (Photographs by author). 
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Table 5.7. Sample list of INAA specimens for Coyotlatelco pottery from the Chalco-Xico 
Settlement Subcluster. Discriminant Analysis (DA) Probability indicates likeliness of fit 
to compositional group. 
 
Site Pottery type/Variant Specimen ID MURR ID Comp. Source DA Probability 
CH-ET-25 Coyotlatelco RN BOM 737 DLC410  Chalco 1.000 
CH-ET-24 Coyotlatelco RN BOM 745 DLC411  Chalco 1.000 
CH-ET-24 Coyotlatelco RN BOM 748 DLC412  Chalco 1.000 
CH-AZ-208 Coyotlatelco RN BOM 813 DLC421  Xico 0.949 
Xico Coyotlatelco RN BOM 859 DLC423  Xico 1.000 
CH-ET-24 Coyotlatelco RN BOM 877 DLC424  Chalco 1.000 
Xico Coyotlatelco RN BOM 880 DLC425  Xico 1.000 
CH-ET-24 Coyotlatelco RN BOM 889 DLC427  Chalco 1.000 
CH-ET-24 Coyotlatelco RC BOM 890 DLC428  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
CH-ET-24 Coyotlatelco RC BOM 894 DLC429  Chalco 1.000 
Xico Coyotlatelco RC BOM 943 DLC431  Xico 1.000 
Xico Coyotlatelco RN BOM 951 DLC432  Xico 0.985 
Xico Coyotlatelco RN BOM 961 DLC433  Xico 0.775 
Xico Coyotlatelco RN BOM 963 DLC434  Xico 1.000 
Xico Coyotlatelco RN BOM 965 DLC435  Xico 1.000 
CH-ET-24 Coyotlatelco RN BOM 987 DLC436  Chalco 1.000 
CH-ET-24 Coyotlatelco RN BOM 1001 DLC437  Chalco 0.999 
CH-ET-24 Coyotlatelco RN BOM 1002 DLC438  CPZ 0.966 
CH-ET-24 Coyotlatelco RC BOM 1010 DLC439  Chalco 1.000 
CH-ET-31 (Xico) Coyotlatelco RN BOM 1015 DLC440  Chalco 0.896 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) Coyotlatelco RN BOM 1023 DLC441  Chalco 0.989 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) Coyotlatelco RN BOM 1032 DLC442  Chalco 1.000 
CH-ET-31 (Xico) Coyotlatelco RN BOM 1050 DLC443  Xico 0.906 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) Coyotlatelco RN BOM 1095 DLC444 Unassigned 0.482 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) Coyotlatelco RN - unusual BOM 1096 DLC445  CPZ 0.962 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) Coyotlatelco RN BOM 1101 DLC446  Xico 1.000 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) Coyotlatelco RN BOM 1103 DLC447  Xico 1.000 
Xico Coyotlatelco RC BOM 1106 DLC448  Xico 0.998 
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DISCUSSION OF COYOTLATELCO EPICLASSIC RESULTS 
 
 For this portion of the study, I chose samples from settlements representative of 
the Coyotlatelco Epiclassic Pottery Complex in the Epiclassic period. This pottery 
complex includes the Coyotlatelco Red-on-natural and Coyotlatelco Red-on-cream 
variants of the Coyotlatelco pottery type. Coyotlatelco pottery is present in all of the 
settlement clusters within the Basin and including the Tula region. The distribution of 
Coyotlatelco pottery throughout the study area indicates an era of broad regional 
participation in this pottery complex.  
It is important to consider the qualities and attributes that are common across the 
region.  At the most general level, the use of a dark red paint used to decorate the pottery 
unifies the type.  There was a consistent use of geometric, rather than figurative or 
natural, design elements in Coyotlatelco pottery.  Horizontal banding of design zones on 
the interior and/or exterior of the vessels was most common throughout the complex.  
Although qualities of brushwork and design vary, a subset of design elements was 
standard in design motifs throughout all areas using this pottery complex.  Among the 
most common elements and motifs (see Figure 5.2) is the interlocking “S” or “Z” scrolls, 
continuous wavy lines, the stepped pyramid, double “X”, and double horizontal line. I 
also note a unique design (Figure 5.27) not common in any of the settlement cluster 
collections, but identified as isolated finds across several sites and settlement subclusters.  
The vessels illustrated here are decorated on the exterior with alternating stripes of white 
and red paint. The vessel forms vary somewhat from one another, but the identical 
exterior design is striking. The regional participation in the Coyotlatelco Epiclassic 
Pottery Complex and the widespread use of the same decorative elements, motifs, and 
artistic tradition supports the model of city-state polity interactions.  
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Figure 5.27. Coyotlatelco pottery, exterior of bowls decorated in alternating stripes of red 
and white paint: A) specimen BOM 1072, from site XO-ET-4; B) specimen 204.90296, 
Cerro Portezuelo; C) from Teotihuacan Mapping Project, collection from 83:4:N3W1; D) 
specimen BOM 780, from site CH-AZ-192 (Xico), Op A, Level 12; E) specimen TTV 
110,  site TE-ET-65; F) specimen BOM 1017,  site CH-ET-31.  (Photographs by author). 
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The qualitative attribute analysis of the Coyotlatelco pottery from each of the 
settlement clusters and compositional groups in this study also indicates that there is 
significant regional variation in Coyotlatelco production.  While it is generally assumed 
that Coyotlatelco occupations were contemporaneous throughout the study area, it is 
possible that the introduction and adoption of Coyotlatelco pottery occurred at differing 
times throughout the Epiclassic Period, contributing in part the regional variation.  It is 
likely that the Coyotlatelco pottery that was introduced early and associated with the 
Early Epiclassic Pottery Complex (see Chapter 4) exhibits simplistic and at times crudely 
applied designs, such as those identified in the Oxtoticpac collections in the Teotihuacan 
Valley.  The later Epiclassic Coyotlatelco pottery became more refined in design 
execution and varied in vessel form and design motifs as regional centers and settlement 
clusters developed regionally identifiable styles.  
A few of the distinctive trends in regional variation of Coyotlatelco pottery 
production were identified on the basis of design layout, motifs, and elements. The 
Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster pottery tends to have large zones of decoration 
filled with oversized geometric design elements such as solid fill triangles and circles. 
Horizontal banding of designs layout is common and is sometimes, although not always, 
delineated by horizontal lines or pairs of lines to separate panels of decoration.  Several 
design elements may be unique to the northwestern pottery, such as the slightly angled 
“E” and common use of scrolled elements.  
The Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster pottery tends to favor interior 
decoration on hemispherical bowls, although other cup, bowl, and plate forms are 
present. The most common design layout is a series of banded zones of decoration, each 
separated by horizontal lines (or double lines).  Each band typically contains a single 
design element repeated continuously around the band, but alternating bands can have 
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differing design elements.  The most common elements are interlocking “S” or “Z” 
scrolls, wavy lines, or the zigzag stepped pyramid. The use of fill within a design element 
occurs, but is rare. The red paint is thick and often contains specular hematite, and the 
paint can be smeared at the time of surface burnish.  
The Southeastern Basin Settlement Cluster may have additional variation by 
settlement subcluster. The Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster pottery, as represented 
by the CPZ compositional group, is very similar to the Northeastern Basin Settlement 
Cluster Coyotlatelco in design layout and motifs.  There is a somewhat different quality 
to the design execution between the two areas that is not easily quantifiable.  However, 
the overall similarity between the two regional variants is strong enough to consider them 
part of a broader “Eastern Basin” Coyotlatelco tradition.   
The Western Basin Settlement Cluster is represented in this study on the basis of 
the western Basin Azcapotzalco compositional group.  The sample here was derived from 
Cerro Portezuelo collections, and therefore represents only a small amount of variation 
likely occurring in the western Basin.  In the case of this study, the attributes on those 
specimens assigned to the Azcapotzalco compositional group hold together as a coherent 
set of characteristics.   Notably, the use of a cream slip base on the exterior of the bowl, 
painted with a similar design motif on each of the vessels.  The upper-most design band 
contains the repeating triangle - scalloped motif.  This motif was also identified in other 
southern Basin compositional groups.  I suggest that this particular motif may be a 
Southern Basin regional variant that was commonly used in both the Western Basin and 
Southern Basin Settlement Clusters.  
Regional variation in ceramic production is evident in the INAA results, and this 
study further supports the identification of multiple producers of Coyotlatelco type 
pottery.  The strongest pattern suggests use of pottery from local compositional groups 
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within settlement clusters and subclusters. Within the Northwestern Basin Settlement 
Cluster, Tula Chico may have been exchanging Coyotlatelco pottery into the Zumpango 
region.  Further testing of Epiclassic sites in the northern Basin is needed to clarify the 
role of the center at ZU-ET-12 within that region.  The Northeastern Basin Settlement 
Cluster appears to have been almost entirely dependent upon locally produced 
Coyotlatelco pottery. 
However, a schematic of regional interactions (Figure 5.28) based upon the 
INAA results of Coyotlatelco pottery in this study indicates that when non-local pottery 
is present, the strongest pattern for movement of pottery is between neighboring 
settlement clusters and subclusters. The dynamics of regional interaction are more 
complex in the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster.  The Cerro Portezuelo Settlement 
Subcluster, including the large regional center of Cerro Portezuelo, was interacting and 
receiving pottery from multiple compositional group sources.  The persistence of some 
design motifs from the Early Epiclassic Pottery Complex suggests some regional 
continuity in symbolic significance of these motifs. In addition to the local CPZ 
compositional group, the Azcapotzalco and Teotihuacan compositional groups 
contributed to the Cerro Portezuelo Coyotlatelco pottery sources. Surprisingly, there is 
far less representation of other southern Basin compositional groups in the Cerro 
Portezuelo sample.  This is a significant change from the trends in the Early Epiclassic 
Pottery Complex INAA patterns. The shift from the southern Basin to northern Basin 
interactions at Cerro Portezuelo becomes more distinct in the subsequent Early 
Postclassic Mazapan Pottery Complex in the following chapter.   
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Figure 5.28. Schematic of Coyotlatelco Epiclassic interactions between settlement 
clusters and subclusters based upon the intensity of access to compositional groups: Teo 
= Teotihuacan Valley, CPZ-Ixtap = Cerro Portezuelo and nearby Ixtapalapa settlements, 
Chalco–Xico = Chalco survey area, Azcap = Azcapotzalco and Culhuacan compositional 
group, Xal = Xaltocan ET. The weight of the arrow size indicates the intensity of the 
access to source areas based upon the INAA results of the current study. 
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CHAPTER 6 
THE MAZAPAN EARLY POSTCLASSIC POTTERY COMPLEX 
The Mazapan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex is analytically associated with 
the early part of the Early Postclassic, immediately following the Coyotlatelco Epiclassic 
Pottery Complex in Chapter 5. The Mazapan phase occupations in the Basin of Mexico 
are traditionally defined on the basis of the red painted Mazapan Wavy Line pottery first 
recognized in the Teotihuacan Valley.  Initially, only small amounts of Wavy Line 
pottery were identified in the Tula region and associated with the Terminal Corral phase 
occupation (Cobean 1978). More recently, Wavy Line pottery has been identified 
throughout the Tula area (Bey 1986) and in contexts that occurred with other pottery 
types.  In this chapter, three pottery types are assigned to the Mazapan Early Postclassic 
Pottery Complex for analysis.   
At some point in the Terminal Corral to the Early Tollan phase there was the 
initial shift from Tula Chico to Tula Grande as the primary civic-ceremonial district in 
the city of Tula. This era also marks the change from city-state political organization 
towards political expansion and influence of the Tula state into the Basin of Mexico.  
Epiclassic regional centers became smaller in size as people moved out of the large 
centers into the previously unoccupied zones and dispersed across the rural landscape 
forming hamlets and small villages. The Mazapan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex is 
assessed in this chapter in order to better identify the local responses to the initial 
expansion of Tula’s influence extending from the Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster 
to other areas. The latter part of the Early Postclassic period is characterized by the 
maximum extent of Tula-related pottery use throughout the study area and the height of 
Tula’s political influence, which is covered in more detail in Chapter 8.   
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In this chapter, I identify samples included in this part of the study, describe the 
primary diagnostics of the Mazapan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex, and then present 
the compositional results (INAA) and attribute comparisons with discussion of the 
implications for regional interaction for this early component of the Early Postclassic 
period.  
The Samples for the Mazapan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex 
The specimens used in this analysis were selected from among the regional 
settlement clusters in this study including the Northwestern, Northeastern, and Southern 
Basin Settlement Clusters. Figure 6.1 shows the locations of the site collections inspected 
prior to selection of INAA specimens; each of the sites on the map contained at least one 
of the pottery types identified from the Mazapan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex. This 
is not a complete picture of the distribution of Mazapan pottery across the Basin; 
however, this map does show the presence of the Mazapan Early Postclassic Pottery 
Complex in each of the settlement clusters and subclusters used in this analysis.   Each 
pottery type discussed in this chapter has a somewhat different pattern of distribution, 
which is discussed in the section on INAA results.  
The Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster 
Two settlement subclusters were sampled from the Northwestern Basin 
Settlement Cluster: one centered on Tula Grande in the Tula region, and one centered on 
the Zumpango region in the Basin. The pottery samples from the Tula area were selected 
from among several Tula project collections including: Tula Chico provided by Robert 
Cobean, house lot excavations conducted by Dan Healan, and the salvage excavations 
from throughout Tula conducted by INAH archaeologists, with the specimens provided  
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Figure 6.1. Distribution of Mazapan Early Postclassic pottery based upon initial 
observation of site collections, not all sites selected for inclusion in compositional study. 
Red triangles refer to the size of the settlement as determined by Sanders, Parsons and 
Santley (1979). Tula was not part of the Basin surveys. 
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by Luis Manuel Gamboa Cabezas, Investigador Adscrito al Centro INAH Hidalgo from 
the Tula Archaeological Zone. Specimens selected to represent the Tula region for the 
Mazapan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex are assigned to the Terminal Corral and 
Early Tollan archaeological phases at Tula. A full definition of Tula’s Terminal Corral 
and Early Tollan phase pottery complexes is beyond the scope of this study and is 
provided by Robert Cobean (1978, 1990). It includes decorated, plain, service, and 
utilitarian wares. I selected Tula specimens that had strong stylistic and typological 
similarity to those selected from the Basin.   
Mazapan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex types were selected from five sites 
in the Zumpango Settlement Subcluster.  There are approximately 200 survey sites 
identified as Early Postclassic in the Zumpango regional survey (Parsons 2008:190). 
There is a significant increase in the number of sites in the Zumpango Settlement 
Subcluster from the Epiclassic to Early Postclassic periods. However, the site sizes are 
smaller and largely represent hamlets or villages and are more evenly distributed across 
the area. The site density is somewhat higher in the northern part of the survey area, 
closest to the Tula region; and somewhat sparser approaching the lakeshore in the 
southern portion of the survey area. The Epiclassic hilltop center of ZU-ET-12 has only 
trace amounts of Early Postclassic materials, indicating a significant change in the 
location of administrative control in the region from this larger center to several smaller 
settlements on the valley plain.  
Of the sites inspected for Early Postclassic type specimens, five sites in the 
Zumpango survey region were selected for possible inclusion in the chemical analysis for 
the Mazapan Pottery Complex. Four of the sites (ZU-LT-38, ZU-LT-49, ZU-LT-103, and 
ZU-LT-197) are classified as small villages ranging in population from 55-500 people; 
and one site (ZU-LT-79) is classified as a hamlet with 85-170 people (Parson 2008: 189-
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254).  These sites are located throughout the survey region, suggesting that systematic 
inspection of the all Zumpango regional survey collections could identify widespread 
participation in the Mazapan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex.  
The Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster 
Two survey projects contributed to the specimens included for the Northeastern 
Basin Settlement Cluster sample: the Teotihuacan Mapping Project focused upon the city 
of Teotihuacan, and the Teotihuacan Valley Project focused upon the rural sites located 
throughout the Valley of Teotihuacan.   
Part of the Mazapan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex sample from the 
Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster is from the Teotihuacan Valley Project collections 
submitted by Deborah L. Nichols (indicated by the MURR ID sequence of TTV). The 
INAA results of these specimens are previously published (Crider et al. 2007).  I 
incorporate this previously published data into the current study in order to make use of 
currently available datasets. I was able to target selection of new specimens from areas of 
the Basin not previously sampled.  
Sites sampled from the Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster are listed on the 
map as the TE sites (Figure 6.1) and were identified and described in the survey report 
(Marino 1987).  Most of the TE sites listed were identified as having both Mazapan and 
Atlatongo (early and late subphases for the Early Postclassic) phase occupation. Site size 
varies from small hamlets to villages; with the exception of TE-ET-72, which is located 
within the San Francisco Mazapan area of Teotihuacan and may be part of a larger 
administrative center.  Those sites listed as TE-ET-XX have both an Epiclassic and Early 
Postclassic occupation.  The following TE-ET sites have TE-LT site numbers also 
reported (Marino 1987): TE-ET-4 (TT-LT-148), TE-ET-6 (TE-LT-150), TE-ET-10 (TE-
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LT-152), TE-ET-17 (TE-LT-155), TE-ET-21 (TE-LT-159), TE-ET-25 (TE-LT-163), and 
TE-ET-26 (TE-LT-164).  
The Teotihuacan Mapping Project collections account for a large portion of the 
Mazapan sample in this study. Specimens were collected from throughout the survey area 
with special emphasis on areas of the highest concentration of Early Postclassic material 
in the city (Figure 6.2).  Like the regional maps of the Basin of Mexico (Figure 2.3), the 
Teotihuacan Mapping Project map for the Mazapan ceramic distributions combines all 
Early Postclassic counts and does not distinguish between subphases within the period. 
However, it is useful to compare the Epiclassic (Figure 5.5) to Early Postclassic (Figure 
6.2) TMP ceramic distributions.  Like the Epiclassic, there is a thin cover of Early 
Postclassic pottery throughout TMP.  Several of the peak concentrations in the Epiclassic 
persist into the Early Postclassic (especially at N6W3-N7W3), suggesting significant 
continuity in settlement.  There are some notable exceptions.  The Epiclassic 
concentration around N4W3 shifts slightly north to N5W3 in the Early Postclassic, 
suggesting a move off of the small hill at the cactus garden location. There is a new Early 
Postclassic concentration in the western part of the TMP area at N1W8.  And the San 
Francisco Mazapan area around N3E2-N3E3 appears to be more prominent in the Early 
Postclassic map and likely an important settlement district throughout the Early 
Postclassic. This area is also near the caves and tunnels excavated by Manzanilla et al. 
(1996) that contained significant quantities of Epiclassic and Early Postclassic material 
including whole vessels from the Mazapan cultural complex (López Pérez 2003).  In 
addition to the Teotihuacan Mapping Project, I inspected the Early Postclassic collection 
at the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH) in New York. The AMNH 
collection of Vaillant’s consists of whole vessels from excavations at Teotihuacan in the 
Las Palmas district in the San Francisco Mazapan area, located east of the Pyramid of the 
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Sun (around TMP sector N3E3). A report of Vaillant’s 1931-1932 excavation details 
several Early Postclassic burials and the associated burial objects (Elson and Mowbray 
2005).  The Mazapan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex is well-represented in these 
collections; and although I was not able to sample the AMNH vessels for compositional 
analysis, I completed attribute analysis on the whole vessels for comparison to the survey 
collections.  The range of vessel forms and stylistic attributes present in the AMNH 
collections was essential for identifying variation within pottery types that are not easily 
recorded from rim sherds.  
 
Figure 6.2. Teotihuacan Mapping Project map of Early Postclassic ceramic densities.  
(Map courtesy of George L. Cowgill).  
 
Early Postclassic settlement and population size within the former city of 
Teotihuacan appears to have declined from the Epiclassic. Conversely, there is an 
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increase in the number of Early Postclassic settlements throughout the Valley of 
Teotihuacan.  Although largely small hamlets and villages, sites are distributed further 
east of Teotihuacan than in the Epiclassic period (Sanders et al. 1979). 
The Southern Basin Settlement Cluster 
Numerous project collections were sampled for the Mazapan Early Postclassic 
Pottery Complex in the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster.  I made a systematic 
inspection of the Chalco regional survey materials for Early Postclassic pottery types and 
Parsons’ Xico excavation of a man-made agricultural chinampa feature at CH-AZ-192 
(Parsons et al. 1982b).  My resulting distributions for the Chalco survey area are 
relatively complete, indicating that the Mazapan pottery is more sparsely distributed in 
the Chalco-Xico Settlement Subcluster, especially when compared to the earlier 
Epiclassic period distributions. 
The largest amount of the Mazapan material representing the Southern Basin 
Settlement Cluster was from the UCLA excavation project at Cerro Portezuelo.  The site 
was an Early Postclassic administrative center in the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster 
(Hicks 2005; Parsons 1971), and was likely one of the largest settlements in the south 
with Tula-related pottery (Crider 2011; Nichols et al. 2002). A less systematic assessment 
of the Ixtapalapa regional survey materials was conducted with the specific goal of 
identifying the boundary for the distribution of Wavy Line pottery south of Cerro 
Portezuelo. 
Compositional results of the Cerro Portezuelo INAA specimens were previously 
reported (Crider 2011; Nichols et al. 2002) as part of the Cerro Portezuelo ceramic 
analysis project.  Additional sampling of the Chalco survey and Xico excavation 
collections was conducted to provide a broader regional context for comparison and to 
better represent the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster.  
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THE MAZAPAN EARLY POSTCLASSIC POTTERY COMPLEX 
Vaillant (1932) and Linné (1934) first recognized Mazapan pottery as a temporal 
and cultural marker at Teotihuacan and thought its distribution was limited to the Basin 
of Mexico.  The duration of the Mazapan complex was suggested to have varied in 
different parts of Central Mexico (Parsons, Brumfiel and Hodge 1996). The term 
“Mazapan,” like “Coyotlatelco,” has been complicated by its varied associations. 
Mazapan refers to a cultural complex predominant in the eastern part of the Basin of 
Mexico (Smith 1983) immediately following the Coyotlatelco complex (Linné 1934; 
López Pérez 2003; Vaillant 1932); an archaeological phase at Teotihuacan, ca. A.D. 850-
1000/1050 (Cowgill 1996:327, 2000:295-296,2003:xvi; Manzanilla et al. 1996); and to 
describe a red painted decorated pottery complex called Mazapan, which can include 
various Red-on-natural types (e.g., Mazapan Wavy Line, Sloppy/Toltec, and 
Wideband/Macana) found across the Basin (Branstetter-Hardesty 1978; Elson and 
Mowbray 2005;  Hicks 2005; Parsons 1971; Sanders 1986).  The term Mazapan (and the 
similar term “Toltec”), like Coyotlatelco, is problematic in the conflations and confusions 
in its use in Central Mexico, referring most often to the Mazapan Red-on-brown pottery 
that is used by some to reference the Wavy Line type, and by others to reference the 
broader pottery group of Early Postclassic red-on-brown decorated vessels. Conflicting 
uses in the terminology of the term Mazapan (both the Wavy Line pottery type and a 
more general complex) has complicated discussion of these materials.   
Next, I define each pottery type used here to identify the Mazapan Early 
Postclassic Pottery Complex.  This group of pottery types is included in the Mazapan 
archaeological phase defined at Teotihuacan (Sanders 1986) and the Terminal Corral 
and/or Early Tollan Phases at Tula (Cobean 1978; Bey and Ringle 2007). 
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Mazapan Wavy Line 
One easily identifiable diagnostic type, Wavy Line is notable in design and 
decorative technique.  A series of thin parallel lines were painted on the vessel with a 
unique multi-prong brush in a variety of scallops, rainbows, crossed lines, and 
overlapping wavy lines (Figure 6.3).  The Wavy Line type occurs in bowl, dish, and 
saucer forms (Figure 6.4) in a variety of sizes.  It is likely a service ware that was used 
for both group service and smaller bowls and dishes for smaller serving portions.  Interior 
decoration is most common (Figure 6.3), but can also occur on the exterior of the vessel 
on recurved or incurved bowl forms (Figure 6.5). There is no specular hematite used in 
the red paints of this type, and the paint is a thinner consistency than the reds of the 
Epiclassic pottery.  The rims of Wavy Line pottery are usually painted with a red band, 
usually covering the interior side of the rim area, but can overlap onto the exterior side of 
the rim.  
For this study, two variants of Wavy Line were defined on the basis of surface 
treatment and technique of applying the painted design.  The Matte Variant is 
distinguished by an even surface finish with minimal burnish marks or glossy finish. A 
distinctive multi-prong paint brush was used to apply panels of decoration.  The 
Burnished Variant is distinguished by a poorly burnished surface finish, carelessly 
executed, which often smeared the painted design. There is more gloss to the finish, 
although it is sloppily executed.  Decorative motifs were painted with a single brush in 
sets or panels of parallel lines.  Also presented here is a rare, but related pottery type 
called X-stick Trailed (Hicks 2005). This pottery was not painted; instead stick polishing 
was used to decorate the vessel interior base with alternating straight and wavy lines.  It 
is the common use of design motif that suggests inclusion in the Mazapan Early 
Postclassic Pottery Complex.   
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Mazapan Wavy Line pottery was once thought to have its origin in the Valley of 
Teotihuacan, the area where it was first identified and found in large amounts (Cobean 
1978; 1990; Hicks 2005). Initially, it was believed to be intrusive into the Tula region 
from Teotihuacan due to its rarity at Tula, especially in the Tollan phase occupations of 
the city (Mastache and Cobean 1989:38; Mastache et al.2002:218). Despite the earlier 
claims of its scarcity in the Tula region, Mazapan Wavy Line may occur in the same 
proportions at Tula as in Basin sites, at roughly 4-5% of site level assemblages (Bey 
1986:104; Koehler 1962 for Teotihuacan Valley Project estimates).  Bey (1986:209-211) 
suggested that the type was primarily in use in the Early Tollan phase, and also in higher 
frequency in Tula’s rural sites.  Based on Bey’s analysis, Mazapan Wavy Line was in the 
top five most common ceramic types in use at Tula in the Early Tollan phase. He 
suggested that the type was replaced in popularity in the Late Tollan phase by the 
functionally equivalent Jara Polished Orange.   
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Figure 6.3 Mazapan Wavy Line Matte Variant, whole vessels from Vaillant's excavations 
at Teotihuacan San Francisco Mazapan, interior decoration (collections located at the 
American Museum of Natural History).  Vessels are not shown at equal scale. 
(Photographs by author). 
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Figure 6.4. Mazapan Wavy Line, whole vessels from Vaillant's excavations at 
Teotihuacan San Francisco Mazapan, interior decoration (collections located at the 
American Museum of Natural History).  Vessels are not shown at equal scale. 
(Photographs by author).  
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Figure 6.5. Mazapan Wavy Line, whole vessels from Vaillant's excavations at 
Teotihuacan San Francisco Mazapan, exterior decoration (collections located at the 
American Museum of Natural History).  Vessels are not shown at equal scale. 
(Photographs by author).  
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Given Bey’s (1986) significant findings of Mazapan Wavy Line pottery at Tula, 
we must reassess the hypothesis of its Basin origins.  The technique of the multi-prong 
brush painted decoration may have been introduced by potters originating from areas to 
the northwest of Tula, as proposed by Braniff (1999). A version of the multi-prong 
technique with red painted lines on the interior of vessels was used in the San Miguel 
phase of the Classic period in Guanajuato (Figure 6.6). 
The Early Postclassic Mazapan Wavy Line is distinctly different in vessel form 
and overall design layout from those illustrated by Braniff. However the uniqueness of 
the painting technique and some similarity of design motif strongly support a 
northwestern inspiration of the type. Stylistic comparison of Mazapan Wavy Line pottery 
(later in this chapter) and San Miguel Rojo sobre Bayo suggests stronger stylistic 
similarity between the Guanajato and Tula pottery, than between Guanajuato and Basin 
pottery.  I suggest that Teotihuacan can no longer be considered the primary place of 
origin for the Wavy Line type; instead, the techniques and styles may have first arrived in 
the Tula region.  The development of the Early Postclassic Mazapan Wavy Line type 
may have emerged out of subsequent Tula interactions with the Basin.   
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Figure 6.6. San Miguel Rojo sobre Bayo Classic period pottery type from Guanajuato 
(Figure detail redrawn from Braniff 1999: Figures 14, 16, 17).  Possible stylistic and 
technological precursor to Mazapan Wavy Line pottery.   
 
Sloppy Red-on-natural (RN) 
Sloppy Red-on-natural (RN) is a red painted type that appears to be more 
common to the Teotihuacan region than elsewhere in the Basin or Tula.  It is also referred 
to as Toltec Red-on-brown (Cobean 1978:401, Bey 1986:234; Elson and Mowbray 2005; 
Sanders and Murdy 1987:521).  It is identifiable from by its “sloppily” painted spirals, 
blobs, dots, and paint smears (Figure 6.7). Although “sloppy” may sound overly 
judgmental on my part as a type designation, I find Toltec Red-on-brown to be a far more 
generic and vague term that, like “Mazapan,” has been over used in the Basin ceramic 
designations. Confusingly, references to the more general “Toltec” complex include 
Sloppy RN or completely different pottery types altogether.  For the time being, I prefer 
the Sloppy RN to refer specifically to this type with decoration on bowl interiors using a 
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large brush, sloppily executed, with spirals and related motifs that are often heavily 
smeared from burnishing while the paint is still wet. Vessel forms are comparable to 
those of the Wavy Line (Figure 6.8), and decoration is almost entirely on the interior of 
the vessel.  
Sloppy RN was found in association with Wavy Line vessels in burial contexts at 
Las Palmas at Teotihuacan in excavations conducted in 1932 by George Vaillant 
(reanalyzed and reported by Elson and Mowbray 2005)1
The distribution of Sloppy RN is poorly reported in the Basin outside of the 
Teotihuacan Valley.  This may be due to the difficulty of classifying the type from small 
fragments and rim sherds; it is easily identifiable only when distinctive areas of smeared 
. Of the 28 burials and offerings 
and the 109 vessels reported, 82% of the vessels were Wavy Line and 18% Sloppy RN. 
Of the remaining assortment of vessel types, only the occasional Macana/Wideband RN 
(n=1) and Jara Polished Orange (n=2) were reported (these types are discussed in more 
detail in Chapter 7). One sample of bone collagen was extracted from the mandible of a 
skull associated only with Sloppy RN vessels and returned a 2-sigma calibrated 
radiocarbon result of A.D. 690-890 (Elson and Mowbray 2005).  Additional excavations 
by Linné (1934:37, 75-86) in the Las Palmas and Xolalpan areas at Teotihuacan report 
additional burials with associated Wavy Line and Sloppy RN. Similarly, cream slipped 
and Macana/Wideband bowls appear in Linné’s Mazapan burials in lower frequency than 
Wavy Line. In comparison, excavations at Cueva de la Varillas east of the Pyramid of the 
Sun report a series of Early Postclassic burials that included Wavy Line and Macana 
bowls with no associated Sloppy RN (Manzanilla et al. 1996). It is possible that these 
burials were somewhat later than the Linné and Vaillant burials at a time when Sloppy 
RN was no longer popular (Elson and Mowbray 2005).  These data suggest a shorter span 
of use as compared to Wavy Line pottery. 
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decoration are observable.  Otherwise it might have been classified simply as red rim 
painted bowls. Outside the Basin, Cobean (1978:401-3) discussed the type at Tula and 
stated that due to its rarity and paste differences from local pottery it was largely 
imported from the northern Basin of Mexico. Bey (1986:235-237) found this assessment 
plausible and added that the type was not identified in any of the northern Tula region 
rural samples, those areas furthest from the Basin marketing system. He also found that in 
Tula’s southern region (in which the city of Tula is also located), this pottery type was 
found in roughly the same proportions in rural and urban sites, and accounted for less 
than 1% of ceramic samples when found.  
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Figure 6.7. Sloppy RN bowls from excavations at Teotihuacan (specimens from the 
American Museum of Natural History, Vaillant project). (Photographs by author).  
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Figure 6.8. Sloppy RN bowls from excavations at Teotihuacan (specimens from the  
American Museum of Natural History, Vaillant project). (Photographs by author). 
 
 
Joroba Cream Slip 
Another pottery type considered diagnostic of the Terminal Corral phase at Tula 
is Joroba Orange-on-cream (Mastache et al. 2002:218).  This type has been identified 
throughout the Basin, including Teotihuacan and Cerro Portezuelo (Hicks 2005), 
although it was classified more generally as cream slipped pottery and included with 
other cream slip variants used in this study, including Proa, Jara (Tula Orange Brushed), 
Ira Stamped (Chapter 7) and Blanco White (discussed later in this chapter). Joroba is 
identified on the basis of painted decoration of large S scrolls, volutes, parallel lines and 
more rarely dots or paint drops (Figure 6.9).  The wide brush used to paint the designs is 
somewhat similar to Sloppy RN, although the designs are more controlled and the surface 
paint is never smeared. The design elements are large, placed variously on the interior 
side walls or base.  Due to the great amount of white space on the design space, when 
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painted design is not present on sherd fragments, Joroba could be easily classified with 
the undecorated (red rim only) variant of cream slip (e.g., Proa). Joroba replaced Sloppy 
RN in popularity as basic service ware (Elson and Mowbray 2005; Sanders 1986).  
However, other than broadly similar as open bowls, I see little direct similarity in vessel 
form attributes.  Bey (2007) showed that Joroba occurred in one general form, a flat 
bottom bowl with outward slanting walls, but is made in a variety of sizes and is 
classified as a basic serving dish.  
Macana Red-on-natural (RN) painted pottery (also known as Wide Band in the 
Basin[Hicks 2005:5-67; Parsons et al. 1982a]) along with Mazapan Wavy Line and 
Sloppy RN often occur as part of the Mazapan pottery complex in the northern Basin of 
Mexico and the Tula region. Mastache et al. (2002:8) suggested that Mazapan Red-on-
brown (which included both Wavy Line and Sloppy RN) and Joroba Orange-on-cream 
are diagnostic of the Terminal Corral phase occupation at Tula when also associated with 
Coyotlatelco pottery. But these types were also found in small amounts in Early Tollan 
Phase assemblages.  Hicks (2005) suggested that there is an early and late variant of this 
type at Cerro Portezuelo, but the attributes that characterized the distinction are not easily 
applicable to other Basin collections at this time.  For this study, Macana is discussed in 
Chapter 7 as part of the Tollan/Atlatongo pottery complex.   
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Figure 6.9. Joroba Cream Slip pottery, whole vessels from Cerro Portezuelo: A) 
specimen 204.9996 from Trench 96, Burial 32, B) specimen 204.2085 Trench 96, Burial 
33. (Photographs by author). 
 
Blanco White or Proa Fine Paste 
During the inspection of Cream Slip bowls for this study, I identified a subset 
that were more finely finished, thin walled, and had a thick well-polished white slip. 
Cobean refers to this class of bowls as a fine paste variant of the Proa Cream Slip type.  
In my study, I classified the finer and more compact sherds as Proa Fine Paste.  
Compared to Joroba Cream Slip, the only painted decoration on this fine paste 
bowl is a red rim band. The walls are thinner than the Proa Cream Slip of Tula and the 
Basin, and the rims often have a beveled shape (Figure 6.10).  Some of the bowls have 
bulbous, solid tripod supports (differing in size and shape from the nubbin supports 
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typical of the other Early Postclassic cream slip variants). There are also small jars or 
vessels with a restricted orifice. Specimens of Blanco White, or Proa Fine Paste, were 
located in Tula and Cerro Portezuelo collections. 
The introduction of this type to the Tula region may have occurred as early as the 
Terminal Corral phase. It likely came from Veracruz (Cobean 1978; Cobean et al. 1999).  
Dr. Barbara Stark (Arizona State University) recognized some sherds as identical in form 
and finish to a type from central Veracruz which she calls Blanco White (type 44 in her 
classification system). Stark reports that the distribution of Blanco White occurs along 
the Guerengo drainage in the Mixtequilla region (Stark et al. 2007:82; Stark 2008:47). In 
that area, Blanco White is a Late Classic (or Epiclassic) type that has a thick white slip 
and can have painted decoration on the rim and large “S” scroll design elements on the 
exterior of the vessel.  
Based on the strong similarities between what has been termed Proa Fine Paste 
and the Blanco White from Veracruz, I propose that the latter name be adopted.  In the 
following discussions I refer to this fine and compact type as Blanco White.  
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Figure 6.10. Blanco White, (Proa Fine Paste) pottery vessel profiles: A) Tula, specimen 
Tula 088; B) Cerro Portezuelo, specimen 204.23865; C) Tula, specimen Tula 078; D) 
Cerro Portezuelo, specimen 204.24598; E) Cerro Portezuelo, specimen 204.24612; F) 
Cerro Portezuelo, specimen 204.18914; G)  Cerro Portezuelo, specimen 204.24606; H) 
Tula, specimen Tula 081, MURR ID DLC 064; I) Cerro Portezuelo, specimen 204.23835; 
J) Tula, specimen Tula 085, MURR ID SLC 067; K) Tula, specimen Tula 080, MURR 
ID DLC 063. (Drawings by author).   
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INAA RESULTS FOR MAZAPAN EARLY POSTCLASSIC  
POTTERY COMPLEX 
Previous chemical characterization studies (INAA) of the Mazapan Early 
Postclassic Pottery Complex are limited.  García (2004) included Early Postclassic 
pottery from throughout the Basin, with emphasis on western Basin settlements.  At the 
time of his analysis, there was no Tula compositional group available to assess imports 
from Tula into the Basin, although such movement of goods was suggested.  Two studies 
from the eastern Basin indicated a slight increase in exchange between the neighboring 
Teotihuacan and Cerro Portezuelo settlement clusters from Epiclassic to Early Postclassic 
periods (Crider 2011; Nichols et al. 2002).  
In the current study, I significantly increased the sample size for Early 
Postclassic specimens for the southern and northwestern Basin settlement clusters.  Early 
Postclassic pottery from Tula was selected in order to establish a statistically identifiable 
Tula compositional group for comparison with the Basin specimens. In this section, I 
present INAA results of the Mazapan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex types used in 
this study, specifically Wavy Line, Sloppy RN, Joroba Cream Slip, and Blanco White. In 
addition to the samples included from previous study of the Teotihuacan Valley (Crider 
et al. 2007) and those of the Cerro Portezuelo project (Crider 2011; Nichols et al. 2002), 
additional specimens are included from the Tula, Zumpango, Teotihuacan, Ixtapalapa, 
and Chalco-Xico settlement clusters.  When possible, efforts were made to collect 
specimens providing clear but discernable decorative and design elements. Results are 
discussed by pottery type and related variants are defined on the basis of technological 
and stylistic attributes.  I emphasize qualitative attribute variation that is discernable 
among INAA compositional assignments.  
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Mazapan Wavy Line 
  Mazapan Wavy Line was selected from each of the settlement clusters in the 
study area (Table 6.1).  With the exception of the Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster, 
Mazapan Wavy Line pottery was not present in significant amounts in the Southern Basin 
Settlement Cluster. It would have been included here if identified in the course of 
specimen selection.  A summary of the resulting compositional source assignments for 
the 148 specimens is presented in Table 6.2; results are discussed by settlement cluster.  
The Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster 
 This section presents INAA results for specimens collected from Tula and the 
Zumpango regional survey.  Thirty-three specimens were selected for compositional 
analysis from the Tula Settlement Subcluster.  All but one was assigned to the Tula 
compositional groups.  The single non-Tula assigned specimen was assigned to the 
Azcapotzalco group, indicating a probable western Basin source.   The Tula-assigned 
specimens are all painted with a multi-prong brush in an assortment of design motifs.  
Commonly occurring are panels of undulating lines and interlocking scrolls (Figure 
6.11). Few vessel bases were included for analysis, but these show motifs with circles 
and crossed or quartered designs (Figure 6.11: A and H). Tula specimens also indicate 
some complex motifs that combine straight and wavy line panels (Figure 6.11: A, D, E, 
F, G, J).  Complex design patterns are also present in the Teotihuacan specimens, but my 
impression is that they are not as common in the Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster.  
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Table 6.1. Summary of specimen counts for Wavy Line and X-Stick Trailed pottery 
selected for attribute and compositional analysis listed by site collection.  All counts 
represent Wavy Line Matte Variant unless otherwise noted. Sites and collections 
organized by regional settlement subcluster (Tula and ZU = Northwestern Basin 
Settlement Cluster, Teotihuacan and TE sites = Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster, 
Cerro Portezuelo and IX site = Southern Basin Settlement Cluster). (ZU = Zumpango 
survey; TE = Teotihuacan survey; IX = Ixtapalapa survey).   
 
Site Collection Count of Specimens Count of INAA 
Tula 34 33 
Mazapan Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) 3 3 
Mazapan Wavy Line (Fine Paste) 5 5 
Mazapan Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 26 25 
ZU-LT-103 3 1 
ZU-LT-197 3 3 
ZU-LT-38 4 2 
ZU-LT-49 15 4 
ZU-LT-79 10 4 
Teotihuacan 118 21 
Oxtotipac 1 
 Xometla 5 4 
TE- unidentified 1 1 
TE-ET-4 2 2 
TE-ET-10 3 1 
TE-ET-17 4 3 
TE-ET-21 1 1 
TE-ET-25 4 4 
TE-LT-26 1 1 
TE-ET-72 (La Gruta) 3 2 
TE-LT-14 3 
 TE-LT-47 1 
 TE-LT-62 
 
1 
TE-LT-63 1 3 
TE-LT-64 1 
 Vaillant Mazapan Burials 49   
Cerro Portezuelo 306 50 
Mazapan Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) 161 18 
Mazapan Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 138 25 
X-stick Trailed 7 7 
IX-LT-22 7 6 
IX-LT-27 1 1 
Grand Total 591 148 
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Table 6.2. Summary of Mazapan Wavy Line and X-Stick Trailed pottery by site 
collection and assigned INAA source group. All counts represent Wavy Line Matte 
Variant unless otherwise noted. Sites and collections organized by regional settlement 
subcluster (Tula and ZU = Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster, Teotihuacan and TE 
sites = Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster, Cerro Portezuelo and IX site = Southern 
Basin Settlement Cluster). Source groups organized by regional quadrants (NW = 
Northwest Basin, Tula; N=North Basin; SW=Southwest and Western Basin; NE = 
Northeastern Basin; EC = Eastern Central Basin; SE = Southeastern Basin; NB = Non-
Basin).   
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Tula (Total) 29 3 
  
            1 33 
Mazapan Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) 2 1 
  
              3 
Mazapan Wavy Line (Fine Paste) 5 
   
              5 
Mazapan Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 22 2                 1 25 
ZU-LT-103   
 
1 
 
              1 
ZU-LT-197 2 
 
1 
 
              3 
ZU-LT-38   
 
2 
 
              2 
ZU-LT-49   
 
2 1   1           4 
ZU-LT-79 1 
 
2 
 
1             4 
Teotihuacan           19 1       1 21 
Teotihuacan Valley   
   
  16 1         17 
Xometla   
 
1 
 
  3           4 
TE-ET-72 (La Gruta)         1         1 2 
Cerro Portezuelo (Total)   
   
1 21 13 11 1 2 1 50 
Mazapan Wavy Line (Burnished Variety)   
   
  1 7 10       18 
Mazapan Wavy Line (Matte Variety)   
   
1 18 5       1 25 
X-stick Trailed           2 1 1 1 2   7 
IX-LT-22   
   
  1 2 1   1 1 6 
IX-LT-27             1         1 
Grand Total 32 3 9 1 2 62 18 12 1 3 5 148 
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  Three specimens from the Tula collections have a burnished surface treatment 
(Figure 6.12) and were also assigned to Tula composition groups. These are rare in the 
Tula sample and differ from the Burnished Variant of Wavy Line from Cerro Portezuelo 
in the use of the multi-prong brush for the painted design. One specimen in particular 
(Figure 6.12: C) has the same circle and cross motif as one identified in the matte finish 
sample for Tula (Figure 6.11: H).   Despite the distinct surface finish, there is a 
suggestion of shared design layout among the Tula collection specimens.  Given the 
small sample size, I cannot currently account for this variation in surface treatment. I 
suggest attribute analysis for a larger sample of Tula Wavy Line pottery to determine if 
these production differences reflect temporal or spatial variation.   
Fourteen specimens were collected for INAA from the Zumpango regional 
survey collections to represent the Zumpango Settlement Subcluster.  The majority of 
these specimens are assigned to the Zumpango-2 or Basin NW compositional groups, 
reflecting probable local production in the Zumpango region.  Inspection of specimens 
assigned to the Zumpango-2 compositional group indicates that they are all of the Matte 
Variant. Both interior and exterior decoration occurs (Figure 6.13). Because the 
specimens are from survey collections, the sherd sizes are small.  The fragments exhibit 
mostly undulating lines; one has straight parallel design panels.  Three specimens from 
Zumpango are assigned to the Tula compositional group, the only Basin specimens 
assigned to this group, suggesting some interaction and access to Tula-produced pottery.   
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Figure 6.11. Mazapan Wavy Line, Matte Variant, Tula collections, Tula compositional 
group, interior decorated: A) MURR ID DLC 026, B) MURR ID DLC 027, C) MURR ID 
DLC 039, D) MURR ID DLC 035, E) MURR ID DLC 038, F) MURR ID DLC 032, G) 
MURR ID DLC 037, H) MURR ID DLC028, I) MURR ID DLC 032, J) MURR ID DLC 
030. (Photographs by author). 
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Figure 6.12. Wavy Line, Burnished Variant, Tula collections, Tula compositional groups: 
A) MURR ID DLC 043, Tula G2 compositional group, B) MURR ID DLC 044, Tula 
compositional group, C) MURR ID DLC 045, Tula G2 compositional group. 
(Photographs by author). 
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Figure 6.13. Mazapan Wavy Line, Matte Variety, Zumpango 2 compositional group: A) 
ZU-LT-197, MURR ID DLC 214, interior decoration, B) ZU-LT-38, MURR ID DLC 
217, interior decoration, C) ZU-LT-38, MURR ID DLC 218, interior decoration, D) ZU-
LT-103, MURR ID DLC 219, exterior decoration, E) ZU-LT-49, MURR ID DLC 225, 
interior decoration, F) Teotihuacan Valley, MURR ID TTV 017, interior decoration, G) 
ZU-LT-79, MURR ID DLC 229, exterior decoration, H) ZU-LT-197, MURR ID DLC 
230, exterior decoration, I) ZU-LT-49, MURR ID DLC 226, exterior decoration. 
(Photographs by author). 
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The Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster 
 Forty-four specimens from the Teotihuacan Settlement Subcluster were selected 
for compositional analysis. The majority of specimens were assigned to the Teotihuacan 
compositional group (89 % of the Teotihuacan specimens).  Specimens were selected 
from both the Teotihuacan Mapping Project and the Teotihuacan Valley survey project 
and all are the Matte Variant.  The results indicate that throughout the Teotihuacan 
Settlement Subcluster, consumption included mostly locally produced Wavy Line.  
Interior decorated pottery is most common in the Teotihuacan collections, and vessel 
forms range from small saucers to deep open bowls (Figures 6.14-6.16). A few exterior 
decorated vessels were assigned to the Teotihuacan compositional group (Figure 6.17). 
Multiple producers within the Teotihuacan Valley are likely, given the variety in design 
motifs, fine line execution, and firing control.  The most common designs are undulating 
lines in horizontal panels, but there is considerable variation in the execution of this 
motif.  Despite the lack of Tula-assigned specimens in the Teotihuacan collections, the 
similarity in Teotihuacan and Tula motifs and technique of painting signals a shared 
decorative tradition,    
A few specimens were assigned to other compositional groups.  One specimen 
was assigned to the Zumpango-2 group and two were assigned to the Texcoco group, 
both areas closely neighboring Teotihuacan. Two specimens were assigned to the 
Azcapotzalco group, indicating some access to western Basin pottery in very small 
amounts.   
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Figure 6.14. Wavy Line, Matte Variety, interior decoration, specimens from TMP 
Teotihuacan collections, Teotihuacan compositional group: A) MURR ID DLC 540, B) 
MURR ID DLC 541, C) MURR ID DLC 542. (Photographs by author). 
 
 
Figure 6.15. Wavy Line, Matte Variety, interior decoration, TMP Teotihuacan 
collections, Teotihuacan compositional group: A) MURR ID DLC 520, B) MURR ID 
DLC 521, C) MURR ID DLC 544, D) MURR ID DLC 537, E) MURR ID DLC 538. 
(Photographs by author). 
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Figure 6.16. Wavy Line, Matte Variety, interior decoration, Teotihuacan compositional 
group, specimens from TMP Teotihuacan unless otherwise noted: A) ZU-LT-49, MURR 
ID DLC 227, B) MURR ID DLC 478, C) MURR ID DLC 479, D) MURR ID DLC 493, 
E) MURR ID DLC 480 F) MURR ID DLC 492, G) MURR ID DLC 508, H) MURR ID 
DLC 511, I) MURR ID DLC 512. (Photographs by author). 
 
 
Figure 6.17. Wavy Line, specimens from TMP Teotihuacan collection, Teotihuacan 
compositional group, exterior decoration: A) MURR ID DLC 522, B) MURR ID DLC 
526, C) MURR ID DLC 543. (Photographs by author). 
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The Southern Basin Settlement Cluster: Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster 
 The Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster includes the collections of the 
UCLA excavations at Cerro Portezuelo and sites from the Ixtapalapa regional survey (IX-
LT-22, IX-LT-27).  Fifty specimens of Wavy Line, equal amounts of Matte and 
Burnished Variants, were selected for INAA. The Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster 
exhibits the greatest variation in compositional group assignments. The three most 
important among the Wavy Line results are the Teotihuacan, Texcoco General, and CPZ 
compositional groups, which account for 90% of the total.  
The Matte Variant from Cerro Portezuelo is distributed across the Teotihuacan 
(Figure 6.18) and Texcoco General compositional groups (Figure 6.19). The 
Teotihuacan-assigned specimens include motifs of undulating lines and straight lines in 
crossed panels, matching designs from the Teotihuacan settlement cluster. The Texcoco-
assigned specimens are similar.  One saucer was included (Figure 6.19: C) and is 
decorated in similar method and design to that from the Teotihuacan (Figure 6.14: A). 
Only one specimen (Figure 6.19: B) has a complex design motif that combines horizontal 
and vertical panels of mixed wavy and straight lines, as well as several shortened lines 
that fill open space. This motif is similar, but not identical to one from the TMP 
collections (Figure 6.15: A).    
The Burnished Variant was assigned to the Texcoco (Figure 6.21) and CPZ 
(Figure 6.20) compositional groups in roughly equal proportions.  The CPZ 
compositional group indicates continuity in local production from the Epiclassic period 
pottery.  The Texcoco compositional group assignments are more prominent in the Early 
Postclassic pottery, and may suggest new, but likely nearby, clay sources that were used 
by potters supporting the Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster.  
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Most Burnished Variant designs are executed by painting with a single brush, as 
indicated by uneven spacing especially visible in the peaks and valleys of the undulating 
lines. The most common design motif is the horizontal panel of parallel wavy lines 
decorating the interior of the bowl (e.g., Figure 6.20:A-C). These patterns may have been 
modeled on those of the Matte Variety from Teotihuacan. The paint color is darker and 
more purplish (or maroon) than the simple red paint on the Matte Variety vessels.  The 
Matte Variant paint resembles the consistency of ink and has an even appearance in its 
adherence, while the Burnished Variant paint is less consistent and more like water color 
where the paint thins and pools on the edges.  The Burnished Variant exhibits a sloppily 
burnished surface rather than the matte no-gloss finish of the Matte Variant.  The 
technical qualities for decoration and execution resemble the Epiclassic Coyotlatelco 
pottery while designs are similar to Wavy Line Matte Variant pottery.   
A small amount of Wavy Line was assigned to other compositional groups for 
the Cerro Portezuelo settlement cluster. Two specimens were assigned to the 
Azcapotzalco group, indicating limited access to western Basin pottery.  One specimen 
each was assigned to the South 3 and North X groups, each unknown source areas, but 
likely from somewhere in the southern and northern parts of the Basin.   
The X-stick Trailed pottery was not identified elsewhere in the Basin collections 
(Figure 6.22). The compositional results are surprisingly varied as seven specimens are 
distributed across five compositional groups, all assigned to eastern or southern Basin 
groups (Tables 6.2 and 6.3). These results are preliminary due to the small sample size, 
and the mixed compositional assignments warrants further investigation.  
Wavy Line Summary 
 The Matte Variant of Mazapan Wavy Line pottery was a local product of the 
Northwestern and Northeastern Basin Settlement Clusters.  Direct exchange was limited 
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between these two regional settlement clusters; although there were stylistic similarities 
in vessel form, surface treatment, design layout, and use of the multi-prong brush for 
painting.  This shared artistic tradition indicates interaction between the two areas early in 
the Early Postclassic period.  Tula Settlement Subcluster Wavy Line design motifs tend 
to have more crossed lines and complex design panels than those of the Basin, and may 
reflect influence from areas further northwest of the Tula area.    
 Significant amounts of northeastern Basin produced Matte Variant Wavy Line 
pottery was found in the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster, most concentrated around 
the Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster.  The Burnished Variant of Matte Wavy Line 
was largely produced in around the Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster for local use.  
This variant may have been a local emulation of the northern Matte Variant, evident in 
the limited range of design motif and layout, differing surface finish, and use of a single 
brush to paint the distinctive design of parallel wavy lines.  
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Figure 6.18. Wavy Line, Matte Variety, interior decorated, specimens from Cerro 
Portezuelo, Teotihuacan composition group: A) MURR ID AZC 214, B) MURR ID AZC 
216, C) MURR ID AZC 217, D) MURR ID AZC 218, E) MURR ID AZC 231, F) 
MURR ID AZC 234, G) MURR ID AZC 242, H) MURR ID AZC 243. (Photographs by 
author). 
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Figure 6.19. Wavy Line, Matte Variety, interior decoration, Texcoco compositional 
group: A) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 212, B) Teotihuacan Mapping Project, 
MURR ID 494, C) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 215, D) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR 
ID AZC 235,  E) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 244. (Photographs by author). 
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Figure 6.20. Wavy Line, Burnished Variety, interior decoration and CPZ compositional 
group: A) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 219, B) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 
222, C) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 237, D) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 
229, E) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 240, F) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 
238, G) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 239, H) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 
241, I) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 225, J) IX-LT-22, MURR ID DLC 233, K) 
Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 227. (Photographs by author). 
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Figure 6.21. Wavy Line. Burnished Variety, interior decorated, Texcoco compositional 
group: A) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 220,  B) Cerro Portezuelo,  MURR ID AZC 
221, C) Cerro Portezuelo,  MURR ID AZC 223, D) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 
224,  E) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 226, F) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 
228, G) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 230. (Photographs by author). 
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Figure 6.22. X-Stick Trailed pottery from Cerro Portezuelo: A) MURR ID AZC 339, 
South 3 compositional group, B) MURR ID AZC 342, CPZ compositional group C) 
MURR ID AZC 340, Texcoco compositional group, D) MURR ID AZC 345, South 3 
compositional group,  E) MURR ID AZC 344, Teotihuacan compositional group,  F) 
MURR ID AZC 341, Chalco compositional group. (Photographs by author). 
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Table 6.3.  Sample list of INAA specimens for Mazapan Wavy Line and X-stick Trailed 
pottery. Discriminant Analysis (DA) Probability indicates likeliness of fit to 
compositional group. 
Site ASU Type 
Specimen 
ID MURR ID Comp. Group 
DA 
Probability 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.10820 AZC 044  Teotihuacan 0.990 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.10822 AZC 046  Teotihuacan 0.984 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.10823 AZC 047  Texcoco 0.834 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.10824 AZC 048  Teotihuacan 0.950 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.10825 AZC 049  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.10826 AZC 050  Teotihuacan 0.887 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.10827 AZC 051  Teotihuacan 0.893 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.10828 AZC 052  Azcapotzalco 0.803 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.00607 AZC 212  Texcoco 0.821 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.00616 AZC 213  Teotihuacan 0.898 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.00605 AZC 214  Teotihuacan 0.533 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.00611 AZC 215  Texcoco 0.643 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.00615 AZC 216  Teotihuacan 0.829 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.00593 AZC 217  Teotihuacan 0.964 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) 204.00604 AZC 218  Teotihuacan 0.953 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) 204.00315 AZC 219  CPZ 0.862 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) 204.00097 AZC 220  Texcoco 0.922 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) 204.00442 AZC 221  Texcoco 0.975 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) 204.00095 AZC 222  CPZ 0.981 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) 204.00431 AZC 223  Texcoco 0.997 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) 204.00387 AZC 224  Texcoco 0.996 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) 204.00131 AZC 225  CPZ 0.867 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) 204.00199 AZC 226  Texcoco 0.890 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) 204.00189 AZC 227  CPZ 0.747 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) 204.00027 AZC 228  Texcoco 0.629 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) 204.00527 AZC 229  CPZ 0.912 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) 204.00570 AZC 230  Texcoco 0.780 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.00679 AZC 231  Teotihuacan 0.930 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.00793 AZC 232  Teotihuacan 0.916 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.00680 AZC 233  Teotihuacan 0.811 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.00788 AZC 234  Teotihuacan 0.995 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.00741 AZC 235  Texcoco 0.997 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.00792 AZC 236  North X BL 0.807 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) 204.00487 AZC 237  CPZ 0.960 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) 204.00062 AZC 238  CPZ 0.994 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) 204.00100 AZC 239  CPZ 0.950 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) 204.00004 AZC 240  CPZ 0.988 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) 204.00096 AZC 241  CPZ 0.971 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.00681 AZC 242  Teotihuacan 0.833 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.00733 AZC 243  Teotihuacan 0.930 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.00706 AZC 244  Texcoco 0.506 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.09911 AZC 245  Teotihuacan 0.940 
Cerro Portezuelo  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) 204.99120 AZC 246  Teotihuacan 0.994 
Cerro Portezuelo X-stick Trailed 204.09749 AZC 339  South 3 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo X-stick Trailed 204.09750 AZC 340  Texcoco 0.508 
Cerro Portezuelo X-stick Trailed 204.09751 AZC 341  Chalco 0.982 
Cerro Portezuelo X-stick Trailed 204.09752 AZC 342  CPZ 0.558 
Cerro Portezuelo X-stick Trailed 204.09753 AZC 343  Teotihuacan 0.692 
Cerro Portezuelo X-stick Trailed 204.09754 AZC 344  Teotihuacan 0.963 
Cerro Portezuelo X-stick Trailed 204.09755 AZC 345  South 3 1.000 
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Tula  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 030 DLC 026  Tula 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 031 DLC 027  Tula 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 032 DLC 028  Tula 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 033 DLC 029  Tula 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 034 DLC 030  Tula 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 035 DLC 031  Tula 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 036 DLC 032  Tula 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 037 DLC 033  Tula 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 038 DLC 034  Tula 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 039 DLC 035  Tula 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 041 DLC 036  Tula 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 042 DLC 037  Tula 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 043 DLC 038  Tula 0.999 
Tula  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 044 DLC 039  Tula 0.783 
Tula  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 045 DLC 040  Tula 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 046 DLC 041  Tula 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) Tula 047 DLC 042  Tula 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) Tula 048 DLC 043  Tula G2 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Burnished Variety) Tula 049 DLC 044  Tula 0.998 
Tula  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 050 DLC 045  Tula G2 0.997 
Tula  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 040 DLC 046  Tula 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Fine Paste) Tula 141 DLC 108  Tula 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Fine Paste) Tula 142 DLC 109  Tula 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Fine Paste) Tula 143 DLC 110  Tula 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Fine Paste) Tula 144 DLC 111  Tula 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Fine Paste) Tula 145 DLC 112  Tula 1.000 
Tula Chico  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 001 DLC 167  Tula 1.000 
Tula Chico  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 002 DLC 168  Tula G2 0.860 
Tula  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 199 DLC 169  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 200 DLC 170  Tula 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 201 DLC 171  Tula 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 202 DLC 172  Tula 1.000 
Tula  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) Tula 210 DLC 180  Tula 0.913 
IX-LT-27  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) BOM 048 DLC 213  Texcoco 0.892 
ZU-LT-197  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) BOM 050 DLC 214  Zumpango -2 1.000 
ZU-LT-197  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) BOM 051 DLC 215  Tula 0.999 
ZU-LT-197  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) BOM 052 DLC 216  Tula 0.992 
ZU-LT-38  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) BOM 053 DLC 217  Zumpango -2 1.000 
ZU-LT-38  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) BOM 055 DLC 218  Zumpango -2 0.974 
ZU-LT-103  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) BOM 057 DLC 219  Zumpango -2 0.537 
IX-LT-22  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) BOM 060 DLC 220  Texcoco 0.958 
IX-LT-22  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) BOM 061 DLC 221  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
IX-LT-22  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) BOM 063 DLC 222  South 3 1.000 
IX-LT-22  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) BOM 064 DLC 223  Teotihuacan 0.999 
ZU-LT-49  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) BOM 071 DLC 224 Basin NW 0.618 
ZU-LT-49  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) BOM 072 DLC 225  Zumpango -2 1.000 
ZU-LT-49  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) BOM 073 DLC 226  Zumpango -2 1.000 
ZU-LT-49  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) BOM 074 DLC 227  Teotihuacan 0.999 
ZU-LT-79  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) BOM 081 DLC 228  North X BL 0.576 
ZU-LT-79  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) BOM 082 DLC 229  Zumpango -2 0.998 
ZU-LT-79  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) BOM 084 DLC 230  Zumpango -2 0.999 
ZU-LT-79  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) BOM 087 DLC 231  Tula 0.840 
IX-LT-22  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) BOM 090 DLC 232  Texcoco 0.998 
IX-LT-22  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) BOM 091 DLC 233  CPZ 0.998 
Teotihuacan  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TMP 009 DLC 478  Teotihuacan 1.000 
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Teotihuacan  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TMP 010 DLC 479  Teotihuacan 0.965 
Teotihuacan  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TMP 011 DLC 480  Teotihuacan 0.996 
Teotihuacan  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TMP 023 DLC 492  Teotihuacan 0.636 
Teotihuacan  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TMP 024 DLC 493  Teotihuacan 0.999 
Teotihuacan  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TMP 025 DLC 494  Texcoco 0.946 
Teotihuacan  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TMP 039 DLC 508  Teotihuacan 0.999 
Teotihuacan  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TMP 042 DLC 511  Teotihuacan 0.905 
Teotihuacan  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TMP 043 DLC 512  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Teotihuacan  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TMP 051 DLC 520  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Teotihuacan  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TMP 052 DLC 521  Teotihuacan 0.994 
Teotihuacan  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TMP 053 DLC 522  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Teotihuacan  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TMP 057 DLC 526  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Teotihuacan  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TMP 068 DLC 537  Teotihuacan 0.972 
Teotihuacan  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TMP 069 DLC 538  Teotihuacan 0.993 
Teotihuacan  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TMP 070 DLC 539  Azcapotzalco 0.813 
Teotihuacan  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TMP 071 DLC 540  Teotihuacan 0.998 
Teotihuacan  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TMP 072 DLC 541  Teotihuacan 0.837 
Teotihuacan  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TMP 073 DLC 542  Teotihuacan 0.995 
Teotihuacan  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TMP 074 DLC 543  Teotihuacan 0.898 
Teotihuacan  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TMP 075 DLC 544  Teotihuacan 0.951 
TE-LT-63  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TTV 050 DLC 574  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-10  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TTV 038 DLC 575  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-21  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TTV 039 DLC 576  Teotihuacan 0.896 
Teo Valley  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) TTV 041 DLC 577  Teotihuacan 0.996 
TE-ET-4  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) none TTV007  Teotihuacan 0.985 
TE-ET-4  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) none TTV009  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-17  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) none TTV015  Teotihuacan 0.601 
TE-ET-17  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) none TTV017  Texcoco 0.936 
TE-ET-17  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) none TTV018  Teotihuacan 0.984 
Xometla  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) none TTV021  Teotihuacan 0.997 
Xometla  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) none TTV022  Teotihuacan 0.943 
Xometla  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) none TTV039  Teotihuacan 0.999 
Xometla  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) none TTV042  Zumpango -2 0.940 
TE-ET-25  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) none TTV077  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-25  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) none TTV078  Teotihuacan 0.913 
TE-ET-25  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) none TTV079  Teotihuacan 0.957 
TE-ET-25  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) none TTV083  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-LT-26  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) none TTV085  Teotihuacan 0.911 
TE-LT-62  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) none TTV095  Teotihuacan 0.999 
TE-LT-63  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) none TTV100  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-LT-63  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) none TTV101  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-72   Wavy Line (Matte Variety) none TTV118  Azcapotzalco 0.670 
TT-ET-72  Wavy Line (Matte Variety) none TTV119  Teotihuacan 0.835 
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Sloppy Red-on-natural  
In this study, Sloppy RN occurred most frequently in the collections in the 
Teotihuacan Settlement Subcluster (Table 6.4). All occurrences of Sloppy RN from the 
Northwestern Basin and Southern Basin Settlement Clusters were selected for 
compositional analysis.  A summary of the resulting compositional source assignments 
for the 77 specimens is presented in Tables 6.5 and 6.6; the results are discussed by 
settlement cluster.  
The Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster 
 Eight specimens were selected from the Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster: 
four from Tula and four from the Zumpango survey collections. All four of the Tula 
specimens were assigned to the Azcapotzalco compositional group, indicating access to 
pottery from the western Basin (Figure 6.23). Only one additional specimen was assigned 
to this compositional group (DLC 207 from CH-LT-81 in the Southern Basin Settlement 
Cluster). The low amounts of Sloppy RN in the Tula region do not indicate sustained 
access to this type and does not appear to have been local production of this type.   
The Tula and Zumpango Settlement Subcluster specimens have differing 
compositional assignments. Neither cluster reflects significant evidence for local 
production of Sloppy RN.  One specimen (DLC 211) from the Zumpango site of ZU-LT-
49 was assigned to the Tula composition group.  However, the probability of fit based 
upon discriminant analysis is comparatively low (.452, listed in Table 6.6). The lack of 
any additional Tula-assigned Sloppy RN indicates that this was a weak or misclassified 
assignment for the specimen. One specimen from the Zumpango site of ZU-LT-103 was 
assigned to the North X compositional group.  This group is not currently associated with 
any specific production location, but is likely somewhere in the northern Basin.  Two 
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Zumpango specimens were assigned to the Teotihuacan compositional group, suggesting 
interaction with the Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster. 
The Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster 
Fifty-two specimens were selected for compositional analysis from the 
Teotihuacan Mapping Project and the Teotihuacan Valley survey collections. All but five 
were assigned to the Teotihuacan compositional group (Figure 6.24-6.25); four were 
assigned to the Texcoco compositional group (Figure 6.26), and one to the CPZ 
compositional group.  This pattern indicates a preference for locally produced pottery. 
Designs include large concentric spirals often, but not always, embellished with zones of 
dots.  There are two discernable size modes for the paint brush width used to apply the 
thin and watery paint.  
The small amount of Texcoco General-assigned specimens indicates minor 
access to producers using clays slightly to the south of the Teotihuacan Valley.  Only two 
Teotihuacan-assigned specimens were identified south of the Teotihuacan settlement 
cluster, both in the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster.  
The Southern Basin Settlement Cluster: Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster 
Fifteen specimens from the Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster were selected 
for compositional analysis.  Most were assigned to the Texcoco General compositional 
group (Figure 6.26).  Design layout, motif, and vessel forms are similar to those assigned 
to the Teotihuacan group. I have not identified any technological or stylistic distinctions 
between the Teotihuacan and Texcoco General-assigned specimens which indicates 
similar standards of production.   
Only two specimens were assigned to the CPZ compositional group. This, 
combined with the low amounts of Sloppy RN pottery in the Cerro Portezuelo Settlement 
Subcluster, further indicates that Sloppy RN pottery was not an important type in the 
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daily service ware for the region.  Four specimens were assigned to the South 3 and 
Yautepec group, especially for the Ixtapalapa survey collections.  This may be an early 
indicator of interactions with the producers in the southern Basin, or what I call the 
“extreme south,” that may extend to the southern lake shores and perhaps into the 
Amecameca region south of Chalco.  
Summary of Sloppy RN  
 Sloppy RN is a well-recognized pottery type in the Northeastern Basin 
Settlement Cluster, but it is found in very small amounts elsewhere. This may have been 
a short-lived type in the early part of the Early Postclassic, likely replaced in popularity 
by the Tula-related Cream Slip service ware. The presence of Sloppy RN in the Tula 
Settlement Subcluster assigned to western Basin compositional groups is indicative of 
multiple production areas for this type.  However, the Western Basin Settlement Cluster 
has not been adequately assessed in this study and warrants further exploration to identify 
the scale of use and popularity of Sloppy RN in the western Basin. 
The paint streaks created during the surface burnishing process (while the paint 
was still wet) is like that of the Burnished Variant of Wavy Line and some Epiclassic 
vessels, may indicate continuity from the Coyotlatelco potting tradition in the Basin and 
support the suggestion that these types were briefly popular around a time overlapping or 
transitional between the Epiclassic and Early Postclassic pottery complexes.   
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Table 6.4. . Summary of counts for Sloppy RN specimens selected for attribute and 
compositional analysis listed by site collection.  Sites and collections organized by 
regional settlement subcluster (Tula and ZU = Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster, 
Teotihuacan and TE sites = Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster, Cerro Portezuelo and 
IX-CH sites = Southern Basin Settlement Cluster). (ZU = Zumpango survey; TE = 
Teotihuacan survey; IX = Ixtapalapa survey; CH = Chalco survey).   
 
Site Collection Count of Specimens Count of INAA  
Tula 4 4 
ZU-LT-103 1 1 
ZU-LT-49 2 2 
ZU-LT-79 1 1 
Teotihuacan 28 17 
Oxtotipac 4 1 
TE-ET-21 1 
 TE-ET-26 6 
 TE-ET-6 2 
 TE-ET-72 (La Gruta) 4 3 
TE-LT-14 3 1 
TE-LT-15 1 
 TE-LT-25A 1 
 TE-LT-47 1 
 TE-LT-63 3 3 
Cerro Portezuelo 12 12 
IX-LT-06 2 2 
IX-LT-16 1 1 
CH-ET-1 2 1 
CH-LT-81 1 1 
Grand Total 80 50 
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Table 6.5. Summary of Sloppy RN pottery by site collection and assigned INAA source 
group. Sites and collections organized by regional settlement subcluster (Tula and ZU = 
Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster, Teotihuacan and TE sites = Northeastern Basin 
Settlement Cluster, Cerro Portezuelo and IX-CH sites = Southern Basin Settlement 
Cluster). Source groups organized by regional quadrants (NW = Northwest Basin, Tula; 
N=North Basin; SW=Southwest and Western Basin; NE = Northeastern Basin; EC = 
Eastern Central Basin; SE = Southeastern Basin; NB = Non-Basin).   
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Grand Total 1 1 51 12 3 5 3 1 77 
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Table 6.6. Sample list of INAA specimens for Sloppy RN pottery. Discriminant Analysis 
(DA) Probability indicates likeliness of fit to compositional group. 
Site Type/Variant Specimen ID MURR ID Comp. Group DA Probability 
Cerro Portezuelo Sloppy RN 204.10821 AZC 045  Texcoco 0.953 
Cerro Portezuelo Sloppy RN 204.10837 AZC 061  CPZ 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Sloppy RN 204.09913 AZC 378  Texcoco 0.535 
Cerro Portezuelo Sloppy RN 204.09914 AZC 379  Teotihuacan 0.998 
Cerro Portezuelo Sloppy RN 204.09915 AZC 380  Texcoco 0.676 
Cerro Portezuelo Sloppy RN 204.09916 AZC 381  Texcoco 0.965 
Cerro Portezuelo Sloppy RN 204.09917 AZC 382  Texcoco 0.991 
Cerro Portezuelo Sloppy RN 204.09902 AZC 383  Texcoco 0.969 
Cerro Portezuelo Sloppy RN 204.09904 AZC 384 Yautepec 0.737 
Cerro Portezuelo Sloppy RN 204.09905 AZC 385  CPZ 0.733 
Cerro Portezuelo Sloppy RN 204.09907 AZC 386  Texcoco 0.467 
Cerro Portezuelo Sloppy RN 204.08022 AZC 387  Texcoco 1.000 
Tula Sloppy RN Tula 203 DLC 173  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
Tula Sloppy RN Tula 204 DLC 174  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
Tula Sloppy RN Tula 205 DLC 175  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
Tula Sloppy RN Tula 206 DLC 176  Azcapotzalco 0.999 
ZU-LT-79 Sloppy RN BOM 038 DLC 204  Teotihuacan 1.000 
IX-LT-16 Sloppy RN BOM 039 DLC 205  South 3 1.000 
ZU-LT-103 Sloppy RN BOM 040 DLC 206  North X 1.000 
CH-LT-81 Sloppy RN BOM 041 DLC 207  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
IX-LT-06 Sloppy RN BOM 042 DLC 208  South 3 0.999 
IX-LT-06 Sloppy RN BOM 043 DLC 209  South 3 0.973 
ZU-LT-49 Sloppy RN BOM 044 DLC 210  Teotihuacan 1.000 
ZU-LT-49 Sloppy RN BOM 045 DLC 211  Tula 0.452 
CH-ET-1 Sloppy RN BOM 046 DLC 212  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Teotihuacan Sloppy RN TMP 014 DLC 483  Texcoco 0.861 
Teotihuacan Sloppy RN TMP 015 DLC 484  Teotihuacan 0.983 
Teotihuacan Sloppy RN TMP 016 DLC 485  Teotihuacan 0.566 
Teotihuacan Sloppy RN TMP 017 DLC 486  Teotihuacan 0.760 
Teotihuacan Sloppy RN TMP 018 DLC 487  Teotihuacan 0.968 
Teotihuacan Sloppy RN TMP 031 DLC 500  Teotihuacan 0.997 
Teotihuacan Sloppy RN TMP 032 DLC 501  Teotihuacan 0.996 
Teotihuacan Sloppy RN TMP 033 DLC 502  Teotihuacan 0.991 
Teotihuacan Sloppy RN TMP 040 DLC 509  Teotihuacan 0.998 
Teotihuacan Sloppy RN TMP 058 DLC 527  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Teotihuacan Sloppy RN TMP 059 DLC 528  Teotihuacan 0.994 
Teotihuacan Sloppy RN TMP 060 DLC 529  Texcoco 0.943 
Teotihuacan Sloppy RN TMP 062 DLC 531  Teotihuacan 0.889 
Teotihuacan Sloppy RN TMP 063 DLC 532  Teotihuacan 0.995 
Teotihuacan Sloppy RN TMP 064 DLC 533  Teotihuacan 0.674 
Teotihuacan Sloppy RN TMP 065 DLC 534  Teotihuacan 0.996 
Teotihuacan Sloppy RN TMP 076 DLC 550  Teotihuacan 0.983 
TE-ET-72  Sloppy RN TTV 009 DLC 563  Texcoco 0.949 
TE-LT-63 Sloppy RN TTV 010 DLC 564  Teotihuacan 0.974 
TE-LT-63 Sloppy RN TTV 019 DLC 565  Teotihuacan 0.977 
TE-ET-72  Sloppy RN TTV 020 DLC 566  Teotihuacan 0.814 
TE-LT-63 Sloppy RN TTV 022 DLC 567  Teotihuacan 0.983 
TE-ET-72  Sloppy RN TTV 023 DLC 568  Teotihuacan 0.766 
TE-LT-14 Sloppy RN TTV 024 DLC 569  Teotihuacan 0.974 
Oxtotipac Sloppy RN TTV 119 DLC 588  Teotihuacan 1.000 
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Figure 6.23. Sloppy Red-on-natural, interior decoration, Azcapotzalco compositional 
group: A) Tula, MURR ID DLC 173, B) Tula, MURR ID DLC 174, C) Tula, MURR ID 
DLC 175, D) Tula, MURR ID DLC 176, E) CH-LT-81, MURR ID DLC 207. 
(Photographs by author). 
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Figure 6.24. Sloppy Red-on-natural, Teotihuacan compositional group:  A) Cerro 
Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 379, B)Teotihuacan, MURR ID DLC 485, C) Teotihuacan, 
MURR ID DLC 486, D) Teotihuacan, MURR ID DLC 487, E) Teotihuacan, MURR ID 
DLC 500, F) Teotihuacan, MURR ID DLC 502, G) Teotihuacan, MURR ID DLC 527 H) 
Teotihuacan, MURR ID DLC 528, I) Teotihuacan, MURR ID DLC 531, J) Teotihuacan, 
MURR ID DLC 533. (Photographs by author). 
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Figure 6.25. Sloppy Red-on-natural pottery, specimens from the Teotihuacan Valley: A) 
Oxtoticpac, no INAA,  B) TE-ET-72 (La Gruta), DLC 566, Teotihuacan compositional 
group, C) TE-LT-63, MURR ID DLC 567, Teotihuacan compositional group,  D) TE-
LT-25A, no INAA, E) TE-LT-63, no INAA, F) TE-LT-14, no INAA, G) Teotihuacan 
Valley, no INAA,  H) TE-LT-15, no INAA,  I) TE-ET-72 (La Gruta), no INAA, J) TE-
LT-63, MURR ID DLC 565, Teotihuacan compositional group. (Photographs by author). 
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Figure 6.26. Sloppy Red-on-natural, Texcoco General compositional group: A) Cerro 
Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 045,  B) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 378, C) Cerro 
Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 383, D) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 386, E) TE-ET-
72 (La Gruta) MURR ID DLC 563,  F) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 387, G) 
Teotihuacan, MURR ID DLC 529, H)Teotihuacan, MURRID DLC 483,  I) Cerro 
Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 382. (Photographs by author). 
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Joroba Cream Slip 
A total of 56 specimens were selected for compositional analysis from across all 
of the settlement clusters in this study.  A summary of the resulting compositional source 
assignments is presented in Tables 6.8 and 6.9; the results are discussed by settlement 
cluster.  
The Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster 
Fourteen specimens of Joroba Cream Slip were selected from the Northwestern 
Basin Settlement Cluster, all but one from Tula collections. Thirteen of the specimens 
were assigned to Tula compositional groups, including the one from the Zumpango 
collections. Tula-assigned specimens typically have a thick cream slip, many approaching 
a white hue.  A common design motif is the large “S” scroll on the interior wall or base of 
the bowl (Figure 6.27). The remainder of the Tula-assigned specimens have varied design 
motifs, many exhibiting creativity in design elements not present on Basin vessels 
(Figure 6.24). One notable specimen, (Figure 6.28:G) has a thick cream slip, “S” scroll 
painted on the exterior of the vessel, red dots on the rim, and a solid red interior. 
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Table 6.7. Summary of Joroba Cream Slip specimens selected from attribute and 
compositional analysis listed by site collection. Sites and collections organized by 
regional settlement subcluster (Tula and ZU = Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster, 
Teotihuacan and TE sites = Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster, Cerro Portezuelo and 
IX site = Southern Basin Settlement Cluster).  
 
Site Collection Count of Specimens Count of INAA 
Tula 19 13 
ZU-LT-197 1 1 
Teotihuacan 5 3 
TE-LT-64 1 1 
TE-ET-21 1 1 
TE-LT-25A 1 1 
Cerro Portezuelo 167 28 
IX-LT-16 1 
 IX-LT-27 1 1 
CH-LT-2 1 1 
CH-LT-34 1 
 CH-LT-35 1 1 
CH-LT-39 1 1 
CH-LT-74 1 
 CH-LT-77 2 1 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) 5 1 
CH-LT-77 (Xico) 1 1 
CH-LT-78 1 1 
CH-LT-8 1 1 
Grand Total 212 57 
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Table 6.8. Summary of Joroba Cream Slip pottery by INAA source group. Source groups 
organized by regional quadrants (NW=Northwest Basin, Tula; NE=Northeastern Basin; 
EC=Eastern Central Basin; SW=Southwest and Western Basin; SE=Southeastern Basin).  
Sites and collections organized by regional settlement subcluster (Tula and ZU = 
Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster, Teotihuacan and TE sites = Northeastern Basin 
Settlement Cluster, Cerro Portezuelo and IX site = Southern Basin Settlement Cluster). 
Source groups organized by regional quadrants (NW = Northwest Basin, Tula; N=North 
Basin; SW=Southwest and Western Basin; NE = Northeastern Basin; EC = Eastern 
Central Basin; SE = Southeastern Basin; NB = Non-Basin). 
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Figure 6.27. Joroba Cream Slip pottery, Tula compositional groups: A) Cerro Portezuelo, 
MURR ID AZC 266, Tula G2 compositional group, B) Tula, DLC 076, Tula G2 
compositional group, C) Tula, MURR ID DLC 077,  Tula G2 compositional group, D) 
Tula, MURR ID DLC 078,  Tula compositional group, E) Tula, MURR ID DLC 177, 
Tula compositional group, F) Tula, MURR ID DLC 178, Tula compositional group,  G) 
Tula, MURR ID DLC 179, Tula compositional group, H) Tula, MURR ID DLC 082, 
Tula compositional group, I) Tula, MURR ID DLC 084, Tula compositional group. 
(Photographs by author). 
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Figure 6.28. Joroba Cream Slip pottery, Tula compositional groups: A) Tula, MURR ID 
DLC 080, Tula G2 compositional group, B) Tula, MURR ID DLC 079, Tula 
compositional group,  C) Tula, MURR ID DLC 081, Tula compositional group, D) Tula, 
MURR ID DLC 085, Tula compositional group,  E) CH-LT-35,  MURR ID DLC 300, 
Tula compositional group, F) Teotihuacan, MURR ID DLC 497, Tula compositional 
group, G) ZU-LT-197, MURR ID DLC 302, Tula compositional group. (Photographs by 
author).  
 
The Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster 
 A small sample of six specimens was selected for compositional analysis from 
the Teotihuacan Settlement Subcluster. One specimen was assigned to the Tula 
compositional group (Figure 6.28: F). One specimen was assigned to the Azcapotzalco 
compositional group.  Only two specimens were assigned to the Teotihuacan 
compositional group and two from the nearby Texcoco General compositional group. 
Despite the small sample size, there is some evidence for local production of this type in 
the northeastern Basin.   
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The Southern Basin Settlement Cluster: Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster 
 A sample of twenty-eight specimens was selected for compositional analysis 
from Cerro Portezuelo. Most were assigned to the Texcoco General group and only one 
to the CPZ group.  The CPZ-assigned vessel is a weak assignment (discriminant analysis 
probability of fit of 0.444) and does not clearly suggest a pattern of production using the 
CPZ compositional group clays.  
 Three specimens of Joroba Cream Slip from Cerro Portezuelo were assigned to a 
non-local compositional group: one specimen to the Tula group (Figure 6.27:A), one 
specimen to the South 3 group, and one specimen to the Yautepec group (Figure 6.33:B). 
The latter two perhaps indicate access to the “extreme south” compositional groups in the 
southern Basin or areas towards Morelos south of Chalco.  
 The specimens assigned to the Texcoco General compositional group display a 
wide range in slip quality from thin and beige in color to thick and whiter in color 
(Figures 6.296.32). Two design motifs are common for these vessels.  The first is a 
mirrored set of simple scrolls attached to the rim and decorating the interior of the vessel 
(Figure 6.30).  I liken them metaphorically to “butterfly antennae” for lack of a better 
descriptive term.  The second design motif is a panel of straight parallel lines (Figures 
6.31-6.32) that extend vertically from the rim, or horizontally paralleling the rim, or 
curving diagonally across the interior wall. This motif is reminiscent of the Wavy Line 
design, although Joroba lines are executed with a wider and single brush.  
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Figure 6.29.  Joroba Cream Slip pottery from Cerro Portezuelo, Texcoco General 
compositional group: A) MURR ID AZC 252, B) MURR ID AZC 270, C) MURR ID 
AZC 255, D) MURR ID AZC 256. (Photographs by author). 
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Figure 6.30. Joroba Cream Slip pottery from Cerro Portezuelo, Texcoco General 
compositional group: A) MURR ID AZC 268, B) MURR ID AZC 269, C) MURR ID 
AZC 261, D) MURR ID AZC 262. (Photographs by author). 
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Figure 6.31. Joroba Cream Slip pottery from Cerro Portezuelo, Texcoco General 
compositional group: A) MURR ID AZC 253, B) MURR ID AZC 072, C) MURR ID 
AZC 073, D) MURR ID AZC 092, E) MURR ID AZC 088, F) MURR ID AZC 089, G) 
MURR ID AZC 090, H) MURR ID AZC 091. (Photographs by author). 
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Figure 6.32. Joroba Cream Slip pottery from Cerro Portezuelo, Texcoco General 
compositional group: A) MURR ID AZC 253, B) MURR ID AZC 273, C) MURR ID 
AZC 2743, D) MURR ID AZC 074, E) MURR ID AZC 254. (Photographs by author). 
 
The Southern Basin Settlement Cluster: Xico and Chalco Settlement Subclusters 
 A sample of nine specimens of Joroba Cream Slip from the Chalco and 
Ixtapalapa survey regions was selected for compositional analysis. Only three specimens 
were assigned to the local compositional groups of Chalco and Xico. Another four 
specimens were assigned to the Yautepec compositional group (Figure 6.33).  The large 
“S” scroll is common to these specimens, like those of the Tula group. However, the 
method of line execution differs between the two sets.  The Tula-produced “S” scroll was 
applied in a single brush stroke, while in at least two instances, the Yautepec produced 
scroll was applied as two separate strokes that overlapped in the center.  This technical 
variation may indicate different learning communities in producing Joroba pottery, and 
perhaps signals emulation or copying of the Tula-produced bowls by southern potters 
with limited access to Tula producers for apprenticeship. The Yautepec-assigned vessels 
also vary in quality and thickness of cream slip.  
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Summary of Joroba Cream Slip 
 INAA results indicate that there were multiple locations of production of Joroba 
Cream Slip pottery in all of the settlement clusters sampled in this study. Qualitative 
attribute analysis by compositional group suggests regional variation in the quality and 
motif of this pottery type. However, vessel form and certain design elements (e.g., 
parallel lines and large “S” scroll) are broadly consistent across all groups.  
Compared to Wavy Line and Sloppy RN distributions in the Basin, Joroba Cream 
Slip pottery has the southern-most distribution, extending into the Xico-Chalco 
Settlement Subclusters in the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster. Although production of 
Joroba Cream Slip was largely at the local settlement cluster level, three Tula-produced 
vessels were identified outside the Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster as far south as 
the Xico-Chalco Settlement Subcluster. Given the small numbers, it is not clear by what 
mechanism Tula-produced bowls were distributed across the Basin.  But, this may 
indicate the initial expansion of Tula-related pottery and Tula influence into this southern 
part of the Basin in the Early Postclassic period. 
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Figure 6.33. Joroba Cream Slip pottery, Yautepec compositional group: A) CH-LT-78, 
MURR ID DLC 301, Yautepec compositional group, B) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID 
AZC 263, Yautepec compositional group, C) CH-AZ-192 (Xico), MURR ID DLC 299, 
Yautepec compositional group, D) CH-LT-77 (Xico), MURR ID DLC 297, Yautepec 
compositional group, E) CH-LT-77 (Xico), MURR ID DLC 306, Yautepec 
compositional group, F) CH-LT-39, MURR ID DLC 305, Yautepec compositional group, 
G) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 267, Yautepec compositional group, H) CH-LT-2. 
(Photographs by author). 
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Table 6.9. Sample list of INAA specimens for Joroba Cream Slip pottery. Discriminant 
Analysis (DA) Probability indicates likeliness of fit to compositional group. 
Site Type/Variant Specimen ID MURR ID Comp. Group DA Probability 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.10848 AZC 072  Texcoco 0.818 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.10849 AZC 073  Texcoco 0.985 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.1085 AZC 074  Texcoco 0.982 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.10851 AZC 075  Texcoco 0.875 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.10864 AZC 088  Texcoco 0.994 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.10865 AZC 089  Texcoco 0.991 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.10866 AZC 090  Texcoco 0.965 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.10867 AZC 091  CPZ 0.444 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.10868 AZC 092  Texcoco 0.998 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.09365 AZC 252  Texcoco 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.09367 AZC 253  Texcoco 0.979 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.09611 AZC 254  Texcoco 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.09597 AZC 255  Texcoco 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.09602 AZC 256  Texcoco 0.993 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.09565 AZC 257  Texcoco 0.988 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.9572 AZC 258 Texcoco 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.09582 AZC 259  Texcoco 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.09574 AZC 260  Texcoco 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.09586 AZC 261  Texcoco 0.998 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.09573 AZC 262  Texcoco 0.998 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.09562 AZC 263 Yautepec 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.09421 AZC 266  Tula G2 0.923 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.09422 AZC 267  South 3 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.09415 AZC 268  Texcoco 0.997 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.09405 AZC 269  Texcoco 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.09404 AZC 270  Texcoco 0.990 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.09446 AZC 273  Texcoco 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Joroba 204.09445 AZC 274  Texcoco 0.990 
Tula Joroba Tula 104 DLC 076  Tula G2 1.000 
Tula Joroba Tula 105 DLC 077  Tula G2 0.806 
Tula Joroba Tula 106 DLC 078  Tula 1.000 
Tula Joroba Tula 107 DLC 079  Tula 1.000 
Tula Joroba Tula 109 DLC 080  Tula G2 0.872 
Tula Joroba Tula 110 DLC 081  Tula 1.000 
Tula Joroba Tula 113 DLC 082  Tula 0.999 
Tula Joroba Tula 116 DLC 083 Yautepec 1.000 
Tula Joroba Tula 117 DLC 084  Tula 1.000 
Tula Joroba Tula 118 DLC 085  Tula 1.000 
Tula Joroba Tula 207 DLC 177  Tula 1.000 
Tula Joroba Tula 208 DLC 178  Tula 1.000 
Tula Joroba Tula 209 DLC 179  Tula 1.000 
CH-LT-77 (Xico) Joroba BOM 292 DLC 297 Yautepec 1.000 
CH-LT-2 Joroba BOM 293 DLC 298  Chalco 0.999 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) Joroba BOM 294 DLC 299  Xico 1.000 
CH-LT-35 Joroba BOM 296 DLC 300  Tula 0.879 
CH-LT-78 Joroba BOM 298 DLC 301 Yautepec 1.000 
ZU-LT-197 Joroba BOM 299 DLC 302  Tula 1.000 
CH-LT-8 Joroba BOM 302 DLC 303  Chalco 0.998 
IX-LT-27 Joroba BOM 304 DLC 304  Azcapotzalco 0.521 
CH-LT-39 Joroba BOM 305 DLC 305 Yautepec 1.000 
CH-LT-77 Joroba BOM 307 DLC 306 Yautepec 0.924 
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Teotihuacan Joroba TMP 002 DLC 471  Texcoco 0.931 
Teotihuacan Joroba TMP 028 DLC 497  Tula 0.986 
Teotihuacan Joroba TMP 066 DLC 535  Azcapotzalco 0.844 
TE-ET-21 Joroba TTV 135 DLC 595  Teotihuacan 0.999 
TE-LT-25A Joroba TTV 147 DLC 597  Teotihuacan 0.999 
TE-LT-64 Joroba 
 
TTV105 Texcoco 0.825 
Blanco White or Proa Fine Paste 
During attribute analysis and specimen selection of the Cerro Portezuelo cream 
slip types, a number of these high quality finish and thin walled vessels were identified 
(Table 6.10). A total of 32 Blanco White sherds were indentified in the Cerro Portezuelo 
collections.  At the time of my initial sample selection, only one sherd was selected from 
Cerro Portezuelo, and an additional six from Tula, for compositional analysis.  Although 
I sampled a small number of fine paste cream slipped bowls for this study, I have 
submitted additional specimens (not included here) from Cerro Portezuelo as candidates 
for non-Basin production; results of this INAA analysis are pending, and will be in a 
future publication.   
  In the compositional analysis six specimens were assigned to the Tula 
compositional group and only one specimen is likely of Gulf origin (Table 6.11-6.12).  
The similarity in quality of paste and finish suggests specialized craft production of this 
type at Tula. Locales for workshop production at Tula have been identified in excavations 
(Cobean et al. 1999); it may be that potters from Veracruz were crafting these high 
quality goods in the local clay at one of Tula’s workshops on the edge of the city.  
The presence of this fine good in multiple forms (small jar and two bowl forms), 
at Cerro Portezuelo suggested either access directly from Veracruz, or more likely, 
acquisition of these materials via Tula.  I have not identified this type in other Basin 
collections for this study and a fine paste cream slip ware has not been referenced in the 
reports elsewhere in the Basin.  Brainerd conducted excavations at Cerro Portezuelo in an 
elite context and it is quite rare even there.   It may be that this rare type has been 
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systematically misclassified as the more common Cream Slip wares in the Basin and is 
thus underrepresented in earlier studies.   
 I have identified over 30 Blanco White vessels at Cerro Portezuelo and others 
from Tula (Figures 6.6 and 6.34). If this specialty type was produced by the Terminal 
Corral phase at Tula (Late Classic for Veracruz), its presence at Cerro Portezuelo 
suggests very early (perhaps elite level) interactions with Tula.  However, it seems more 
likely that Tula to Cerro Portezuelo interactions might have begun somewhat later in the 
Early Tollan phase of the Early Postclassic. The occurrence of the Blanco White vessels 
in sufficient amounts at Cerro Portezuelo is supportive of the proposition that the 
settlement was an administrative center in the Tula network extending into the southern 
Basin.  Specialty wares might be more common at sites with elites maintaining 
interactions with the capital city with access to Tula markets or high-status gifts.  
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Table 6.10. Summary of Blanco White Cream Slip specimens selected for attribute and 
compositional analysis. 
 
Site Collection Count of Specimens Count of INAA 
Cerro Portezuelo 32 1 
Tula 6 6 
Grand Total 38 7 
 
 
 
Table 6.11. INAA Results for Blanco White Cream Slip.  
 
Site Collection  Gulf  Tula Grand Total 
Cerro Portezuelo 
 
1 1 
Tula 1 5 6 
Grand Total 1 6 7 
 
 
Table 6.12. INAA Specimen list for Blanco White Cream Slip. Discriminant Analysis 
(DA) Probability indicates likeliness of fit to compositional group. 
 
 
Site Type/Variant Specimen ID MURR ID Comp. Group DA Probability 
Cerro Portezuelo Blanco White 204.10863 AZC 087  Tula 1.000 
Tula Blanco White Tula 136 DLC 103  Tula 1.000 
Tula Blanco White Tula 137 DLC 104  Tula 1.000 
Tula Blanco White Tula 138 DLC 105  Tula 1.000 
Tula Blanco White Tula 139 DLC 106  Tula 1.000 
Tula Blanco White Tula 140 DLC 107  Gulf 1.000 
Tula Blanco White Tula 216 DLC 186  Tula 1.000 
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Figure 6.34. Blanco White, also called Proa Fine Paste: A) Tula, MURR ID DLC 186, 
Tula compositional group    B) Tula, MURR ID DLC 105, Tula compositional group,  C) 
Tula, MURR ID DLC 104, Tula compositional group,  D) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID 
AZC 087, Tula compositional group.   (Photographs by author).  
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DISCUSSION 
This chapter presents results of the stylistic and compositional analysis of several 
diagnostic decorated types in the Mazapan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex. There are 
differing distribution patterns in the study area for Wavy Line, Sloppy RN, Joroba Cream 
Slip, and Blanco White pottery (Table 6.13).  There was significant regional division in 
pottery type distributions in the early part of the Early Postclassic period, immediately 
following the Epiclassic period.  
Table 6.13. Summary of regional distribution of Mazapan Early Postclassic Pottery 
Complex types. ( X = type present in significant amounts, (-) = type present in minor 
amounts, (x) = type present on the basis of compositional group only, amount unknown).  
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Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster x (-) (-) x x 
Tula  Subcluster x (-) (-) x x 
Zumpango Subcluster x   (-) (-)   
Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster x 
 
x (-)   
Teotihuacan SubCluster x 
 
x (-)   
Xaltocan Site           
Southern Basin Settlement Cluster x x (-) x x 
Cerro Portezuelo Subcluster x x (-) x x 
Chalco-Xico  Subcluster     (-) x   
Western Basin Settlement Cluster (x)   (x) (x)   
 
Sloppy RN pottery is localized to the Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster 
within the Teotihuacan Valley, with minor amounts occurring elsewhere. This type may 
represent a regional pottery tradition with roots and maximum expression in the 
Teotihuacan Settlement Subcluster. I suspect that this type was most popular in the 
earliest part of the Early Postclassic, following the Coyotlatelco Epiclassic Pottery 
Complex. Sloppy RN bowls occur in burial contexts with Mazapan Wavy Line Pottery in 
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the Las Palmas district of Teotihuacan.  This type may have overlapped with, but was 
ultimately replaced in popularity by the Cream Slip wares spreading from the Tula area.  
Mazapan Wavy Line pottery also exhibits regional division in its distribution and 
suggests two distinct group boundaries. The Matte Variant of Wavy Line was widely 
made and used in the northern Basin, including the Tula, Zumpango, and Teotihuacan 
Settlement Subclusters.  Although there is little evidence for direct exchange of Wavy 
Line pottery among these subclusters, artistic techniques and design traditions are shared 
across the region. The use of the multi-prong brush in both areas indicates the adoption of 
a particular technology that required specialized knowledge in the making and 
implementation of the tool. This indicates a learning framework in which potters were 
knowledgeable of how others were producing and decorating their wares across a broad 
region extending across the entire northern Basin and into the Tula area.  
A second group is identified on the basis of the distribution of the Burnished 
Variety of Wavy, localized to the Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster in the southern 
Basin. The Burnished Variant of Wavy Line pottery does not use the multi-prong brush 
and has some stylistic similarity with the earlier Coyotlatelco painted pottery.  It may be 
that the local potters were emulating popular pottery in the northern Basin using 
traditional and long-standing techniques of production, especially very early in the Early 
Postclassic period, perhaps even very early within the development of the Mazapan Early 
Postclassic Pottery Complex.  
The Texcoco survey areas north of Cerro Portezuelo were not included in this 
study due to time constraints and logistical considerations. However, based upon the 
Texcoco compositional group, there may be some evidence for production of both Wavy 
Line variants in this area between the Teotihuacan and Cerro Portezuelo Settlement 
Subclusters in the east Basin. This is a promising area for future investigation of Wavy 
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Line pottery to determine the boundaries of distribution of the Matte and Burnished 
Variants in the eastern Basin. 
The presence of large amounts of the Teotihuacan-assigned Matte Variant Wavy 
Line in the Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster indicates direct interaction between 
the two areas at some point in the early part of the Early Postclassic. Northeastern-
produced pottery was being imported into Cerro Portezuelo in sufficiently high quantities 
to suggest an important economic relationship between the regions, if even for a brief 
time. It is surprising that the Matte Variant of Wavy Line pottery does not appear to have 
been made in the southern Basin, even as the Matte Variant was easily accessible to 
people there. The presence of the Matte Variant Wavy Line pottery in the southern Basin 
may represent the formal incorporation of the Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster 
into the interaction zone that first developed in the northern Basin between the 
Northwestern Basin and Northeastern Basin Settlement Clusters.   
The lack of significant quantities of any Wavy Line pottery south of the Cerro 
Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster suggests that the boundary of group interaction had not 
yet moved into other area of the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster in the earliest part of 
the Early Postclassic period.  
However, Joroba Cream Slip pottery had a wider distribution in the Basin than 
the other types in the Mazapan pottery complex, extending into the southern Basin, 
including the Chalco-Xico Settlement Subcluster. This type had multiple production 
locales including the Tula, Teotihuacan, Cerro Portezuelo and Chalco settlement clusters 
and perhaps even farther south, as indicated by the Yautepec compositional group.  Only 
a trickle of Tula-produced Joroba Cream Slip pottery was acquired by Basin settlements, 
but this may have been the earliest evidence for the expanding influence of Tula into the 
Basin early in the Early Postclassic (Figure 6.35).  The presence of Tula-produced Blanco 
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White pottery at Cerro Portezuelo strengthens the pattern and further supports the trends 
that suggest that early in the Early Postclassic period, Tula was expanding its area of 
influence to extend into the southern Basin.     
Based upon the number of compositional groups in the Mazapan Early 
Postclassic Pottery Complex dataset, there were multiple production zones for each of the 
pottery types considered in this chapter (excluding the rare case of Blanco White). It is 
not clear precisely when in the Early Postclassic the regional process of settlement 
“ruralization” began, but it is likely that it had started sometime in the early part of the 
period, perhaps as the interaction zone between Tula and the Teotihuacan Valley 
developed (as indicated by the widespread use of Mazapan Wavy Line pottery).  
The Texcoco General compositional group of the eastern Basin begins to gain 
importance throughout the Early Postclassic, as compared to the Epiclassic.  This may 
also reflect the dispersion of potting groups away from the Epiclassic centers as they 
settled into previously unoccupied areas and their pots were produced in slightly different 
clays.  Its presence in the Mazapan pottery complex suggests that this regional settlement 
change may have started at some point in the Mazapan phase and continued throughout 
the Early Postclassic. 
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Figure 6.35. Patterns of interaction based upon INAA results for Joroba Cream Slip 
pottery. 
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Notes 
                                                 
1 Mortuary practices are not presented here, see Elson and Mowbray (2005) for complete 
details.  The Vaillant excavations uncovered both primary and secondary burials. The 
secondary burials are present as skull offerings associated with a large mound.  Six of the 
ten skulls exhibit tabular erect deformation and no evidence for decapitation or de-
fleshing.  
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CHAPTER 7 
THE ATLATONGO-TOLLAN EARLY POSTCLASSIC POTTERY COMPLEX 
 The Atlatongo-Tollan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex, referred to as the 
Tollan Pottery Complex in the remainder of this chapter, is associated with the Atlatongo 
phase in the Teotihuacan Valley archaeological sequence and the related Tollan phase in 
the Tula region. The pottery complex identified as Atlatongo in the Teotihuacan Valley 
and Tollan in the Tula sequence followed immediately after Mazapan and occurred in the 
latter part of the Early Postclassic period in the Central Highlands.  The use of this 
pottery complex represented the maximum extent of the Tula state interaction in the 
Basin of Mexico. Stylistic similarities of commonly occurring types between Tula and 
the Basin have been used for chronological assignment of settlements in the Basin, 
especially for survey collections. However, systematic comparison among Tula and the 
Basin settlement cluster pottery has been limited. As with the previous complexes, it is 
difficult to conduct regional syntheses due to differing typologies and awkward 
alignments in chronological phase correlations. 
 The Tollan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex is assessed in this chapter in order 
to better identify the local patterns during the maximum expansion of Tula’s influence 
extending from the Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster to other areas. The extent and 
intensity of Tula interactions in the Basin are not well-known for this latter part of the 
Early Postclassic. This portion of my study focuses on decorated types commonly 
occurring in the Basin that have strong resemblance to established Tula pottery types 
(Cobean 1978, 1990). Non-Tula types found in the Basin for this period are treated in 
Chapter 8 as part of the Aztec I and Chalco-Cholula polychrome complex. Specific types 
informing this assessment include Proa and Jara Pulido Cream Slips, Macana Red-on-
natural (and a resist variant), and the less common Blanco Levantado and Ink Stamp jars, 
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and Orange Incised (also called Sillón Incised). The compositional analysis results 
(INAA) and stylistic comparisons are then presented with discussion of the implications 
for regional interaction across the study area.  
The Samples for the Tollan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex 
The specimens used in this analysis were selected from among the regional 
settlement clusters in this study including the Northwestern, Northeastern, and Southern 
Basin Settlement Clusters. Figure 7.1 shows the locations of the site collections inspected 
prior to selection of INAA specimens; each of the sites on the map contained at least one 
of the pottery types identified from the Tollan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex. This  
map shows the presence of the Tollan  Early Postclassic Pottery Complex in each of the 
settlement clusters and subclusters used in this analysis.  
The Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster 
Two settlement subclusters were sampled from the Northwestern Basin 
Settlement Cluster: one centered on Tula Grande in the Tula region, and one centered on 
the Zumpango region in the Basin. The pottery samples from the Tula area were selected 
from among several Tula project collections including Tula Chico, provided by Robert 
Cobean, house lot excavations conducted by Dan Healan, and the salvage excavations 
from throughout Tula conducted by INAH archaeologists, with the specimens provided  
by Luis Manuel Gamboa Cabezas. Specimens selected to represent the Tula region for 
the Mazapan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex were assigned to the Early and Late 
Tollan archaeological phases at Tula. A full definition of Tula’s Tollan phase pottery 
complexes is beyond the scope of this study and is provided by Robert Cobean (1978, 
1990) and includes decorated, plain, service, and utilitarian wares. 
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Figure 7.1. Location of site collections used in Tollan pottery complex analysis. 
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I selected Tula specimens that had strong stylistic and typological similarity to 
those selected from the Basin.  Tollan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex types were 
selected from five sites in the Zumpango Settlement Subcluster.  As discussed in Chapter 
6, there are approximately 200 survey sites identified as Early Postclassic in the 
Zumpango regional survey (Parsons 2008:190).  Of the sites inspected for Early 
Postclassic type specimens, five sites in the Zumpango survey region were selected for 
possible inclusion in the chemical analysis for the Mazapan Pottery Complex. Four of the 
sites (ZU-LT-38, ZU-LT-49, ZU-LT-103, and ZU-LT-197) are classified as small 
villages ranging in population from 55-500 people; and one site (ZU-LT-79) is classified 
as a hamlet with 85-170 people (Parson 2008: 189-254).  These sites are located 
throughout the survey region, suggesting that systematic inspection of the all Zumpango 
regional survey collections could identify widespread participation in the Tollan Early 
Postclassic Pottery Complex.  
The Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster 
Two survey projects contributed to the specimens included for the Northeastern 
Basin Settlement Cluster sample: the Teotihuacan Mapping Project focused upon the city 
of Teotihuacan, and the Teotihuacan Valley Project focused upon the rural sites located 
throughout the Valley of Teotihuacan.   
Part of the Mazapan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex sample from the 
Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster is from the Teotihuacan Valley Project collections 
submitted by Deborah L. Nichols (indicated by the MURR ID sequence of TTV). The 
INAA results of these specimens were previously published (Crider et al. 2007).  I 
incorporate this previously published data into the current study in order to make use of 
currently available datasets. I was able to target selection of new specimens from areas of 
the Basin not previously sampled.  
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Sites sampled from the Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster are listed on the 
map as the TE sites (Figure 7.1) and were identified and described in the survey report 
(Marino 1987).  Most of the TE sites listed were identified as having both Mazapan and 
Atlatongo (early and late subphases for the Early Postclassic) phase occupation. Site size 
varies from small hamlets to villages; with the exception of TE-ET-72, which is located 
within the San Francisco Mazapan area of Teotihuacan and may be part of a larger 
administrative center.  Those sites listed as TE-ET-XX have both an Epiclassic and Early 
Postclassic occupation.  The following TE-ET sites have TE-LT site numbers also 
reported (Marino 1987): TE-ET-4 (TT-LT-148), TE-ET-6 (TE-LT-150), TE-ET-10 (TE-
LT-152), TE-ET-17 (TE-LT-155), TE-ET-19 (TE-LT-157); TE-ET-21 (TE-LT-159), TE-
ET-22 (TE-LT-160), TE-ET-25 (TE-LT-163), and TE-ET-26 (TE-LT-164).  
The Teotihuacan Mapping Project collections account for a large portion of the 
Tollan samples in this study. Specimens were collected from throughout the survey area 
with special emphasis on areas of the highest concentration of Early Postclassic material 
in the city (Figure 6.2).  As discussed in further detail in Chapter 6, the Teotihuacan 
Mapping Project map combines all Early Postclassic counts and does not distinguish 
between subphases within the period.  
In addition to the Teotihuacan Mapping Project, I inspected the Early Postclassic 
collection at the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH) in New York. The  
AMNH collection of Vaillant’s consists of whole vessels from excavations at 
Teotihuacan in the Las Palmas district in the San Francisco Mazapan area, located east of 
the Pyramid of the Sun (around TMP sector N3E3). The Tollan Early Postclassic Pottery 
Complex is somewhat represented in these collections by a small number of Proa and 
Macana vessels and rim sherds; and although I was not able to sample the AMNH vessels 
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for compositional analysis, I completed attribute analysis on the whole vessels for 
comparison to the survey collections.   
Early Postclassic settlement and population size within the former city of 
Teotihuacan appears to have declined from the Epiclassic. Conversely, there is an 
increase in the number of Early Postclassic settlements throughout the Valley of 
Teotihuacan.  Although largely small hamlets and villages, sites are distributed further 
east of Teotihuacan than in the Epiclassic period (Sanders et al. 1979). 
The Southern Basin Settlement Cluster 
Numerous project collections were sampled for the Mazapan Early Postclassic 
Pottery Complex in the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster.  I made a systematic 
inspection of the Chalco regional survey materials for Early Postclassic pottery types and 
Parsons’ Xico excavation of a man-made agricultural chinampa feature at CH-AZ-192 
(Parsons et al. 1982b).  My resulting distributions for the Chalco survey area are 
relatively complete, indicating that the Tollan Early Postclassic Pottery  Complex is more 
prominent in the Chalco-Xico Settlement Subcluster, especially when compared to the 
earlier Mazapan Early Postclassic period distributions. 
The largest amount of the Tollan material representing the Southern Basin 
Settlement Cluster was from the UCLA excavation project at Cerro Portezuelo.  The site 
was an Early Postclassic administrative center in the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster 
(Hicks 2005; Parsons 1971), and was likely one of the largest settlements in the south 
with Tula-related pottery (Crider 2011; Nichols et al. 2002). A less systematic assessment 
of the Ixtapalapa regional survey materials was conducted. 
Compositional results of the Cerro Portezuelo INAA specimens were previously 
reported (Crider 2011; Nichols et al. 2002) as part of the Cerro Portezuelo ceramic 
analysis project.  Additional sampling of the Chalco survey and Xico excavation 
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collections was conducted to provide a broader regional context for comparison and to 
better represent the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster.  
THE ATLATONGO-TOLLAN EARLY POSTCLASSIC POTTERY COMPLEX 
I define each pottery type placed in the Tollan pottery complex used in this study, 
featuring those decorative types common to both the Basin of Mexico and Tula. This 
group of pottery types is allocated to the Atlatongo archaeological phase defined at 
Teotihuacan (Sanders 1986) and the Early and Late Tollan Phases at Tula (Cobean 
1978:45; Mastache et al. 2002).  
Proa, Jara Pulido and Ira Stamped Cream Slips 
As defined for Tula, two cream slip types, Proa Cream Slip and Jara Pulido (and 
its related variant Ira Stamped), are similar in form and paste to Joroba Cream Slip, but 
lack painted design elements (Cobean 1978, 1990). For the Basin, the Teotihuacan Valley 
Project defined Cream Slip (Sanders 1986) and the Cerro Portezuelo versions were called 
Tula Orange-on-white (Hicks 2005:5-81). These orange paste cream slip types 
correspond to the Tula cream slip types but have not been separated by type and have 
been widely reported as a single count. My study classifies the cream slip ware into 
distinct types based upon the Tula typology (Cobean 1978, 1990).  
 Proa Orange-on-Cream (Cobean 1978:404; Tovalín et al. 1992: 20-22) was 
found in abundance at Tula (Bey 1986:180) and Tulancingo (Tolstoy 1958:51).  The 
highest popularity of this type may have been in the eastern Basin around Texcoco and 
Tepeyac, with a much smaller presence in Teotihuacan (Branstetter-Hardesty 1978:100), 
and a considerable amount at Cerro Portezuelo (Hicks 2005:5-81). I adopt the name of 
Proa Cream Slip for this study and identified it on the basis of a cream slip covering the 
vessel wall and a red painted rim. The Proa vessel form is a flat bottom open bowl with 
straight walls, often with tripod nubbin supports.  
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Jara Pulido (Figure 7.2 and 7.3) is similar in form to the Proa Cream Slip, but has 
an added overcoat of orange paint over the cream slip base coat.  Jara Pulido Cream Slip 
bowls have a cream slip applied to the vessel interior and exterior walls. A second coat of 
orange paint is then applied over the cream slip base coat. The orange over coat is evenly 
applied, although brush marks are common. These bowls can have nubbin tripod supports 
(Figure 7.2) or no supports (Figure 7.3).  The rims can also have a painted red band.   
The Ira Stamped Cream Slip type is similar in form (Figure 7.4), but is decorated 
by a raised design constructed by a mold or a stamp (Figure 7.5); the designs are raised 
rather than impressed, indicating a mold technique for decorating these vessels. Designs 
occur on the exterior of the vessel in a continuous band below the rim. Most of the 
specimens identified for this study are small fragments and the overall motif is not 
identifiable.  However, design elements appear to be geometric or stylized floral motifs 
(Figure 7.5). Ira Stamped bowls, like Jara Pulido, have an orange brushed overcoat on the 
interior and exterior of the vessel.  And like Jara Pulido, Ira Stamped is a Late Tollan 
phase type.  
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Figure 7.2. Jara Pulido bowl with nubbin supports collected from excavation at 
Teotihuacan.  (American Museum of Natural History collections, specimen 30.1/3212). 
(Photographs by author). 
 
 
 
Figure 7.3. Jara Pulido bowl without nubbin supports collected from excavation at 
Teotihuacan.  (American Museum of Natural History collections, specimen 30.1/3196). 
(Photographs by author). 
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Figure7.4. Ira Stamped vessel profile, Tula bowl, MURR ID DLC 181, Tula 
Compositional group.  Profile of vessel in Figure7.5: A. (Drawing by author). 
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Figure 7.5. Ira Stamped Cream Slip. A) Tula, MURR ID DLC 181, Tula compositional 
group, B) MURR ID DLC 310, Chalco compositional group, C) Zumpango type 
collection,  D) Zumpango type collection, E) Zumpango type collection, F) Zumpango 
type collection, G) Zumpango type collections, H) Zumpango type collection,  I) 
Zumpango type collection. (Photographs by author).  
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Macana Red-on-natural (RN) 
Macana Red-on-natural (RN) was in use at Tula at least by the Early Tollan 
phase and continued into the Late Tollan. These open, flat bottom or hemispherical bowls 
have large hollow tripod supports (Figure 7.6).  The red painted designs are located on 
the interior and exterior walls of the vessel in a number of motifs, including large circles, 
squares, and a combination painted and resist techniques. Painted areas are well-
burnished, often achieving a glossy polished finish. The interior base of the type is never 
burnished and often has a lightly incised pattern of cross-hatching or diamond shapes or 
alternatively a series of punctates about the diameter of a pencil point, on the order of 1 to 
2 mm. The Macana RN might have functioned as a molcajete due to the slightly abrasive 
surface of the vessel base.  There is also variation in rim embellishment (i.e., pinching, 
denting, and scalloped indentations), and hollow support shapes (i.e., tapered, effigy, 
bulbous).  Cobean has identified an unpainted variant of the form which he calls 
Manuelito (Cobean 1978), which he assigned to the Terminal Corral phase. 
 
 
Figure 7.6. Macana RN bowl with hollow supports and diamond incised pattern in vessel 
base interior, collected from Vaillant excavation at Teotihuacan in Las Palmas district.  
(American Museum of Natural History collections, specimen 30.1/3260). (Photographs 
by author). 
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In the Basin typology, Macana has been called Wideband Red-on-natural (RN) 
(Sanders 1986), or variously Tula Red-on-natural (RN) or, Atlatongo (Hicks 2005).  The 
Wideband RN designation was due to the common decorative motif of a single zone of 
red paint extending from the rim to just above the base, in other words a wide band of red 
paint.  This pottery is reported for the Teotihuacan settlement cluster (López Pérez 2003; 
Manzanilla et al. 1996; Nicolás Careta 2003; Sanders 1986, Vaillant 1932), Cerro 
Portezuelo (Crider 2011; Hicks 2005), the site of Tlalpizáhuac in the southeastern Basin 
(Tovalín 1998; Tovalín et al. 1992), in the survey collections of the Chalco region 
(Parsons et al. 1982a). Small amounts of Proa and Macana were reported from the 
Yautepec Survey area of Morelos (Smith 2006; Smith and Montiel 2001:259).   
Orange Incised 
Orange Incised (illustrated later in the chapter), called Sillon Incised Orange 
(Cobean 1978) in the Tula classification system, is an orange slipped pottery with deep 
groove incised designs and well smoothed surfaces. These vessels may occur in a variety 
of forms and are distinguished on the basis of the orange color and use of incised design.  
Early Postclassic pottery workshops have been identified in the city of Tula and 
its rural hinterland. Mastache and Crespo located one workshop in the southeast area of 
the urban zone in what might be a barrio of Gulf Coast people. That workshop had large 
amounts of Sillon pottery (Bey 1986:108). This rarely reported type occurs in the 
Zumpango region survey collections (Parsons 2008: 387, 421), and from excavations in 
the Teotihuacan Valley (Sanders 1986:365). 
Blanco Levantado 
Blanco Levantado vessels are distinctively decorated in a thin white paint in a 
pattern of “woven” and crossed lines covering the exterior surface of the vessels. Cobean 
(1978, 1990) describes this pottery for the Tula region.  The decorative pattern was 
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created by the application of a thin cream or white slip which was then scraped away  
while still moist with a comb or multi-prong brush at varying angles (Figure 7.7).  
 
Figure 7.7. Blanco Levantado, detail of brush marks recorded through a depth-of-field 
microscope at ASU’s LeRoy Eyring Center for Solid State Science. Specimens from 
Cerro Portezuelo: A) specimen 204.00985, B) specimen 204.00995, C) specimen 
204.00989, D) specimen 204.00990. (Photographs by author). 
 
These large globular jars have a coarse brown paste with sand temper (Figure 
7.8).  The vessel interiors have a rough or unfinished texture and smoothed exteriors.  
Functionally, the Blanco Levantado jars might better be classified in form as amphora 
(Bey 2007). They may have been associated with pulque production, an alcoholic 
beverage and specialty of Central Mexico. One of the rural workshops in the Tula region, 
near Xicuco, had large amounts of burned Blanco Levantado fragments (Bey 1986:108). 
In the Basin, they are scarce, but were reported for the Zumpango region (Parsons 
2008:387) and the Teotihuacan Valley (Sanders 1986:347).  This type has also been 
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referred to as Tula Water Colored (Hicks 2005; Sanders 1986) in Basin typologies.  The 
technique of Blanco Levantado decoration was derived from areas northwest of Tula and 
was used on a greater range of vessel forms prior to the Early Postclassic (Braniff 1972, 
1999).  
 
Figure 7.8. Blanco Levantado jar on display at museum in the Tula Archaeological Zone. 
(Artistic rendering by author).  
 
Ink Stamped 
Ink Stamped Jars (illustrated later in this chapter) are distinctive in the 
application of parallel lines applied in black or dark grey paint on the upper portions of 
the vessel (Cobean 1978, 1990; Parsons 2008:387).  I have few rims among the samples, 
some with an everted horizontal rim, but mostly body sherds with decoration present. The 
pastes are coarse and grey-brown in color. They are reported as a low-frequency type for 
Tula (Cobean 1990:436-469) and Teotihuacan (Sanders 1986:3640).  They are found 
throughout the Zumpango survey collections in the northern basin (Parsons 2008:387).  
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Other Types 
Additional decorated types common to Tula and the Tollan pottery complex are 
not included in the current study, but should be considered in future comparison of Tula 
and Basin ceramic assemblages (see Mastache et al. 2002: Figure 3.1 for whole vessel 
illustration of the principal types of the Tollan Complex at Tula). Most of the additional 
decorated types in Tula’s Tollan complex are monochrome jars or bowls. They include 
(among others): Rebato Polished Red (slipped and somewhat polished, low -walled 
dishes), Soltura Smoothed Red (thin-walled ollas with red paint on the exterior), Tarea 
Red (small monochrome jars), Acta Polished Red (red painted tecomates or incurved 
bowls).   
One additional type that has been identified in the Cerro Portezuelo (Hicks and 
Nicholson 1964:502) and Tlalpizáhuac (Tovalín 1998) collections is Alicia Openworked 
(Cobean 1978, 1990). This type is an incensario with a globular body, two short supports 
and one long support (likely a handle).  The body of the vessel is decorated with cutouts 
in various shapes (triangles or circles are common), that would allow light to show 
through the globe.   These censers are painted on the bowl rim and parts of the handle or 
long support (Figure 7.9).   
This Early Postclassic form may have been important for household rituals at 
Tula and commonly occurred in fill associated with Tula residences (Cobean 1978:570-
571).  Although common at Tula, this vessel form and type may have a broader 
distribution in Mesoamerica, perhaps extending into Oaxaca, Puebla, and the Huasteca. I 
have conducted an independent INAA analysis on the Alicia Openworked censers from 
Cerro Portezuelo as part of the Cerro Portezuelo Project, and I am awaiting the results 
and will present the compositional analysis in a future publication.  
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Figure 7.9. Alicia Openworked censer from the site of Tlalpizáhuac located in the 
Southern Basin Settlement Cluster.  This vessel is on display in the Museo de 
Antropología e Historia, in Toluca, México. (Photograph by Emily Umberger). Also 
illustrated in Tovalín et al. (1992:29). 
 
INAA RESULTS FOR THE  
ATLATONGO-TOLLAN EARLY POSTCLASSIC POTTERY COMPLEX 
Previous chemical characterization studies (INAA) of Tollan complex pottery are 
limited.  García (2004) included Early Postclassic pottery from throughout the Basin, 
with emphasis on western Basin settlements.  At the time of this analysis, there was no 
Tula compositional group available to assess imports from Tula into the Basin, although 
such a movement of goods was suggested.  Two studies from the eastern Basin settlement 
clusters of Teotihuacan and Cerro Portezuelo included Tollan types (Crider 2011; 
Nichols et al. 2002).  
In the current study, I significantly increased the sample size for Early 
Postclassic specimens in the Basin.  Early Postclassic pottery from Tula was selected in 
order to establish a statistically identifiable Tula compositional group for comparison 
with the Basin specimens. In this section, I present INAA results of the Tollan pottery 
complex types used in this study, specifically Proa Cream Slip, Jara Pulido, Ira Stamped, 
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Macana RN, and small amounts of Orange Incised, Blanco Levantado, and Ink Stamped. 
In addition to the samples included from previous study of the Teotihuacan Valley 
(Crider et al. 2007) and those of the Cerro Portezuelo project (Crider 2011; Nichols et al. 
2002), more specimens are included from Tula, Zumpango, Teotihuacan, Ixtapalapa, and 
Chalco-Xico settlement clusters.  When possible, efforts were made to collect specimens 
providing clear but discernable decorative and design elements. Results are discussed by 
pottery type and related variants are defined on the basis of technological and stylistic 
attributes.  Emphasis is given to distinctions discernible by INAA compositional 
assignments.  
Proa Cream Slip 
 Proa Cream Slip bowls typically have a thick cream slip applied to the interior 
and exterior of the vessel and a red painted rim band.  Specimens were selected for 
attribute and compositional analysis from throughout the study area (Table 7.1 and 7.3).  
Specimens from Tula were selected specifically for compositional characterization, as 
reflected by the small quantities assessed for attribute details. A summary of the resulting 
compositional source assignments for the 148 specimens is presented in Tables 7.2 and 
7.3. Results are discussed by settlement cluster.  
The Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster 
Fifteen specimens from Tula and another five from Zumpango were selected for 
compositional analysis (Figure 7.10).  All but one were assigned to Tula compositional 
groups. The single non-Tula specimen was assigned to the Texcoco General group, 
indicating an eastern Basin source. Tula-assigned specimens were slipped on both the 
interior and exterior of the vessels, including coverage of the exterior base.  On several 
sherds, brush marks are evident and the thickly applied slip often exhibits crazing or fine 
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cracks. The red paint on the rims is thin and watery and at times was unevenly applied.  
The surfaces were burnished to create a low-gloss finish.  
The Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster: Teotihuacan Settlement Subcluster 
 Fourteen specimens from the Teotihuacan Settlement Subcluster were selected 
for compositional analysis. The majority were assigned to the Teotihuacan compositional 
group.  Many of the specimens from the Teotihuacan collections have considerable 
erosion of the cream slip, so the quality of finish could not be easily determined. The 
single Tula-assigned specimen has a thick slip and characteristics matching those of the 
other Tula produced vessels. Two specimens were assigned to the nearby Texcoco 
General compositional group.  
The Southern Basin Settlement Cluster: Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster 
 The Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster includes the collections of the 
UCLA excavations at Cerro Portezuelo and two sites from the Ixtapalapa survey (IX-LT-
09 and IX-LT-27) that are in close proximity to Cerro Portezuelo.  Twenty-three 
specimens of Proa Cream Slip were selected for INAA. Seven specimens were assigned 
to the Tula compositional group, the largest outside the northwestern Basin settlement 
cluster (Figure 7.11). The Tula-assigned specimens all have a thick cream to white slip 
and a red painted rim band.  Several specimens also have a crackling of the slip similar to 
that in the Tula collections.   
 Most of the remaining specimens from the Cerro Portezuelo settlement cluster 
were assigned to the Texcoco General compositional group (Figure 7.12).  These 
specimens differ in quality and thickness of slip as compared to the Tula produced Proa. 
Slips ranged in color from white to beige, and vary in thickness.  The beige slips tend to 
be the thinnest, almost not present. This variation may be due to local limitations or 
variable quality in the clays needed to make the cream slips. The thinness of slip may 
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also reflect expediency in vessel decoration, as local demand for the bowls might not 
have required the thick, high quality slip more common to Tula’s core area.   The paste is 
typically coarse with many large mineral temper inclusions and was fired to an orange 
color.  
The Southern Basin Settlement Cluster: Xico and Chalco Settlement Subcluster 
Proa Cream Slip pottery was identified in collections from sites distributed 
throughout the southeastern Basin (Table 7.1). This is a significant increase in Tula-
related pottery types as compared to the Mazapan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex. 
Fifteen specimens from the Chalco settlement cluster were selected for compositional 
analysis (Tables 7.2 and 7.3).  The specimens were assigned to three southern Basin 
compositional groups, including Chalco (Figure 7.13), Xico and South 3 (Figure 7.14) 
groups. The Xico-assigned specimens were collected from the site of Xico and were 
likely locally produced. The Chalco group accounts for seven of the specimens, again 
indicating consumption of pottery produced locally in the southeastern Basin (Figure 
7.5).  The South 3-assigned specimens are distributed among sites located on the eastern 
edge of the Chalco cluster of sites (Figure 7.6). This may have been the production area 
for the South 3 group, but this suggestion requires further investigation.  These 
southeastern Basin produced vessels vary in slip quality and finish, like those of the 
Texcoco General group. Slips were brushed onto the vessel surfaces. The paste fired to an 
orange color that at times approached red.  No Tula-assigned pottery was identified for 
this settlement cluster. 
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Summary of Proa Cream Slipped Pottery 
 Regional variation in slip quality and vessel finish is notable when comparing the 
Tula-produced pottery with the Basin-produced pottery.  Specimens assigned to the Tula 
compositional groups tend to have thicker and whiter slips that are well burnished with 
some glossy sheen.  Basin-produced vessels, especially Texcoco General and 
southeastern Basin compositional groups, tend to have more varied slips that can be thick 
to very thin and tend to have a more pinkish tint to the slip color.  This variation is 
evident in the chemical makeup of the slip.   
In a separate study, I used Proton Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE) to collect 
elemental data on a sample of Proa Cream Slip vessels (Crider 2011) used in this study 
for INAA analysis.  This non-destructive technique allowed me to select a small area to 
assess amounts of chemical elements present within the slip, separate from the ceramic 
paste. Tula-produced Proa Cream Slip had a much higher concentration of calcium (Ca) 
than Basin-produced pottery, related to the higher abundance of limestone in the region 
(Barba et al. 2009).  Calcium may be an indicator for calcium carbonate, a major 
constituent in white clay slips. Basin-produced Proa Cream Slip had a higher 
concentration of Iron (Fe) than the Tula-produced pottery. Iron may be an indicator of 
reddish iron oxide present in clays, and may account for the pinkish tint to the Basin-
produced slips. The Tula region may have a finer quality or more easily accessible 
sourced of calcium-rich resources for slip production.  The presence of workshop 
production areas near the city may also account for the higher quality finish and 
consistent finish to the Tula-produced pottery.  
 Tula-produced pottery is distributed throughout the Northwestern Basin 
Settlement Cluster, including all sites sampled from the Zumpango Settlement 
Subcluster. This suggests an increase in economic integration within this settlement 
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cluster. Approximately one-third of the Proa sample from the Cerro Portezuelo 
Settlement Subcluster was also assigned to the Tula compositional group. This suggests 
that the Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster may have had direct interactions with the 
Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster and Tula.  
The high proportion of thick white slip variant in the Cerro Portezuelo sample is 
due to my sampling strategy for selecting specimens across the range of variation present 
in the collection.  The Proa with thick white slips and well-burnished finish were selected 
for compositional analysis due to the similarity to those vessels identified in the Tula 
area.  However, these high-quality vessels are a very small proportion of the overall 
Cream Slip collection at Cerro Portezuelo (this trend was identified in my initial 
inspection of the collection, and verified in subsequent analysis by Sarah Striker in 2009).  
Those vessels assigned to the Texcoco General compositional group are representative of 
the majority of Cream Slip in the Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster.  
 The Xico and Chalco Settlement Subcluster in the southeastern Basin was 
producing a local variant of the cream slip bowls for local use.  These vessels have much 
thinner slip and are variable in color and quality.  Of the specimens submitted for INAA, 
there is no indication of access to Proa Cream Slip produced outside the southern Basin.  
There appears to be little direct interaction between the Xico and Chalco Settlement 
Subcluster and areas to the north.  There may, however, be some interaction between this 
area and south towards Morelos.  Small amounts of Cream Slip pottery are reported from 
the Yautepec Survey area of Morelos (Smith 2006; Smith and Montiel 2001:259).  
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Table 7.1. Summary of Proa Cream Slip specimens selected for attribute and 
compositional analysis listed by site collection.  Sites and collections organized by 
regional settlement subcluster (Tula and ZU = Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster, 
Teotihuacan and TE sites = Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster, Cerro Portezuelo and 
IX site = Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster, CH sites = Xico and Chalco Settlement 
Subcluster). (ZU= Zumpango survey, TE= Teotihuacan Valley survey, IX= Ixtapalapa 
survey, CH- Chalco survey). 
 
Site Collection Count of Specimens Count of INAA 
Tula 26 15 
ZU-LT-103 2 2 
ZU-LT-38 1 1 
ZU-LT-49 12 1 
ZU-LT-79 3 1 
Teotihuacan 18 10 
TE-LT-14 4 4 
TE-LT-25A 1 
 TE-ET-21 2   
Cerro Portezuelo 157 20 
IX-LT-06 5 2 
IX-LT-09 13 2 
IX-LT-27 1 1 
Chalco Survey 3 
 CH-AZ-158 8 2 
CH-AZ-172 3 1 
CH-ET-12 1 
 CH-LT-12 2 
 CH-LT-17 1 
 CH-LT-2 2 1 
CH-LT-20 5 1 
CH-LT-31 4 
 CH-LT-33 4 2 
CH-LT-34 7 2 
CH-LT-35 6 
 CH-LT-39 2 
 CH-LT-73 5 
 CH-LT-74 4 1 
CH-LT-77 (Xico) 4 2 
CH-LT-78 3 
 CH-LT-8 1 1 
CH-LT-81 1 
 CH-LT-86 1   
Grand Total 312 72 
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Table 7.2. Summary of Proa Cream Slip pottery by site collection and assigned INAA 
source group. Sites and collections organized by regional settlement subcluster (Tula and 
ZU = Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster, Teotihuacan and TE sites = Northeastern 
Basin Settlement Cluster, Cerro Portezuelo and IX site = Southern Basin Settlement 
Cluster). Source groups organized by regional quadrants (NW = Northwest Basin, Tula; 
N=North Basin; SW=Southwest and Western Basin; NE = Northeastern Basin; EC = 
Eastern Central Basin; SE = Southeastern Basin; NB = Non-Basin). 
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Tula 14 1         
 
  15 
ZU-LT-38 1 
 
        
 
  1 
ZU-LT-49 1 
 
        
 
  1 
ZU-LT-79 1 
 
        
 
  1 
ZU-LT-103 1     1         2 
Teotihuacan   
 
8 1   1 
 
  10 
TE-LT-14 1   2 1         4 
Cerro Portezuelo 7     12 1       20 
IX-LT-09   
 
  1   1 
 
  2 
IX-LT-27       1         1 
CH-AZ-158           2     2 
CH-AZ-172   
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1 2 
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        2   2 
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1 1 
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1 1 
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2 2 
CH-LT-34               2 2 
Grand Total 26 1 10 17 1 8 2 7 72 
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Figure 7.10. Proa Cream pottery from Tula, Tula composition group: A) MURR ID DLC 
062, B) MURR ID DLC 063. (Photographs by author).  
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Figure 7.11. Proa Cream from Cerro Portezuelo, Tula compositional group: A) MURR 
ID AZC 1149, B) MURR ID AZC 1150, C) MURR ID AZC 1151, D) MURR ID AZC 
1152, E) MURR ID AZC 1153, F) MURR ID AZC 1154, G) MURR ID AZC 1155.  
(Photographs by author). 
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Figure 7.12. Proa Cream Slip from Cerro Portezuelo, Texcoco General compositional 
source: A) MURR ID AZC 093, B) MURR ID AZC 247, C) MURR ID AZC 249, D) 
MURR ID AZC 250, E) MURR ID AZC 264, F) MURR ID AZC 265. (Photographs by 
author).  
 
 
 
Figure 7.13. Proa Cream Slip assigned to Chalco compositional group: A) CH-AZ-172, 
MURR ID DLC 321, B) CH-LT-09, MURR ID DLC 324, C) IX-LT-06, MURR ID DLC 
330. (Photographs by author).  
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Figure 7.14. Proa Cream Slip assigned to South 3 compositional group: A) IX-LT-06, 
MURR ID DLC 331, B) CH-LT-33, MURR ID DLC 336. (Photographs by author). 
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Table 7.3. Sample list of INAA specimens for Proa Cream Slip pottery. Discriminant 
Analysis (DA) Probability indicates likeliness of fit to compositional group. 
 
Site Type/Variant Specimen ID MURRID Comp. Source DA Probability 
Cerro Portezuelo Proa 204.10869 AZC093  Texcoco 0.960 
Cerro Portezuelo Proa 204.10870 AZC094  Texcoco 0.989 
Cerro Portezuelo Proa 204.10871 AZC095  Texcoco 0.948 
Cerro Portezuelo Proa 204.10872 AZC096  CPZ 0.683 
Cerro Portezuelo Proa 204.10873 AZC097  Texcoco 0.993 
Cerro Portezuelo Proa 204.09297 AZC247  Texcoco 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Proa 204.09356 AZC248  Texcoco 0.997 
Cerro Portezuelo Proa 204.09285 AZC249  Texcoco 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Proa 204.09292 AZC250  Texcoco 0.998 
Cerro Portezuelo Proa 204.09280 AZC251  Texcoco 0.997 
Cerro Portezuelo Proa 204.09572 AZC258  Texcoco 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Proa 204.09560 AZC264  Texcoco 0.978 
Cerro Portezuelo Proa 204.09557 AZC265  Texcoco 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Proa 204.24587 AZC1149  Tula 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Proa 204.24603 AZC1150  Tula 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Proa 204.24601 AZC1151  Tula 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Proa 204.24613 AZC1152  Tula 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Proa 204.24611 AZC1153  Tula 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Proa 204.24608 AZC1154  Tula 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Proa 204.24595 AZC1155  Tula 1.000 
Tula Proa Tula 077 DLC061  Tula G2 1.000 
Tula Proa Tula 079 DLC062  Tula 1.000 
Tula Proa Tula 080 DLC063  Tula 0.999 
Tula Proa Tula 081 DLC064  Tula 0.999 
Tula Proa Tula 083 DLC065  Tula 1.000 
Tula Proa Tula 084 DLC066  Tula 1.000 
Tula Proa Tula 085 DLC067  Tula 1.000 
Tula Proa Tula 090 DLC068  Tula 1.000 
Tula Proa Tula 091 DLC069  Tula 1.000 
Tula Proa Tula 093 DLC070  Tula 1.000 
Tula Proa Tula 094 DLC071  Tula 1.000 
Tula Proa Tula 098 DLC072  Tula 0.999 
Tula Proa Tula 099 DLC073  Tula 1.000 
Tula Proa Tula 101 DLC074  Tula 1.000 
Tula Proa Tula 102 DLC075  Tula 1.000 
CH-AZ-172 Proa BOM 345 DLC321  Chalco 1.000 
ZU-LT-38 Proa BOM 350 DLC322  Tula 1.000 
CH-LT-8 Proa BOM 351 DLC323  Chalco 0.984 
IX-LT-09 Proa BOM 353 DLC324  Chalco 0.983 
IX-LT-09 Proa BOM 354 DLC325  Texcoco 0.793 
ZU-LT-103 Proa BOM 365 DLC326  Texcoco 0.778 
ZU-LT-103 Proa BOM 366 DLC327  Tula 0.997 
CH-AZ-158 Proa BOM 369 DLC328  Chalco 0.998 
CH-AZ-158 Proa BOM 373 DLC329  Chalco 0.997 
IX-LT-06 Proa BOM 378 DLC330  Chalco 1.000 
IX-LT-06 Proa BOM 379 DLC331  South 3 1.000 
ZU-LT-49 Proa BOM 386 DLC332  Tula 1.000 
CH-LT-34 Proa BOM 397 DLC333  South 3 0.999 
CH-LT-34 Proa BOM 404 DLC334  South 3 0.985 
IX-LT-27 Proa BOM 406 DLC335  Texcoco 0.846 
CH-LT-33 Proa BOM 408 DLC336  South 3 1.000 
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CH-LT-33 Proa BOM 409 DLC337  South 3 1.000 
CH-LT-2 Proa BOM 422 DLC338  South 3 1.000 
CH-LT-74 Proa BOM 425 DLC339  Chalco 0.991 
CH-LT-20 Proa BOM 427 DLC340  South 3 1.000 
ZU-LT-79 Proa BOM 437 DLC341  Tula 1.000 
CH-LT-77 Proa BOM 438 DLC342  Xico 1.000 
CH-LT-77 Proa BOM 448 DLC343  Xico 1.000 
Teotihuacan Proa TMP 001 DLC470  Teotihuacan 0.850 
Teotihuacan Proa TMP 004 DLC473  Teotihuacan 0.476 
Teotihuacan Proa TMP 006 DLC475  Texcoco 0.999 
Teotihuacan Proa TMP 007 DLC476  Chalco 0.783 
Teotihuacan Proa TMP 026 DLC495  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Teotihuacan Proa TMP 027 DLC496  Teotihuacan 0.998 
Teotihuacan Proa TMP 029 DLC498  Teotihuacan 0.944 
Teotihuacan Proa TMP 030 DLC499  Teotihuacan 0.977 
Teotihuacan Proa TMP 045 DLC514  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Teotihuacan Proa TMP 067 DLC536  Teotihuacan 0.999 
TE-LT-14 Proa TTV 007 DLC561  Texcoco 0.957 
TE-LT-14 Proa TTV 008 DLC562  Tula 1.000 
TE-LT-14 Proa TTV 033 DLC571  Teotihuacan 0.610 
TE-LT-14 Proa TTV 034 DLC572  Teotihuacan 0.779 
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Jara Pulido and Ira Stamped Cream Slip 
 Specimens were selected for attribute and compositional analysis from 
throughout the study area (Table 7.4). Jara Pulido pottery was one of the most popular 
service wares in Tula in the Late Tollan phase, replacing other cream slip types. 
However, for this study a small number of specimens from Tula were selected 
specifically for compositional characterization, as reflected by the quantities assessed for 
attribute details. In the Basin, Jara Pulido may occur more frequently in the Zumpango 
region of the northern Basin than in other areas. Ira Stamped bowls are far less frequent 
than Jara Pulido, but are considered here due to the stylistic and functional similarity of 
the two types.  A summary of the resulting compositional source assignments for the 52 
specimens is presented in Tables 7.5 to 7.8 and the results are discussed by settlement 
cluster.  
The Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster 
 Twenty-five specimens of Jara Pulido and two specimens of Ira Stamped were 
selected from the northwestern Basin settlement cluster: twenty from Tula and five from 
the Zumpango survey collections. All these specimens were assigned to Tula and 
northwestern Basin compositional groups (Figures 7.5 and 7.15).  Jara Pulido from the 
Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster tend be slipped on both the interior and exterior 
of the vessels.  Fire clouds occur on a number of specimens.  
The Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster: Teotihuacan Settlement Subcluster 
Six Jara Pulido and two Ira Stamped specimens were selected for compositional 
analysis from among the Teotihuacan Mapping Project and the Teotihuacan Valley 
survey collections. Five of these specimens were assigned to the Teotihuacan 
compositional group (Figure 7.16), including both Jara Pulido and Ira Stamped.  Two 
Jara Pulido specimens were assigned to the Tula composition group.  
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The two vessels illustrated in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 are from the Vaillant’s 
excavation at Teotihuacan. These vessels were not sampled for INAA, but are presented 
here to demonstrate variation in vessel form and methods of manufacture within the Jara 
Pulido type.  One vessel has nubbin tripod supports and was not completely covered in 
cream slip on the outside walls and base of the vessel.  The cream slip shows through the 
orange slip overcoat. Open gaps or voids are evident on the exterior wall towards the 
base, which may be evidence of formation using a mold.  The rim flares outward just 
slightly. Comparatively, the bowl lacking supports is covered entirely by both the cream 
slip and orange slip overcoat on both sides of the vessel. The cream color of the slip is 
not as visible (as compared to the vessel in Figure 7.7) and the surfaces have a smooth 
finish and cover any imperfections created from the formation process. Walls are straight 
with no flaring of the rim.   
The Southern Basin Settlement Cluster: Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster 
 A total of twenty-three Jara Pulido sherds were identified from the excavations of 
Cerro Portezuelo, a dramatic reduction in the use of cream slip pottery from earlier 
Tollan types in this region. Eight specimens of Jara Pulido were selected for 
compositional analysis. Four of these were assigned to the Tula compositional group and 
the remainder to the local Texcoco General and CPZ groups (Figure 7.17).  The vessels 
assigned to the Texcoco and CPZ compositional groups are similar to one another in 
finish, form, and quality.  These bowls tend to be better finished on the interiors as 
compared to the exteriors. The interiors have some low gloss or shine, but do not have a 
high polish.  
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The Southern Basin Settlement Cluster: Chalco Settlement Subcluster 
 Five Jara Pulido and three Ira Stamped specimens were selected for 
compositional analysis (Tables 7.7 and 7.8). Distribution of these types was more limited 
to fewer sites as compared to that of Proa Cream Slip.  Two specimens were assigned the 
local Chalco compositional group, and an additional two were assigned to the South 3 
compositional group (Figure 7.18 and Figure 7.5:B), which may also have been produced 
in the southeast Basin.  Two specimens of Ira Stamped were assigned to the Basin NW 
compositional group, indicating some limited access to products in the northern Basin.  
Two specimens of Jara Pulido were assigned to western Basin compositional groups (one 
each from the Azcapotzalco and Culhuacan groups) (Figure 7.19).  These specimens 
display stylistic variation similar to that described for the whole vessels from 
Teotihuacan, including cracks on the exterior of the vessel likely occurring during the 
formation process using a base mold (Figure 7.19:A).  
Summary of Jara Pulido and Ira Stamped Pottery 
The Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster specimens were assigned primarily 
to Tula related compositional groups with some minor local production within the 
Zumpango Settlement Subcluster.  Jara Pulido became a very popular service ware in 
Tula by the Late Tollan phase, and production around Tula is likely to have supplied 
much of the Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster. However, there is a dramatic decline 
in the use of Jara Pulido (and Ira Stamped) in the other Basin settlement clusters, even at 
Cerro Portezuelo. Cerro Portezuelo may have continued to have direct access to Tula-
produced goods in the latter part of the Early Postclassic, but the popularity of this Tula 
type was much reduced. The settlements in the southeastern Basin, in the Chalco 
Settlement Subcluster, continued to produce a local variant of these types, but in 
significantly reduced amounts. 
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Figure 7.15. Jara Pulido Cream Slip vessels from Tula: A1-A3) interior, exterior, and 
profile of MURR ID DLC 012, Tula compositional group; B1-B3) interior, exterior, and 
profile of MURR ID DLC 013, Tula outlier compositional group. (Drawings and 
photographs by author).   
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Figure 7.16. Jara Pulido Cream Slip, Teotihuacan collections, Teotihuacan compositional 
group: A) MURR ID DLC 472, TMP collection, interior of vessel and profile, B) MURR 
ID DLC 560, TE-ET-23, Interior on left, exterior on right. (Photographs and drawing by 
author). 
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Figure 7.17. Jara Pulido Cream Slip, interior view on left, exterior view on right, from 
Cerro Portezuelo collections, assigned to the Texcoco General compositional group: A) 
MURR ID AZC 271, B) MURR ID AZC 275, C) MURR ID AZC 276, D) MURR ID 
AZC 1159. (Photographs by author).  
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Figure 7.18. Jara Pulido Cream Slip specimens from the Chalco Settlement Subcluster, 
left interior view, right exterior view: A) MURR ID 311, Chalco compositional group, B) 
MURR ID DLC 312, South 3 compositional group, C) MURR ID DLC 317, South 3 
compositional group. (Photographs by author).  
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Figure 7.19. Jara Pulido Cream Slip, Chalco Settlement Subcluster, left interior view, 
right exterior view: A) MURR ID DLC 320, Culhuacan compositional group, B) MURR 
ID DLC 318, Azcaptozalco compositional group. (Photographs by author).  
 
. 
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Table 7.4. Summary of Jara Pulido and Ira Stamped Cream Slip specimens selected for 
attribute and compositional analysis listed by site collection.  Sites and collections 
organized by regional settlement subcluster (Tula and ZU = Northwestern Basin 
Settlement Cluster, Teotihuacan and TE sites = Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster, 
Cerro Portezuelo and IX site = Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster, CH sites = Xico 
and Chalco Settlement Subcluster). (ZU= Zumpango survey, TE= Teotihuacan Valley 
survey, IX= Ixtapalapa survey, CH- Chalco survey). 
 
Site Collection Count of Specimens Count of INAA 
Tula 21 21 
Ira Stamped 1 1 
Jara Pulido 20 20 
ZU-LT-38 1   
Jara Pulido 1 
 ZU-LT-49 4 1 
Jara Pulido 4 1 
ZU-LT-79 21 5 
Ira Stamped 1 1 
Jara Pulido 20 4 
Teotihuacan 5 2 
Jara Pulido 5 2 
TE-ET-23 2 2 
Ira Stamped 1 1 
Jara Pulido 1 1 
TE-ET-4 1 1 
Jara Pulido 1 1 
TE-LT-14 1 1 
Ira Stamped 1 1 
TE-LT-25A 4 1 
Jara Pulido 4 1 
TE-LT-47 1 1 
Jara Pulido 1 1 
Cerro Portezuelo 23 8 
Jara Pulido 23 8 
IX-LT-09 1 1 
Ira Stamped 1 1 
Chalco Survey 1 1 
Jara Pulido 1 1 
CH-AZ-158 1 1 
Jara Pulido 1 1 
CH-LT-31 1 1 
Jara Pulido 1 1 
CH-LT-77 1 1 
Jara Pulido 1 1 
CH-LT-81 1 1 
Jara Pulido 1 1 
CH-LT-90 2 2 
Ira Stamped 2 2 
Grand Total 92 51 
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Table 7.5. INAA summary of Jara Pulido Cream Slip pottery by site collection and 
assigned INAA source group. All counts represent Wavy Line Matte Variant unless 
otherwise noted. Sites and collections organized by regional settlement subcluster (Tula 
and ZU = Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster, Teotihuacan and TE sites = 
Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster, Cerro Portezuelo and CH sites  = Southern Basin 
Settlement Cluster). Source groups organized by regional quadrants (NW = Northwest 
Basin, Tula; N=North Basin; SW=Southwest and Western Basin; NE = Northeastern 
Basin; EC = Eastern Central Basin; SE = Southeastern Basin). 
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Tula 17 2 1 
 
    
 
  
 
  
 
20 
ZU-LT-49   
  
1     
 
  
 
  
 
1 
ZU-LT-79 4                     4 
Teotihuacan 1 
   
1   
 
  
 
  
 
2 
TE-ET-23   
   
1   
 
  
 
  
 
1 
TE-LT-25A   
   
1   
 
  
 
  
 
1 
TE-LT-47 1 
   
    
 
  
 
  
 
1 
TE-ET-4                   1   1 
Cerro 
Portezuelo 4         3 1         8 
Chalco Survey               1       1 
CH-LT-81   
   
    
 
  
 
1 
 
1 
CH-LT-77   
   
    
 
  
 
  1 1 
CH-AZ-158   
   
    
 
  1   
 
1 
CH-LT-31                 1     1 
Grand Total 27 2 1 1 3 3 1 1 2 2 1 44 
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Table 7.6. INAA summary of Ira Stamped Cream Slip pottery by site collection and 
assigned INAA source group. All counts represent Wavy Line Matte Variant unless 
otherwise noted. Sites and collections organized by regional settlement subcluster (Tula 
and ZU = Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster, TE sites = Northeastern Basin 
Settlement Cluster, IX and CH sites = Southern Basin Settlement Cluster). Source groups 
organized by regional quadrants (NW = Northwest Basin, Tula; N=North Basin; NE = 
Northeastern Basin; SE = Southeastern Basin). 
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Tula 1 
 
    1 
ZU-LT-79 1       1 
TE-ET-23   
 
1   1 
TE-LT-14     1   1 
CH-LT-90   2     2 
IX-LT-09       1 1 
Grand Total 2 2 2 1 7 
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Table 7.7. Sample list of INAA specimens for Jara Pulido Cream Slip pottery. 
Discriminant Analysis (DA) Probability indicates likeliness of fit to compositional group. 
 
Site Type/Variant Specimen ID MURR ID Comp. Group DA Probability 
Cerro Portezuelo Jara Pulido 204.09483 AZC 271  Texcoco 0.997 
Cerro Portezuelo Jara Pulido 204.09486 AZC 272  Tula 0.997 
Cerro Portezuelo Jara Pulido 204.09730 AZC 275  Texcoco 0.990 
Cerro Portezuelo Jara Pulido 204.09731 AZC 276  Texcoco 0.993 
Cerro Portezuelo Jara Pulido 204.09846 AZC 1156  Tula 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Jara Pulido 204.09728 AZC 1157  Tula 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Jara Pulido 204.09717 AZC 1158  Tula 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Jara Pulido 204.09705 AZC 1159  CPZ 0.774 
Tula Jara Pulido Tula 010 DLC 006  Tula 0.994 
Tula Jara Pulido Tula 011 DLC 007  Tula 1.000 
Tula Jara Pulido Tula 012 DLC 008  Tula 1.000 
Tula Jara Pulido Tula 013 DLC 009 Basin NW 0.911 
Tula Jara Pulido Tula 014 DLC 010  Tula 1.000 
Tula Jara Pulido Tula 015 DLC 011  Tula 1.000 
Tula Jara Pulido Tula 016 DLC 012  Tula 1.000 
Tula Jara Pulido Tula 017 DLC 013  Tula Outlier 0.527 
Tula Jara Pulido Tula 018 DLC 014  Tula 1.000 
Tula Jara Pulido Tula 019 DLC 015  Tula 1.000 
Tula Jara Pulido Tula 020 DLC 016  Tula 1.000 
Tula Jara Pulido Tula 021 DLC 017  Tula 1.000 
Tula Jara Pulido Tula 022 DLC 018  Tula 1.000 
Tula Jara Pulido Tula 023 DLC 019  Tula Outlier 1.000 
Tula Jara Pulido Tula 024 DLC 020  Tula 1.000 
Tula Jara Pulido Tula 025 DLC 021  Tula 0.998 
Tula Jara Pulido Tula 026 DLC 022  Tula 0.785 
Tula Jara Pulido Tula 027 DLC 023  Tula 1.000 
Tula Jara Pulido Tula 028 DLC 024  Tula 1.000 
Tula Jara Pulido Tula 029 DLC 025  Tula 0.926 
Chalco Survey Jara Pulido BOM 314 DLC 311  Chalco 0.997 
CH-AZ-158 Jara Pulido BOM 315 DLC 312  South 3 1.000 
ZU-LT-79 Jara Pulido BOM 316 DLC 313  Tula 1.000 
ZU-LT-79 Jara Pulido BOM 317 DLC 314  Tula 1.000 
ZU-LT-79 Jara Pulido BOM 318 DLC 315  Tula 1.000 
ZU-LT-79 Jara Pulido BOM 327 DLC 316  Tula 1.000 
CH-LT-31 Jara Pulido BOM 336 DLC 317  South 3 0.994 
CH-LT-81 Jara Pulido BOM 337 DLC 318  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
ZU-LT-49 Jara Pulido BOM 343 DLC 319 Zumpango -2 0.834 
CH-LT-77 Jara Pulido BOM 344 DLC 320  Culhuacan 1.000 
Teotihuacan Jara Pulido TMP 003 DLC 472  Teotihuacan 0.999 
Teotihuacan Jara Pulido TMP 005 DLC 474  Tula 1.000 
TE-ET-23 Jara Pulido TTV 006 DLC 560  Teotihuacan 0.935 
TE-LT-47 Jara Pulido TTV 032 DLC 570  Tula 1.000 
TE-LT-25A Jara Pulido TTV 122 DLC 587  Teotihuacan 0.997 
TE-ET-4 Jara Pulido TTV 130 DLC 593  Azcapotzalco 0.996 
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Table 7.8. Sample list of INAA specimens for Ira Stamped Cream Slip pottery. 
Discriminant Analysis (DA) Probability indicates likeliness of fit to compositional group. 
 
 
Site Type/variant Specimen ID MURR ID Comp. Group DA Probability 
Tula Ira Stamped Tula 211 DLC 181  Tula 0.999 
ZU-LT-79 Ira Stamped BOM 310 DLC 307  Tula 1.000 
CH-LT-90 Ira Stamped BOM 311 DLC 308 Basin NW 1.000 
CH-LT-90 Ira Stamped BOM 312 DLC 309 Basin NW 1.000 
IX-LT-09 Ira Stamped BOM 313 DLC 310  Chalco 0.994 
TE-LT-14 Ira Stamped TTV 004 DLC 558  Teotihuacan 0.901 
TE-ET-23 Ira Stamped TTV 005 DLC 559  Teotihuacan 0.996 
 
Macana Red-on-natural (RN) 
 
Macana Red-on-natural (RN) bowls are a brown paste, red painted type that 
occurs in three variants: Macana RN, Macana RN with resist, and Manuelito plain. These 
are all tripod bowls with hollow supports, although there is considerable variation in 
vessel size, rim and support shapes. Specimens were selected for attribute and 
compositional analysis from throughout the study area (Table 7.9).  This was a popular 
service ware throughout the study area and its use spans the entire Early Postclassic 
period. Macana RN with resist and Manuelito plain are less common than the Macana 
RN type.  A summary of the resulting compositional source assignments for the 182 
specimens is presented in Tables 7.10   and 7.11 and the results are discussed by 
settlement cluster. 
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Table 7.9. Summary of Macana (all variants) specimens selected for attribute and 
compositional analysis listed by site collection.  Sites and collections organized by 
regional settlement subcluster (Tula and ZU = Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster, 
Teotihuacan and TE sites = Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster, Cerro Portezuelo and 
IX site = Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster, CH sites = Xico and Chalco Settlement 
Subcluster). (ZU= Zumpango survey, TE= Teotihuacan Valley survey, IX= Ixtapalapa 
survey, CH- Chalco survey). 
 
Site Collection 
Count of 
Specimens 
Count of 
INAA    Site Collection 
Count of 
Specimens 
Count of 
INAA  
Tula 25 25 
 
Chalco Survey 10 4 
ZU-LT-103 28 5 
 
CH-ET-24 1 
 ZU-LT-197 1 
  
CH-ET-25 3 1 
ZU-LT-38 2 2 
 
CH-ET-30 2 
 ZU-LT-49 10 5 
 
CH-LT-17 4 
 ZU-LT-79 24 5 
 
CH-LT-2 7 1 
Teotihuacan 23 18 
 
CH-LT-20 8 1 
Teotihuacan Valley 13 7 
 
CH-LT-28 14 4 
Oxtotipac 2 1 
 
CH-LT-29 1 
 TE-ET-17 5 1 
 
CH-LT-31 8 2 
TE-ET-21 8 1 
 
CH-LT-33 3 2 
TE-ET-23 4 1 
 
CH-LT-34 10 2 
TE-ET-26 1 
  
CH-LT-35 3 1 
TE-ET-6 3 1 
 
CH-LT-37 6 4 
TE-ET-72 7 3 
 
CH-LT-39 2 1 
TE-LT-14 14 1 
 
CH-LT-73 4 
 TE-LT-25A 4 2 
 
CH-LT-76 2 
 TE-LT-47 5 1 
 
CH-LT-78 2 2 
TE-LT-63 4 1 
 
CH-LT-80 1 
 TE-LT-64 3 1 
 
CH-LT-86 2 2 
Xaltocan 1 1 
 
CH-LT-90 3 2 
Cerro Portezuelo 144 54 
 
CH-LT-77 (Xico) 3 
 
IX-LT-04 2 1 
 
CH-AZ-192 
(Xico) 4 3 
IX-LT-06 4 2 
 
      
IX-LT-09 10 7 
 
Grand Total 463 182 
IX-LT-16 1 
     IX-LT-22 10 2 
    IX-LT-27 2 2 
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Table 7.10. INAA summary of Macana pottery by variant, settlement subcluster and 
assigned INAA source group. All counts represent Wavy Line Matte Variant unless 
otherwise noted. Sites and collections organized by regional settlement subcluster (Tula 
and Zumpango = Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster, Teotihuacan = Northeastern 
Basin Settlement Cluster, Cerro Portezuelo, Ixtapalapa, Chalco, and Xico  = Southern 
Basin Settlement Cluster). Source groups organized by regional quadrants (NW = 
Northwest Basin, NE = Northeastern Basin; EC = Eastern Central Basin; SE = 
Southeastern Basin; SW=Southwest and Western Basin; NB = Non-Basin). 
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Tula 19 3 1   1           1       25 
Macana 14 
   
1 
  
  
  
1   
 
  16 
Resist 5 3 1                       9 
Zumpango 14       1 1       1         17 
Macana 14 
   
1 1 
 
  
 
1     
 
  17 
Manuelito                               
Teotihuacan 2     1 33             1 2   39 
Macana 2 
  
1 31 
  
  
  
  1 1   37 
Resist   
   
1 
  
  
  
    
 
  1 
Manuelito         1                   1 
Xaltocan         1                   1 
Macana         1                   1 
Cerro Portezuelo 1       2 38 6 1   1 3   1 1 54 
Macana   
   
2 34 6 1 
 
1 2   1 1 48 
Resist 1         4         1       6 
Ixtapalapa 1         1 4     5 2   1   14 
Macana 1 
   
  1 3   
 
4 2   1   12 
Manuelito             1     1         2 
Chalco           1 2 6 3 7 7 2 1   29 
Macana   
   
  1 2 6 3 6 6 2 1   27 
Resist   
   
  
  
  
  
1   
 
  1 
Manuelito                   1         1 
Xico                 3           3 
Macana   
   
  
  
  2 
 
    
 
  2 
Manuelito                 1           1 
Grand Total 37 3 1 1 38 41 12 7 6 14 13 3 5 1 182 
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The Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster 
Twenty-five specimens (sixteen Macana RN and nine Macana RN with resist) 
were selected for compositional analysis from the Tula Settlement Subcluster.  All but 
two specimens were assigned to Tula compositional groups.  One each was assigned to 
the Teotihuacan and Azcapotzalco compositional groups, which reflects some access to 
western and eastern Basin produced Macana RN.  Fourteen specimens from the 
Zumpango settlement cluster were assigned to the Tula compositional group, indicating 
significant amounts of Tula products that were likely acquired through market access. 
Only three specimens were assigned to non-Tula groups, all from eastern Basin 
compositional groups.  
The Macana RN with resist decoration is distinctive in the use of figurative and 
geometric design elements.  At least two decorative styles were discerned from this Tula 
sample. The first (Figure 7.20: A, B, E, F), has a red rim band with a resist double band 
paralleling the rim.  Several sherds of this style have zoomorphic representations in 
negative, although it is not clear what kind of animal was represented. Among these 
examples, there are no added rim embellishments. All were assigned to the Tula 
compositional group. The second style (Figure 7.20: C and D), has no red rim band, a 
wide horizontal band of red paint several centimeters below the rim and a much darkened 
surface due to firing during the resist stage of decoration. Wavy or undulating lines occur 
below the rim and additional resist designs occur below the red painted band.  I cannot 
confirm at this time, but I suspect that the design elements on these sherds are derived 
from decorative motifs common in northwest Mexico. Both specimens of this style were 
assigned to the Tula G2 compositional group.  
 Macana RN from the Tula collections is varied in design, quality of finish and 
rim embellishments (Figure 7.21).  Designs include horizontal wide bands extending 
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from the rim towards the base, multiple parallel bands, squares and circles or half circles.  
Rim embellishments included scallops (Figure 7.21: C), notching (Figure 7.21: A), and 
rim tabs (Figure 7.21: F). Exterior decoration includes a red rim band extending several 
millimeters below the rim. Burnish marks extend only slightly beyond the painted area of 
decoration (Figure 7.21:C).  The range of variation in design, quality of execution, rim 
embellishments, and form shapes suggest multiple potters and workshops engaged in the 
production of Macana RN.  Although some of this variation might be accounted for by 
temporal variation within the type (e.g., Early vs. Late Tollan phase styles).  However, I 
am not able to discern temporal variation in Macana RN at this time.  
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Figure 7.20. Macana RN with resist pottery assigned to Tula compositional group: A) 
Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 288, Tula compositional group, B) Tula, MURR ID 
DLC 096, Tula compositional group, C) Tula, MURR ID DLC 097, Tula G2 
compositional group, D) Tula, MURR ID DLC 098, Tula G2 compositional group, E) 
Tula, MURR ID DLC 099, Tula compositional group, F) Tula, MURR ID DLC 1006, 
Tula compositional group, G) Tula, MURR ID DLC 102, Tula G2 compositional group. 
(Photographs by author). 
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Figure 7.21. Macana RN pottery from Tula collections assigned to the Tula 
compositional group: A) MURR ID DLC 089, B) MURR ID DLC 090, C) MURR ID 
DLC 095, D) MURR ID DLC 113, E) MURR ID DLC 114, F) MURR ID DLC 184. 
(Photographs by author).  
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The Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster: Teotihuacan Settlement Subcluster 
 
 Thirty-nine specimens from the Teotihuacan Settlement Subcluster were selected 
for compositional analysis. Specimens were selected from both the Teotihuacan Mapping 
Project and the Teotihuacan Valley survey project. The majority of specimens were 
assigned to the Teotihuacan compositional group, including Macana RN (Figure 7.22), 
Macana RN with resist (Figure 7.24: G), and Manuelito plain.  Three specimens each 
were assigned to the north (Basin NW and Tula) and extreme south (Yautepec and 
Puebla) compositional groups.   
 Like the Tula-produced Macana RN, the Teotihuacan vessels vary in form and 
vessel decoration.  Wide bands of red extending from the rim are common, although half 
circles and square design elements also occur. Many also have rim embellishments of 
scallops and tabs. Hollow vessel supports vary in shape and include rounded bulbs 
(Figure 7.22: D), tapered (Figure 7.22: C), and squared taper (Figure 7.22: E). Quality of 
paint and design application varies as well.  The best have a thick dark red paint, often 
with specular hematite, and are well-burnished.  The lowest quality vessels have a thin 
red paint that streaks and pools along the edges, these lack specular hematite. The single 
specimen of Macana RN with resist (Figure 7.24: G) is similar in style to those at Tula 
with a red painted rim band.  
 A single Macana RN specimen was collected from the Xaltocan ET site during 
my site visit.  This was the only specimen of the Tollan complex pottery that I 
encountered from Xaltocan during the course of my study. This one piece was assigned 
to the Teotihuacan compositional group. It is unclear how or why this bowl arrived at 
Xaltocan, but it may have been accidentally deposited during fishing or hunting activities 
in the shallow waters around Xaltocan.  As the single Early Postclassic specimen 
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collected from a Metepec-Epiclassic site, this data point is not considered an indicator of 
regional interactions between Xaltocan and the Tollan complex using peoples of the 
northern Basin.  
  
 
Figure 7.22. Macana RN from Teotihuacan Mapping Project collections, Teotihuacan 
compositional group: A) MURR ID DLC 505, B) MURR ID DLC 519, C) MURR ID 
DLC 488, D) MURR ID DLC 490, E) MURR ID DLC 524. (Photographs by author). 
 
The Southern Basin Settlement Cluster: Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster 
 The Cerro Portezuelo settlement cluster includes the collections of the UCLA 
excavations at Cerro Portezuelo and the collection sites from the Ixtapalapa regional 
survey (IX-LT-04, IX-LT-06, IX-LT-09, IX-LT-16, IX-LT-22, IX-LT-27).  Fifty-four 
specimens from Cerro Portezuelo and another fourteen from the Ixtapalapa collections 
were selected for compositional characterization.  The highest proportion was assigned to 
the local Texcoco General compositional group (57% of the cluster total) and the CPZ 
group (15% of cluster total). Nine different compositional groups account for the Cerro 
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Portezuelo settlement cluster specimens, the most diversity of compositional groups 
among all of the settlement clusters. The remaining specimens were assigned to 
northwest, northeast, southeast, and western Basin compositional groups. Two specimens 
were assigned to a Puebla compositional group.   Although there is a high rate of 
consumption of locally made Macana RN, access to a wide range of production zones 
may indicate the importance of Cerro Portezuelo within the southern Basin as an 
administrative or market center. This cluster was a participant in interactions and 
exchange with the western Basin, Chalco settlement cluster, and perhaps further south 
towards Puebla.  Only four specimens were assigned to northern Basin compositional 
groups, including two from Tula. This limited access may indicate differing relations 
with Tula and the northern Basin settlement clusters as compared to the southern Basin 
settlements.   
 Macana RN with resist decoration was locally produced and assigned to the 
Texcoco General compositional group (Figure 7.24: A-D).  Like the Teotihuacan-
produced resists, these specimens are similar to the red rimmed resist style of Tula. 
Design elements include both geometric and zoomorphic motifs. The Azcapotzalco-
assigned resists (Figure 7.24: E-F) differ in technique and design.  These lack red rim 
bands and have overlapping zones of red paint and resist decoration.  Large red painted 
circles may also have been commonly used.  These stylistic differences indicate the 
possibility of regional preferences in technique and design within the Macana RN with 
resist.  
 Macana RN assigned to the Texcoco General compositional group also shows 
some regional variation in form and design (Figure 7.25). For a large quantity of Cerro 
Portezuelo Macana RN, the use of a dark red paint, often with specular hematite, is 
common.  These vessels typically have tapered, square tapered, and bird-head effigy 
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shaped hollow supports. A high quality burnish was applied to the painted areas and 
polish marks extend only slightly beyond the painted areas. For the Cerro Portezuelo 
pottery, two interior base embellishments were common: the diamond incised pattern and 
the repeated punctates (Figure 7.25: D and E). Bird head effigy supports are common on 
bowls throughout Mesoamerica at this time; however, the raptor-like effigy identified at 
Cerro Portezuelo was a preferred shape for the Macana RN molcajete.  There is little 
variation in size or differentiation among the bird head effigy supports (Figure 7.23). I 
did not identify any supports of this style in the Tula collections. 
 
 
Figure 7.23. Macana RN bird head effigy supports from Cerro Portezuelo. (Photograph 
by author). 
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Figure 7.24. Macana RN with resist from Basin sites: A) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID 
AZC 287, Texcoco General compositional group, B) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 
289, Texcoco General compositional group, C) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 290, 
Texcoco General compositional group, D) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 291, 
Texcoco General compositional group, E) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 292, 
Azcapotzalco compositional group, F) CH-LT-2, MURR ID DLC 259, Azcapotzalco 
compositional group, G) Oxtoticpac, MURR ID DLC 586,  Teotihuacan compositional 
group. (Photographs by author). 
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Figure 7.25. Macana RN from Cerro Portezuelo, Texcoco General compositional group: 
A) MURR ID AZC 283, B) MURR ID AZC 286, C) MURR ID AZC 300, D) MURR ID 
AZC 302, E) MURR ID AZC 277, F) MURR ID AZC 312, G) MURR ID AZC 306. 
(Photographs by author). 
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The Southern Basin Settlement Cluster: Xico and Chalco Settlement Subclusters 
 
 A sample of thirty-one specimens of Macana RN from the Chalco and Ixtapalapa 
survey regions was selected for compositional analysis (Tables 7.10 and 7.11). Most are 
assigned to southeastern Basin compositional groups: six to the Chalco group, six to the 
Xico group, and seven to the South 3 group. Three specimens were assigned to the 
Texcoco General and CPZ compositional group from the northern area of the 
southeastern Basin.  This variation indicates that there were multiple production locales 
of this type in the southeastern Basin.  The quality of production of the South 3 (Figure 
7.26) and Xico (Figure 7.27) differs from the Texcoco General and CPZ group vessels.  
The paint was thinner and often of a reddish-orange hue, in some cases approaching 
reddish-brown, although the vessel support forms and rim embellishments were similar. 
Surface finish tended to be of lower quality burnish, with polish streaks more 
inconsistent.  This is especially notable on the Xico specimens with bird head effigy 
supports.  In one case (Figure 7.26: A), the incised pattern in the base was encased by a 
single band, which is not common in the Cerro Portezuelo vessels. In this case, such a 
pattern may be derived from the Aztec I stamped bottom designs discussed in Chapter 8.   
 Like Cerro Portezuelo, vessels produced in the western Basin were acquired by 
settlements in the Chalco region.  This supports the proposition that the western Basin 
was producing Tollan Early Postclassic complex pottery and that exchange relationships 
between the south and the west were developed during the Tollan phases. Another three 
specimens from the Chalco settlement cluster were assigned to the Yautepec and Puebla 
compositional groups, indicating some access to products south of the Basin.  
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Figure 7.26. Macana RN, South 3 compositional group: A) IX-LT-22, MURR ID DLC 
236, B) CH-LT-31, MURR ID DLC 263, C) CH-LT-33, MURR ID DLC 261. 
(Photographs by author). 
 
Figure 7.27. Macana RN, Xico compositional group: A) CH-LT-78, MURR ID DLC 243, 
B) CH-AZ-192 (Xico), MURR ID DLC 246. (Photographs by author). 
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Summary of Macana pottery 
 There are multiple areas across the Basin producing Macana pottery in all three 
variants. Despite low amounts of exchange among settlement clusters, the strongest 
pattern was the use of locally produced Macana within a settlement cluster, although 
there may be more complex patterns of exchange within a settlement cluster.  In the 
Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster, Tula-produced goods supply both the Tula and 
the Zumpango Settlement Subclusters.  In the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster, there 
may be an increase in interaction between the Cerro Portezuelo and Chalco Settlement 
Subclusters, at least when compared to the earlier Mazapan patterns. Western Basin and 
southern non-Basin sources occur in higher frequency in the Macana when compared to 
other Early Postclassic types.  
Regional variation among Macana production is notable among the settlement 
subclusters.  Vessel support shapes may be indicative of regional preferences, especially 
the use of effigies.  These patterns may be due in part to the longevity of Macana, 
spanning the Early and Late Tollan, and perhaps even earlier in the Terminal Corral (co-
occurring with Wavy Line). This long span of use may also account for some of the 
stylistic variability within the type.  Like Coyotlatelco painted pottery, I think that it is 
possible to distinguish an early and late stylistic variant within the type in the Basin; 
however, I am currently unable to do this using the sample in this study.  The sampling of 
survey contexts and the considerable mixing of Epiclassic and Early Postclassic materials 
in the Cerro Portezuelo excavations are not conducive to easy identification of Early vs. 
Late Tollan contexts at this time. A more systematic assessment of within-site Macana 
variation of the Cerro Portezuelo materials is warranted in order to further explore this 
possibility.  
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Table 7.11. Sample list of INAA specimens for Macana pottery, listed by variant. 
Discriminant Analysis (DA) Probability indicates likeliness of fit to compositional group 
 
Site Collection Type/Variant Specimen ID MURR ID Comp. Group DA Probability 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.10846 AZC070  Teotihuacan 0.730 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.10852 AZC076  Texcoco 0.974 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.10861 AZC085  CPZ 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.10862 AZC086  Texcoco 0.974 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.10009 AZC277  Texcoco 0.841 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.08281 AZC278  Texcoco 0.993 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.09257 AZC279  Texcoco 0.956 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.09238 AZC280  Texcoco 0.985 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.09230 AZC281  Texcoco 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.09222 AZC282  Texcoco 0.991 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.09258 AZC283  Texcoco 0.949 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.09228 AZC284  Texcoco 0.993 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.09199 AZC285  Chalco 0.650 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.09152 AZC286  Texcoco 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana Resist 204.09227 AZC287  Texcoco 0.998 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana Resist 204.10021 AZC288  Tula 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana Resist 204.10020 AZC289  Texcoco 0.995 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana Resist 204.10017 AZC290  Texcoco 0.998 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana Resist 204.10023 AZC291  Texcoco 0.876 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana Resist  204.10019 AZC292  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.08270 AZC293  Texcoco 0.989 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.03388 AZC294  Texcoco 0.922 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.03366 AZC295  Texcoco 0.998 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.03390 AZC296  Texcoco 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.03378 AZC297  Texcoco 0.978 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.03389 AZC298  Azcapotzalco 0.997 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.03419 AZC299  Texcoco 0.939 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.00915 AZC300  Texcoco 0.998 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.09151 AZC301  Texcoco 0.998 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.10000 AZC302  Texcoco 0.997 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.08342 AZC303 Unassigned 
 Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.08253 AZC304  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.08166 AZC305  Texcoco 0.992 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.08086 AZC306  Texcoco 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.08011 AZC307  Texcoco 0.997 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.08074 AZC308  Texcoco 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.08067 AZC309  Texcoco 0.994 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.10024 AZC310  Texcoco 0.988 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.08380 AZC311  CPZ 0.567 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.03889 AZC312  Texcoco 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.03795 AZC313  Texcoco 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.03821 AZC314  Texcoco 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.03808 AZC315  Texcoco 0.968 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.03819 AZC316  CPZ 0.707 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.03245 AZC317  Puebla-Huejotzingo 0.847 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.03311 AZC318  Teotihuacan 0.562 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.03174 AZC319  CPZ 0.912 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.03204 AZC320  CPZ 0.941 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.03201 AZC321  Texcoco 0.883 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.03209 AZC322  South 3 1.000 
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Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.03168 AZC323  CPZ 0.975 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.10002 AZC324  Texcoco 0.648 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.08416 AZC325  Texcoco 0.987 
Cerro Portezuelo Macana 204.08426 AZC326  Texcoco 0.973 
Tula Macana Tula 119 DLC086  Tula 1.000 
Tula Macana Tula 120 DLC087  Tula 1.000 
Tula Macana Tula 121 DLC088  Tula 1.000 
Tula Macana Tula 122 DLC089  Tula 1.000 
Tula Macana Tula 123 DLC090  Tula 1.000 
Tula Macana Resist Tula 124 DLC091  Tula 0.997 
Tula Macana Tula 125 DLC092  Teotihuacan 0.760 
Tula Macana Tula 126 DLC093  Azcapotzalco 0.989 
Tula Macana Tula 127 DLC094  Tula 0.992 
Tula Macana Tula 128 DLC095  Tula 1.000 
Tula Macana Resist Tula 129 DLC096  Tula 1.000 
Tula Macana Resist Tula 130 DLC097  Tula G2 1.000 
Tula Macana Resist Tula 131 DLC098  Tula G2 1.000 
Tula Macana Resist Tula 132 DLC099  Tula 1.000 
Tula Macana Resist Tula 133 DLC100  Tula Outlier 1.000 
Tula Macana Resist Tula 134 DLC101  Tula 1.000 
Tula Macana Resist Tula 135 DLC102  Tula G2 1.000 
Tula Macana Tula 146 DLC113  Tula 0.999 
Tula Macana Tula 147 DLC114  Tula 1.000 
Tula Macana Tula 148 DLC115  Tula 1.000 
Tula Macana Tula 149 DLC116  Tula 0.976 
Tula Macana Tula 212 DLC182  Tula 1.000 
Tula Macana Tula 213 DLC183  Tula 1.000 
Tula Macana Tula 214 DLC184  Tula 1.000 
Tula Macana Resist Tula 215 DLC185  Tula 1.000 
CH-LT-39 Macana BOM 099 DLC234  Chalco 0.648 
IX-LT-04 Macana BOM 103 DLC235  South 3 1.000 
IX-LT-22 Macana BOM 108 DLC236  South 3 1.000 
IX-LT-06 Macana BOM 117 DLC237  CPZ 0.687 
IX-LT-06 Macana BOM 119 DLC238  South 3 0.998 
Chalco Survey Macana BOM 126 DLC239  South 3 0.943 
CH-LT-90 Macana BOM 128 DLC240  Xico 0.999 
CH-LT-90 Macana BOM 129 DLC241  Xico 1.000 
CH-LT-78 Macana BOM 132 DLC242  Azcapotzalco 0.552 
CH-LT-78 Macana BOM 133 DLC243  Xico 1.000 
CH-LT-28 Macana BOM 134 DLC244 Yautepec 1.000 
CH-LT-28 Macana BOM 135 DLC245 Yautepec 1.000 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) Macana BOM 141 DLC246  Xico 0.998 
IX-LT-27 Macana BOM 144 DLC247  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
IX-LT-27 Macana BOM 145 DLC248  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
CH-LT-86 Macana BOM 146 DLC249  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
CH-LT-86 Macana BOM 147 DLC250  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) Manuelito BOM 148 DLC251  Xico 1.000 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) Macana BOM 149 DLC252  Xico 1.000 
ZU-LT-38 Macana BOM 150 DLC253  Tula 0.999 
ZU-LT-38 Macana BOM 151 DLC254  Tula 1.000 
CH-LT-35 Macana BOM 152 DLC255  Chalco 0.971 
CH-ET-25 Macana BOM 156 DLC256  Chalco 0.540 
CH-LT-28 Macana BOM 159 DLC257  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
CH-LT-28 Macana BOM 160 DLC258  Chalco 0.805 
CH-LT-2 Macana Resist BOM 163 DLC259  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
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CH-LT-33 Macana BOM 166 DLC260  South 3 0.994 
CH-LT-33 Macana BOM 167 DLC261  South 3 0.704 
IX-LT-22 Macana BOM 168 DLC262  CPZ 0.997 
CH-LT-31 Manuelito BOM 180 DLC263  South 3 0.966 
CH-LT-31 Macana BOM 183 DLC264  Chalco 0.999 
CH-LT-37 Macana BOM 189 DLC265  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
CH-LT-37 Macana BOM 190 DLC266  South 3 1.000 
CH-LT-37 Macana BOM 192&194 DLC267  CPZ 0.802 
CH-LT-37 Macana BOM 193 DLC268  Azcapotzalco 1.000 
CH-LT-20 Macana BOM 196 DLC269  Chalco 1.000 
ZU-LT-49 Macana BOM 203 DLC270  Tula 1.000 
ZU-LT-49 Macana BOM 204 DLC271  South 3 1.000 
ZU-LT-49 Macana BOM 205 DLC272  Texcoco 0.621 
ZU-LT-49 Macana BOM 207 DLC273  Tula 1.000 
ZU-LT-49 Macana BOM 209 DLC274  Teotihuacan 1.000 
ZU-LT-79 Macana BOM 212 DLC275  Tula 0.974 
ZU-LT-79 Macana BOM 213 DLC276  Tula 1.000 
ZU-LT-79 Macana BOM 214 DLC277  Tula 1.000 
ZU-LT-79 Macana BOM 215 DLC278  Tula 0.999 
ZU-LT-79 Macana BOM 216 DLC279  Tula 1.000 
ZU-LT-103 Macana BOM 238 DLC280  Tula 0.999 
ZU-LT-103 Macana BOM 241 DLC281  Tula 0.999 
ZU-LT-103 Macana BOM 248 DLC282  Tula 1.000 
ZU-LT-103 Macana BOM 249 DLC283  Tula 1.000 
ZU-LT-103 Macana BOM 254 DLC284  Tula 1.000 
IX-LT-09 Macana BOM 263 DLC285  Puebla Ocot 1.000 
IX-LT-09 Macana BOM 264 DLC286  Texcoco 0.494 
IX-LT-09 Macana BOM 265 DLC287  Tula 0.947 
IX-LT-09 Macana BOM 266 DLC288  CPZ 0.515 
IX-LT-09 Manuelito BOM 267 DLC289  South 3 0.973 
IX-LT-09 Manuelito BOM 270 DLC290  CPZ 0.849 
IX-LT-09 Macana BOM 271 DLC291  South 3 0.978 
Chalco Survey Macana BOM 275 DLC292  Texcoco 0.773 
Chalco Survey Macana BOM 276 DLC293  CPZ 0.430 
Chalco Survey Macana BOM 277 DLC294  South 3 1.000 
CH-LT-34 Macana BOM 281 DLC295  Puebla-Huejotzingo 0.997 
CH-LT-34 Macana BOM 282 DLC296  South 3 1.000 
Teotihuacan Manuelito TMP 008 DLC477  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Teotihuacan Macana TMP 019 DLC488  Teotihuacan 0.993 
Teotihuacan Macana TMP 020 DLC489  Basin NW 0.995 
Teotihuacan Macana TMP 021 DLC490  Teotihuacan 0.994 
Teotihuacan Macana TMP 034 DLC503  Teotihuacan 0.996 
Teotihuacan Macana TMP 035 DLC504  Teotihuacan 0.987 
Teotihuacan Macana TMP 036 DLC505  Teotihuacan 0.998 
Teotihuacan Macana TMP 037 DLC506  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Teotihuacan Macana TMP 038 DLC507  Teotihuacan 0.998 
Teotihuacan Macana TMP 044 DLC513  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Teotihuacan Macana TMP 047 DLC516  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Teotihuacan Macana TMP 048 DLC517  Teotihuacan 1.000 
Teotihuacan Macana TMP 049 DLC518  Teotihuacan 0.960 
Teotihuacan Macana TMP 050 DLC519  Teotihuacan 0.999 
Teotihuacan Macana TMP 054 DLC523  Teotihuacan 0.993 
Teotihuacan Macana TMP 055 DLC524  Teotihuacan 0.856 
Teotihuacan Macana TMP 061 DLC530  Teotihuacan 0.988 
Teotihuacan Macana TMP 077 DLC551  Teotihuacan 0.999 
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TE-ET-72  Macana TTV 068 DLC578  Teotihuacan 0.997 
TE-LT-14 Macana TTV 070 DLC579  Puebla Ocot 1.000 
TE-LT-47 Macana TTV 085 DLC580  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-21 Macana TTV 089 DLC581  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-6 Macana TTV 096 DLC583  Teotihuacan 0.999 
Oxtoticpac Macana Resist TTV 118 DLC586  Teotihuacan 0.979 
Xaltocan Macana XAL 070 DLC694  Teotihuacan 0.975 
TE-ET-4 Macana none TTV005  Tula 1.000 
TE-ET-10 Macana none TTV010  Teotihuacan 0.990 
TE-ET-17 Macana none TTV014  Puebla-Cholula 1.000 
TE-ET-17 Macana none TTV019  Teotihuacan 0.955 
TE-ET-22 Macana none TTV053  Teotihuacan 0.989 
TE-ET-19 Macana none TTV066  Yautepec 1.000 
TE-ET-19 Macana none TTV067  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-23 Macana none TTV070  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-LT-25A Macana none TTV081  Teotihuacan 0.999 
TE-LT-25A Macana none TTV082  Tula 1.000 
TE-LT-62 Macana none TTV098  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-LT-63 Macana none TTV102  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-LT-64 Macana none TTV104  Teotihuacan 0.972 
TE-ET-72  Macana none TTV120  Teotihuacan 0.694 
TE-ET-72  Macana none TTV121  Teotihuacan 0.997 
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Blanco Levantado and Ink Stamped 
 These two types, presented together, are specialty wares that occurred most 
commonly in the northern Basin and Tula (Tables 7.12 and 7.14).  It is unclear whether 
these vessels more commonly occurred in the Early or Late Tollan phases. They are only 
provisionally included in the Tollan pottery complex in this study.  The style of Blanco 
Levantado, vessels with a thin cream wash applied in a crossed or woven pattern over the 
exterior surface (Figures 7.28-7.31), first occurred in southern Hidalgo around Tula and 
into the Basin of Mexico in the Early Postclassic (Bey 2007:117).   
Ink Stamped jars were decorated with panels of black parallel lines executed 
variously as straight, undulating, or a mix of both, both in horizontal and vertical 
directions (Figure 7.32). The uniform line width and space between lines are consistent 
with the use of a multi-prong brush like that of the Matte Variant of Wavy Line.  This 
suggests either continuity in the techniques and decorative tradition from the Mazapan 
pottery complex, or placement of the production of this type within the Mazapan pottery 
complex and earlier than the other types presented in this chapter.  I have not encountered 
whole vessel illustrations of this type, although the presence of decorated body sherds 
indicates that decorative zones were not limited to the high necks of the jars.  
Specimens were selected for attribute and compositional analysis from 
throughout the study area.  Only one Ink Stamped specimen and no Blanco Levantado 
were identified in the southern Basin settlement clusters in the course of specimen 
selection.  A summary of the resulting compositional source assignments is presented in 
Tables 7. 13, 7.15, and 7.16 and results are discussed by type.  
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Blanco Levantado 
Forty-four specimens of Blanco Levantado were selected for compositional 
analysis (Table 7.13).  Nineteen of the twenty-one specimens from the Northwestern 
Basin Settlement Cluster were assigned to Tula or northern Basin compositional groups 
(Table 7.16). Two specimens of this cluster were assigned to a Puebla compositional 
group, which I find an unecpected result that requires further assessment of temper or 
paste variations that might distinguish these specimens as unique within the Tula 
collection. 
Eight of the ten specimens from the Teotihuacan Settlement Subcluster were 
assigned to the Teotihuacan compositional group, an indication of local production of 
Blanco Levantado. The one specimen (DLC 589) assigned to the Texcoco General 
compositional group may have been incorrectly assigned on the basis of the relatively 
low probability of fit (discriminant analysis probability of .577) and the lack of any other 
assignments to this compositional group.  Only one specimen was assigned to a Tula 
compositional group.  
All thirteen of the Blanco Levantado specimens identified in the Cerro 
Portezuelo excavations were selected for compositional analysis. No specimens were 
assigned to the local compositional groups for the Cerro Portezuelo settlement cluster.  
The Chalco compositional group accounts for 69% of the Cerro Portezuelo sample. Two 
specimens each were assigned to the northwestern Basin and northeastern Basin 
compositional groups.  
Blanco Levantado amphoras from Tula were often decorated with a fillet band 
just below the rim. This band was embellished by indentations to create textured appliqué 
that might have served a functional purpose as a lip to tie cords to carry or cap the jars 
(Figure 7.28). Too few rims from Basin-made vessels were identified to make stylistic 
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comparison, although one rim from Teotihuacan suggests that the fillet band may not 
have been included (Figure 7.28: D). There was considerable variation in the patterning 
of the cream slip design on the body of the jars. At least two stylistic variants can be 
defined on the basis of brush or tool type used to wipe away the slip to create the woven 
pattern motif.  The first used a wide brush crossed in two or three directions (Figure 7.29: 
A, B, D, F, G, H, I and Figure 7.30: A, C, F, and G). The second was a multi-prong brush 
or combs that were closely spaced (Figure 7.29: E and Figure 7.30: B, E). Both styles and 
techniques were employed in the Tula and Teotihuacan versions, and in Chalco produced 
versions of Blanco Levantado. The shared techniques and motifs of decoration suggest 
that the Basin potters were knowledgeable about the specific crafting practices at Tula.  
 
Table 7.12. Summary of Blanco Levantado specimens selected for attribute and 
compositional analysis listed by site collection.  Sites and collections organized by 
regional settlement cluster and subcluster (Tula and ZU = Northwestern Basin Settlement 
Cluster, Teotihuacan and TE sites = Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster, Cerro 
Portezuelo = Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster). (ZU= Zumpango survey, TE= 
Teotihuacan Valley survey). 
Site Collection Count of Specimens Count of INAA Specimens 
Tula 26 14 
ZU-LT-103 2 2 
ZU-LT-197 1 1 
ZU-LT-49 1 1 
ZU-LT-79 3 3 
Teotihuacan 1 1 
TE-ET-4 1 
 
TE-ET-72 (La Gruta) 2 2 
TE-LT-14 1 1 
TE-LT-25A 17 6 
Cerro Portezuelo 13 13 
Grand Total 68 44 
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Table 7.13. Summary of Blanco Levantado pottery by site collection and assigned INAA 
source group. Sites and collections organized by regional settlement subcluster (Tula and 
ZU = Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster, Teotihuacan and TE sites = Northeastern 
Basin Settlement Cluster, Cerro Portezuelo = Southern Basin Settlement Cluster). Source 
groups organized by regional quadrants (NW = Northwest Basin, Tula; NE = 
Northeastern Basin; EC = Eastern Central Basin; SE = Southeastern Basin; NB = Non-
Basin). 
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Tula 
 
9 2 
 
1       2 14 
ZU-LT-103 2 
   
          2 
ZU-LT-197 1 
   
          1 
ZU-LT-49 
 
1 
  
          1 
ZU-LT-79   2 1             3 
Teotihuacan 
    
  1       1 
TE-ET-72 (La Gruta) 
  
1 
 
  1       2 
TE-LT-14 
    
  1       1 
TE-LT-25A           5 1     6 
Cerro Portezuelo     1 1   2   9   13 
Grand Total 3 12 5 1 1 10 1 9 2 44 
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Figure 7.28. Blanco Levantado amphora rim: A) Tula, MURR ID DLC 059, B) Tula, not 
sampled for INAA, C) Tula, not sampled for INAA, D) Teotihuacan, not sampled for 
INAA. (Photographs by author).  
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Figure 7.29. Blanco Levantado body sherds from Tula collections: A) MURR ID DLC 
047, Tula compositional group, B) MURR ID DLC 049, Tula compositional group, C) 
MURR ID DLC 051, Puebla compositional group, F) MURR ID DLC 050, Tula 
compositional group, G) MURR ID DLC 056, Tula compositional group, I) MURR ID 
DLC 054, Tula compositional group. (Photographs by author).  
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Figure 7.30. Blanco Levantado from Cerro Portezuelo collections: A) MURR ID AZC 
1145, Teotihuacan compositional group, B) MURR ID AZC 204, Chalco compositional 
group,  C) MURR ID AZC 206, Chalco compositional group,  D) MURR ID AZC 1146, 
Tula G2 compositional group, E) MURR ID AZC 202, Chalco compositional group,  F) 
MURR ID AZC 207, Chalco compositional group,  G) MURR ID AZC 211, Chalco 
compositional group. (Photographs by author).  
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Figure 7.31. Blanco Levantado from the Teotihuacan Valley: A) La Gruta, MURR ID 
DLC 555, Teotihuacan compositional group, B) TE-LT-25A, C) TE-LT-25A, D) TE-LT-
14, MURR ID DLC 557, Teotihuacan compositional group. (Photographs by author).  
 
Ink Stamped 
Ten specimens were selected for compositional characterizations (Tables 7.15 
and 7.16), all but one from Zumpango collections. Outside the northwestern Basin, one 
specimen was identified at the site of CH-LT-38 in the Chalco Settlement Subcluster, and 
one from TE-LT-25A from the Teotihuacan Settlement Subcluster (not sampled for 
compositional analysis). All ten specimens were assigned to a northwestern Basin 
compositional group.  I labeled this group as North X. It was not previously defined in 
the MURR reference set for Central Mexican pottery data. I propose that this 
compositional group matches clays somewhere in the northern Basin, but slightly 
different in composition from the Tula or Basin NW- Zumpango groups.  These vessels 
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have a coarse paste packed with small mineral inclusions.  Despite the overall 
compositional similarity of the specimens that warrants a new compositional group, the 
coarse paste and mineral inclusions might account for this separation from other northern 
compositional groups. Nevertheless, the low frequency of the type in the Tula region and 
the assignment of almost all of the specimens to the North X group indicate that these 
vessels were a specialty product of a small number of producers somewhere in the 
northern Basin.  Further investigation using other methods, like petrography, may clarify 
where this vessel type was produced.  
 
Table 7.14. Summary of Ink Stamped specimens selected for attribute and compositional 
analysis listed by site collection.  Sites and collections organized by regional settlement 
cluster and subcluster (ZU = Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster, TE sites = 
Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster, CH = Southern Basin Settlement Subcluster). 
(ZU= Zumpango survey, TE= Teotihuacan Valley survey, CH=Chalco survey). 
 
Site Collection Count of Specimens Count of INAA Specimens 
ZU-LT-103 13 4 
ZU-LT-38 4 2 
ZU-LT-49 9 3 
ZU-LT-79 3   
TE-LT-25A 1   
CH-LT-38 1 1 
Grand Total 31 10 
 
Table 7.15. INAA results by settlement cluster of Ink Stamped, all are northern or 
northwest Basin compositional groups. (ZU= Zumpango survey, TE= Teotihuacan Valley 
survey, CH=Chalco survey). 
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ZU-LT-103 1 3 
 
4 
ZU-LT-38 1 1 
 
2 
ZU-LT-49 
 
2 1 3 
CH-LT-38   1   1 
Grand Total 2 7 1 10 
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Figure 7.32. Ink Stamped pottery: A) ZU-LT-38, MURR ID DLC 187, North X 
compositional group, B) ZU-LT-103, C) ZU-LT-38, D) ZU-LT-103, E) ZU-LT-79, F) 
ZU-LT-49, G) ZU-LT-103, H) ZU-LT-103, MURR ID DLC 191, North X compositional 
group, I) ZU-LT-79, J) ZU-LT-79, K) CH-LT-103, MURR ID DLC 189, North X 
compositional group, L) ZU-LT-49. (Photographs by author).  
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Table 7.16. Sample list of INAA specimens for Blanco Levantado pottery, listed by 
variant. Discriminant Analysis (DA) Probability indicates likeliness of fit to 
compositional group. 
 
Site  Type Specimen ID MURR ID Comp. Group DA Probability 
Cerro Portezuelo Blanco Levantado 204.7743 AZC 1144 Zumpango -2 0.448 
Cerro Portezuelo Blanco Levantado 204.7744 AZC 1145 Teotihuacan 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Blanco Levantado 204.7745 AZC 1146 Tula G2 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Blanco Levantado 204.00997 AZC202 Chalco 0.997 
Cerro Portezuelo Blanco Levantado 204.03903 AZC203 Chalco 0.972 
Cerro Portezuelo Blanco Levantado 204.00992 AZC204 Chalco 0.915 
Cerro Portezuelo Blanco Levantado 204.03950 AZC205 Chalco 0.917 
Cerro Portezuelo Blanco Levantado 204.03953 AZC206 Chalco 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Blanco Levantado 204.03957 AZC207 Chalco 0.604 
Cerro Portezuelo Blanco Levantado 204.03956 AZC208 Chalco 0.995 
Cerro Portezuelo Blanco Levantado 204.03952 AZC209 Chalco 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Blanco Levantado 204.03949 AZC210 Teotihuacan 0.998 
Cerro Portezuelo Blanco Levantado 204.00995 AZC211 Chalco 0.936 
Tula Blanco Levantado Tula 051 DLC047 Tula 1.000 
Tula Blanco Levantado Tula 052 DLC048 Tula G2 0.999 
Tula Blanco Levantado Tula 053 DLC049 Tula 1.000 
Tula Blanco Levantado Tula 056 DLC050 Tula 1.000 
Tula Blanco Levantado Tula 057 DLC051 Puebla-Huejotzingo 1.000 
Tula Blanco Levantado Tula 058 DLC052 Basin NW 0.951 
Tula Blanco Levantado Tula 060 DLC053 Tula 1.000 
Tula Blanco Levantado Tula 062 DLC054 Tula 1.000 
Tula Blanco Levantado Tula 063 DLC055 Tula 1.000 
Tula Blanco Levantado Tula 065 DLC056 Tula 0.995 
Tula Blanco Levantado Tula 066 DLC057 Tula 1.000 
Tula Blanco Levantado Tula 070 DLC058 Puebla-Huejotzingo 1.000 
Tula Blanco Levantado Tula 075 DLC059 Tula G2 0.952 
Tula Blanco Levantado Tula 076 DLC060  Tula 0.800 
ZU-LT-197 Blanco Levantado BOM 031 DLC197  North X BL 1.000 
ZU-LT-79 Blanco Levantado BOM 032 DLC198  Tula 0.982 
ZU-LT-79 Blanco Levantado BOM 033 DLC199  Tula G2 0.998 
ZU-LT-79 Blanco Levantado BOM 034 DLC200  Tula 1.000 
ZU-LT-103 Blanco Levantado BOM 035 DLC201  North X BL 1.000 
ZU-LT-103 Blanco Levantado BOM 036 DLC202  North X BL 1.000 
ZU-LT-49 Blanco Levantado BOM 037 DLC203  Tula 0.999 
Teotihuacan Blanco Levantado TMP 022 DLC491  Teotihuacan 0.847 
TE-ET-72 (La Gruta) Blanco Levantado TTV 001 DLC555  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-ET-72 (La Gruta) Blanco Levantado TTV 002 DLC556  Tula G2 1.000 
TE-LT-14 Blanco Levantado TTV 003 DLC557  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-LT-25A Blanco Levantado TTV 037 DLC573  Teotihuacan 0.922 
TE-LT-25A Blanco Levantado TTV 124 DLC588  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-LT-25A Blanco Levantado TTV 125 DLC589 Texcoco 0.577 
TE-LT-25A Blanco Levantado TTV 126 DLC590  Teotihuacan 0.999 
TE-LT-25A Blanco Levantado TTV 128 DLC591  Teotihuacan 1.000 
TE-LT-25A Blanco Levantado TTV 129 DLC592  Teotihuacan 0.999 
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Site  Type/Variant Specimen ID MURR ID Comp. Group DA Probability 
ZU-LT-38 Ink Stamped BOM 001 DLC 187  North X Ink 1.000 
ZU-LT-38 Ink Stamped BOM 003 DLC 188  North X BL 0.924 
CH-LT-38 Ink Stamped BOM 005 DLC 189  North X Ink 1.000 
ZU-LT-103 Ink Stamped BOM 014 DLC 190  North X Ink 1.000 
ZU-LT-103 Ink Stamped BOM 015 DLC 191  North X Ink 0.999 
ZU-LT-103 Ink Stamped BOM 017 DLC 192  North X BL 0.997 
ZU-LT-49 Ink Stamped BOM 027 DLC 192  North X Ink 1.000 
ZU-LT-103 Ink Stamped BOM 021 DLC 193  North X Ink 1.000 
ZU-LT-49 Ink Stamped BOM 023 DLC 194  Tula 0.825 
ZU-LT-49 Ink Stamped BOM 026 DLC 195  North X Ink 1.000 
 
Orange Incised  
 I briefly discuss this low-frequency type characterized by orange paste and 
incised design (Table 7.17). The inclusion of this pottery was intended to identify 
potential imports of pottery from Veracruz.  A similar type called Sillon Incised (Cobean 
1978) occurs in the Tula region.  Eighteen specimens (Table 7.18 and 7.19) of orange 
incised pottery were selected for compositional analysis.  A range of forms, methods of 
incising, and design elements is present among these specimens. 
Three specimens were assigned to a generalized Gulf compositional group. The 
precise location of the clays for this group is currently unknown (Figure 7.33).  Two 
specimens were assigned to the Tula compositional group (Figure 7.34). Eleven 
specimens were assigned to the Texcoco General and CPZ compositional groups (Figure 
7.35). Finally, two specimens were assigned to the South 3 compositional group (Figure 
7.36).   
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Figure 7.33. Incised Orange assigned to Gulf compositional group: A) Cerro Portezuelo, 
MURR ID AZC 329, everted rim, B) ZU-LT-79, MURR ID DLC 348, C) ZU-LT-79, 
MURR ID DLC 349. (Photographs by author). 
 
 
 
Figure 7.34. Orange Incised assigned to Tula compositional group: A) Cerro Portezuelo, 
MURR ID AZC 332, B) IX-LT-79, MURR ID DLC 347.  (Photos by author). 
 
 
Figure 7.35. Incised Orange assigned to Texcoco General compositional group: A) Cerro 
Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 330, B) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 331, C) Cerro 
Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 333, D) Cerro Portezuelo, MURR ID AZC 334. 
(Photographs by author).  
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Figure 7.36. Orange Incised assigned to South 3 compositional group: A) CH-LT-78, 
MURR ID DLC 344, B) CH-LT-74, MURR ID DLC 345, everted rim. (Photographs by 
author). 
 
 
 
Table 7.17. Summary of Orange Incised specimens selected for attribute and 
compositional analysis listed by site collection.  Sites and collections organized by 
regional settlement cluster and subcluster (ZU = Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster, 
Cerro Portezuelo, IX and CH sites = Southern Basin Settlement Subcluster). (ZU= 
Zumpango survey, IX = Ixtapalapa survey, CH=Chalco survey). 
 
 
Site Collection Count of Specimens Count of INAA 
ZU-LT-79 5 3 
Cerro Portezuelo 12 12 
IX-LT-07 1 1 
CH-LT-74 1 1 
CH-LT-78 1 1 
Grand Total 20 18 
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Table 7.18. Summary of Orange Incised pottery by site collection and assigned INAA 
source group. Sites and collections organized by regional settlement subcluster (ZU = 
Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster, Cerro Portezuelo, IX and CH sites = Southern 
Basin Settlement Cluster). Source groups organized by regional quadrants (NB = Non-
Basin; NW = Northwest Basin; EC = Eastern Central Basin; SE = Southeastern Basin;). 
(ZU = Zumpango survey; IX = Ixtapalapa survey; CH = Chalco survey). 
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ZU-LT-79 2 1    
3 
Cerro Portezuelo 1 1 8 2   12 
IX-LT-07       1   1 
CH-LT-74       
 
1 1 
CH-LT-78         1 1 
Grand Total 3 2 8 3 2 18 
 
 
 
 
Table 7.19. Sample list of INAA specimens for Orange Incised pottery, listed by variant. 
Discriminant Analysis (DA) Probability indicates likeliness of fit to compositional group. 
 
Site Type/Variant Specimen ID MURR ID Comp. Group DA Probability 
Cerro Portezuelo Orange Incised 204.12003 AZC 327  Texcoco 0.996 
Cerro Portezuelo Orange Incised 204.09757 AZC 328  Texcoco 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Orange Incised 204.09758 AZC 329  Gulf 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Orange Incised 204.12002 AZC 330  Texcoco 0.998 
Cerro Portezuelo Orange Incised 204.12001 AZC 331  Texcoco 0.991 
Cerro Portezuelo Orange Incised 204.09759 AZC 332  Tula 1.000 
Cerro Portezuelo Orange Incised 204.09760 AZC 333  Texcoco 0.954 
Cerro Portezuelo Orange Incised 204.09761 AZC 334  Texcoco 0.985 
Cerro Portezuelo Orange Incised 204.09762 AZC 335  CPZ 0.986 
Cerro Portezuelo Orange Incised 204.09763 AZC 336  Texcoco 0.957 
Cerro Portezuelo Orange Incised 204.12000 AZC 337  CPZ 0.669 
Cerro Portezuelo Orange Incised 204.09364 AZC 338  Texcoco 0.993 
CH-LT-78 Orange Incised BOM 450 DLC 344  South 3 1.000 
CH-LT-74 Orange Incised BOM 451 DLC 345  South 3 1.000 
IX-LT-07 Orange Incised BOM 455 DLC 346  CPZ 0.898 
ZU-LT-79 Orange Incised BOM 458 DLC 347  Tula 0.993 
ZU-LT-79 Orange Incised BOM 460 DLC 348  Gulf 1.000 
ZU-LT-79 Orange Incised BOM 461 DLC 349  Gulf 1.000 
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DISCUSSION OF ATLATONGO-TOLLAN POTTERY COMPLEX 
This chapter presented results of the stylistic and compositional analysis of 
several diagnostic types in the Atlatongo-Tollan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex 
(Tollan pottery complex) in Tula and the Basin of Mexico. The two most common and 
easily accessible types, Proa Cream Slip and Macana, were distributed throughout the 
study area, including large amounts in the southern Basin. Both types had numerous 
locales of production including Tula, the Teotihuacan Valley, southern Texcoco, and the 
southeastern Basin. Macana was assigned to the most diverse set of compositional groups 
and exhibited exchange between settlement clusters and between settlement subclusters 
(within settlement clusters). Stylistic and technological similarity was demonstrated 
among the Tollan pottery complex produced in the northwestern Basin, northeastern 
Basin, and Cerro Portezuelo settlement clusters; whereas the southeastern Basin 
settlement clusters, including the Xico and Chalco, were often producing poor copies of 
the Tollan types. The appearance of Macana and Cream Slip wares (Proa, Jara Pulido, Ira 
Stamped) in the southern Basin indicates an increase in interaction or influence from the 
northern Basin, especially in the earlier part of the Early Postclassic (after Mazapan).  
Northern Basin produced pottery did not, however, occur in large amounts in the 
southern Basin collections.  
Proa Cream Slip and Macana distributions are similar to one another and reflect 
the maximum extent of Tollan pottery use in the Basin. At some point in the Early 
Postclassic period, even when the city of Tula was likely at its largest in population and 
size, there was a change in the Basin. Comparison of the distribution of Macana (Figure 
7.37) and Jara Pulido Cream Slip (Figure 7.38) demonstrates the dramatic decline in use 
of Late Tollan cream slip types throughout the Basin. Even though Jara Pulido was a very 
popular service ware in the Tula area in the latter part of the Early Postclassic, its use and 
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distribution was significantly smaller in the Basin. This may reflect the decline in Tula’s 
control and influence beyond the northwestern settlement cluster in the Late Tollan 
phase.  
 In addition to a temporal shift in the influence of Tula in the Basin, there may 
also be a spatial component to the distribution patterns of Tollan complex pottery. The 
closer to Tula, the more similar the ceramic assemblages were to Tula.  Within the 
Northwestern Basin Settlement Cluster, the Zumpango Settlement Subcluster used 
Blanco Levantado and Ink Stamped pottery in higher amounts than elsewhere in the 
Basin.  A systematic accounting of all of the pottery in the Early Postclassic settlements 
of the Zumpango region is justified to identify other common Tula types not used in this 
study.  Furthest from Tula, in the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster, especially the Xico 
and Chalco Settlement Subcluster, Cream Slip types and Macana are the prominent Tula 
types in use (at least as assessed in this study).  This indicates a significantly smaller 
subset of the decorated pottery most common in the Tula region, and smaller than the 
assemblages of the Teotihuacan and Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subclusters.   
O’Neill (1962:24,63) suggested that the southeast Basin was more influenced by 
the Mixteca-Puebla center of Cholula than by Tula and remarks that Chalco types were 
more similar to Mixteca-Puebla (e.g., Cholula) and Toluca pottery than to Tula types. 
O’Neill’s excavations at Chalco found only a single Mazapan Early Postclassic sherd (it 
is not clear, but is likely that he specifically meant the Wavy Line type of the Mazapan 
Early Postclassic Pottery Complex). The Early Postclassic complex at the Chalco Mound 
65 excavations was represented by Aztec I Black-on-orange pottery (Hodge 2008). 
García (2004: 154-155) reported both Aztec I and Mazapan pottery at Xico. Survey 
evidence for the Early Postclassic occupation in this area suggests a nearby population 
well over 1,000, indicating Xico was one of the most important centers in the southern 
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valley (Brumfiel 1991:47; Parsons et al. 1982a:199-201) at a time when the southern 
Basin was sparsely occupied and continued to be politically fragmented (Parsons 
1991:38).  Xico was considered a rare situation in which both the Mazapan/Tollan and 
Aztec I and Chalco-Cholula pottery complexes co-occurred within a few hundred meters 
of one another (Parsons et al. 1982a, 1982b). This proximity may indicate a shift in 
occupation (perhaps temporally distinct) or co-existing settlements, each participating in 
differing interaction patterns.  The distribution and significance of the Early Postclassic 
Chalco-Cholula Pottery Complex in the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster is considered 
in more detail in Chapter 8.  
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Figure 7.37. Distribution of Macana pottery in this study; only sites with Macana pottery 
are shown. Red triangles indicate sites having any of the three Macana variants 
represented.  Triangles indicate site size, not quantities of pottery.  
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Figure 7.38. Distribution of Jara Pulido pottery in this study; only sites with Jara Pulido 
pottery are shown. Red triangles indicate sites having any Jara Pulido or Ira Stamped 
variants represented.  Triangles indicate site size, not quantities of pottery.  
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CHAPTER 8 
THE EARLY POSTCLASSIC AND THE CHALCO-CHOLULA COMPLEX 
 This chapter considers Early Postclassic developments that predominate in the 
southern Basin and at Xaltocan, a significant outlier in the northern Basin. The Early 
Postclassic Chalco-Cholula Pottery Complex is distinguished from the Early Postclassic 
Mazapan and Atlatongo-Tollan complexes that are discussed in Chapters 6 and 7. The 
two wares under consideration include Aztec I Black-on-orange and Chalco-Cholula 
polychromes. The complex is here titled Chalco-Cholula due to the stylistic similarities 
of these two southern Basin wares (some produced in and around Chalco) and those 
reported for Cholula (and the broader Puebla-Tlaxcala region). I adopt the somewhat 
neutral phrase “Chalco-Cholula Complex” to distinguish this group of associated pottery 
from the Tula-associated Early Postclassic types of Mazapan and Tollan-Atlatongo.  
Sample for this Study 
The specimens used in this analysis are derived primarily from the Basin of 
Mexico surveys for the Chalco region and a subset of the Ixtapalapa region.  Also 
included are all of the related specimens from the UCLA collections from Cerro 
Portezuelo excavations, and a small comparative sample from Elizabeth Brumfiel’s 
excavations at Xaltocan. Few additional Chalco-Cholula complex specimens were 
encountered from the other project areas in this study, but they are in sample lists when 
identified. Study is limited to Aztec I Black-on-orange (Figure 8.1), Aztec I stamped 
bottom vessels, and the earliest of the Chalco-Cholula polychromes (Figure 8.2).  The 
next section discusses some of the difficulty in terminology and chronology in defining 
an explicitly Early Postclassic Chalco-Cholula complex.  As a result, a portion of the 
polychromes sampled for this study may be better associated with the Middle Postclassic 
and affiliated Aztec II pottery complexes. I report the results of analysis for those 
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specimens as Aztec II polychromes.   I present descriptions of the diagnostic wares and 
variants and summarize stylistic and chemical compositional results of this study.  
Although this part of the study is based on a small sample of the existing pottery type 
variants of the Chalco-Cholula pottery complex, these results provide new insights and 
identify trends that can be further investigated in future studies.   
 
Figure 8.1. Distribution of Aztec I Orange Ware samples used in this study (red 
triangles).  Triangle size indicates the size of the settlement, not the size of the sample.  
Sites indicated by black triangles are for reference to other important sites. 
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Figure 8.2. Distribution of Aztec I Chalco-Cholula Polychrome samples identified in this 
study (red triangles).  Triangle size indicates the size of the settlement, not the size of the 
sample.  Sites indicated by black triangles are for reference to other important sites. 
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Problems of Temporal Terminology of Early Postclassic and Early Aztec 
 
In the Basin of Mexico, the Postclassic is typically divided into Early Aztec and 
Late Aztec. The Late Aztec correlates to the Late Postclassic period and the maximum 
extent of the Aztec Empire in Central Mexico, a period well outside the scope of this 
study which will not be further discussed. Early Aztec is a term that traditionally 
incorporates the pottery complexes associated with Aztec I and Aztec II Black-on-orange 
traditions. It has been equated with Middle Postclassic occupation, the time following the 
collapse of Tula’s Early Postclassic state in the northern Basin (e.g., Sanders et al. 1979).  
The distributions of many variants of Early Aztec pottery (including Aztec I and Aztec II 
Black-on-orange, Aztec red wares, and others) have been described and chemical 
characterization studies conducted to identify market and distribution zones (Garraty 
2006; García 2004; Minc et al. 1994; Minc 1994). Generally, the Middle Postclassic 
period is characterized by a series of city-states and city-state confederations throughout 
the Basin of Mexico. 
However, several researchers in the Basin of Mexico have begun to revisit the 
implications of an “Early Aztec” which combines Aztec I and Aztec II related pottery.  
Parsons and Gorenflo (2006) assess the degree to which Mazapan-Tollan Red-on-buffs, 
Aztec I Black-on-orange, and Aztec II Black-on-orange co-occur in the Basin of Mexico 
survey sites. Parsons and Gorenflo (2006: Tables 5 and 6) also compile and summarize 
associated radiocarbon dates made available up to 2004 (including Charlton et al. 
2000:258; García 2004:366-367; Parsons et al. 1996:221-225). They report 11 Mazapan-
Tollan dates from Tula, Cuauhtitlan, Teotihuacan, and Tlapizáhuac as a range of mid-
point dates from A.D. 882-1166, and a median mid-point calibrated date (with one 
standard deviation) at A.D. 941+/-58. A series of 17 Aztec I dates are reported for 
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Xaltocan (Phase I), Chalco, Xico and Ch-Az-195 with a range of mid-point dates from 
A.D.880-1390, and a median mid-point date (with one standard deviation) at A.D. 
1092+/-157. Brumfiel reports additional Aztec I (Phase I) radiocarbon dates.  
Based upon their assessment of distributions and the compiled set of radiocarbon 
dates, Parsons and Gorenflo (2006) suggest the following points: 
1. Mazapan-Tollan Red-on-buff and Aztec I Black-on-orange came into 
use and were coeval during the 10th and 11th centuries; 
2. Aztec I Black-on-orange continued in use into the 13th century, while 
Mazapan-Tollan Red-on-buff ceased during the 12th century; 
3. Aztec I Black-on-orange and Aztec II Black-on-orange briefly 
overlapped during the late 13th century (Aztec II Black-on-orange 
continued into the 15th century).  
I include Aztec I Black-on-orange and the associated Chalco -Cholula 
Polychromes (predominantly from datable contexts at Xaltocan) in my research on Early 
Postclassic pottery complexes in large part due to the recent findings reported at Chalco, 
Xaltocan, and elsewhere, summarized by Parsons and Gorenflo (2006).  Results in this 
chapter are intended to emphasize the Early Postclassic temporal sequence, the interval in 
which Aztec I Black-on-orange and the earliest of the Chalco-Cholula polychromes 
overlap with Tula’s Early Postclassic (Figure 8.3).   
I provide the caveat, however, that Aztec I Black-on-orange and the associated 
Chalco-Cholula polychromes remained in use beyond the Early Postclassic and likely 
after the collapse of Tula and its associated Early Postclassic pottery complexes. Clearly 
the number of datable contexts throughout the Basin of Mexico must be increased to 
clarify the relationships among the introduction and disuse of separate variants of all 
Early Postclassic pottery (Mazapan, Tollan-Atlatongo, and Aztec I types).  Because some 
pottery types are only identified as Early Aztec and are difficult to separate into Early 
Postclassic or Middle Postclassic occupations, some of my specimens reported here are 
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temporally ambiguous.  Those specimens from Xaltocan are the most securely placed in 
Aztec I (Phase I, Early Postclassic) contexts and as a consequence are discussed in more 
detail than those from the survey collections.  
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Figure 8.3. Schematic of Postclassic Periods, Phases and Complexes in the Basin of 
Mexico and Tula. 
 
Aztec I Black-on-orange Ceramics 
 In the following sections, I present brief summaries of the Aztec I Black-on-
orange types and variants, drawing on the stylistic and formal variations defined by 
Hodge and Minc (1991). I then present examples of these types and variants classified in 
the current study. They include three variants: Culhuacan, Mixquic, and Chalco.  The 
results of the current INAA study are then discussed in terms of distributions of 
production and compositional groups and their implications for regional interaction.  
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Background 
The Early Postclassic Chalco-Cholula Pottery Complex is stylistically related to 
the pottery known in the Puebla/Tlaxcala area to the east of the Basin. Pottery type names 
and definitions differ between the two areas, but there are important decorative and form 
attributes that are shared.  
In the Basin, Aztec I Black-on-orange is the earliest of the orange paste wares 
with black painted designs. Stamp bottom bowls and black painted designs both may 
begin in the Epiclassic period in Puebla, but persist and become common in the Early 
Postclassic (McCafferty and Suárez Cruz 2001:8). The Black-on-orange type in the 
Puebla complex named Cocoyotla co-occurs with the stamp bottom vessels in that region 
(McCafferty 2001).  The stamped designs, when complete and visible, often depict motifs 
that are strongly linked to the Mixteca-Puebla decorative tradition. Many Puebla bowls 
that have some stylistic affinity to Basin Aztec I variants do not occur with painted 
designs (but may have stamped bases). Three notable types include Xicalli Burnished, 
Ocotlan Red Rim, and Momoxpan Metallic Orange (McCafferty and Suárez Cruz 2001). 
Puebla/Tlaxcala examples from published literature are provided here for stylistic 
comparison when possible.  
Many of the Basin’s Aztec I bowls have stamped or molded relief interior bases, 
also called “fondos sellados.” Some stamp bases are much worn through use, perhaps 
indicating a grinding surface and suggestive of a molcajete function. Due to the 
fragmentary nature of the specimens collected from Basin survey projects and the high 
amount of wear on the stamped surfaces, I cannot provide a full corpus of design motifs 
in the Basin for comparison to Puebla/Tlaxcala examples.  I provide examples where 
possible for illustration.  
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 The earliest of the Basin’s Aztec Black-on-orange (Aztec I) pottery was named 
after the type site of Culhuacan (Griffin and Espejo 1947). The term “Culhuacan” Black-
on-orange pottery was broadly applied to all Black-on-orange pottery of the earliest 
period.  Minc and Hodge subsequently defined three variants within the Aztec I pottery 
complex instead of the one overarching ware: Culhuacan, Chalco, and Mixquic (Minc 
1994; Minc et al. 1994:141). On the basis of these stylistic variants, Hodge, Minc, and 
Blackman (Hodge et al. 1993; Minc et al.1994) conducted INAA at the Smithsonian 
Institution’s Conservation Analytical Laboratory on 10-13 sherds of each type (a total of 
34 sherds).  
The Southern Basin Settlement Cluster 
The resulting analyses suggest that there were two compositionally distinct 
production areas for Aztec I Black-on-orange pottery in the southern portion of the Basin 
of Mexico (Figure 8.4).  The Culhuacan-Ixtapalapa Group includes the western portion of 
the Ixtapalapa peninsula and the drainage basin of Lake Xochimilco. It is comprised 
predominantly of the Culhuacan variant (Minc et al. 1994:152). The Chalco or 
Southeastern Basin Group includes Mixquic and Chalco pottery variants and is likely 
located in the southeastern Basin. The Hodge and Minc pilot study also differentiated a 
Texcoco compositional group based on other Early Aztec pottery samples representing 
production from the Middle Postclassic period Acolhua polity. Although the study 
identified two Chalco Aztec I samples in this group, they did not consider this a major 
production zone of the type.  
The presence/absence of the three Aztec I Black-on-orange variants across the 
southern Basin survey collection sites indicates discrete zones of use for each variant, 
with only slight overlap of zones along the margins of each distribution (Minc et al. 
1994:154—155).  The map indicates that the Culhuacan style is predominant in the 
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western portion of the Ixtapalapa peninsula, Mixquic in the central area of the southern 
Basin, and Chalco extending from the eastern shores of Lake Chalco south to 
Amecameca.   
 
 
Figure 8.4. Spatial distributions of Aztec I Black-on-orange pottery variants proposed by 
Minc et al. 1994. Distributions mapped on a presence/absence basis from Basin of 
Mexico survey projects. (Adapted from Minc, Hodge, and Blackman 1994: Figure 6.8). 
 
These distribution areas are hypothesized to represent specific market areas and 
zones of economic interaction. Their distribution suggests that they map onto Early Aztec 
polities in the southern Basin.  Minc et al. (1994) state that the data indicate “the 
existence of a number of regional market systems of varied size and with varying degrees 
of interaction or articulation between neighboring systems,” as opposed to an integrated 
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regional market system or a series of discrete solar market systems.  I summarize some of 
the conclusions from Minc et al. (1994):  
• Chalco and Mixquic types conform to political territories known from 
ethnohistoric documents; 
• Chalco and Mixquic types co-occur in only two out of 55 sites: Xico and Chalco, 
the two largest sites on their confederation border; 
• The Chalco type is exported in modest quantities north to the Acolhua territory 
(Texcoco); 
• Mixquic types appear to be consumed locally, no export northward; 
• The Culhuacan type may have been produced at the site of Culhuacan (although 
a local imitation may have been produced at Cuitlahuac); 
• The Culhuacan type may have been exported within the southern lake bed (to the 
Mixquica-Cuitlahuaca confederation territory). 
  
Xaltocan Settlement 
Recent research at Xaltocan, the island settlement in the northern lake system of 
the Basin, provides evidence for significant consumption of Aztec I Black-on-orange 
pottery outside the southern Basin core area studied by Minc and Hodge.  Brumfiel 
(2005b:7) reports that Aztec I Black-on-orange, Culhuacan variety, accounts for 95 
percent of the Aztec I rims at the site, with Mixquic at just under 5 percent.  The Chalco 
variant is the rarest at less than 0.5 percent of the Aztec I rims at Xaltocan.  Chemical 
characterization of 14 Aztec I specimens from Xaltocan indicates that in addition to 
Chalco and Culhuacan-Tenochtitlan, Xaltocan and Cuauhtitlan (Northwest basin) are also 
production areas (Hodge and Neff 2005:234, Table 13.4).  Only one each of Chalco, 
Southern Basin, and Unassigned groups occur, the remainder split between Culhuacan-
Tenochtitlan and Xaltocan-Cuauhtitlan source groups. The Xaltocan community using 
Aztec I pottery was large and maintained active exchange relations throughout the Basin, 
as evidenced by lithic and pottery imports (Brumfiel 2005b). Based upon the high 
quantities of Culhuacan variant Aztec I Black-on-orange pottery at the site, Xaltocan is 
part of the Culhuacan market territory, accessing only small amounts of the Mixquic and 
Chalco variants.   
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Beyond the Basin 
Outside the Basin of Mexico, pottery related to Culhuacan style Aztec I Black-
on-orange pottery have been reported in Morelos as the site of Tetla, located on the north 
and east sides of the Cerro Delgado in the zone of Chalcatzingo (Norr 1987: 406).  It is 
also reported that, “the similarities (of Tetla pottery) to the Puebla-Cholula area’s 
ceramics and those of the Tehuacan Valley are more often in vessel and appendage form 
than in surface decoration” (Norr 1987:408). This suggests that there may have been a 
corridor of interaction extending from Puebla-Cholula through Morelos and into the 
southern Basin of Mexico.  
The position of Tetla, in Morelos situated between the Basin and Cholula, may 
account for the combination of pottery production techniques such as the mixing of form 
and decoration from differing regions.  Although the site is reported as primarily a 
Middle Postclassic occupation, this is partially based upon the absence of Mazapan or 
Tula-related Early Postclassic pottery. As discussed previously, the production of Aztec I 
Black-on-orange pottery appears to have begun in the Early Postclassic period in parts of 
the Basin and perhaps persisted in some areas into the Middle Postclassic period.  
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AZTEC I BLACK-ON-ORANGE VARIANT DESCRIPTIONS 
I follow the Minc and Hodge variant definitions and provide comparative 
examples from the Puebla/Tlaxcala region when possible. I then provide a select set of 
illustrations and examples used in the current study for each of the corresponding type 
descriptions.  
Aztec I Black-on-orange, Chalco Variant  
The primary vessel forms of Aztec I Black-on-orange, Chalco variant (Figures 
8.5, 8.6) include Chalco Chunky Grater Bowls, Bowls, Shouldered and Upright-Rim 
Bowls, and miniatures.  Chalco Chunky Grater Bowls are perhaps the most easily 
identifiable of the Chalco variants. They are thick walled with heavy abrasion common 
on the stamp bottom grinding surface. The grater bowls have thick solid tripod supports, 
which would prevent the bowl from spinning and moving during grinding events. Chalco 
variants are perhaps the simplest and most crudely implemented designs of the three 
Aztec I Black-on-orange variants. Designs consist of horizontal bands of simple wavy 
lines, the undulating “Chalco comb,” and some areas with vertical parallel line fill.  
Séjourné (1983: Figs. 79-83) provides numerous illustrated examples of Chalco designs. 
Chalco Chunky may be later than the other Aztec I variants and may coincide temporally 
with Aztec II (Middle Postclassic) complexes (Brumfiel personal communication 2010). 
O’Neill illustrates several vessels that appear to be Chalco Chunky and he assigns them 
to his latest stratigraphic zone of Aztec I Black-on-orange use at Chalco (1962:Figure 
25), further supporting this chronological placement.  
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Figure 8.5. Example of Aztec I Black-on-orange: Chalco. Examples derived from Minc et 
al. 1994: Figure 6.2.  (h) illustrates variations of  Chalco undulating comb motif (after 
Minc et al. 1994; redrawn from Séjourné 1983). 
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Figure 8.6. Aztec I Black-on-orange, Chalco variant from the Chalco Survey region: (a) 
Sample ID 510, MURR ID DLC 364, (b) Sample ID BOM 506, MURR ID DLC 363, (c)  
Sample ID BOM 508, (d) Sample ID 505, MURR ID DLC 362. (Photos and drawings by 
author). 
Aztec I Black-on-orange, Mixquic Variant 
 
The primary vessel forms for the Mixquic variant of the Aztec I Black-on-orange 
(Figures 8.7, 8.8, 8.9, 8.10) include Shouldered/upright-Rim Bowls, Mixquic Bolstered-
Rim Dishes, and Mixquic Grooved-Rim Dishes. Mixquic variants tend to have a higher 
gloss surface burnish compared to the other Aztec I variants, which may indicate a thin 
self-slip application to the surface that is not common on the other variants.  The paste is 
not as friable as the Chalco and Culhuacan variants, which may reflect a higher firing 
temperature. Black painted motifs occur in horizontal bands below the rim. However, in 
contrast to Chalco, designs occur more as discrete elements rather than as continuous 
lines.  The decorative band is broken into a series of panels by vertical or horizontal 
parallel lines. Chevrons, loops, and the squared scroll are common. There is a strong 
formal and stylistic similarity between the Mixquic Bolstered-Rim and vessels from 
Cholula (Figures  8.9 and 8.10). There are also Cholula black painted (Cocoyotla type) 
vessels with a groove on the exterior just below the rim, which is another attribute of 
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some Mixquic pottery defined by Hodge and Minc. George O’Neill identified 29 sherds 
from the deepest levels of his Chalco stratigraphy which he called Culhuacan Black-on-
orange Early Variant that resembles the description of the Mixquic pottery (O’Neill 1962: 
93-95). He notes that three of his specimens have a deep broad groove just below the rim 
on the exterior wall. The grooved rim form is not present in my study set, but should be 
considered an important diagnostic of the variant. O’Neill notes that the black paint is 
applied in irregular, coarse lines in geometric pattern and the paint can turn grey white 
(see Figure 8.10: a-c).  He also reports vessels with a bolstered rim similar to Figure 8.10: 
b. The Culhuacan Black-on-orange Early Variant appears to be equivalent to the Mixquic 
Black-on-orange, which O’Neill suggests is the earliest of the Aztec I types in his Chalco 
excavations.  
Supports Associated with Mixquic Black-on-orange 
Two distinctive hollow tripod support types are found in association with the 
Mixquic Black-on-orange variant (Figure 8.10, 8.11): the stepped or key shaped support 
and the animal effigy support. These supports appear to occur on the Mixquic painted 
vessels. They are simple plain bowls with stamp bottom bases with simple concentric 
circles outlining the base.  There are few examples of stamp bottom designs due to the 
fragmentary nature of the specimens. Additional examples are illustrated by Séjourné 
(1983: Figures 68, 74).  There is a clear relationship with Cholula’s Momoxpan Metallic 
Orange stamp bottom bowls (illustrated by McCafferty and Suárez Cruz 2001:6, Figure 
3), which has not been previously identified due to the lack of publication of this Cholula 
type.  However, the distinctive hollow key shaped and animal effigy supports are part of 
the type definition for Momoxpan Metallic Orange stamped bottom bowls.  Noguera 
illustrates a stamped bottom bowl from Cholula that uses the distinctive key support 
(Figure 8.9). He also notes the use of animal effigy supports in this vessel form 
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(1954:117). Further study is warranted in the Basin to differentiate these bowls more 
from the Mixquic variant of Black-on-orange pottery.  
 
 
Figure 8.7. Aztec I Black-on-orange, Mixquic Variant from Chalco Survey region:  (a) 
Sample ID BOM 504, MURR ID DLC 361, (b) Sample ID BOM 507. (Photos and 
drawings by the author). 
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Figure 8.8. Aztec I Black-on-orange: Mixquic. Select examples redrawn from Minc et al. 
1994: Figure 6.3. 
 
 
Figure 8.9. Black painted vessels from Cholula, redrawn after Noguera 1954:105-107. 
Classified as Cocoyotla Black on Natural (McCafferty 2001:57). 
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Figure 8.10. Left: Aztec I Black-on-orange, Mixquic Variant with bolstered rim and 
interior decoration from J. Parsons excavations of CH-AZ-192 (Xico):  (a) Sample ID 
BOM 502, MURR ID DLC 360, (b) Sample ID BOM 503, (c) Sample ID BOM 501 
Right Aztec I Plain, Mixquic Variant with key step support from J. Parsons survey CH-
AZ-192 (Xico):  Sample ID BOM 468, MURR ID DLC 354. (Photographs and drawings 
by author). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.11.  Cholula Stamped with “almenados” supports. (Figure redrawn After 
Noguera 1954:117). 
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Aztec I Black-on-orange, Culhuacan Variant 
 
The primary vessel forms of the Aztec I Black-on-orange, Culhuacan variety 
(Figures 8.12, 8.13, 8.14) include dishes, hemispherical bowls, upright-rim bowls. 
Interior decorated dishes are prominent. Stamped bottom bases occur in the Culhuacan 
variant, but black painted designs in the bases are also common. Designs tend to occur in 
a horizontal panel below the wall, framing the motif in the base of the vessel. A wide 
range of motifs occur in this variant (far more than are illustrated here). They include 
spirals, floral motifs, concentric loops, the serpent jaw, geometric elements of scrolls and 
diagonal stepped lines. Many of these discrete motifs may have symbolic content. Further 
analysis may indicate clear participation in the Mixteca-Puebla iconographic system.  
Also common is the double line continuous scallop.  Vessels with tripod supports are 
hollow with bulbous, cylindrical or slightly tapered forms.  This appears to be similar to 
Ocotlan Red Rim supports at Cholula (illustrated by McCafferty and Suárez Cruz 
2001:6), although the Ocotlan vessels are not elaborately painted. Additional examples 
are illustrated in Séjourné (1970: Figures 50-79).  
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Figure 8.12. Example of Aztec I Black-on-orange: Culhuacan variety. Selected examples 
derived from Minc et al. 1994: Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 8.13.  Xaltocan Aztec Black-on-orange assigned to Culhuacan source group:  A) 
MURR ID DLC 642, B) MURR ID DLC 646, C) MURR ID DLC 651, D) MURR ID 
DLC 652, E) MURR ID DLC 654, F) MURR ID DLC 655, G) MURR ID DLC 659, H) 
MURR ID DLC 650, I) MURR ID DLC 651. (Figure by author, from photographs 
courtesy of Elizabeth Brumfiel, original photographs by Enrique Rodríguez-Alegría). 
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Figure 8.14 Xaltocan Aztec Black-on-orange assigned to Xaltocan source group: A) 
MURR ID DLC 643, B) MURR ID DLC 644, C) MURR ID DLC 645, D) MURR ID 
DLC 647, E) MURR ID DLC 648, F) MURR ID DLC 6495, G) MURR ID DLC 653, H) 
MURR ID DLC 6560, I) MURR ID DLC 658, J) MURR ID DLC 660.  (Figure by 
author, from photographs courtesy of Elizabeth Brumfiel, original photographs by 
Enrique Rodríguez-Alegría). 
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Chalco-Cholula Polychromes 
 
 Polychromes have been identified as a product of the Chalco region (Hodge 
2008; O’Neill 1962; Neff and Hodge 2008).  Polychromes in a style similar to those of 
Cholula occur in the Basin throughout the Postclassic, beginning in the Early Postclassic. 
The vessels of most interest here are those broadly classified as Early Aztec Variant H by 
Parsons (1966:269-271).  Mary Hodge further divides the dishes of this group into a 
series of seven stylistic variants based upon form, surface treatment, decorative style and 
design motifs (Hodge 1991:233-238; Hodge 2008).  Unfortunately, she identifies trends 
in polychrome variants as occurring between Early and Late Aztec periods rather than 
Early, Middle, and Late Postclassic.  Variant D and Variant I from Hodge’s Mound 65 
excavations at Chalco are most diagnostic of the earliest of the Early Aztec types (Figure 
8.15). Radiocarbon dates for the Early Aztec occupation of Mound 65 begin around A.D. 
1000, somewhat overlapping the Early Postclassic, but very late in the period (Hodge 
2008).  These two variants may begin in the Early Postclassic (coeval with the Early 
Postclassic Tollan phase).  Hodge’s polychrome classification is not exhaustive due to the 
fragmentary nature of survey samples used to define these variants.  This indicates that 
not all Chalco-Cholula Polychromes will fit into one of the currently defined variants.   
The polychrome samples from Xaltocan, provided for this study by Elizabeth 
Brumfiel, are from Early Postclassic contexts.  Radiocarbon intercept dates for Aztec I 
strata at Xaltocan begin as early as A.D. 1020 (lab-calibrated 2-sigma date range A.D. 
970-1040; beta sample 243628).  Additional intercept dates span A.D. 1040 – 1260 
(Brumfiel 2010; Brumfiel and Rodríguez-Alegría 2010).  All Xaltocan Polychromes are 
from Aztec I contexts and are found in association with Culhuacan Aztec I Black-on-
orange pottery.  Stylistic comparison suggests that some of the Chalco source vessels 
correlate with Hodge’s Variant I dishes (Figure 8.16). The Puebla source group 
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specimens (Figure 8.17) are similar to the Albina Polychrome type for Cholula (Lind 
1994; Lind et al. 2002).  Albina is tentatively placed in the Tecama Ceramic Phase dated 
to Middle Postclassic on the basis of a single radiocarbon date from a midden at Cholula 
(Lind 1994:81; Mountjoy and Peterson 1973:20).  On the basis of the Xaltocan 
radiocarbon dates found in association with these polychromes and Aztec I Black-on-
orange pottery, I tentatively place these vessels in the Early Postclassic (and perhaps 
extending into Middle Postclassic) in the Basin.  
 
Figure 8.15. Chalco Polychrome Variant D (A-C) and Variant I (D-G). Examples from 
Hodge's Mound 65, CH-AZ-172 excavation at Chalco. (Photographs by author).  
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Figure 8.16. Polychrome specimens from Xaltocan assigned Chalco source group: A) 
MURR ID DLC 664, B) MURR ID DLC 668, C) MURR ID DLC 674, D) MURR ID 
DLC 666, E) MURR ID DLC 671, F) MURR ID DLC 677, G) MURR ID DLC 678, H) 
MURR ID DLC 672. For each pair of photos, left is the vessel interior, right is the vessel 
exterior. (Figure by author, from photographs courtesy of Elizabeth Brumfiel, original 
photographs by Enrique Rodríguez-Alegría). 
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Figure 8.17. Polychrome specimens from Xaltocan assigned to Puebla source group: A) 
MURR ID DLC 665, B) MURR ID DLC 668, C) MURR ID DLC 667, D) MURR ID 
DLC 669, E) MURR ID DLC 673, F) MURR ID DLC 662, G) MURR ID DLC 663, H) 
MURR ID DLC 675, I) MURR ID DLC 676. For each pair of photos, left is the vessel 
interior, right is the vessel exterior. (Figure by author, from photographs courtesy of 
Elizabeth Brumfiel, original photographs by Enrique Rodríguez-Alegría). 
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Chalco-Cholula Polychrome, Variant A (Aztec II)  
 
 Hodge (2008) defines Variant A of the Chalco-Cholula polychromes (Figure 
8.18) on the basis of decorative line treatment and motif.  Large open white circles are 
common in the motif, along with the fine line red zigzags or “lightning bolts” occurring 
along the rim.  Also distinctive are filled geometric panels outlined in red or black fine 
lines.  At Chalco, Variant A is considered a strong diagnostic of Early Aztec polychrome.  
As discussed above, my initial selection of samples for this study from survey 
collections in the southern Basin were Early Aztec variants spanning several of the 
Chalco identified types.  Based upon discussions with Dr. Elizabeth Brumfiel that are 
informed by her excavations at Xaltocan, I am currently placing Variant A Chalco 
Cholula polychromes in Aztec II, or Middle Postclassic occupation (Brumfiel, personal 
communication 2009).  Variant A has stylistic similarity to polychromes in the 
Puebla/Tlaxcala region, but may, in detail of motif and line execution, be a distinct Basin 
product.  I report the results of the Variant A of the Chalco Cholula Polychromes in this 
study, although I do not dwell on the interpretive implications of this type for the Early 
Postclassic.  
 
 
Figure 8.18. Chalco Cholula Polychromes, Variant A from Xaltocan. (Photographs courtesy of 
Elizabeth Brumfiel, original photographs by Enrique Rodríguez-Alegría). 
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RESULTS OF INAA BY TYPE AND VARIANT 
 In this section, I discuss the distributions of the Early Postclassic Chalco-Cholula 
Complex based upon results of this study (Tables 8.2 through 8.6). Aztec I Black-on-
orange variants and Chalco-Cholula Polychrome pottery are presented by collection area 
and chemical source group.  Specimens selected for this portion of the study were 
identified in the course of locating samples in collections which may indicate the 
boundaries and extent of the Early Postclassic Mazapan and Tollan complexes.  The 
compositional results of this study provide a new perspective that builds on previous 
research and has implications for the regional relationships for this period and pottery 
complex.    
Aztec I Black-on-orange, Chalco Variant  
The Chalco varieties of Aztec I Black-on-orange (Table 8.1, 8.2) are 
concentrated in the areas extending from the southeast lake shore towards Amecameca, 
including the site of Chalco.  As indicated in the more complete analysis of the Basin 
survey collections (Minc et al. 1994), Chalco varieties are well represented in that area 
(Figure 8.4).   
The Chalco variant specimens in this study are largely assigned to the Chalco 
source group; two specimens remain unassigned.  This strongly suggests that only one 
sub-region was producing this variant for local use, with only very small amounts 
reaching other Basin locales.  Fewer than 10 Aztec I Chalco variety specimens are 
identified in the entire Cerro Portezuelo excavation collections, including the Early 
Postclassic residential area (Crider 2011).  This small quantity of export out of the 
primary Chalco usage zone suggests that this good was being exchanged or gifted in very 
small amounts.  
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Table 8.1. Distribution of Aztec I pottery variants by collection site.(CH = Chalco survey, 
IX – Ixtapalapa survey, TE – Teotihuacan survey, ZU = Zumpango survey). 
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1 
CH-AZ-158   
 
2 
 
  
     
2 
CH-AZ-187   
 
2 
 
  
    
1 3 
CH-MF-4   
 
4 
 
  
    
2 6 
Cerro Portezuelo     6 1   4     3   14 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico)   
   
  3 2 3 11 5 24 
CH-AZ-212 Xico   
   
  10 1 
 
2 
 
13 
CH-AZ-233   
   
  
 
1 
  
1 2 
CH-AZ-249   
   
  4 2 
 
1 
 
7 
CH-LT-78             1       1 
CH-LT-71   
   
  1 
    
1 
IX-LT-07   
   
  1 
    
1 
IX-LT-09           1         1 
CH-LT-34   
   
1 
     
1 
IX-LT-06   
   
1 
     
1 
IX-LT-27   
   
1 
     
1 
ZU-LT-49         1           1 
TE-ET-21 1 
   
  
     
1 
Xaltocan   20                 20 
Grand Total 1 20 22 1 4 24 7 3 17 9 108 
 
 
Aztec I Black-on-orange, Mixquic Variant 
Painted versions of the Mixquic variant pottery (Tables 8.1, 8.2) are concentrated 
around the island of Xico and extending towards the southern and northeastern lake 
shores. Mixquic varieties are present between Xico and Cerro Portezuelo, but in very 
small quantities at Cerro Portezuelo. Many of the specimens in this study are easily 
identifiable as Mixquic, based upon the bolstered rim shape. The source area for 
production of the painted Black-on-orange pottery may be concentrated within the Xico-
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Mixquic area with relatively small amounts of pottery reaching Cerro Portezuelo.  
However, it is notable that this study included only two samples of the painted varieties 
of Mixquic. 
Aztec I Black-on-orange, Key and Effigy Support 
The Aztec I stamp bottom bowls (Tables 8.1, 8.2) with key shaped or animal 
effigy supports match the general distribution of Mixquic varieties.  However, the 
compositional source groups for this set are represented in more areas, including Xico-
Chalco, Texcoco-Cerro Portezuelo, and towards the south into the less well defined South 
Y and South 3 groups. When separated from the Mixquic Black-on-orange varieties, this 
plain ware variant appears to have a wider zone of production.  However, as mentioned 
above, the small sample size of the painted materials may be misleading in this regard.  
A notable trend that warrants further investigation is the distribution of animal 
effigy supports as compared to key shaped supports.  The few animal effigy supports 
appear in this dataset to concentrate in and around the Xico core area, while the key-
shaped supports overlap the Xico area and extend north towards and including Cerro 
Portezuelo.  This trend, although it is based upon small sample sizes, may indicate sub-
regional preference and production of vessels with specific support motifs.  
Aztec I Black-on-orange, Culhuacan Variant 
The area around the western portion of the Ixtapalapa peninsula was not sampled 
for this complex, and so is not represented in my distribution tables. Only at Xaltocan is 
the Culhuacan variant of Aztec I Black-on-orange pottery represented in this study 
(Tables 8.1, 8.2).  Interestingly, almost half of the specimens were produced at Xaltocan 
(55 percent) and the others from the southern Basin Culhuacan group (45 percent).  This 
suggests significant importation of pottery from a non-local source. This is the only area 
of Aztec I Black-on-orange complex usage that appears to have a consistent and distant 
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relationship outside the core production area. This finding supports previous 
investigations at Xaltocan indicating a mix of local production and importation of Aztec I 
Black-on-orange vessel (Brumfiel 2005a; Hodge and Neff 2005).  It is not known at this 
time whether Culhuacan has a similar pattern of importation from Xaltocan, which would 
indicate a mutual exchange partnership, or whether Culhuacan pottery is moving only in 
one direction from Culhuacan to Xaltocan.  Previous chemical analysis of the Culhuacan 
variant does not suggest any Xaltocan-produced materials in the southern Basin (Minc et 
al. 1994).  
The wide range of motifs and forms represented in the Culhuacan samples from 
Xaltocan do not provide a sufficient dataset for attribute level comparisons.  Motifs fall 
within the demonstrated range of decorative designs in the broader literature (Brumfiel 
2005; Griffin and Espejo 1947; Hodge and Minc 1991; Minc et al. 1994; Séjourné 1983).   
Of the specimens in this study, five are classified as upright-rim bowls with 
exterior decoration (Hodge and Minc 1991: Figure 2.17).  All five of these occur in the 
Culhuacan source group.  This may indicate specialized production of specific forms 
from specific producers or regions.  Due to the small sample size, this hypothesis should 
be tested with additional targeted research.  
Both Xaltocan and Culhuacan source group samples range from a well oxidized 
core to a thick black core with a crumbly texture.  The dark black cores are likely the 
result of rich organic clays, common to lakeshore deposits.  Because both source areas 
may have been utilizing lakeshore clay deposits, this is not a distinguishing factor in 
macro-visual identification between the two sources.   
Aztec I Black-on-orange, Metallic Variant – Stylistic hybrid with Macana 
This rare variant (Table 8.1, 8.2) identified in one or perhaps two cases at Cerro 
Portezuelo (Sample ID 204.13141, MURR ID AZC 1169 and Sample ID 204.13143 
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MURR ID 1170) is not defined elsewhere in archaeological literature.  I initially 
classified these as part of the Early Postclassic Tollan ceramic complex.  They are 
identical in form to Macana tripod molcajetes, including the distinctive cross-hatch 
incised interior base and slightly tapered bulbous hollow supports.  However, two 
attributes of these vessels make them distinct from the Tollan vessels. First, the paste 
color is fired to a bright orange color (as compared to the typical browner hue) and 
second, the application of a thin wash to the side wall with a metallic luster (rather than a 
red specular paint).  Because Cerro Portezuelo is located along the boundary region 
between the Tollan and Aztec I interaction zones, I initially considered these vessels to be 
a stylistic hybrid between the Tollan and Aztec I, an experimentation by potters at Cerro 
Portezuelo.   
However, the compositional analysis for this variant indicates an unusual source 
group for these vessels, South Y.  This group most resembles the Yautepec compositional 
group in the MURR reference data and has been renamed here as South Y.  It is unclear 
at this time whether these vessels are really part of the previously defined Yautepec 
compositional group, or whether it was simply a closer fit to that more southern area than 
to the Chalco southeastern group.  By changing the name provisionally to South Y, I am 
able to maintain the distinctiveness of this group as compared to other Basin well 
established core groups without inadvertently misidentifying Yautepec as the true source 
area.  Additional clay and sample testing is necessary in the corridor between the Chalco 
core area south towards Morelos and Puebla in order to further clarify these small but 
distinctive compositional groups in this data set.   
Nevertheless, the Metallic variant identified here appears to have been imported 
into Cerro Portezuelo from an unknown source, likely towards the southern corridor out 
of the Basin of Mexico near Puebla or Morelos.  One description of Cholula’s 
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Momoxpan Metallic Orange is “an orange surface, but it is usually darker in color and 
often features a highly burnished surface with fire-clouds that take on an almost metallic 
luster” (McCafferty and Suárez Cruz 1991:6).  This description of the surface treatment 
for Momoxpan Metallic Orange could describe my metallic variant here, although 
Momoxpan treatment is more typical of comales and serving bowls.  It can occur in 
stamp bottom bowls.  I still suspect that this may be a unique hybrid vessel, but clearly it 
is not a product of Cerro Portezuelo, the location in which it was ultimately deposited.  
Chalco-Cholula Polychromes 
Chemical characterization of the Xaltocan Chalco-Cholula Polychrome 
specimens indicates that a significant amount of the sample is assigned to the Chalco 
source group and the remainder to a Puebla source group, specifically the Huejotzingo 
group. No Puebla sourced polychrome vessels occur outside the Xaltocan sample (Table 
8.5 and 8.6).  Microscopic assessment of the Xaltocan polychrome pastes strongly 
supports the chemical separation of the sample into two groups.  The Chalco source 
group samples have small voids that resemble seeds and associated fluff of cattails that 
commonly grow in shallow lake shores.  The Puebla source group samples do not have 
these seed voids in the paste.   
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Table 8.2. Summary of Aztec I pottery by site collection and assigned INAA source 
group. Sites and collections organized by regional settlement subcluster (Oxtoticpac = 
Northeastern Basin Settlement Cluster, Xaltocan = Northern Basin, Cerro Portezuelo and 
CH sites = Southern Basin Settlement Cluster). Source groups organized by regional 
quadrants (EC = Eastern Central Basin; SE = Southeastern Basin; SW=Southwest and 
Western Basin; NB = Non-Basin). 
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Grand Total Counts 3 17 1 9 30 
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Table 8.3 Sample list of INAA specimens for Aztec I pottery. Discriminant Analysis 
(DA) Probability indicates likeliness of fit to compositional group. 
Site Variant Specimen MURR ID source DA Probability 
Cerro Portezuelo Mixquic - stamp base 204.07748 AZC 1162 Texcoco 0.959 
Cerro Portezuelo Mixquic - stamp base 204.09028 AZC 1163 CPZ 0.646 
Cerro Portezuelo Mixquic - stamp base 204.13687 AZC 1164 Texcoco 0.830 
Cerro Portezuelo Mixquic - key support 204.09956 AZC 1165 CPZ 0.498 
Cerro Portezuelo Mixquic - key support 204.09957 AZC 1166 Chalco 0.858 
Cerro Portezuelo Mixquic - key support 204.09958 AZC 1167 Texcoco 0.618 
Cerro Portezuelo Mixquic - key support 204.13143 AZC 1168 Yautepec 0.999 
Cerro Portezuelo Metallic 204.13141 AZC 1169 Yautepec 0.986 
Cerro Portezuelo Chalco 204.05936 AZC 142 Unassigned 0.544 
Cerro Portezuelo Chalco 204.05939 AZC 143 Chalco 0.868 
Cerro Portezuelo Chalco 204.05934 AZC 144 Unassigned 0.713 
Cerro Portezuelo Chalco 204.05938 AZC 145 Chalco 0.995 
Cerro Portezuelo Chalco 204.05935 AZC 146 Chalco 0.983 
Cerro Portezuelo Chalco 204.05937 AZC 147 Chalco 0.503 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) Mixquic - stamp base BOM 465 DLC 350 Xaltocan BO-2 0.820 
ZU-LT-49 Mixquic - plain support BOM 463 DLC 351 Chalco 0.908 
CH-AZ-187 Chalco BOM 466 DLC 352 Chalco 0.991 
IX-LT-07 Mixquic - key support BOM 467 DLC 353 Texcoco 0.814 
CH-AZ-212 (Xico) Mixquic - key support BOM 468 DLC 354 Xico 1.000 
CH-AZ-212 (Xico) Mixquic - animal support BOM 477 DLC 355 Xico 1.000 
IX-LT-09 Mixquic - key support BOM 481 DLC 356 Yautepec 0.998 
CH-AZ-249 Mixquic - key support BOM 485 DLC 357 Xico 0.949 
CH-AZ-158 Chalco BOM 493 DLC 358 Chalco 0.998 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) Mixquic - stamp base BOM 495 DLC 359 Chalco 0.974 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) Mixquic - bolstered rim BOM 502 DLC 360 Xico 0.977 
CH-MF-4 Mixquic Black-on-orange BOM 504 DLC 361 Chalco 0.980 
CH-MF-4 Chalco BOM 505 DLC 362 Chalco 0.962 
CH-MF-4 Chalco BOM 506 DLC 363 Chalco 0.995 
CH-LT-28 Chalco BOM 510 DLC 364 Chalco 0.999 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) Mixquic - stamp base BOM 511 DLC 365 Chalco 0.791 
CH-AZ-192 (Xico) Mixquic - stamp base BOM 517 DLC 366 Chalco 0.874 
CH-AZ-187 Chalco BOM 519 DLC 367 Chalco 0.917 
CH-AZ-233 Mixquic - animal support BOM 522 DLC 368 Xico 1.000 
IX-LT-06 Mixquic - plain support BOM 524 DLC 369 Texcoco 0.899 
IX-LT-27 Mixquic - plain support BOM 527 DLC 370 Teotihuacan 0.790 
CH-LT-78 Mixquic - animal support BOM 529 DLC 371 South 3 1.000 
TE-ET-21 Indeterminate TTV 132 DLC 594 Azcapotzalco 0.802 
Xaltocan Culhuacan XAL 001 DLC 642 Culhuacan I 0.993 
Xaltocan Culhuacan XAL 002 DLC 643 Xaltocan BO-2 1.000 
Xaltocan Culhuacan XAL 003 DLC 644 Xaltocan BO-3 1.000 
Xaltocan Culhuacan XAL 004 DLC 645 Xaltocan BO-4 0.583 
Xaltocan Culhuacan XAL 005 DLC 646 Culhuacan I 0.947 
Xaltocan Culhuacan XAL 006 DLC 647 Xaltocan BO-6 1.000 
Xaltocan Culhuacan XAL 007 DLC 648 Xaltocan BO-7 1.000 
Xaltocan Culhuacan XAL 008 DLC 649 Xaltocan BO-8 1.000 
Xaltocan Culhuacan XAL 009 DLC 650 Culhuacan I 0.755 
Xaltocan Culhuacan XAL 010 DLC 651 Culhuacan I 1.000 
Xaltocan Culhuacan XAL 011 DLC 652 Culhuacan I 0.946 
Xaltocan Culhuacan XAL 012 DLC 653 Xaltocan BO-12 1.000 
Xaltocan Culhuacan XAL 013 DLC 654 Culhuacan I 0.989 
Xaltocan Culhuacan XAL 014 DLC 655 Culhuacan I 1.000 
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Xaltocan Culhuacan XAL 015 DLC 656 Xaltocan BO-15 1.000 
Xaltocan Culhuacan XAL 016 DLC 657 Xaltocan BO-16 1.000 
Xaltocan Culhuacan XAL 017 DLC 658 Xaltocan BO-17 1.000 
Xaltocan Culhuacan XAL 018 DLC 659 Culhuacan I 1.000 
Xaltocan Culhuacan XAL 019 DLC 660 Xaltocan BO-19 1.000 
Xaltocan Culhuacan XAL 020 DLC 661 Culhuacan I 0.559 
 
Table 8.4 Summary of Chalco-Cholula Polychrome samples by site collections and 
variant. (CH = Chalco survey). 
 
Site Collection AZ I AZ II 
Early Aztec 
Indeterminate Grand Total 
Xaltocan 17 
  
17 
CH-MF-4 4 6 5 15 
CH-AZ-158 3 5 1 9 
CH-AZ-187 2 8 3 13 
CH-AZ-186 
 
4 7 11 
CH-ET-24 
 
3 2 5 
CH-LT-28 
 
2 1 3 
CH-LT-35 
 
2 1 3 
Cerro Portezuelo 
 
1 2 3 
CH-ET-14 
 
1 
 
1 
CH-LT-29 
 
1 
 
1 
CH-LT-65 
 
1 
 
1 
TE-ET-21 
 
1 
 
1 
CH-LT-39     2 2 
Grand Total 26 35 24 85 
 
Table 8.5. Compositional Source Groups for Chalco Cholula Polychrome. (Source areas 
indicated include: Chalco = southeastern Basin, Puebla = non-Basin, Azcapotzalco = 
western Basin, CPZ = eastern central Basin).  
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Table 8.6. Sample list of INAA specimens for Chalco-Cholula Polychrome pottery. 
Discriminant Analysis (DA) Probability indicates likeliness of fit to compositional group.  
 
Site Pottery Type Specimen ID MURR ID Comp. Group DA Probability 
Cerro Portezuelo Chalco Cholula Polychrome 204.07824 AZC 1148  CPZ 0.921 
CH-AZ-186 Chalco Cholula Polychrome BOM 534 DLC 372  Chalco 0.998 
CH-MF-4 Chalco Cholula Polychrome BOM 541 DLC 373  Chalco 0.999 
CH-MF-4 Chalco Cholula Polychrome BOM 545 DLC 374  Chalco 0.782 
CH-AZ-158 Chalco Cholula Polychrome BOM 557 DLC 375  Chalco 0.990 
CH-AZ-158 Chalco Cholula Polychrome BOM 559 DLC 376  Chalco 0.999 
CH-AZ-187 Chalco Cholula Polychrome BOM 566 DLC 377  Chalco 0.979 
CH-AZ-187 Chalco Cholula Polychrome BOM 568 DLC 378  CPZ 0.913 
CH-AZ-187 Chalco Cholula Polychrome BOM 571 DLC 379  Azcapotzalco 0.683 
CH-ET-24 Chalco Cholula Polychrome BOM 580 DLC 380  Chalco 0.995 
CH-LT-65 Chalco Cholula Polychrome BOM 592 DLC 381  Chalco 1.000 
Oxtoticpac Chalco Cholula Polychrome TTV 138 DLC 596  Chalco 0.945 
Xaltocan Chalco Cholula Polychrome XAL 021 DLC 662  Puebla-Huejotzingo 1.000 
Xaltocan Chalco Cholula Polychrome XAL 022 DLC 663  Puebla-Huejotzingo 1.000 
Xaltocan Chalco Cholula Polychrome XAL 023 DLC 664  Chalco 0.993 
Xaltocan Chalco Cholula Polychrome XAL 024 DLC 665  Puebla-Huejotzingo 0.999 
Xaltocan Chalco Cholula Polychrome XAL 025 DLC 666  Chalco 0.987 
Xaltocan Chalco Cholula Polychrome XAL 026 DLC 667  Puebla-Huejotzingo 1.000 
Xaltocan Chalco Cholula Polychrome XAL 027 DLC 668  Chalco 0.967 
Xaltocan Chalco Cholula Polychrome XAL 028 DLC 669  Puebla-Huejotzingo 1.000 
Xaltocan Chalco Cholula Polychrome XAL 029 DLC 670  Puebla-Huejotzingo 1.000 
Xaltocan Chalco Cholula Polychrome XAL 030 DLC 671  Chalco 0.693 
Xaltocan Chalco Cholula Polychrome XAL 031 DLC 672  Chalco 0.996 
Xaltocan Chalco Cholula Polychrome XAL 032 DLC 673  Puebla-Huejotzingo 1.000 
Xaltocan Chalco Cholula Polychrome XAL 033 DLC 674  Chalco 0.998 
Xaltocan Chalco Cholula Polychrome XAL 034 DLC 675  Puebla-Huejotzingo 1.000 
Xaltocan Chalco Cholula Polychrome XAL 035 DLC 676  Puebla-Huejotzingo 1.000 
Xaltocan Chalco Cholula Polychrome XAL 036 DLC 677  Chalco 0.808 
Xaltocan Chalco Cholula Polychrome XAL 037 DLC 678  Chalco 0.989 
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EARLY POSTCLASSIC MIXTECA-PUEBLA STYLE 
AND INTERACTIONS WITH PUEBLA 
Smith and Heath-Smith (1980) propose that the general term Mixteca-Puebla as 
applied to the spread of a particular artistic style (notably by Nicholson 1960) conflates 
and confuses several Postclassic phenomena. They suggest that the Postclassic Religious 
Style is a better term to be used specifically for the Early Postclassic period Mixteca-
Puebla artistic conventions and symbol sets. They also take exception to the “waves of 
influence” metaphor which suggests a central cultural core with waves of diffusion 
emanating from the nuclear center. They instead propose that “a non-nuclear spatial 
model of interdependent exchange and communication networks” provides a better 
description of the processes involved in the regional distribution of the Postclassic 
Religious Style. For Smith and Heath-Smith, the interaction sphere approach that invokes 
a “network” metaphor better fits the available archaeological data.   They suggest that 
trade networks in Mesoamerica during the Early and Middle Postclassic extended along 
coastal routes; and they claim that as a consequence Cholula was not a viable and 
dynamic cultural center during the Early Postclassic (thus not a viable facilitator for the 
style). Nicholson (Nicholson and Quiñones 1994) finds this an “untenable view” in light 
of McCafferty’s reinterpretation of the construction sequence around the Great Pyramid 
construction of the south side ceremonial precinct during the Epiclassic and Early 
Postclassic periods (McCafferty 1994: 57).  However, as Plunket and Uruñuela 
(2005:103) point out, the Classic to Postclassic transition at Cholula in an extremely 
complex issue and interpretations of the archaeological evidence are contradictory and 
incomplete.     
Nicholson responded directly to the Smith and Heath-Smith critique (Nicholson 
and Quiñones 1994:ix-xii). He defends the usage of the terminology Mixteca-Puebla, and 
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indicates his dislike of the phrase Postclassic Religious Style due to its vague definition 
and introduction of only two main symbols, the feathered serpent heads and 
xicalcoliuhqui (stepped-fret “greca” motif) which also occur on later polychromes. Smith 
acknowledges the criticism that the Smith and Heath-Smith paper (1980) confuses style 
and iconography. As a result, Smith proposes to replace Postclassic Religious Style with 
“Early Postclassic international symbol set” and includes iconographic elements spanning 
the Epiclassic and Early Postclassic (Smith 2003:182).  The change in terminology does 
not change his hypothesis that the symbols and styles are derived from outside of central 
Mexico, and were initially developed and spread along coastal trade routes.  He further 
suggests that spread of the symbol set was associated with the feathered serpent cult 
(Ringle et al. 1998) and cites the Late Classic Maya as a potential source for many of 
these symbols (Taube 2000: 284).  
Puebla archaeological research has been hampered by a poor chronological 
framework and competing ceramic typologies, as well as the lack of an integrated 
regional research program.  As a result, it is difficult to articulate the contributions of 
Early Postclassic Cholula, the Puebla region, and Central Mexico to the broader Mixteca-
Puebla phenomenon.  The resulting strategy advocated by Plunket and Uruñuela 
(2005:109), has been to identify the location of production and definition of substyles 
among the pottery and related media. I employ the same method in my study of Early 
Postclassic Aztec I Chalco Cholula pottery from the Basin of Mexico. The following 
discussion considers the outcomes and trend of the Aztec I Black-on-orange and Early 
Postclassic polychromes from the Basin as they relate to Puebla interactions.  
Use of the Aztec I variants of Black-on-orange pottery occurs across an area 
extending from the southern Basin (and Xaltocan) to the eastern portion of Morelos and 
into Puebla. This indicates that this particular ware (and its variants) originated within 
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this loosely bounded area.  Chemical and stylistic evidence suggests that there may be 
independent but overlapping zones of economic interaction.  No Puebla sources have 
been identified for any of the Basin’s Aztec I Black-on-orange variants, despite the 
stylistic similarity. Due to the methods of sampling implemented by the Basin of Mexico 
survey projects, specific density measures for quantities of Aztec I Black-on-orange 
pottery cannot be established.  Therefore the intensity of exchange and consumption 
among the survey sites cannot currently be assessed. I assume, in part on the basis of 
excavations at Xaltocan, that the larger settlements and regional centers were likely 
producers of Aztec I pottery. My impression is that access to Aztec I Black-on-orange 
pottery does not appear to be restricted across the Basin on the basis of site size, 
indicating that larger centers and small hamlets alike are able to acquire these goods, 
although the scale of consumption may differ by site size. The presence of the raised 
molded/stamp bases of some Aztec I orange pottery suggests its use in food preparation, 
which would account for household level consumption of this pottery type.  
However, the distribution of Early Postclassic Chalco-Cholula Polychrome is not 
as well demonstrated for the southern Basin.  It is clear that these polychromes co-occur 
with Aztec I Black-on-orange pottery, but it is less clear if all sites consuming the Aztec I 
Black-on-orange pottery also use the polychromes. The distribution of the polychromes 
may be more restricted either across space and/or restricted by site size.  Xaltocan is my 
main example of significant consumption of Early Postclassic Chalco-Cholula 
Polychrome. Although the sample here is small, the results indicate that the polychromes 
are arriving from two primary source areas:  Chalco in the southeast Basin and Puebla. 
Polychromes are elaborately decorated with both geometric and naturalistic designs, 
some of which may be closely tied to the broader Early Postclassic international symbol 
set.   
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Only the Xaltocan sample in this study has polychrome pottery from a Puebla 
source.  This indicates that Xaltocan accessed an interregional exchange network that 
extended beyond the southern Basin.  This suggests that the polychromes moved in a 
different network of exchange than the black-on-orange vessels, and it perhaps reflects 
the high status of Xaltocan as an important regional and ceremonial center within the 
Basin. It is also notable that Xaltocan is not identified as a production area for the 
polychromes.  It is not clear at this time whether the production of polychromes is 
restricted due to the need for specialized apprenticeship or to other status restrictions for 
producers. It is conceivable that the iconographic symbols generally related to ceremonial 
functions may have required special sanctioning for production and use.   
It has been long believed that Chalco-Cholula Polychromes were produced at the 
site of Chalco due in large part to the great abundance of polychromes found there 
(Hodge 2008:37; O’Neill (1962); Vaillant 1962:72). INAA results indicate that most or 
all of the vessels sampled from Chalco are from the Chalco source group.  The sample 
size in this study is too small to make detailed attribute and decorative comparisons 
between the Chalco and Puebla-produced polychromes. However, the paste matrix in the 
two source areas is distinguishable with a binocular microscope.  Applying this visual 
analysis to the Early Postclassic polychromes recovered from Xaltocan and Chalco is the 
logical next step in determining the intensity of access to non-Basin goods.  
 A review of the foundational INAA study of Late Postclassic polychromes from 
the Puebla-Tlaxcala region demonstrates the chemical separation between the Chalco 
source group and Puebla production areas.  The Huejotzingo compositional group was in 
a major pottery producing area in Postclassic times (Neff, Bishop, Sisson et al. 
1994:128). My sample of Early Postclassic polychromes from Xaltocan includes vessels 
of Puebla origins representative of the Huejotzingo source group.  
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Mary Hodge, in discussing Chimalpahin’s chronicles and histories documenting 
relations between the Late Postclassic Chalca Confederation of the southeastern Basin 
and the Puebla Valley, reports marriages been Chalca and Huexotzinco elites and a 
shared mythical-historical original migration from the Seven Caves (Hodge 2008:55).  
The results of the current study indicate that the importation of Early Postclassic 
polychromes from Puebla to the Basin and the strong stylistic similarity of the Chalco-
produced polychromes to those of Puebla may signify that interactions were initially 
established before the close of the Early Postclassic.    
 Aztec I Black-on-orange likely originated and developed within the interaction 
zone extending from Puebla to eastern Morelos and the southern Basin of Mexico, 
including Culhuacan, Xaltocan and Chalco. This interpretation is further supported by 
some similarity in design elements, motifs, and design layouts that occur in the earlier 
Coyotlatelco painted pottery.  This persistence of decorative icons in the Basin from the 
Epiclassic to Early Postclassic suggests continuity in world view reflected in daily 
serving and food preparation events. The Black-on-orange tradition in Puebla and 
Cholula is closely related to the Aztec I variants in the Basin.  
However, differing decorative conventions were developed in Puebla, especially 
within the Cocoyotla pottery ware.  McCafferty suggests that the Cocoyotla Black-on-
orange pottery at Cholula is diagnostic of the phase extending from A.D. 800 to 1000, 
indicating that the type may have begun in the Epiclassic and persisted into the Early 
Postclassic (McCafferty 1994:72). This suggests that orange ware pottery with black 
painted decoration developed within a context of southern Basin and Puebla interactions 
emerging out of the Epiclassic period.  The resulting decorative tradition likely reflects 
the integration of Coyotlatelco and Mixteca-Puebla iconographic elements. It is not clear 
whether all three variants of Aztec I Black-on-orange begin in the Early Postclassic, or 
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whether certain forms and styles may actually begin in the later Aztec II, Middle 
Postclassic period. The Culhuacan variant has the strongest support for Early Postclassic 
placement based upon the series of radiocarbon dates from Xaltocan.  
In addition, all of the Chalco sourced specimens in the Late Postclassic 
polychrome study by Neff, Bishop, Sisson et al. (1994: Figures 24, 33) were from Basin 
contexts and were not collected in Puebla. All four examples from the Neff, Bishop, 
Sisson study placed in the Chalco source group are similar in decorative style and 
technique to those polychromes in my dataset listed as Aztec II Chalco Polychromes.  
The current results suggest that this particular variant of the Chalco polychrome reflects a 
specialized Middle Postclassic product produced in the southeastern Basin that 
predominantly served a Basin population. A focused study on the signs and symbols 
should reflect the mythologies and rituals used by local elites (Plunket and Uruñuela 
2005:110; cf. Lind 1994).  
SUMMARY 
This chapter has presented the results of the current INAA analysis, examining the 
diagnostic ceramics of the Chalco-Cholula complex during the Early Postclassic 
developments that dominated the southern Basin. Xaltocan is recognized as a northern 
Basin outlier that participated in these developments. This study confirms many of the 
original hypotheses proposed about the distributions of Aztec I pottery presented by Leah 
Minc and Mary Hodge. Chemical source groups defined within this set of samples 
support the conclusion that Aztec I pottery had numerous production locations within the 
Basin (Minc et al. 1994) and that Chalco-Cholula Polychrome has a primary production 
locale in the southeastern Basin, supplemented by importation from the Puebla area.  
Clarifying the temporal sequence of pottery elucidates the regional connections during 
the Early Postclassic.   
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CHAPTER 9 
DIACHRONIC COMPARISON OF INTERACTION AND  
CONSIDERATION OF REGENERATION 
In this study, an intensive examination of compositional analysis through INAA 
(n=1107; Appendix B) has been implemented to define regional and sub-regional 
compositional groups. This represents a significant increase in the sample of pre-Aztec 
pottery specimens studied for compositional assessment in the Basin of Mexico, 
especially in the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster. The multiple scales identified for 
these production zones have been examined across diagnostic pottery types and forms. 
The results contribute to a more refined outline of regional economic reorganization and 
shifts in political organization.  
I have conducted analysis of the first sizable sample of Tula pottery for INAA 
study (n=184).  This, combined with the pilot study by Bey and Nichols (around 15-20 
specimens), provides the first opportunity for assessing and defining a statistically 
defendable Tula compositional group.  The establishment of this compositional group 
was necessary for identifying the degree of importation of Tula-made products into the 
Basin, previously a difficult task due to the widespread use of Tula style pottery.  While 
further refinements will occur in the definition of the group and subgroups, especially the 
geochemical relationship between the Tula and NW Basin areas, this study establishes a 
sizable baseline for moving forward.  The resulting compositional analysis for the 
southern Basin pottery suggests long-standing relations, as early as the Early Epiclassic, 
not only with neighboring communities within the Basin, but also south towards Morelos 
and Puebla-Tlaxcala (Figure 9.1).  
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Figure 9.1. Basin of Mexico and nearby areas (in square) and potential access route from 
Puebla-Tlaxcala into the southern Basin (towards Xico and Chalco).  
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This regional synthesis required evaluation of existing pottery classification 
systems in order to establish typological concordances between collections and projects. 
The naming conventions applied here were for the purpose of identifying attribute level 
distinctions and similarities of related pottery produced among settlement clusters.  A 
web-based image library of the specimens used for INAA in this study is accessible as a 
complementary resource1
Pottery is a useful gauge of several anthropological issues, in part because of the 
sheer quantity of surviving ceramics, but also because of the complexity exhibited in the 
meanings of its production and use. This study demonstrates examples of small scale 
production of vessels deposited in burial contexts and detailed in symbolism likely used 
for ritual and feasting events, daily service wares with little decorative flare, finely 
crafted and functionally useful food preparation tools. In all of these cases, I did not 
know a priori which technological or decorative details would provide sufficient 
evidence for regionally identifiable crafting traditions reflective of learning frameworks 
(like workshop production or technical apprenticeship), emulation of neighboring or 
distant products, or experimentation and hybridization of designs and techniques. As a 
consequence, I collected a considerable wealth of attribute data that will be used for 
further investigation beyond the baseline of qualitative attribute trends described here.  
.  Providing color photos and details of the pottery by type and 
complex via the internet is intended to facilitate collaborative investigation and inter-
regional comparison in Central Mexican studies. I also encourage participation of 
contributions from other researchers working in Mesoamerica. 
 In this regional synthetic study, several new trends are suggested that warrant 
further research. To solve many of these questions, archaeologists need to assess better 
dated contexts so that temporal refinements and patterns of appearance and adoption of 
new ceramic types and complexes can be articulated. However, I believe that the 
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combination of stylistic and compositional analysis provides a powerful framework for 
investigation of these issues, as has been demonstrated in this study. 
The Basin of Mexico provides a rich archaeological setting for assessing social, 
political and economic responses to state collapse. Teotihuacan maintained control of the 
first extensive state in the Basin until its political demise. The temporal focus of this 
study spans the Epiclassic period (ca. A.D. 650-850) immediately following the collapse 
of Teotihuacan, and the rise of the Early Postclassic period (ca. A.D. 850-1150) states of 
Tula and Cholula in neighboring valleys. The Epiclassic and Early Postclassic periods in 
Central Mexico represent an extended era of political fragmentation and reorganization 
following the collapse of the Early Classic Teotihuacan state. However, there has been 
debate and uncertainty on two important issues: the initial formation of Postclassic city-
states in the Epiclassic and the size and nature of the Toltec state expansion into the Basin 
of Mexico. This chapter presents a summary and discussion of results as they relate to 
shifting zones and boundaries of interaction from the Epiclassic to the Early Postclassic. I 
further consider influence of the Toltec state as a case of regeneration of political 
complexity in the Basin of Mexico.  
This study aligns with literature invoking processes of secondary state formation, 
and as such highlights the concept of “regeneration,” which is defined as “the 
reappearance of societal complexity (states, cities, etc.) after periods of decentralization, 
not the reappearance of specific complex societies” (Schwartz 2006:7). Recognizing the 
general regional cycling between political centralization and decentralization observed in 
archaeological studies (Marcus 1992, 1998; Blanton et al. 1996; Yoffee 1979), there is 
further opportunity to identify the local impacts of shifting regional patterns of 
sociopolitical and economic organization in post-collapse periods. The study of processes 
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employed in regeneration might emphasize the importance of trade, shifting interaction 
networks, social mobility, and participation in socio-political ideologies.  
My analysis takes a diachronic view of Epiclassic and Early Postclassic 
production and consumption patterns of pottery complexes in the Basin of Mexico. 
Stylistic analysis provides evidence for assessing the degree of local participation in 
regional cultural complexes. Form and decorative traditions communicate knowledge of 
and membership in broader shared traditions, perhaps reflecting a desire to express a 
shared socio-political identity among regional participants. Compositional analysis 
provides evidence for direct exchange of pottery products between neighboring regions. 
The combination of stylistic and compositional patterns can help differentiate shared 
identity, emulation, and direct trade. Similar techniques have been employed for the 
Basin of Mexico that indicate that the extent of stylistic and compositional patterns are 
meaningful measures for social interaction (e.g., Hodge and Minc 1990; Nichols et al. 
2002; see also Parkinson 2005 for a non-state example of boundary formations). I 
consider evidence from exchange and local production to bear on alternative models of 
interaction between neighboring areas within the Basin of Mexico and Tula to the 
northwest. My approach considers relations for peer polities (Hansen 2000; Renfrew 
1986) in the Epiclassic period and small to large polities in the Early Postclassic period 
(Stark 1990: Table 2). 
DIACHRONIC ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
The following section provides a summary of results based upon compositional 
and stylistic trends in the decorated pottery.  Results are presented by specific pottery 
types within each pottery complex.  The focus here is upon a subset of diagnostic types 
within each complex, with emphasis on comparison of settlement clusters in the Basin. 
Compositional groups are discussed at two scales, the identification of the broad 
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quadrants of the Basin [northeast (NE), southeast (SE), northwest (NW), southwest 
(SW)] and non-Basin areas (Puebla, Tulantepec, and Gulf).  
The Early Epiclassic Pottery Complex 
 The Early Epiclassic pottery complex defined for the Southern Basin occurs 
throughout the settlement cluster (discussed in Chapter 4). There are three major regional 
centers identified from the settlement survey conducted by Sanders, Parsons, and Santley 
(1979).  Stylistic analysis indicates some differences in production between centers, but 
the region is unified by the use of common decorative traditions and pottery types.  
 
Figure 9.2. Bar chart of the relative proportion of compositional groups by settlement 
subcluster for Tezonchichilco and Zone Incised pottery. 
 
 The Tezonchichilco pottery type was named by Frederic Hicks in his Cerro 
Portezuelo pottery analysis. The type is variously described in other reports by terms such 
as Early Toltec carved brown (Parsons et al. 1982a:426-428) or illustrated and not 
named, such as the whole vessel illustrations by Séjourné (1983: Figure 40). This 
distinctive pottery type is identifiable by the use of stamping combined with red painted 
geometric designs that are often outlined by incising.  Flaring vessels may also occur 
with square hollow tripod supports.  The most common stamped motif is a zoomorphic 
head, perhaps depicting the feathered serpent, connecting the design to the cult of 
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Quetzalcoatl, which was widespread throughout Mesoamerica in the Epiclassic period 
(Ringle et al. 1998). This is the only figurative design within the Early Epiclassic pottery 
complex for the southern Basin.  
A total of 33 specimens of this type were included for INAA, two-thirds of the 
sample being from the Cerro Portezuelo collection (Table 4.4).  The Chalco 
compositional group accounts for two-thirds (67%) of the INAA sample of this type. It is 
distributed across Cerro Portezuelo and Chalco survey sites (Figure 9.2).  The remaining 
specimens were equally distributed among other compositional groups, including the SW 
Basin, NE Basin, and SE Basin quadrants (2 specimens each).  Only two specimens of 
this type were identified outside the southern Basin, both assigned to the Teotihuacan 
compositional group.  This pattern suggests specialized production of this type within the 
Chalco compositional group in the SE Basin. Cerro Portezuelo, as an emerging regional 
center, in addition to the Chalco group, also accessed SW Basin products.  
 Zone Incised pottery has a distribution similar to Tezonchichilco and is common 
throughout the southern Basin settlement cluster. This type is identified on the basis of a 
band of incising on the upper exterior the vessel. Patterns are geometric and include 
alternating patterns of cross-hatching, rectilinear and curvilinear design elements.  Vessel 
forms are open bowls and have well smoothed surfaces. Both red painted and plain 
variants occur.  
A total of 27 specimens are included in the INAA sample, 67% of which 
(n=18/27) were assigned to the Chalco compositional group (Table 4.7). The Chalco 
group specimens are distributed between the Cerro Portezuelo and Chalco settlement 
clusters in the Southeastern Basin (Figure 9.2). Cerro Portezuelo and Xico Island were 
also producing local versions of this pottery type, with each compositional source 
representing 15% of the total for this type, (n=2 for each). Again, this pattern suggests 
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that this type was a specialized product of the Chalco compositional group in the 
Southern Basin Settlement Cluster.  The SW Basin quadrant was not represented within 
this sample.   
 Incised & Punctate pottery is defined here on the basis of the use of incised 
geometric designs in a wide band on the exterior of the vessel. The design technique is 
notable for the alternating zones of punctation. At least two variants are definable on the 
basis of quality of incised line, namely the Heavy Line and Light Line variants.  A 
common motif occurring across both variants is the half star motif, perhaps relating to 
symbols of the cult of Quetzalcoatl. Several vessels of this type were among burial goods 
from a temple structure at Cerro Portezuelo, perhaps indicating the ritual nature of this 
type.  
A total of 23 specimens were included in the INAA sample (Table 4.10). They 
were distributed across six compositional groups, including CPZ (26% of total), 
Teotihuacan (26% of total), and the SW Basin – Culhuacan group (17% of total).  The 
remaining specimens were from among the SE Basin quadrant of compositional groups. 
This pattern differs from the previous two types. The variety of styles, forms, and 
compositional group assignments for this symbolically charged decorated type suggests a 
differing mode of production and exchange from the other types in the Early Epiclassic 
pottery complex. These vessels may represent ritual activity and their presence at Cerro 
Portezuelo, as an important regional center, may suggest hosting religious or feasting 
occasions for neighboring settlements and centers.   
 The composite silhouette form was identified at Oxtoticpac in the Teotihuacan 
Valley by William T. Sanders (1986).  He suggested that the form characterized the 
“Oxtoticpac Phase” occupation in the Valley and placed it in a short Epiclassic sub-phase 
just after the fall of Teotihuacan and prior to the emergence of the full-blown 
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Coyotlatelco tradition.  I support this temporal placement on the basis of several lines of 
evidence.  Although this type-form has been recovered in excavations in the caves behind 
the Pyramid of the Sun by Linda Manzanilla (Nicolás 2003; Lópéz 2003; Manzanilla et 
al. 1996); it is not common elsewhere in the Teotihuacan Valley and has not been 
identified in the Teotihuacan Mapping Project survey collections.  A related variant of 
this vessel form-type, Monochrome Red, has recently been reported for the Proto-
Coyotlatelco hilltop settlement of La Mesa in the Tula region (Martínez Landa 2009).  
This settlement predates the establishment of Tula Chico, the prominent civic-ceremonial 
center of the emerging Tula urban core. The type is not reported for Tula Chico, 
suggesting that its use is restricted to the initial occupation of the Tula area, overlapping 
with or just after the withdrawal of the Teotihuacan Classic period settlement of Chingú. 
For this study, Cerro Portezuelo was the prominent consumer of this vessel form, and it 
was also present at Xico, likely at Cerro de la Estrella, and other smaller settlements in 
the southern Basin. It occurs in several variants, including red painted monochrome, plain 
ware, resist (usually in patterns of large circles), and exterior incised (typically as a band 
of repeated scallops).  
A total of 72 specimens of the composite silhouette bowls, both plain and 
decorated variants, are included in the INAA study (Table 4.13).  The CPZ compositional 
group accounts for 60% of the total for this vessel type.  The Teotihuacan compositional 
group accounts for 15% of the total.  All remaining specimens occur in small amounts 
across the other SE Basin and SW Basin compositional groups (Figure 9.3). Cerro 
Portezuelo (n=40) and Oxtoticpac in the Teotihuacan Valley (n=25) represent the largest 
samples of the total.  The resulting INAA pattern for composite silhouette bowls indicates 
that Oxtoticpac, a small settlement in the Teotihuacan Valley, is represented by three 
compositional groups, with the local compositional group accounting for a smaller 
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proportion of its total than the CPZ group. The CPZ group likely represents a production 
zone for Cerro Portezuelo.   I propose that the Oxtoticpac settlement in the Teotihuacan 
Valley is a site unit intrusion, perhaps a migrant group from the Cerro Portezuelo 
Settlement Subcluster. If the Basin use of these bowls is similar to that of the La Mesa 
Tula region settlement, the composite silhouette bowls may be a strong diagnostic for 
early settlement and interactions immediately after the withdrawal of Teotihuacan 
throughout the Basin. Further comparison is needed between the Early Epiclassic 
complex of the Basin and the earliest hilltop settlements of the Tula region prior to the 
emergence of Tula Chico.  
 
Figure 9.3. Bar chart of the relative proportion of compositional groups by settlement 
subcluster for Composite Silhouette bowls.  
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Several additional types are included in this study for the Early Epiclassic, but 
are not discussed here.  Specifically, a few specimens from Tula Chico in the northern 
block were included to gauge the local Tula signature.  These pottery types are not 
comparable to those of the Basin and represent a distinct pottery complex tradition. The 
INAA results indicate a local Tula compositional group and a non-local Tulantepec 
compositional group, suggesting very early interaction towards the east of the Tula 
region, and outside the Basin.   
The Epiclassic Coyotlatelco Pottery Complex 
 The Epiclassic period occupation in Central Mexico is traditionally defined on 
the basis of the use of Coyotlatelco style painted pottery and has been recognized 
throughout the Basin since Tozzer’s 1921 publication.  Coyotlatelco pottery occurs in all 
of the Epiclassic settlement clusters in the Basin; the Tula region including Tula Chico; 
and to the west of the Basin in the Toluca Valley.  This study, as well as others (García 
1995, Manzanilla 2005, etc.), aims to identify regional stylistic variants within the 
Coyotlatelco painted pottery.  One complication in the analysis of this pottery is the long 
duration of use of the style, likely overlapping with the Early Epiclassic complexes 
previously discussed. This is another instance in which more explicit comparison 
between the Tula region and the Basin may bring about a more refined understanding of 
Coyotlatelco style pottery and its temporal development. The vessel in Figure 4.8 is from 
a series of burials at Cerro Portezuelo containing the Early Epiclassic pottery complex.  
No other associated Coyotlatelco pottery occurs in these burials.  This suggests that this 
bowl may be an early variant of the type.   
Most of the examples of the Coyotlatelco pottery shown in Chapter 5 are sorted 
on the basis of INAA compositional groups.  Some discernable stylistic trends were 
identified on the basis of design elements and motifs, line execution qualities, use of 
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white undercoat, interior versus exterior decoration, and open or filled space in design 
elements. Despite the regional differences, Coyotlatelco style pottery is notable in the 
widespread use of geometric design elements such as repeating “S” scrolls, 
checkerboards, wavy lines, stepped pyramids, and double banding.  This symbol set 
reveals a symbolic tradition shared across the region.   
 
 
Figure 9.4. Bar chart of the relative proportion of compositional groups by settlement 
subcluster for Coyotlatelco pottery. 
 
 A total of 215 specimens were included in the INAA study (Table 5.1). When 
evaluated by settlement cluster and regional survey blocks, there is a strong pattern of 
local production and use (Figure 9.4).  Especially notable are the high rates of local 
consumption within the Tula and Teotihuacan settlement clusters. The Tula cluster has a 
small set of specimens (n=6) that was not local; all are from a non-Basin source 
(Tulantepec).  At Cerro Portezuelo, 57% of the specimens occur in the local CPZ 
compositional group, supporting the strong regional trend for consumption of locally 
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produced decorated pottery. Nevertheless, the Cerro Portezuelo settlement cluster was 
getting some pottery from neighboring compositional groups in the NE and SW Basin.  
This may indicate the continued importance of Cerro Portezuelo as a regional center that 
was attracting either visitors or even migrants from neighboring clusters.  The population 
of Cerro Portezuelo is estimated at around 12,000 people in the Epiclassic period, second 
only to Teotihuacan.  This was a steep increase from its population size in the Classic 
period and can be accounted for by a relatively quick influx of settlers to the settlement, 
perhaps bringing with them small amounts of decorated pottery. It is possible that the 
other non-local vessels made from neighboring sources arrived via market exchange, but 
the small overall quantities, in combination with the strong economic separation of the 
other settlement clusters, does not support a model for regional market exchange at this 
time.  
The Mazapan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex 
 The next occupational phase in the Basin of Mexico, following the Epiclassic, is 
the Mazapan phase of the Early Postclassic period.  Red painted pottery continues as a 
regional decorative tradition; however, the vessel forms and designs change.  The most 
notable and well recognized red painted pottery of this complex is Wavy Line; once 
believed to originate within the Teotihuacan Valley.  Work by George Bey (1986), Raúl 
García (2004), Jeffrey Parsons (2008), Deborah Nichols (et al. 2002) and myself (Crider 
2011) has established a wider zone of use including Tula, Zumpango, the western Basin 
to Azcapotzalco, and the eastern Basin including Cerro Portezuelo. My study of the 
Chalco survey block pottery indicates that the Wavy Line pottery was not common in the 
southern Basin. Further, my regional analysis of this pottery type indicates two main 
variants: matte and burnished.   
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The first, and most common in Tula and the northern Basin, including Zumpango 
and Teotihuacan, is the matte finish variety.  These vessels are easily identified by the use 
of a multi-prong brush to apply panels of parallel lines in waves, rainbows, crossed 
panels, and interlocking scrolls. My initial impression is that the design layouts and 
specific design motifs are somewhat different between the Tula and Teotihuacan 
expressions of this pottery.  However, a more systematic comparison between the two 
regions is in order to confirm this pattern.   
A total of 148 specimens of Wavy Line are included in the INAA study, 
including both variants (Table 6.2). The Tula pottery is almost entirely locally produced, 
despite the inclusion of specimens suspected of being Teotihuacan in origin.  The 
neighboring Zumpango survey block in the NW Basin is not as well sampled as the other 
areas, but these settlements were acquiring Tula compositional group Wavy Line in 
addition to locally produced vessels; this indicates the initial expansion of Tula’s 
interaction into the Basin.  The Teotihuacan settlement block does not include any Tula 
compositional group and is largely locally produced.  This is a pattern consistent with the 
previous Epiclassic pattern.   
 The second variant, first identified by Hicks (2005) at Cerro Portezuelo, is 
burnished.  The wavy lines are painted with a single brush and the paint is often smeared, 
indicating the paint was not completely dry at the time of burnishing. This is a common 
finishing technique for Coyotlatelco pottery, and it may indicate that the makers of the 
burnished variant of Wavy Line were emulating the matte variant without having the full 
technological training and apprenticeship to produce it.  Distribution of the burnished 
variant of the Wavy Line pottery is limited to the Cerro Portezuelo settlement cluster. 
The continuity with Coyotlatelco techniques suggest that the burnished variant of the 
Wavy Line pottery emerged out of the Epiclassic potting traditions. The burnished 
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variant includes the CPZ and Texcoco General compositional groups.  The CPZ group 
indicates persistence in composition from Coyotlatelco, while the Texcoco General group 
was becoming more prominent in the Early Postclassic pottery complexes.  The precise 
area of production of the Texcoco group is unclear at this time, but I believe it covers the 
intervening area between the Teotihuacan Valley and Cerro Portezuelo. The Cerro 
Portezuelo site  was obtaining pottery of the Teotihuacan compositional group in 
significant quantities.  It seems clear from the patterns established by comparing the 
matte versus burnished variants to INAA compositional groups that the potters utilizing 
the CPZ compositional group clays never produced the matte variant. This indicates that 
Cerro Portezuelo was peripheral to production of matte Wavy Line and the use of the 
multi-prong brush, but at some point the area became recipient of Teotihuacan-produced 
goods. This pattern indicates an expansion of northern interaction zones into the 
southeastern Basin as far south as the Cerro Portezuelo settlement cluster.  
 Another notable change in the Early Postclassic ceramic traditions is the 
introduction of cream slip, orange paste wares.  Here I follow the pottery categories for 
the Early Postclassic as established by Robert Cobean (1978) for Tula pottery. The cream 
slipped bowls occur in several types, each likely correlating with differing archaeological 
phases within the Early Postclassic. I discuss Joroba Cream Slip here as part of the 
Mazapan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex. It occurs typically as simple bowls with a 
thick cream slip and red painted designs.  The red or orange painted designs occur as 
simple design elements such as large “S” scrolls or sets of parallel lines.  The distribution 
of this type is the same as the Wavy Line, although it extends further south into the 
Chalco survey block, including the site of Xico.  
A total of 56 specimens was included for INAA, the largest amount (n=28) from 
Cerro Portezuelo (Table 6.8). Again, Tula was using locally produced pottery.  The 
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Teotihuacan sample size is very low, but indicates some local production as well as some 
access to Tula-produced vessels.  
The most significant shift in production is in the Cerro Portezuelo Settlement 
Subcluster.  The cream slip pottery, in all of its variants and including Joroba, are largely 
assigned to the Texcoco General compositional group.  The meaning of this change is not 
clear, although recall that during the Early Postclassic the Basin settlement system altered 
and underwent a period of “ruralization.” The change in settlement patterns between the 
Epiclassic and Early Postclassic in the Cerro Portezuelo cluster may have revealed new 
clay sources further from the site of Cerro Portezuelo.  Pottery workshops may have 
moved to more rural locations, and/or immigrant potters may have moved into the region 
from northern areas, utilizing a source slightly different from the local CPZ source group.  
This assignment to the Texcoco General compositional group was persistent in all of the 
Cerro Portezuelo cluster cream slip variants. Nevertheless, Basin-produced Joroba Cream 
is stylistically similar to that of Tula, indicating a more direct knowledge of the Tula 
techniques and traditions at Cerro Portezuelo than is exhibited in the Wavy Line.  The 
small sample of Joroba from the southern Chalco settlement cluster indicates access to 
what I term here the “extreme south” compositional group.  The MURR reference group 
most similar to this set is the Yautepec compositional group associated with Morelos, to 
the south of the Basin. Additional sampling of the area south of the Chalco settlement 
group is needed to firmly establish the probable location of my “extreme south” group.  
However, these results indicate an expansion of Tula related pottery production into the 
southern Basin and perhaps extending towards Morelos.  
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The Atlatongo-Tollan Early Postclassic Pottery Complex 
 The Tollan phase and its associated pottery complex represents the time of Tula’s 
greatest power as a regional center and state capital. The civic-ceremonial center of Tula 
Grande had firmly supplanted that of Tula Chico; the urban zone around the center of 
Tula was well established.  
The prominent cream ware for the early Tollan is the Proa Cream pottery type, 
which is very similar to Joroba.  Proa lacks the painted geometric designs of Joroba and 
many vessels are tripod bowls with nubbin supports. These are the basic service ware for 
the Tollan complex in the Basin and occur in a variety of sizes.   
A total of 72 specimens were included for INAA (Table 7.2). The specimens for 
Tula are entirely local, and at this point all of the Zumpango (NW Basin) samples are 
assigned to the Tula compositional group as well. The Northwest Basin may have been 
firmly incorporated into Tula’s economy and accessing Tula-made pottery. The 
Teotihuacan Settlement Subcluster was persistent in its consumption of locally produced 
goods, with only the occasional appearance of Tula-produced Proa. This is likely an issue 
of sampling as well, and future investigation should focus on differing access to goods 
based upon site function, as I would expect administrative centers to have higher access 
to Tula-produced products. Again the Cerro Portezuelo cluster is almost entirely 
comprised of the Texcoco General compositional group as well as a significant amount of 
Tula-produced pottery.  Cerro Portezuelo likely continued as an important administrative 
center despite its overall decline in population (Crider 2011).  For the Chalco Settlement 
Subcluster, local production of this cream ware increased over the previous Joroba type. 
The settlement cluster continued its access to the “extreme south” compositional groups 
of Yautepec and South 3.  No Tula imports were identified for the Chalco Settlement 
Subcluster.  
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Figure 9.5. Bar chart of the relative proportion of compositional groups by settlement 
subcluster for Macana and Jara Pulido pottery. 
 
The Macana red painted tripod vessels are perhaps the most popular of the Tollan 
pottery types in the Basin. All of the settlement clusters in this study were using this type, 
which is commonly referred to as a molcajete due to the slightly abrasive surface of the 
bowl interior.  The matte surface of the interior base was embellished either by light line 
incising or punctations.   
A total of 182 specimens were included for INAA (Table 7.10). Again, the Tula 
compositional group supplied almost all of the Tula and Zumpango NW Basin settlement 
clusters (Figure 9.5), further establishing that the NW Basin was integrated into Tula’s 
economy. Local production is evident in the Teotihuacan, Cerro Portezuelo and Chalco 
Settlement Subclusters. The Texcoco General and CPZ compositional groups are both 
represented in the Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster. Tula imports are noted for the 
Teotihuacan and Cerro Portezuelo settlement clusters, and are not found in the Chalco 
cluster. The overall pattern for the southern Basin, including the Cerro Portezuelo and 
Chalco settlement clusters, is largely local production, but distributed across multiple 
compositional groups, and the SW Basin compositional group is participant in supplying 
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pottery to these areas for the first time since the Epiclassic.  This may indicate an 
emergent sub-regional market zone within the southern Basin during the early part of the 
Tollan phase at Tula that includes the area around Azcapotzalco in the western Basin, 
Cerro Portezuelo in the eastern Basin and the remainder of the southern Basin including 
the Chalco Settlement Subcluster.  This interaction zone does not appear dependent upon 
Tula produced pottery, but rather has more interaction with the “extreme south” towards 
Morelos.  
 Jara Pulido Cream Slip pottery is the latest variant among the Tula cream slip 
types. It is similar to the Proa bowls, but there is an added overcoat of orange paint.  
Another variant of this type is Ira Stamped, which is like Jara, but with a molded design 
on the exterior of the bowl.  Jara pottery became the most popular service ware in Tula in 
the later part of the Tollan phase, replacing Proa in popularity at the center. However, in 
the Basin, I found that there was a dramatic drop in use of Jara Pulido Cream Slip in the 
Teotihuacan, Cerro Portezuelo, and Chalco Settlement Subclusters. Outside the Tula and 
Zumpango (NW Basin) Settlement Cluster, I selected for INAA nearly all of the 
specimens identified.  The Cerro Portezuelo excavations provided many hundreds of 
cream slip sherds; I located only 23 Jara sherds (no Ira Stamped).  Nevertheless, there are 
small amounts of Jara Pulido in the survey collections as far south as the Chalco 
Settlement Subcluster, including Ira Stamped.   
A total of 52 specimens of Jara and Ira Stamped were included for INAA (Tables 
7.5 and 7.6).  The Tula and Zumpango Settlement Subclusters continued to hold together 
and all of the specimens are from Tula and NW Basin compositional groups (Figure 9.5).  
Despite the small sample size, the Teotihuacan Settlement Subcluster is split between a 
local Teotihuacan compositional group (n=5) and the Tula compositional group (n=4).  
The Cerro Portezuelo cluster exhibits a similar pattern of access to the Tula 
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compositional group (n=4), and the remainder are from among the SE Basin 
compositional groups, Texcoco General having the most assignments.  Again, given the 
small sample size for the Chalco survey block (n=7), there is a persistent pattern as 
compared to the other Tollan pottery.  A few specimens were assigned to local 
compositional groups, the “extreme south” and SW Basin compositional groups are 
significant contributors. In addition, two Ira Stamped sherds were assigned to the Tula-
NW Basin compositional groups. The Jara Pulido and Ira Stamped vessels are consistent 
with the other Tollan pottery in this study with respect to compositional assignments and 
proportion of those assignments to specific groups; however, the significant drop in use 
of these types in the Basin as compared to Tula itself is significant and warrants further 
investigation.   
The Aztec I and Chalco-Cholula Polychrome Early Postclassic Pottery Complex 
 In addition to the Tula-related pottery discussed above, I have included a small 
amount of Aztec I and Chalco-Cholula Polychromes (CCPC) for INAA study.  The 
intention was to identify only those types that were temporally equivalent to the other 
Early Postclassic occupations in the Basin, but represent a differing material culture, 
likely related to cultural developments in Puebla-Tlaxcala and associated with the center 
of Cholula. These types are related to the first introduction of the Black-on-orange and 
polychrome pottery that, as a tradition, persisted in the Basin well after the collapse of the 
Tula state and became the base for the more regionally popular Aztec black-on-orange 
and polychrome traditions of the Middle and Late Postclassic, and replaced the red-on-
brown and cream slipped types prevalent in the Early Postclassic. I briefly present the 
overall pattern of distribution between the Tollan and Aztec I distributions (Figure 2.5 
and Figure 9.5).  
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Significantly, the Aztec I black-on-orange pottery, in all of its style variants, is 
distributed throughout the southern Basin and the northern island of Xaltocan.  Xaltocan 
was producing local versions of the Culhuacan variant, and accessing black-on-orange 
from the SW Basin.  Xaltocan polychromes are from two primary compositional groups: 
the Chalco compositional group within the Basin, and the Puebla compositional group 
from outside the Basin.  Significantly, Xaltocan never used the Tula related pottery types, 
and appears to have had direct access to Puebla (perhaps Cholula controlled) fine pottery.  
 This discussion is relevant to the apparently waning influence of Tula on the 
Basin in the latter part of the Tollan phase (final phase of the Tula state).  If the Jara 
Pulido cream slip pottery, a significant diagnostic of the late Tollan pottery complex in 
Tula, was declining in popularity in the Basin, it may indicate a weakening of economic 
and political alliance and influence of Tula outside the Tula-Zumpango NW Basin 
Settlement Cluster.  The intrusion and introduction of the Aztec I and Chalco-Cholula 
Polychrome pottery complex in the southern Basin may have occurred in tandem with the 
weakening of Tula interactions furthest from the urban capital zone. The Chalco 
settlement cluster establishment of strong interaction with the “extreme south” 
compositional group may be an indicator that the southern Basin was establishing firm 
ties in the areas of Morelos and Puebla prior to or co-occurring with minor participation 
in the Tollan pottery complex.  
Discussion 
 This research examined regional interaction in the period following the collapse 
of the Teotihuacan state and prior to the rise of the Aztec empire.  I have studied ceramic 
collections spanning from Tula and the NW Basin, to Teotihuacan in the NE Basin, and 
the SE Basin, including Cerro Portezuelo, and the Chalco regional survey area. 
Specimens were sampled to produce a stylistic and compositional study of the whole 
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region and spanning the period from about A.D. 550-1150 including multiple pottery 
complexes of the Epiclassic and Early Postclassic periods. The INAA compositional 
analysis, combined with stylistic attribute observations, have allowed me to refine 
compositional groups and based on their distributions, I propose new insights into 
interactions among the major settlement clusters in the study area. The mechanisms for 
regeneration of complex regional interactions and state formation shifted with time as 
alliances and trade connections were altered. The ceramic complexes and their 
compositional and stylistic signatures provide physical evidence of these otherwise 
intangible aspects of this exciting period of prehistory in the Basin of Mexico.  
   I propose the following sequence for the shifting patterns of interaction.  The 
Early Epiclassic period, perhaps representing only a generation or two, represents the 
initial separation of the southern Basin right after or perhaps even overlapping with the 
withdrawal of the Teotihuacan state (Figure 9.6).  A similar process was occurring in the 
Tula region as immigrants from northwest of the area moved onto hilltop settlements, 
away from the Teotihuacan-dominated settlement of Chingú.  A distinct southern Basin 
pottery tradition unites the southern Basin regional centers of Cerro Portezuelo, Cerro de 
la Estrella, and Xico.  Some pottery types also used outside the Southern Basin 
Settlement Cluster, such as composite silhouette bowls, suggest a relationship with the 
Early Epiclassic hilltop centers from the Tula region and the cave locales in the 
Teotihuacan Valley.  
By the close of the Epiclassic period, a common pottery style was used across the 
region from Tula, the entire Basin of Mexico and the neighboring Toluca Valley.  The 
regional style unites this portion of Central Mexico by the use of a common “horizon 
style” notable in the consumption of Coyotlatelco red painted pottery. However, INAA 
results indicate that consumption was primarily of locally produced pottery.  This pattern, 
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combined with the aggregation of population into settlement clusters, each with 
associated regional centers, strongly supports the model of competing city-states (Figure 
9.7).  Exchange of decorated pottery was limited to small quantities between neighboring 
communities or within settlement clusters.  
Emerging from the Epiclassic city-state structure into the Early Postclassic, Tula 
began to expand its influence into the northern Basin, especially incorporating the 
Zumpango settlement cluster (Figure 9.8).  This related to a process of settlement 
ruralization in which people appear to be filling in the empty countryside with small 
villages and farming hamlets. Based upon comparison of the Mazapan Wavy Line 
pottery, The Teotihuacan Settlement Subcluster shared significant stylistic similarities 
with the Tula Settlement Subcluster, although exchange of pottery between the two was 
still highly limited. The Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster was at first peripheral to 
these developments in the northern Basin and may have been gradually incorporated into 
Teotihuacan’s market zone, as indicated by the exchange of the Matte variant of Wavy 
Line into the southern Basin. However, the techniques and technology of Wavy Line 
production of the northern Basin did not spread to the potters in the southern Basin, 
suggesting a social barrier occurring between the north and the south for at least a short 
time around the shift from the Epiclassic to the Early Postclassic patterns.  
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Figure 9.6. The Early Epiclassic interaction pattern in the Basin of Mexico. Arrows 
indicate direction of exchange based upon INAA results. 
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Figure 9.7. The Epiclassic interaction pattern in the Basin of Mexico, illustrated by 
regional variants of Coyotlatelco pottery (as identified on the basis of INAA results). 
Arrows indicate direction of exchange based upon INAA results. 
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Figure 9.8.The pattern of interaction in the Basin of Mexico for Mazapan Wavy Line 
pottery, including matte (in the Northwestern and Northeastern Basin Settlement 
Clusters) and burnished (in the Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster) variants. Arrows 
indicate direction of exchange based upon INAA results. 
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Figure 9.9. The Mazapan Early Postclassic interaction pattern in the Basin of Mexico. 
The  Western Basin Settlement Cluster was a likely participant in the regional 
interactions in this phase based upon INAA compositional groups indicated by “?”. 
However, in this study I do not have sufficient data to identify the strength of interaction 
patterns for the western Basin settlements.  
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By the early part of the Tollan phase in the Early Postclassic, Cerro Portezuelo 
was further integrated into the influence of the Tula state (Figure 9.9).  Cerro Portezuelo 
was likely an important administrative center with direct access to Tula-produced 
products and ritual items (Crider 2011).  The southern Basin, especially the Chalco 
Settlement Subcluster, a minor participant in the northern Basin interactions, produced 
and used a small number of Tula pottery types and also oriented interactions towards 
Morelos and Puebla. 
As the influence of Tula and the northern Basin traditions began to wane, the 
southern Basin, including the Chalco Settlement Subcluster, the Aztec I – Chalco-
Cholula polychrome traditions became most prominent. At least by Early Postclassic 
(perhaps in the Late Tollan phase of Tula) Culhuacan was an important regional center 
and INAA indicates the Culhuacan style Aztec I Black-on-orange pottery was being 
imported to Xaltocan (Figure 9.9).   
Stylistic comparison of Aztec I and Chalco-Cholula pottery from the Basin with 
counterparts from Puebla-Tlaxcala strongly supports interaction between the two regions, 
perhaps even immigration into the southern Basin by potters bringing technical and 
stylistic knowledge into the region.  My study confirms the long-held proposition that 
potters in the Chalco region were producing Cholula style polychromes.  These 
polychromes were limited in distribution to the southern Basin and Xaltocan. However, 
to date, only polychromes from Xaltocan are assigned as Puebla-produced. Elites at 
Xaltocan were acquiring fine goods from outside the Basin.  It is unclear if other Early 
Postclassic Aztec I regional centers were also obtaining pottery from Puebla to 
supplement their Chalco production source for polychromes.  Further assessment is 
warranted in future research, especially for the site of Culhuacan in the southern Basin.   
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Figure 9.10. The Tollan and Aztec I Early Postclassic interaction pattern in the Basin of 
Mexico. The Western Basin Settlement Cluster was a likely participant in the regional 
interactions at this time, indicated by “?” on the map. However, in this study, I do not 
have sufficient data to identify patterns on interaction. 
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REGENERATION, REORGANIZATION, REORIENTATION 
In this discussion, I return to the analytical framework of regeneration, as 
proposed by Schwartz and Nichols (2006) and the various cross-cultural studies 
contributed to their edited book. Despite the long duration of occupation of the Basin of 
Mexico, this region was not included in the Schwartz and Nichols compilation.  The 
cycling in the Basin between large regional states and city-state systems makes this case 
study a good candidate for consideration of the applicability of regeneration.  I first 
discuss assessment of the Basin case according to the types of regeneration, as proposed 
by Bronson (2006), then I highlight some of the important processes identifies as 
contributing to regeneration in this study.  
Types of Regeneration 
Bronson (2006:137-143) outlines three types of regeneration that are identifiable 
from archaeological cases: false, stimulus, and template types. According to his typology, 
one key factor in distinguishing between types is the amount of continuity between pre-
collapse and post-collapse political institutions and organizations. The first type, false 
regeneration has no historical continuity and the case for regeneration within a region is 
due to factors of landscape (favorable locations for settlement, etc) and other non-
historical factors. At a regional or system-wide scale, regeneration is not actually 
occurring; there is only the happenstance appearance of true regeneration. False 
regeneration accounts for cases in which the same region is reoccupied and developed 
due to environmental favorability or resource catchment of the area, but there is no 
historical connection between the earlier and later polities.  This is not applicable to this 
case study of the Basin of Mexico. A second form of false regeneration occurs when 
“regional political structures are organized in such a way that complex nodes in the 
system are intrinsically evanescent, shifting from place to place every few decades, while 
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the overall regional structure remains more or less constant” (Bronson 2006:138). This is 
more applicable to cases in which mobility and competition are favored, such as 
heterarchically structured regional political systems. Again, this type is not applicable to 
the Basin case.  
Comparatively, stimulus and template types of regeneration occur with direct 
historical continuity between the pre-collapse institutions and the subsequent revitalized 
system which was based in part on the knowledge of former political organizations 
following a period of abandonment, decentralization, or significant regional 
reorganization. Stimulus regeneration involves reconstruction based upon historical or 
legendary perception of pre-collapse institutions and organizations.  This “knowledge” of 
earlier states or organizations is used to legitimize the establishment of state structures. 
The process of initiating and implementing strategies for centralization are wrapped in 
the ideologies of the past “hazy historical memories” in which accuracy of replication is 
not required.  
Alternatively, template regeneration is based upon real documented models of 
organization that are revived and faithfully copied by subsequent governments and 
institutions. Such a case is most likely when there is an historical record of institutional 
forms and policies that were curated during periods of decentralization.  Without 
historical documents or evidence for purposeful replication of pre-collapse institutions, 
the distinction between stimulus and template regeneration is difficult to identify from 
archaeological analysis.  We lack such records for the Basin, and even the ethnohistoric 
data do not provide sufficient clues for the period of this study spanning the Epiclassic 
and Early Postclassic period. If pressed, I would suggest that the Classic to Early 
Postclassic period would best be categorized as a case of stimulus regeneration.  But this 
distinction between template and stimulus regeneration is at best a typological exercise 
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and does not provide substantive explanatory power for understanding the sequence and 
process of regeneration at play following the collapse of the Classic period Teotihuacan 
state.   
Regeneration in the Basin of Mexico 
So, what does the framework of regeneration offer in the study of the Basin of 
Mexico?  In this study, my goal was not to classify the Basin according to Bronson’s 
heuristic categories of regeneration, but rather to identify some of the potential processes 
at work over the 600 year span following the collapse of Teotihuacan up to the beginning 
of the Middle Postclassic Aztec society. Schwartz (2006:7) offers a few generative 
questions framed around the implementation of regeneration for case studies that provide 
a basis for cross-cultural comparison. As noted in Chapter 1, potential processes 
contributing to the cycling between decentralized and centralized political systems and 
contributing to regeneration might include shifting socio-political ideologies, alliance and 
trade networks, and population mobility.  In this study, I use pottery to assess changes in 
regional interaction through time, and by using an integrated methodology of 
compositional and stylistic analysis, I offer some discussion on those processes proposed 
by Schwartz that contribute to regeneration in the Basin.  
In order to identify interaction in the Basin from the Epiclassic through the Early 
Postclassic periods, I first defined appropriate temporal and spatial analytical units for 
this regional assessment.  Because the vantage point of regional evaluation is influenced 
by the analytical scale of analysis; the site, settlement cluster, and the regional level 
should all be used, when possible, to identify systemic changes in political, economic and 
social organization. Comparisons between changes in the large urban capital centers as 
well as the rural, hinterland settlements offer comparative information for the local 
responses to state collapse, and perhaps differing avenues towards regional regeneration.   
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The choice of temporal analytical units was also important for understanding 
regeneration. State collapse and development is a dynamic and continuously changing 
process.  For the Basin, settlement studies provide a static moment that often 
encapsulates large 200-300 year segments of landscape organization. Such large units of 
temporal analysis compress regional patterns into a single moment that masks the 
sequence of interactions and decisions occurring throughout a region.  I have taken the 
approach of proposing smaller temporal segments within the Epiclassic and Early 
Postclassic periods, demonstrating interactions across regional portions so that 
interactions and state integration are more easily identified at multiple temporal scales 
and at differing distances from core urban areas.   
The diachronic evaluation of the shifts in the scale, intensity and direction of 
regional interactions, as discussed earlier in this chapter, provides the empirical base for 
considering the processes of regeneration in the Basin of Mexico.  
Changes in Epiclassic to Early Postclassic period settlement patterns have long 
been recognized in the Basin of Mexico (e.g., Charlton 1975; Sanders et al. 1979); 
however, these patterns were not systematically assessed in terms of shorter 
archaeological phases. The plotting of regional distribution patterns by pottery complex, 
and the associated archaeologically defined phase, provides a new beginning for re-
evaluating regional settlement reorganization. When combined with compositional and 
attribute data, directions and degree of interaction and influence were assessed.  This 
methodology, based in part on the detailed settlement maps for the Epiclassic and Early 
Postclassic periods, moves beyond the parsing of site size hierarchies common to 
archaeological settlement analysis.  This study proposes a sequence of boundary 
reconstructions and possible processes at play in the time immediately after the collapse 
of the Teotihuacan state and through the rise and expansion of the Tula state into the 
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Basin (Figure 9.11).  The previous models for Epiclassic and Early Postclassic state 
development are not dramatically altered, but this study highlights those “transitional 
moments” where regional divisions in the use and distribution of a pottery complex (e.g., 
Early Epiclassic, Mazapan Early Postclassic) reflect changes in interactions among 
settlement clusters in the economic and social landscapes of the Basin of Mexico.  These 
patterns of interaction serve as proxy for mapping group boundaries and assessing 
regional political organization.  
 
Figure 9.11. Summary schematic of cycles of regional division or region wide (Basin-
wide) participation in pottery complexes assessed in this study from the Epiclassic and 
Early Postclassic periods. Note the increase in significance and interaction of the 
Northwestern (top left) Settlement Cluster through time, indicating the increased 
importance of Tula-produced pottery through time.  Arrows indicate the direction of 
exchange as identified by INAA.  The heavier the line of the arrow, the greater the 
amount of exchange indicated. The squares in the Late Tollan and Aztec I schematic 
indicate the initial introduction of the Chalco-Cholula Early Postclassic Pottery Complex 
into the southern Basin and Xaltocan.  
 
Reorientation of Institutions and Ideologies 
 The starting point of this study is with the collapse of the Teotihuacan state and 
its governing operations by the close of the Early Classic period.  Significant changes 
were occurring in the capital city in its waning years during the Metepec phase. They 
include a dramatic depopulation (Cowgill 1974, 2000, 2008; Millon 1981, 1988), the rise 
and competition of secondary elites in the governing and control of the city (Manzanilla 
2006, 2009; Murakami 2010), declining health of the population (Storey 1992), and 
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declining access to distant products (Millon 1988; Sempowski 1987, 1994).  Outside the 
city, Teotihuacan settlements withdrew from throughout the Basin and the Tula region, as 
many locations lack Metepec style pottery and materials. A breakdown of the centralizing 
functions of the Teotihuacan state was complete by around A.D. 600. 
 However, it must be recognized that social relations among people and groups 
can persist beyond the state political structure. In the Yoffee and Cowgill edited volume 
on collapse, Eisenstadt (1988:242) indicates that, “the investigation of collapse in ancient 
states and civilizations really entails identifying the various kinds of social reorganization 
in these types of societies and so viewing collapse as part of the continuous process of 
boundary reconstruction.” Schwartz (2006:7) indicates that boundary reconstruction is 
one manifestation of regeneration and that it should consist of “the same kinds of 
institutions and phenomena.” It is within this framework that I consider interactions 
within the Basin of Mexico for analysis.  
 An immediate response and a part of the process of the declining Teotihuacan 
state, there is a notable withdrawal of Metepec phase occupations in the Basin.  This is 
reflected by the diminishing use of Metepec pottery types and styles defined for the city 
of Teotihuacan (e.g., Rattray 2001). In the Epiclassic period, new pottery types occurred 
in the Basin, especially those of the Early Epiclassic pottery complex of the Southern 
Basin, and Coyotlatelco red painted pottery.  
Despite some carryover of Teotihuacan styles and forms in Epiclassic pottery, 
such as the florero, flat bottom flared bowls with nubbin supports, and ring base 
hemispherical bowls, many of these forms occur with substantial modifications.  The 
floreros, notably present in burials from Cerro Portezuelo, are embellished with strap and 
twist handles, annular or ring base supports, and a variety of decorative techniques 
(incised & punctate, modeling, appliqué) which are not common in the Teotihuacan 
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counterparts. The flat bottom flaring bowls, like the Incised & Punctate Light Line 
variety, also notable from the burials at Cerro Portezuelo, are reminiscent of, but not 
identical to the Teotihuacan vessels. I would suggest here that these may even be 
produced during or just after the Metepec phase and following the decline of Teotihuacan 
in the Basin.  The floreros and flat bottom flaring bowls of the Early Epiclassic are likely 
part of a ritual or religious practice due to the smaller amounts of such vessels in the 
Cerro Portezuelo collection, and their prominent occurrence in the burials there. Both of 
these derivative forms are short lived in the Epiclassic, and seem to occur infrequently 
even in the southern Basin.  These forms and types produced in the southern Basin may 
have been derived from Teotihuacan types and styles, but as these traditional forms were 
undergoing cautious experimentation there was a gradual rejection of Teotihuacan forms 
and styles. Influence from outside the Basin may have inspired the styles and ideological 
content of the pottery made and used in the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster, beginning 
early in the Epiclassic period.  
The Tezonchichilco, Zone Incised, and Incised & Punctate pottery types of the 
Early Epiclassic Southern Basin pottery complex reflect a common symbol set in use that 
incorporates the half star, feathered serpent head, and certain geometric design elements.  
This symbol set may reflect participation in the cult of Quetzalcoatl occurring in the large 
Epiclassic centers outside the Basin of Mexico (Ringle et al. 1998).  The participation of 
the Southern Basin Settlement Cluster in a local version of this cult may have had several 
points of appeal.  It is unclear what relationship the Teotihuacan and Epiclassic cults of 
Quetzalcoatl had to one another, but for Basin peoples there may have been an easy 
transition from one to the other.  The southern Basin regional centers, no longer bound to 
the Teotihuacan state-sponsored religion and strict state strictures of who could 
participate and promote religious knowledge, were free to redirect focus from the far-
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away state to local regional affairs.  Cerro Portezuelo, Xico, and Cerro de la Estrella were 
all small settlements in Classic times under Teotihuacan rule, and expanded quickly in 
the Epiclassic period to become regional centers for ritual and probably political 
administration. The interaction zone created by this southern block in the Basin may have 
been bolstered by ritual access to the cult of Quetzalcoatl spreading to the large urban 
centers at Xochicalco, Cacaxtla, and others outside the Basin. This would have further 
promoted the formal rejection of ties to the Teotihuacan state.  
Use of the Coyotlatelco painted pottery reflects a differing influence into the 
Basin.  This style of pottery was emergent out of the Metepec to Early Epiclassic, but 
originating from peoples from outside the Basin from the north and northwest.  Much 
Coyotlatelco painted pottery occurs in the form of bowls, dishes, and cups.  The 
Coyotlatelco painted pottery type and the associated style and symbolic set present on the 
pottery continued throughout the Epiclassic period. This daily service ware was adopted 
across the Basin of Mexico. It was likely available to all social classes and stylistically 
united the region.  
Despite the dramatic change in the artistic conventions of the Basin serving ware 
from the Classic to Epiclassic period, some attributes in Coyotlatelco pottery may be 
derived from or inspired by Classic period pottery.  One example, the ring base 
Coyotlatelco bowl, may have had its inspiration in part from the Thin Orange ring base 
bowls made in southern Puebla.  This form and ware were significant imports in the 
Classic Teotihuacan city and appeared in ceramic assemblages of every socio-economic 
status. Due to its widespread use and incorporation into daily life in the city, and 
presumably the Basin, the service bowl reflects a regional cuisine choice in which these 
potentially stackable bowls were common.   
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The decline of Teotihuacan importation of these long-distance wares may have 
initiated a demand for local potters to replicate and provide a similar functional form.  
Metepec phase versions of the ring base bowl occur throughout the Basin, but in a brown 
paste and lower quality finish; perhaps these are even experiments with a new decorative 
finish.  Ring base brown bowls with stick polish spirals on the interior are notable at the 
Xaltocan Early Toltec site (Brumfiel et al. 1998) and Ojo de Agua near Teotenango in the 
Valley of Toluca (Sugiura 1981).  Metepec phase bowls with ring bases are identified at 
Azcapotzalco in the western Basin (García 1991). In the Yautepec Valley, one of the 
most common forms throughout the Classic is the ring base bowl in local clays, often 
decorated only by a red painted rim (Montiel 2010). It may be that this increase in local 
versions of ring base serving bowls in the Central Highlands was in part a reflection of 
declining access to the Thin Orange pottery and Teotihuacan’s crumbling ability to 
facilitate commercial activity much beyond the city.  
Nevertheless, the persistence of the ring base bowl into the Epiclassic and its 
widespread occurrence in the Coyotlatelco decorated pottery complex is notable. For 
Tula Chico, early in the Epiclassic occupations, there are a small number of plain brown 
ring base bowls (Cobean 1978:249), and the ring base bowl occurs very rarely in the 
Coyotlatelco Red-on-brown type (Cobean 1978:253). It may be that the ring base bowl is 
more common in the Basin Epiclassic settlements; but this impression has not yet been 
quantified. Nevertheless, ring base hemispherical bowls persist from the Classic well into 
the Epiclassic period in Central Mexico, and the Basin in particular. This persistence of 
form suggests a common cuisine choice and continuity in the daily lives and practices of 
all socio-economic classes.  The application of the Coyotlatelco decorative style and 
symbol set to this form is reflective of regional participation by “commoners” in a 
widespread material culture and world view. Rejected are the portraiture and artistic 
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representations of displays of dancing and ritual processions present in Teotihuacan 
pottery. Perhaps because the Coyotlatelco geometric designs elements were commonly 
occurring in the dishware of people, there was a daily reinforcement of in the use of these 
symbol sets and a persistent rejection of the standard symbols associated with the 
Teotihuacan state along with less emphasis of state deities or political personas. Regional 
participation in the Coyotlatelco pottery style and its associated decorative symbols could 
in part reflect a tribal or communal ethos of religion and practice formerly dictated in part 
by a centralizing state.  
Other changes from the Classic to the Epiclassic pottery assemblages in the Basin 
and Tula are evident in the widespread use of new vessel forms, including the flat bottom 
comal, sahumador handled censers, spiked braziers, and spoons or ladles. These items 
occur across the Coyotlatelco pottery-using region, and extend further to other areas of 
the highlands (like Cantona, Xochicalco, etc.). This widespread adoption of new ritual 
and cooking vessels indicates new cuisines and practices taking hold after the collapse of 
the Teotihuacan state. The origins of such practices are not clear at this time, but they 
indicate interactions due perhaps in part to migration as a response to Classic state 
collapse. They also indicate a shift away from practices associated with Teotihuacan.  
And many of the state-sponsored censer and figurine types faded alongside the state 
collapse (composite censers, candeleros, portrait figurines, etc.). A small subset of actual 
personas depicted in Coyotlatelco figurines persist from classic types, but are different in 
style of manufacture (Goldsmith 2000).  This persistence reflects the continuity of non-
state practices and ritual beliefs in the broader Epiclassic culture, and ultimately to 
decline and rejection of state sponsored rituals associated with figurine and censer use.  
 At the scale of political organization, the Epiclassic model of city-states may 
indicate a rejection of the centralized state, headed by a single primate center. Basin city-
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states appear to have maintained relative economic isolation from one another, at least as 
far as the exchange of pottery goods indicates. For at least a century, and more likely for 
up to three centuries, no single settlement cluster emerged as the most dominant in the 
Basin as the competing city-state system succeeded in suppressing any centralizing 
tendencies. These Basin centers did not participate in the ballcourt tradition common to 
large Epiclassic centers such as Tula Chico, Xochicalco, La Quemada, Cacaxtla, 
Cantona, and in the neighboring Central Highlands. Indeed, even Cerro Portezuelo and its 
population on the order of 12,000 people, made only minor investments in a few small 
civic-ceremonial mounds and there is no indication of ball courts. Organizational 
institutions in Epiclassic centers for the Basin never emphasized strong centralized 
control of labor for monumental architecture.   
Regeneration of the Centralized Regional State 
Although, I do not provide here a detailed comparison of the Classic and Early 
Postclassic states in the Basin, such reviews are provided elsewhere (e.g., Charlton and 
Nichols 1997; Smith and Montiel 2001). A cursory view of the Classic and Early 
Postclassic settlement maps for the Basin of Mexico, as presented by Sanders, Parsons, 
and Santley (1979) indicates a similar spread of occupation across the landscape in each 
period.  One large urban center served as the state capital of each regional state 
(Teotihuacan and Tula respectively), with second tiered, and significantly smaller, 
administrative centers distributed throughout the Basin, serving as points for tribute 
collection and state operations. Regional use of the pottery complexes popular at the 
capital city was common for both periods.  In this way, settlements and centers, in the 
aggregate, reflect shared identity and participation in the state directed activities of the 
broader region. With no historical documents about political organization, dynastic 
succession, or tribute lists, the relationships between people, groups, communities, and 
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settlement clusters must be inferred from the material remains left in evidence of their 
activities.  
Schwartz (2006:7) highlights the case of the Roman Empire in which the decline 
of wealth in the system resulting from the loss of long-distance Mediterranean trade 
networks was a significant factor resulting in the collapse of urban life and political 
institutions. It was the establishment of trade networks in northern Europe that brought 
about the revitalization of cities and centralized states following the Dark Ages.  A 
similar withdrawal of Teotihuacan from Mayan, Gulf, and other Mesoamerican trade 
networks in the Classic may have been an interrelated factor in declining wealth and 
urban decline in the Basin (Millon 1988). Long-distance trade networks throughout 
Mesoamerica are notable in the Early Postclassic, as both Tula and Cholula were 
important recipients of wealth and ritual items from distant producers. Urban renewal 
around Tula is clearly indicated by workshop production, investment in large 
monumental civic-ceremonial precincts, and increased density of population.  Investment 
in trade and commercial activities in these centers was a key to the processes of 
regeneration of Central Mexican states. 
Regeneration models suggest that the seeds of inspiration for the subsequent 
revitalization of regional systems are derived, at least in part, from the pre-collapse 
system. The survival of Classic ideas or institutions following collapse may have 
occurred outside the Basin, providing the base of concepts used for creation of secondary 
states with centralizing tendencies. In the Epiclassic, Tula Chico in the Northwestern 
Basin Settlement Cluster differed from the other Basin settlement clusters in several 
significant ways. First, the formal architectural patterns of the civic-ceremonial center of 
the settlement were more strongly related to other Mesoamerican Epiclassic centers than 
those in the Basin.  Tula Chico has a hilltop civic-ceremonial core with “I”- shaped 
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ballcourts, stone sculpture, and economic interactions beyond the Tula region. So it is not 
unexpected that the initial evidence for expanding interaction zones and economic 
integration emerges from the Tula region rather than within the Basin. 
Second, the gradual incorporation of the Zumpango Settlement Subcluster into 
the Tula economic sphere throughout the Epiclassic period suggests that Tula Chico and 
its associated polity may have had “centralizing” tendencies not apparent in the other 
Basin settlement clusters in the Epiclassic period.  The large unoccupied zones between 
the other Basin settlement clusters suggest strategies of isolation and separation between 
city-state polities. Finally, there is little evidence to support Basin access to Epiclassic 
long-distance trade networks.  Tula Chico was well-positioned to connect with West and 
Northwest Mexico, Puebla-Tlaxcala, and with the Gulf Coast and Central Veracruz, as 
well as the Basin of Mexico.  It is in this context that I suggest that Tula Chico emerged 
from the Epiclassic to become a large capital center of a large regional state in the Early 
Postclassic.  
 
Figure 9.12.  Map of Tula Chico (map by Jackson, Cobean and Mastache). Image 
acquired from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Plano_de_Tula_Chico.png. 
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The urban renewal and relocation of civic-ceremonial activities from Tula Chico 
to Tula Grande occurred around A.D. 850-900, sparking Early Postclassic changes in the 
region. As this study indicates, Tula expanded from the Epiclassic city-state system and 
appears to have slowly incorporated the northern Basin into its larger state system. Elite 
authority was represented in symbolic and artistic tradition that returned to figurative 
representations of warriors, jaguars and eagles perhaps borrowing from Teotihuacan 
concepts of public display of ritual and power.  At Tula Grande, there is continued 
emphasis on monumental architecture, continued use of ballcourts, stone pyramid 
temples, courtyard altars, and the like. Workshop specialization of pottery and lithic 
goods is identifiable near the city center. Long-distance access to luxury goods is notable 
within the city.  
The growth of urban development around Tula Chico coincided with the Basin’s 
“ruralization” of regional settlement and significantly smaller second-tier administrative 
centers and conditions favorable to the infilling of small villages and agricultural 
settlements. This settlement pattern in Tula and the Basin has strong parallels with 
Classic period trends resulting from policies under the Teotihuacan state. However, the 
intervening 200-300 years of city-state organization in the Basin suggests that the Early 
Postclassic Tula state would not have been a simple duplication of the Teotihuacan 
model.   
However, I suspect that the incorporation of the Teotihuacan Settlement 
Subcluster into the Tula centered state system may have supported the ideological 
legitimation of Tula as the heir to Teotihuacan political and religious rule of the Basin.  
The Teotihuacan Settlement Subcluster persisted with local autonomy for production and 
consumption of pottery goods, the dispersion of population into the rural lands and 
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development of no fewer than four administrative centers distributed in the valley. This 
indicates a change in political and economic organization from the Epiclassic. This 
dispersion of settlement across the Teotihuacan Valley extended beyond the lands and 
settlements used in the Epiclassic and may reflect incorporation of the Teotihuacan 
Valley Settlement Subcluster into the Tula state.   Interestingly, during the Teotihuacan 
Valley Survey, a Chacmool statue was found at the Acolman Church (Sanders 1986); a 
Chacmool is a full figure stone sculpture of a man positioned on his back so as to serve 
up his front torso as a flat altar. Several Chacmool statues have been uncovered at Tula 
and are on display there (Figure 9.13).  It is unknown whether the Chacmool curated at 
the Acolman Church was recovered from local ruins due to loss of its primary context.  
But if recovered in the local area, its presence might further support of the spread of 
Tula’s politico-elite ritual practices into the Teotihuacan Valley.  
 
Figure 9.13. Example of a Chacmool statue on display at the Archaeological Zone of 
Tula museum. (Photograph by author). 
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To what degree did the Tula state use Teotihuacan-derived institutions and 
political organizational structure to facilitate the regeneration of centralized state 
organization in the Basin?  A structured comparative study of Classic and Early 
Postclassic organization is warranted to investigate this question.  A preliminary 
exploration of the participation of Cerro Portezuelo as a hinterland regional center offers 
some intriguing differences (Crider and Clayton 2009). Our assessment suggests that 
Cerro Portezuelo was peripheral to the economic and ritual activities of Teotihuacan, and 
that interactions were just as strong (or stronger) between Azcapotzalco and Cerro 
Portezuelo as between Teotihuacan and Cerro Portezuelo. In the Early Postclassic, Cerro 
Portezuelo was obtaining small amounts of ritual items and other pottery directly from 
Tula. Comparison of architectural details between the temple at Cerro Portezuelo in 
Trench 96 with a residential temple at Tula suggests similar construction methods and 
architectural form in the Early Postclassic (Crider 2011). Despite the dramatic reduction 
in population at Cerro Portezuelo, it was still one of the largest settlements in the 
southern Basin with Tula-related pottery. Cerro Portezuelo likely served as a Tula 
administrative center. In the hinterland case of Cerro Portezuelo, local identities appear 
more firmly connected to the Tula state than they had been to the Teotihuacan state.   
The Cerro Portezuelo case may suggest that the Tula state strategies for 
incorporation of hinterland areas encouraged political identification with Tula or at least 
the perception of political access. It is also possible that Tula established elite 
administrative settlements by directly placing political appointees and a small colonizing 
supporting population. For the Classic period case, it seems evident that Cerro Portezuelo 
was not as strongly connected to Teotihuacan on the basis of elite identities or access to 
Teotihuacan produced pottery products as had been thought. Several materials common 
to Teotihuacan households are not present, such as candeleros and composite censers.  
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Even a Storm God jar found in a prominent cache in the Classic temple structure is a poor 
emulation of a proper Teotihuacan vessel (Cowgill 2011). This single case study of the 
local participation of Cerro Portezuelo in the larger state institutions for Classic and Early 
Postclassic is instructive; it is in no way representative of the overall suite of strategies 
employed by each state in regional control.  Like the later Aztec Imperial structure, 
differing strategies were likely implemented on a case by case basis as polities were 
newly integrated and maintained (e.g., Berdan et al. 1996).  
Nevertheless, at the regional scale, it is clear that the Early Postclassic 
regeneration of Teotihuacan organizational models was headed by Tula.  The 
incorporation of the Basin into Tula’s state may have been a gradual process, and one 
challenged by the introduction of the Aztec I and Chalco-Cholula pottery-using peoples. 
The southern Basin may have served as a borderland or frontier area between Tula and 
the competing state developments south and east of the Basin in Puebla-Tlaxcala. Tula’s 
declining influence in the Basin did not similarly reflect waning influence of the city of 
Tula, which persisted as a large and vibrant urban center until its final decline, ca. A.D. 
1150-1200 (Mastache et al. 2002; Mastache and Cobean 2003). But like the Metepec 
phase of Teotihuacan, the Tula state may have loosened its hold on its peripheral 
subordinates prior to the final end of the actual state institutions.  
The Early Postclassic Tula State as Stimulus Regeneration 
I suspect that Tula’s increasing political centralization from the Epiclassic to the 
Early Postclassic could easily be classified as stimulus regeneration on the basis of 
superficial similarities in settlement systems, urban development, aesthetic and symbolic 
traditions, and likely ethnic or affilial associations based upon legend and historical 
manipulation by individuals and competing factional groups. To what degree actual 
organizational history was retained between the decline of Teotihuacan and the final 
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expansion of the Tula state is not clear. However, we might postulate some contributing 
factors as revealed by this case study that are economic and political, as well as the 
formation of identity associated with the Tula state.   
By participating in long-distance trade networks emergent in the Epiclassic and 
further established in the Early Postclassic, new wealth and luxury items were introduced 
into the city of Tula.  Larger quantities of these items are found in the city as compared to 
the Basin centers; especially notable are Plumbates and other foreign pottery wares. 
Workshop specialization at Tula largely supported a commercial zone for the immediate 
urban core and the closest “hinterland zone” extending to the northwest Basin into the 
Zumpango region. There are no natural barriers between Tula and the Basin of Mexico, 
and it could be considered a northern extension of the Basin (Mastache and Cobean 
2003:219). The city of Tula was well situated to access networks linking it to West 
Mexico, the northern Mesoamerican periphery, and east towards the Huasteca and central 
Veracruz. From this vantage, Tula accessed a wide array of natural resources, 
communication networks, and trade networks beyond the Basin.  
Despite the easy route of access, only minimal amounts of Tula produced goods 
are distributed into the Basin beyond its inner hinterland in the northwestern Basin. 
Acquisition of ceramic goods in the Basin was likely due to elite gifting, pilgrimage to 
the Tula core area, or some down-the-line exchange facilitated by entrepreneurial 
middlemen. It does not appear that pottery exchange was occurring within the context of 
a region-wide market system. Rather, each settlement cluster in the Basin, at least outside 
of the Northwest Basin, was largely dependent upon locally produced pottery, although 
each cluster was likely part of sub-regional exchange (e.g., the Teotihuacan Valley 
market system).  
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Despite the emergence of the large urban capital center focused upon Tula and its 
immediate hinterland, the incorporation of settlement clusters in the Basin into the Tula 
state system was likely a gradual development. Incorporation into the regional state did 
not appear to suddenly disrupt the underlying local economic and social relationships 
among settlement clusters that occurred in the Epiclassic period. There is no indication 
that the Cerro Portezuelo Settlement Subcluster maintained a long-term subordinate 
relationship to the neighboring Teotihuacan cluster as it became incorporated into the 
Tula state.  Only the initial importation of Wavy Line matte pottery from Teotihuacan 
provides the suggestion of a brief time of dependence on the neighboring market area. 
Subsequently, Cerro Portezuelo and its associated settlement subcluster produced and 
consumed local variants of Tula-derived styles and forms.   
The settlement evidence suggests that most of the Basin’s administrative centers 
were widely dispersed and very small in size, extending across the Teotihuacan Valley 
cluster and into the southeastern Basin. No tiered site size hierarchy is indicated between 
the centers of Teotihuacan and Cerro Portezuelo, further supporting my proposal that 
Cerro Portezuelo regained its economic and political autonomy separate from the 
Teotihuacan cluster.  
Like Teotihuacan, participation in the Tula state is marked by the adoption and 
use of pottery styles and forms dictated from the capital core.  For the Basin, widespread 
popularity occurs in the use of several types such as the Wavy Line, Macana, and Cream 
Slip variants.  Distribution of these types extended to both administrative centers and 
rural hamlets and villages, indicating regional identification with Tula styles among all 
socio-economic classes. Access to ritual and prestige items associated with the Tula state 
is less clear for settlements outside the administrative centers. Cerro Portezuelo, as an 
excavated locale, includes evidence for a Tula style temple, access to figurines, 
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plumbates, and other Tula-produced objects for burial caches.  As an administrative 
center with local elites governing the political and economic activities for its associated 
settlement cluster, this access to prestige items directly from Tula is not surprising. Such 
access would bolster local authority and legitimacy in governing activities. However, the 
small amounts of plumbate and other goods obtained from Tula, even in administrative 
centers, indicates the subordinate status of these centers relative to the urban zone of 
Tula. Access to the capital center markets and elite prestige items from gift exchange was 
markedly diminished in the Basin, indicating the general subordination and lower access 
to wealth beyond the urban zone.  
Indeed, the Basin settlements appear to have been using a smaller number of 
pottery types than were available within the urban core zone around Tula.  The presence 
of Ink Stamped jars rapidly diminishes outside the Northwest Basin, to only one or two 
occurrences identified in the survey collections in the Chalco regional survey collections. 
The amounts and varieties of Tula-related types are extremely reduced in the southern 
Basin south of the Cerro Portezuelo cluster, further marking the southern Basin as 
extremely peripheral to Tula operations.  The incorporation of Cerro Portezuelo into the 
Tula state may have had some rippling repercussions into the southern Basin due to long-
standing influence of Cerro Portezuelo in the southern Basin since the Early Epiclassic. 
Cerro Portezuelo may have been influential in extending Tula styles, goods, and policies 
into this peripheral zone.  
The apparent lack of state initiated development of infrastructure in the form of 
roads, fortifications, or defensive structures in the Basin in the Early Postclassic suggests 
that Tula was not implementing strong military control of this territory.  Rather, the 
ruralization of population may indicate a stable social landscape, but one in which 
dispersion across the farmlands and resource areas was encouraged in order to increase 
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tributary extraction from Tula’s outer hinterland zone that included the Teotihuacan and 
Cerro Portezuelo clusters. Comparatively, the process of ruralization in Middle Bronze 
Age Syria is regarded as a stage of political decentralization as the urban centers were 
abandoned (Nichols and Weber 2006).  In the Syrian case, unlike the Basin, there were 
no large political capitals to extract resources (in the form of agricultural or other 
subsistence products).   
To their own benefits, states invite or encourage rural settlement and agricultural 
and other resource development in previously contentious or hostile territory. I can 
imagine Tula’s Early Postclassic governing policy, although in a superficial way, as 
similar to that of an episode of American history in which Oklahoma and the western 
territories were opening for settlement in the late 1880s. For example, previously hostile 
Indian territories claimed by the US government were made available in the Oklahoma 
Land Run of 1889 and two decades of land programs. Thousands of people, many 
landless and of low socio-economic status, laid claims and spread across the territory to 
establish small homesteads for farming and ranching. In fairly rapid succession, the 
settlers of the Oklahoma Territory formed a provisional government and eventually 
acquired statehood and representation in the federal governing body. This historic 
episode resulted in the expansion of US territory into previously hostile lands, a 
mechanism for providing subsistence and opportunity to the poor and landless lower 
classes, and an increased source of economic revenue and resource acquisition supporting 
both the emergent government of the local territory and economic benefits (perhaps in the 
form of taxes or other revenue) directed to the federal government.  
Given the lack of written records pertaining to Prehispanic law, policies or 
governing strategies, it is useful to consider the various benefits to both the settlers and 
the governing bodies for the incorporated territories of the Early Postclassic state.  What 
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were the perceived benefits of abandoning the large regional centers and moving into the 
open land?  Were there prohibitions on land use in the Epiclassic that were altered and 
removed in the Early Postclassic? What were the changing organizational structures and 
institutions implemented by the distant capital city that provided security and access to 
previously contentious areas or the so-called “no man’s land” between the Epiclassic 
settlement clusters? And were these policies and land use different than those of the 
Teotihuacan state several centuries earlier? For the moment I can only offer possible 
scenarios for the suite of mechanisms for territorial expansion that might be further 
considered through cross-cultural comparative investigation of contemporary case 
studies.   
More generally, it has been suggested that Tula’s method of territorial expansion 
was through hegemonic control rather than via military conquest or direct intervention 
(e.g., Mastache and Cobean 2003:217). This is similar to the assessment of the 
Teotihuacan state patterns for control extending to the Yautepec Valley south of the 
Basin (Montiel 2010:232-234). For the Early Postclassic, the spread of Tula pottery styles 
throughout the Basin, especially in service ware and ritual items, may be indirect 
evidence for the exportation of cultural institutions that further reinforced Tula’s 
dominance in the region. The lower amounts and more limited range of types of Tula 
style pottery distributed in the southern Basin reflect the weakening of influence to this 
peripheral area.  The mechanisms for territorial incorporation by the state may have been 
at odds with the perception of received benefits for participation by the people in this part 
of the Basin. 
Ultimately, it was the rise and spread of the Aztec I and Chalco-Cholula pottery 
complex in the southern Basin that provided cultural cohesion and a renewed emphasis 
on a regional identity for these southern communities. For a region that maintained a 
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strong identity in the Epiclassic, the southern Basin had seemingly faded into a cultural 
backwater during the early part of the Early Postclassic, especially for the Mazapan and 
Early Tollan phases that dominated in the northern Basin and Tula. Even while people 
were dabbling with the use of Tula cream bowls and Macana grater bowls, the southern 
Basin settlements appear to have maintained interactions to the south and towards the 
Yautepec Valley and Puebla-Tlaxcala.   
The intrusion of Aztec I styles into the southern Basin may reflect immigration 
and/or political favor derived from Tula’s competitors.  Both the shifting of power 
centers from Cerro de la Estrella to Culhuacan on the western shores of the Ixtapalapa 
peninsula and the establishment of the Chalco-Cholula pottery production centers in the 
Chalco area on the shores of Lake Chalco reflects a reorientation of economic and 
political influence in the southern Basin.  This adoption of new traditions signals a 
change in local identification and rejection of Tula affiliation. Although such a shift does 
not preclude political alliance or associations between Tula and Aztec I-using pottery 
centers and settlements, the southern Basin settlement cluster had firmly re-established 
itself as an important political and economic zone in the Basin, and this participation was 
marked by the adoption of Aztec I and Chalco-Cholula pottery.  
CONCLUSION 
 This study has examined aspects of regeneration in the period following the 
collapse of the Teotihuacan state: the establishment of Epiclassic city-states, the rise and 
expansion of the Early Postclassic Tula state into the Basin of Mexico, and the potential 
boundary changes reflected in the introduction of Aztec I and Chalco-Cholula pottery to 
the southern Basin by the end of the Early Postclassic.  By discerning temporal sub-
phases associated with diagnostic ceramic types and pottery complexes, and comparing 
stylistic and compositional variants across the Basin of Mexico, it has been possible to 
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define directions of interaction and shifts in group boundaries. Future studies should look 
at broader settlement patterns as well as urban core areas. Processes of centralizations 
(i.e., urbanization) and ruralization are not necessarily in opposition to one another. It 
should be recognized that centralization of political organization can promote ruralization 
in the hinterlands at same time as urban development in order to bolster resource 
production at the regional level.   
 More broadly, this study is the result of collaboration with Mexican, US, 
Canadian, and Japanese scholars working in Central Mexico and the Basin of Mexico.  
This regional synthesis would not have been possible without the generosity and collegial 
sharing of materials and knowledge by the many project directors, students, and curation 
facilities detailed in the acknowledgements section of this study. This study also 
demonstrates the continued usefulness of previously collected survey specimens, 
especially those provided from the Basin of Mexico survey projects.  Despite the 
difficulties of resolving chronological placement of pottery types from survey collections, 
this study would not have been possible without access to pottery from across the region.  
Methods of analysis, such as INAA, that were not available at the time that many of the 
projects were conducted that provide my sample in this study, give renewed vibrancy to 
the study of curated collections.  Digital photography and modern mapping technologies 
are also fundamental to the presentation and evaluation of regional data.  It is my hope 
that this study, and the corresponding supplementary materials provided via my online 
digital repository, will facilitate further regional comparison and development of new 
research in Central Mexico and Mesoamerica.  
                                                 
Notes 
 
1 http://archaeology.asu.edu/vm/mesoamerica/destiny/ 
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Tracking Information 
 
Collection/Project (permissions granted by:) 
AMNH 30.1(American Museum of Natural History) 
Cerro Portezuelo Project (Teeter/Nichols/Cowgill) 
Xico Excavation (Parsons)  
Chalco Regional Survey (Parsons) 
Chalco Excavations (Hodge/Montoya) 
Ixtapalapa Regional Survey (Parsons/Blanton) 
Teotihuacan Valley Project (Sanders/Hirth/Evans) 
Teotihuacan Mapping Project (Cowgill/Millon) 
Tula Chico (Cobean) 
Xaltocan (Brumfiel) 
Xochimilco Regional Survey (Parsons) 
Zumpango Regional Survey (Parsons) 
Tula (Dan Healan) 
Tula INAH Salvage (Gamboa) 
 
Specimen Identification 
This is a unique identifying number for each specimen used for tracking associated 
data, photographs, and drawings. All specimens were assigned specimen numbers. 
Specimen numbers in this study used a three letter combination and three number 
combination. 
 
When possible the museum assigned accession and specimen numbers for specimen 
identification were retained: 
Cerro Portezuelo collection (accession number 204)  
American Museum of Natural History (accession number 30.1).  
  
Temporal Designation and Pottery Complex 
Early Epiclassic 
Epiclassic Coyotlatelco  
Early Postclassic Mazapan 
Early Postclassic Tollan 
Early Postclassic Aztec I and Chalco-Cholula 
 
INAA Sample Number 
This is a unique identifying number assigned by the Missouri University Research 
Reactor (MURR) for each specimen submitted for Instrumental Neutron Activation 
Analysis (INAA).  MURR assigns a three letter sequence for each project or 
investigator for tracking purposes.  The three letter sequence is followed by a three-
four digit numeric series.  
The following series were used for this study (not including Reference Set series, on 
file at MURR): 
 DLC series – Epiclassic and Early Postclassic decorated pottery for this study 
 GLC series – Cowgill and Crider submissions from the Teotihuacan Mapping Project 
 AZC series – Preclassic to Colonial period Cerro Portezuelo pottery submissions 
 TTV series – Nichols submissions from the Teotihuacan Valley Rural Sites Survey 
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Vessel Measurements 
Wall to Base Angle 
 90 degree 
 100 degree 
 110 degree 
 120 degree 
 
Rim Diameter (range on minimum and maximum) 
 Recorded in centimeters using standard rim diameter chart 
 % of vessel measured (determined by length of arc on rim) 
 
Base Diameter  
Recorded in centimeters using standard rim diameter chart 
 % of vessel measured (determined by length of arc on rim) 
 
Length of Support 
 Recorded in centimeters (up to 2 decimal places) using standard dial calipers 
 Recorded maximum length from tip of support to exterior bowl wall. 
 
Height of Vessel 
 Recorded in centimeters (up to 2 decimal places) using standard dial calipers and 
metric ruler. Recorded the overall height from base to rim. T 
  
Wall Thickness 
 Recorded in centimeters (up to 2 decimal places) using standard dial calipers. Wall 
thickness chosen to represent middle of vessel wall, below the rim and above the 
base.   
 
Rim Thickness 
Recorded in centimeters (up to 2 decimal places) using standard dial calipers. Wall 
thickness chosen to represent minimum and maximum of vessel rim width.  
 
Base Thickness 
  Recorded in centimeters (up to 2 decimal places) using standard dial calipers. Wall 
thickness chosen to represent median of vessel base width. 
 
Vessel Support Juncture of Attachment 
High on wall- close to rim 
Midway on wall- close to middle of vessel wall 
Low on wall - close to base 
Bottom - from base, underside 
 
Dimensions of Painted Rim Band 
Painted rim band occurs as a covering (usually of red paint) along the rim tip and the 
interior and/or exterior rim of the vessel. 
Recorded in centimeters (up to 2 decimal places) using standard dial calipers.  
Recorded on interior and exterior of vessel from the tip to the median point of the 
lower edge of painted band. 
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Vessel Form Qualities 
 
Vessel Form (General Shape of Vessel if known) 
Hemispherical Bowl 
Tripod Bowl 
Restricted / Incurving Bowl 
Deep Flat Bottom Open Bowl 
Shallow Flat Bottom Open Bowl 
Deep Flat Bottom Bowl  
Slightly Restricted 
Cajete / Straight Wall Open Bowl 
Outcurving Bowl 
Saucer 
Olla 
Small Jar 
Amphora 
 
Rim Shape (Shape of Rim Tip) 
Rounded 
Flat 
Tapered (towards center, interior, or exterior) 
exterior bolster 
interior bolster 
 
Rim Angle (Angle of rim tip relative to wall) 
inverted - directed towards interior of vessel 
everted – directed towards exterior of vessel 
straight – continues without curve from wall 
 
Rim Notching (Embellishments on the rim tip) 
Ticked – thin deep notches, likely created with sharp tool or finger nail 
Scalloped – wide impressions with gradual curve 
Dented – more narrow than scallops, likely created with side of thumb of finger 
Indeterminate – embellishment present, but eroded or broken 
None – not present 
 
Vessel Support Shape 
hollow zoomorph raptor bird 
hollow zoomorph water bird 
hollow zoomorph coyote/canid 
hollow zoomorph snake 
hollow  zoomorph indeterminate 
hollow wedge 
hollow straight wedge 
hollow round / dome 
hollow bulbous 
hollow tapered 
hollow bluntly tapered (like zoomorph, 
but no figurative design) 
hollow pointed 
hollow slightly bulbous wedge 
solid conical 
ring base 
nubbin 
indeterminate hollow 
indeterminate solid 
indeterminate support 
 
Vessel Support Exterior Paint Design 
Blotches – irregular patches of paint 
red circle from rim to tip 
red circle from below rim to tip 
red rim only – no paint on support 
red stripe below rim – no paint on support 
no paint – plain 
indeterminate 
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Manufacturing Qualities 
 
Paste Quality (coarseness of paste based upon nature of inclusions) 
Fine - few inclusions 
Medium - some inclusions 
Coarse - many inclusions 
 
Paste Inclusions (brief description of size and kinds of inclusions) 
small mineral 
small mineral and small voids 
small mineral and medium voids 
small mineral and large voids 
small and medium mineral 
small and medium mineral, medium voids 
small and medium mineral, lots of voids 
additional description of mineral (like quartz sand) and mineral shape (angular, 
rounded, eroded) 
 
Carbon Core (assessed on fresh break of small section of the vessel wall) 
dark colored core – located in the center of vessel wall  
dark colored core – located towards the exterior wall of the vessel 
dark colored core – located towards the interior wall of the vessel 
light colored core with dark outer walls 
rainbow core – multiple colors, variegated usually orange and grey colors 
no core – all the same color 
description of core color (grey, black, dark brown, etc.) 
 
Fire Clouding (discoloration on vessel surface from firing or burning events) 
 Present on interior 
 Present on exterior 
 Present on interior and exterior 
 Additional notes on the extent of fire clouding 
 
Vessel Color (recorded for interior and exterior of vessel) 
 Munsell Color Chart color codes are used to determine best fit for overall color of 
vessel (not painted or slipped areas). Colors recorded as a range if needed. Also the 
color name recorded (e.g., dark brown, medium brown, light brown / tan).  
 
Additional Description 
Comments on the overall quality of manufacture, such as the symmetry of form, 
lumpiness of wall thickness, how joins are visible or obscured in finishing, regularity of 
firing, etc.  
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Decorative and Finish Qualities 
 
Decorative Technique 
painted monochrome   stamped 
painted bichrome   incised 
painted polychrome   painted and negative resist 
painted and incised   negative resist 
painted and stamped   appliqué 
pattern polish    plain  
 
Interior and Exterior Surface Treatment 
all matte – no sheen, no burnish marks – smooth finish 
low burnish – low sheen, all burnish marks visible, often irregular pattern 
medium burnish – moderate sheen, many burnish marks visible, but regular 
high burnish – high sheen, some burnish marks visible 
polish – high sheen, burnish marks not visible 
combined matte surface, polished paint 
indeterminate/eroded 
 
Quality of Line Execution (for paint or incised decoration) 
fine line - no mistakes - highly even, no overlapping of lines 
medium line - moderate mistakes - some overlapping, generally even 
sloppy - many mistakes - overlapping lines 
 
Paint and Slip Quality 
water - thin like watercolor 
even - like ink 
thick – paint 
globs - lumpy consistency 
 
Streakiness of Paint (paint smears) 
high streak from burnish 
low streak from burnish 
no streak from burnish 
 
Abundance of Specular Hematite in Red Paint 
highly abundant - high sparkle 
moderately abundant - moderate sparkle 
low abundance - low sparkle 
none - paint present, no hematite 
indeterminate - too eroded or no red available 
 
Paint Color 
Munsell Color Chart color codes are used to determine best fit for overall color of 
painted design. Colors recorded as a range if needed. Also the color name recorded 
(e.g., dark red, simple red, red-orange). 
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Slip Color 
Munsell Color Chart color codes are used to determine best fit for overall color of 
painted design. Colors recorded as a range if needed. Also the color name recorded 
(e.g., white, cream, pinkish-white). 
 
 
Design and Motif 
 
Decorative Motif/Design (Varied) 
Descriptive terms were applied for regularly occurring design elements or design motifs. 
The following is not an exhaustive list, but a selective set from the most used 
categories. 
 
Large Circles Filled 
Notched Squares 
Single Band (not rim) 
Double Band 
Zoomorph – name the animal 
Interlocking “s” scrolls 
Repeating stepped pyramid 
Double loop “X” 
Complex geometric 
horizontal wavy panel 
vertical wavy panel 
crossed wavy panels 
straight horizontal panel 
diagonal wavy panel 
paneled wavy lines 
vertical straight &  interlocking panels 
horizontal "s" waves 
wavy line and straight line panels 
horizontal wavy panels, rainbow panels 
mix vertical and horizontal wavy panel 
none 
 
Number of paint brushes 
Single brush (brush width in centimeters) 
Single brush lines, but different brushes used (e.g., narrow brush, thick brush) 
Multiple-prong brush (number of prongs, brush width in centimeters) 
 
Molcajete Pattern (decorative relief pattern on interior base of vessel) 
diamond scored – two way scoring to create diamond shape 
pits (punctates) – repeated punctures in base using sharp tip of a reed tool 
single hatch – one way scoring 
Fondo Sellado - stamp relief  
none 
indeterminate 
 
Addition Description 
Comments on size of decorative panels, placement and measurement of design panel 
below rim or above base, repetition of design panels, other noteworthy observations on 
design elements, design layout, or design execution.  
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APPENDIX B 
 
INSTRUMENTAL NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS 
 
SUMMARY 
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The pottery samples selected for Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis 
(INAA) in this study were submitted to the Missouri University Research Reactor 
(MURR).  I briefly summarize here that the samples were processed according to 
standard preparation procedures (Glascock 1992) which included the removal of surface 
treatments (like slip and paint) and any dirt or other surface contaminants.  The 
specimens were then washed with de-ionized water and dried.  Each specimen was 
crushed to a fine homogenous powder and separated into two samples ready for both 
short and long duration irradiation in the reactor.   The concentrations of chemical 
elements are determined by counting radioactive neutron decay events using a high-
purity germanium detector at differing gamma-ray energies and at differing times. The 
resulting output is a detailed matrix of 33 chemical element concentrations (in parts per 
million) for every pottery specimen submitted.  
 The premise of compositional sourcing is provided by the provenance postulate 
that states “that there exist differences in chemical composition between different natural 
sources that exceed, in some recognizable way, the differences observed within a given 
source,” (Weigand, Harbottle, and Sayre 1977:24). Therefore, “It holds that artifacts 
made from raw materials procured from the same source or within the same source zone 
will be compositionally similar” (Neff and Glowacki 2002:5). The definition of the 
geographical extent of a source or source zone must be determined for each region of 
study. 
 For this study, the Basin of Mexico is considered the primary focus as the 
geologic region providing clay and tempering material for most of the Epiclassic and 
Early Postclassic pottery specimens assessed. Garraty (2006: Appendix C) provides a 
discussion of the underlying complexity of this region and a method of assigning area 
ascriptions using INAA that I follow in this study:  
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The Basin represents a geochemical continuum that varies along a 
north/northwest to south/southeast gradient. The individual 
compositional groups and subgroups devised for these regions refer not 
to discrete clay sources or production loci but, rather, to approximate 
areas of the landscape that might accommodate any number of 
production loci and clay sources. They represent arbitrarily defined 
groupings within that continuum and thus should not be treated as 
definitive, unalterable entities that refer to specific production units or 
communities (see Arnold 2000). In my opinion, therefore, any specimens 
with elemental concentrations that fall within the geochemical range of 
variation in the Basin should be assigned to some group or subgroup.  
 
This is an inclusive strategy of group assignment and is appropriate for within region 
assessment.  The more conservative approach typically used by INAA proponents 
(Blomster et al. 2005; Glascock et al. 2004; Neff 2002; Neff et al. 2006) results in a 
significantly higher number of unassigned specimens. There are two primary criteria used 
in those studies that result in an unassigned status: 1) low probability of membership in a 
reference group, 2) roughly equal probability in membership to more than one reference 
group. This highly conservative approach results in a high rate of unassigned specimens, 
especially for the Basin of Mexico, which can account for over 50% of specimens in any 
given study. This is due, in my experience, to the considerable chemical similarity in the 
defined reference groups within the Basin because of the broad geologic similarity of the 
region.  This conservative approach is best implemented in comparing results among 
large regions (e.g., Basin of Mexico, Oaxaca, Veracruz).  There are large areas of 
Mesoamerica yet to be characterized by INAA methods, and the high rate of unassigned 
specimens reflects this disparity, especially when assessing long-distance exchange 
networks.  
 For the Basin of Mexico, INAA has become a critical component for 
archaeological assessment of exchange within the region.  Just in the last decade there 
has been a significant increase in the number of pottery specimens submitted to MURR 
for analysis for pilot studies, student theses and dissertations, and larger projects. As a 
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consequence, there is now a sizable representation of Basin-produced pottery spanning 
the Formative through the Colonial periods of occupation. The inclusive method of 
assigning compositional groups and subgroups, used in my study and by Garraty (2006) 
should be considered when assessing within Basin exchange and interaction. Those 
specimens determined to be outliers to the Basin area ascription should be treated in a 
more conservative manner with respect to regional source assignments.   
Processing of INAA Data 
 All element concentrations (parts per million) were transformed to a base-10 
logarithmic scale (Glascock 1992; Neff 2002). The log transformation is applied to the 
data to keep variables with larger concentrations from having excessive weight in the 
calculation of coefficients of similarity used in many multivariate statistical procedures 
(Bishop and Neff 1989). This compensates for much of the difference between major, 
minor, and trace element concentrations (Glascock 1992:16).  
 The data were first reviewed for errors or anomalies in the concentration data 
across and within each chemical element.  As a result, Ni and As were dropped from 
subsequent statistical analysis.  The remaining 31 elements are listed in Table B.1 in 
descending order of concentration with major elements at the top and rare trace elements 
at the bottom of the list (Figure B.1). The concentration means are reported for the log-
transformed values, the raw ppm data are on file and available at the MURR laboratory.   
The variance found within the mean value is instructive, and provides some preliminary 
indication of which elements may significantly contribute to the differentiation of 
compositional groups within this dataset.  Because these descriptive data (Table B.1) are 
based upon all specimens used in this study, this structure reflects broad regional 
differences (e.g. between Basin and non-Basin production), as well as variation within 
the Basin of Mexico geologic region.  Subsequent sections present representative 
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summary statistics used to differentiate and ultimately assign specimens in this study to 
compositional groups. 
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Table B.1. Comparison of element concentration means derived from all INAA 
specimens used in this study. Means are based upon Log-10 transformed concentrations 
(originally reported as parts per million). Results are presented in descending order from 
highest to lowest concentrations.   
Descriptive Statistics
 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation Variance 
Al 1340 4.8097 5.0849 4.983759 .0279796 .001 
Fe 1340 4.2808 4.7822 4.580530 .0541482 .003 
Ca 1340 3.8719 5.3233 4.394905 .0764676 .006 
Na 1340 2.7204 4.4076 4.208216 .0776906 .006 
K 1340 3.5837 4.5815 4.100479 .1315439 .017 
Ti 1340 3.4403 3.9776 3.710824 .0648223 .004 
Mn 1340 2.3064 3.2604 2.841985 .1010314 .010 
Ba 1340 2.3375 3.5180 2.829171 .2040837 .042 
Sr 1340 1.9160 3.2534 2.666318 .0955964 .009 
Zr 1340 1.8818 2.4102 2.163903 .0703968 .005 
Cr 1340 1.4232 2.3906 1.966886 .1322198 .017 
V 1340 1.6355 2.3115 1.931002 .0782559 .006 
Zn 1340 1.6209 2.2725 1.848559 .0615405 .004 
Rb 1340 1.4456 2.0058 1.710632 .0713899 .005 
Ce 1340 1.3587 2.0180 1.667340 .0667841 .004 
Nd 1340 .9184 1.5582 1.351868 .0811867 .007 
La 1340 1.0357 1.6783 1.336549 .0666582 .004 
Co 1340 .8003 1.6776 1.173300 .0783886 .006 
Sc 1340 .8754 1.2736 1.109858 .0537602 .003 
Th 1340 .5132 1.1172 .757774 .0625115 .004 
Hf 1340 .5689 1.0403 .749623 .0532837 .003 
Sm 1340 .3860 .8661 .683353 .0680511 .005 
Dy 1340 .1739 .8181 .532713 .0840321 .007 
Cs 1340 .1326 1.1532 .458855 .1046527 .011 
Vb 1340 -.1720 .6240 .269717 .0805841 .006 
Eu 1340 -.2654 .2760 .128674 .0598757 .004 
U 1340 -.3472 .7219 .110898 .1377729 .019 
Ta 1340 -.3689 .4319 -.147974 .0576950 .003 
Tb 1340 -.5337 .0709 -.200781 .0886073 .008 
Sb 1340 -.9179 .1307 -.559876 .1287070 .017 
Lu 1340 -.9991 -.2500 -.580580 .0851777 .007 
Valid N (listwise) 1340      
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Figure B.1. Hierarchical cluster analysis of the chemical elements from INAA dataset 
used in this study.  Cluster based upon Log-10 transformed element concentrations.  
Major, minor, trace, and rare elements determined by comparison of means (see Table 
B.1).  
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Establishing Reference Groups  
 
 For the Basin, the most recent ascriptions and reference sets for the Basin of 
Mexico compositional groups were provided by Hector Neff and MURR staff (last 
updated ca. 2001).  As new studies were conducted in the Basin of Mexico and 
neighboring regions, it was this previously established reference set that is primarily used 
to evaluate additional specimens in the Basin. In an effort to be inclusive of recent 
findings, I endeavored to include more recent ascriptions to my reference set. In addition 
to this Basin of Mexico reference set, I also compiled a set of additional analyzed 
materials from the MURR database for the Basin of Mexico and close neighboring 
regions (e.g., Toluca, Puebla, Morelos).  The resulting set of reference groups was used 
as a first step in classifying the specimens used in this study. The goal in establishing this 
set of reference groups for us is two-fold: to identify foreign-produced (non-Basin) 
specimens, and to ascribe all Basin-produced pottery to the well-established 
compositional groups.   
 In order to establish the final set of reference groups, within and between group 
separations were evaluated for outlier specimens and cases that indicated multiple group 
assignments.  This was an iterative process of removing problem cases and maintaining a 
set of representative samples to conduct multivariate statistics such as Mahalanobis-
distance (MD) calculations (provided in the GAUSS statistical routine used by MURR). 
When possible, reference groups reflect robust sample sizes and maintain statistical 
segregation among groups.   Two-way element plots were used to visually assess groups 
for extreme outliers, and MD-based probabilities of group membership were inspected to 
identify cases with multiple or ambiguous group assignment. All remaining specimens 
were then assessed using Discriminant Analysis (in SPSS) to determine the probability of 
fit to the resulting reference groups. Table B.5 provides the final list of specimens 
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(identified by MURR ID) used to form the reference groups used in this study.  
Specimens are classified by both the regional compositional group (Basin section, or 
broad regional group) and smaller subgroups. The Discriminant Analysis probability (DA 
probability) is reported.  
 When Basin and non-Basin reference groups are graphed according to 
discriminant function scores (Figure B.2), the Basin groups appear as a tightly clustered 
cloud (in green) with the closest neighboring areas of Morelos, Puebla-Tlaxcala, and 
Toluca groups located closest to the Basin scores.  This is reasonable considering that 
these areas share similar sources for parent materials from the mountains that form the 
natural barrier separating the southern Basin from Morelos, Puebla-Tlaxcala, and the 
Toluca Valley.   
The relationship among the non-Basin reference groups is more easily seen in a 
two-way plot of discriminant scores (Figure B.3). The Yautepec references (marked with 
small stars), located in the lower portion of the graph are separated from, but nearby to 
the Puebla-Tlaxcala references (marked with small plus signs).  The differing colors of 
markers indicate subgroups within the larger regional groups. The Puebla-Tlaxcala group 
is comprised of several distinct subgroups, some more similar to the Morelos-Yautepec 
group and are likely derived from a source zone in Puebla and neighboring Morelos. The 
Ocotelulco core sub group (located in Tlaxcala) is from an area further north of the 
source area for the Huejotzingo core subgroup (in Puebla) and both may share parent 
materials with the southeastern Basin source zone.  A comparison of element means is 
provided for Basin (Table B.3) and non-Basin (Table B.4) regional groups. 
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Figure B.2. Three dimensional scatter plot of specimens used in reference groups to show 
scores for Basin and non-Basin reference groups. Groups are plotted according to 
discriminant scores of the first three functions on the x, y, and z axes.   
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Figure B.3. Two-way scatter plot of specimens used in reference groups to show scores 
for non-Basin reference groups. Groups are plotted according to discriminant scores of 
the first two functions on the x and y axes.   
 
 Plotting the discriminant scores of the Basin regional groups by the first two 
functions reveals significant structure in the data that generally maps to the continuum of 
changing element concentrations from the east to west and north to south in the Basin 
(Figure B.4). Distinction in east to west separation in the Basin South group is less 
clearly defined than in other Basin sections.  This is in part due to the smaller sampling of 
the area extending from the southern Basin into Morelos and the Yautepec study area. It 
may also reflect a source zone that includes part of the southwest Basin in areas around 
Xochimilco and along the southern shore of the lake system.  
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Figure B.4. Two-way scatter plot of specimens used in reference groups to show scores 
for Basin reference groups defined for regional sections of the Basin. Groups are plotted 
according to discriminant scores of the first two functions on the x and y axes.  Visual 
inspection suggests that the discriminant scores reflect the gradual continuum of 
differences from east to west and from north to south within the Basin groups.  
  
A two-way plot of Cr and Hf concentrations (Figure B.5) reveals a similar pattern as 
reflected in the previous plot of discriminant scores. Concentrations of Hf increase from 
east to west, and Cr concentrations increase from north to south within the Basin. Subtle 
combinations of multivariate concentrations contribute to the underlying structure 
revealed in these regional patterns. As an example, a ONE-Way ANOVA test of the 
Basin regional groups shows that Cr values among these groups are statistically 
significant to support separation (Table B.2).  However, there appear to be several 
elements that are strong indicators for group separation in this region. Table B.5 provides 
a list of specimens used to establish reference sets and the discriminant analysis 
probability of fit to the assigned compositional subgroup.     
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Table B.2. A one-way ANOVA test by Basin groups indicates significant differentiation 
on Cr.  Groups separate generally on their position north to south within the Basin. Tukey 
HSDa,b 
 
log_cr
 
Basin Groups 
N 
Subset for alpha = 0.05 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Basin NW 289 1.813046      
Basin Xaltocan 35  1.843271     
Basin NE 313   1.933734    
Basin West 81   1.952788    
Basin East 176    2.006956   
Basin SE 352     2.080700  
Basin South 40      2.227682
Sig.  1.000 1.000 .168 1.000 1.000 1.000
Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed. 
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 86.319. 
b. The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean of the group sizes is used. Type I error levels are not guaranteed.
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Figure B.5. Two-way scatter plot of specimens used in reference groups to show scores 
for Basin reference groups defined for regional sections of the Basin. Groups are plotted 
according to the log-10 transformed concentrations of Hf and Cr. Visual inspection 
suggests that the discriminant scores reflect the gradual continuum of elemental 
differences.  
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Table B.3. Comparison of means of element concentrations for Basin regional groups 
reference set used in this study. 
 
 
Basin Regional Group Reference Set Summary of Element Means 
Basin 
East 
Basin 
NE 
Basin 
North 
Basin 
NW Basin SE
Basin 
South 
Basin 
West 
Basin 
Xaltocan Total 
La 1.409281 1.334445 1.470953 1.439090 1.380860 1.357463 1.406196 1.328868 1.373455
Lu -.507943 -.562372 -.407584 -.471591 -.546807 -.550445 -.508477 -.619269 -.535902
Nd 1.423462 1.343632 1.478153 1.445982 1.430177 1.393279 1.457044 1.339277 1.395857
Sm .750444 .682702 .808260 .776719 .725257 .717844 .761943 .653746 .720621
U .246355 .143858 .250372 .354043 .093919 .201857 .324746 .188706 .217272
Yb .352018 .291113 .473649 .381743 .302622 .302423 .331212 .227336 .314911
Ce 1.738590 1.657492 1.801899 1.747116 1.705216 1.691940 1.730463 1.616218 1.694950
Co 1.222419 1.147647 1.144243 1.210775 1.240583 1.324891 1.211313 1.082987 1.189435
Cr 1.999569 1.898283 1.777649 1.875488 2.060705 2.086463 1.929721 1.836700 1.932427
Cs .578600 .426848 .619324 .673339 .467323 .478833 .593524 .529674 .515628
Eu .176224 .111457 .198583 .206846 .177919 .170890 .185012 .104155 .151964
Fe 4.596745 4.546386 4.572459 4.567169 4.614273 4.636645 4.572073 4.514890 4.568015
Hf .762704 .712676 .856155 .810415 .755725 .772731 .758363 .726607 .745651
Rb 1.798956 1.710921 1.757306 1.689380 1.704507 1.676301 1.728970 1.738879 1.721177
Sb -.472219 -.537903 -.408790 -.469858 -.563103 -.512179 -.522813 -.600998 -.522966
Sc 1.124254 1.074369 1.099975 1.111970 1.150637 1.161831 1.113905 1.058703 1.101745
Sr 2.548558 2.632711 2.561332 2.565283 2.615860 2.595738 2.543925 2.587166 2.592217
Ta -.099923 -.143624 -.027517 -.133209 -.139486 -.128985 -.177955 -.157081 -.143798
Tb -.129445 -.206552 .005180 -.094913 -.160474 -.179857 -.168719 -.237875 -.174274
Th .834333 .779634 .837446 .846073 .775728 .775232 .798512 .764963 .795723
Zn 1.849656 1.821285 1.919765 1.868301 1.886593 1.874057 1.869249 1.825269 1.847382
Zr 2.188040 2.123065 2.304478 2.229664 2.176251 2.166379 2.165926 2.113441 2.156841
Al 5.002142 4.971398 4.964254 5.010675 4.997635 5.020061 5.001478 4.989252 4.990642
Ba 2.816811 2.992932 2.713622 2.782646 2.742069 2.758873 2.769169 2.648455 2.857044
Ca 4.339970 4.369980 4.289878 4.302726 4.383179 4.330984 4.280010 4.195317 4.331234
Dy .603758 .541002 .707871 .630783 .573416 .555188 .589311 .483165 .568440
K 3.992001 4.066118 4.162264 4.016834 4.053101 4.095942 3.980557 4.205006 4.042578
Mn 2.912371 2.864677 2.802803 2.932942 2.917915 2.935811 2.879989 2.778730 2.884047
Na 4.144013 4.147371 4.176010 4.154671 4.179511 4.211946 4.133295 4.302979 4.158170
Ti 3.699739 3.678026 3.750877 3.719305 3.715421 3.733948 3.672682 3.645316 3.688288
V 1.931523 1.877432 1.883172 1.956190 1.983011 2.006462 1.944981 1.873014 1.920317
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Table B.4. Comparison of means of element concentrations for non-Basin regional 
groups reference set used in this study. 
 
 
Non-Basin Regional Group Reference Set Summary of Element Means 
NonBasin 
Granular 
NonBasin 
Gulf 
NonBasin 
Morelos 
NonBasin 
Puebla 
NonBasin 
Toluca 
NonBasin 
Tulancingo Total 
La 1.158494 1.415598 1.279158 1.308182 1.119006 1.438868 1.298006
Lu -.625430 -.564154 -.602856 -.552777 -.725760 -.446536 -.582164
Nd 1.149704 1.430027 1.326925 1.343652 1.173019 1.406924 1.333504
Sm .554484 .724575 .670920 .693335 .515796 .737935 .673867
U .268713 .238657 .007846 .177610 .146738 .485365 .146381
Yb .195602 .291890 .240362 .288100 .100210 .413086 .260236
Ce 1.514502 1.757739 1.633737 1.664895 1.456341 1.814528 1.651014
Co 1.335069 1.226488 1.343178 1.304978 1.089989 1.123569 1.278583
Cr 2.256275 1.815043 2.276128 2.150430 2.067588 1.856591 2.126023
Cs .758253 .416069 .444412 .548664 .385881 .604987 .490791
Eu -.021188 .175771 .146759 .125497 .008126 .099489 .123981
Fe 4.607038 4.642654 4.651297 4.621038 4.534746 4.549444 4.621010
Hf .526103 .755875 .702752 .732167 .689778 .897395 .726725
Rb 1.806189 1.658488 1.560627 1.754216 1.561996 1.848133 1.673509
Sb -.303760 -.599444 -.751495 -.434124 -.454845 -.341017 -.539934
Sc 1.217595 1.160365 1.199230 1.179918 1.048383 1.043719 1.165517
Sr 2.635803 2.703056 2.569625 2.638942 2.579131 2.411527 2.614405
Ta -.432687 -.228471 -.294297 -.152897 -.262469 .107971 -.205558
Tb -.329789 -.176829 -.139927 -.169523 -.384272 -.124121 -.183333
Th .574758 .857725 .660100 .790544 .667107 1.022893 .756862
Zn 1.952163 1.883499 1.898037 1.817970 1.736297 1.939539 1.845084
Zr 2.040531 2.191780 2.102358 2.115866 2.094847 2.335211 2.126213
Al 4.814759 5.029567 4.998833 5.036521 4.994031 4.983620 5.017638
Ba 2.688580 2.890511 2.881870 2.754841 2.493834 2.797975 2.781685
Ca 4.973467 4.510055 4.415067 4.414027 4.319356 4.131540 4.411817
Dy .426948 .478163 .508841 .526167 .339395 .637481 .499811
K 4.206900 4.058176 3.856754 4.030637 3.941327 4.075008 3.980237
Mn 2.888980 2.908001 2.945403 2.879791 2.578861 2.893939 2.872014
Na 4.065063 4.200983 4.126853 4.190215 4.219380 4.061248 4.171818
Ti 3.584668 3.614351 3.717112 3.678450 3.668161 3.740037 3.681383
V 2.118885 2.004137 1.993712 2.001254 2.008678 1.869010 1.996801
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Table B.5. List of specimens used to establish reference sets to identify Basin and non-
Basin compositional groups. DA probability applies to probability of fit to Reference 
Group, (DA=Discriminant Analysis).  
 
MURR ID Reference Group General Region DA Probability 
11B004  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.935 
11B005  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.934 
11B006  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.822 
11B012  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.890 
11B013  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.776 
11BR03  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.683 
37FS06  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.814 
80FS25  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.968 
AZC003  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.894 
AZC008  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.862 
AZC020  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.828 
AZC021  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.906 
AZC022  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.846 
AZC038  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.708 
AZC042  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.712 
AZC043  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.901 
AZC045  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.717 
AZG051  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.942 
AZG052  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.952 
AZG054  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.863 
AZG055  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.858 
AZG056  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.941 
AZG088  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.667 
AZG091  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.693 
AZP227  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.919 
AZP247  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.929 
AZP402  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.870 
AZU004  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.717 
AZU006  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.984 
AZU008  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.718 
AZU017  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.796 
AZU020  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.747 
AZU022  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.944 
AZU031  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.867 
AZU051  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.864 
AZU133  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.945 
AZU142  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.654 
AZU157  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.823 
AZU173  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.825 
AZU174  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.792 
AZU175  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.671 
AZU178  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.918 
AZU179  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.872 
AZU184  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.970 
AZU186  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.824 
AZU187  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.702 
AZU188  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.934 
AZU189  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.949 
AZU190  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.949 
AZU191  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.906 
AZU193  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.863 
AZU195  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.990 
AZU197  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.880 
AZU198  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.821 
AZU200  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.652 
AZU223  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.818 
AZU234  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.707 
AZU242  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.931 
AZU269  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.723 
AZU286  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.988 
AZU290  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.919 
AZU291  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.898 
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MURR ID Reference Group General Region DA Probability 
AZU311  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.953 
AZU312  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.812 
AZU402  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.891 
AZU406  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.903 
AZU410  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.824 
AZU413  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.941 
AZU415  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.850 
AZU416  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.982 
AZU418  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.815 
AZU421  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.949 
AZU424  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.766 
AZU426  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.860 
AZU427  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.963 
AZU430  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.826 
AZU437  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.875 
AZU439  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.848 
AZU443  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.795 
AZU444  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.890 
AZU446  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.905 
AZU447  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.940 
AZU448  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.717 
AZU454  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.901 
AZU455  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.955 
AZU456  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.940 
AZU457  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.831 
AZU458  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.961 
AZU460  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.983 
AZU462  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.911 
AZU463  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.882 
AZU464  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.955 
AZU465  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.881 
AZU467  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.958 
AZU470  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.989 
AZU479  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.719 
AZU486  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.945 
AZU487  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.820 
AZU488  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.938 
AZU489  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.968 
AZU504  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.879 
AZU518  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.811 
AZU568  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.839 
AZU593  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.842 
AZU607  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.858 
AZU609  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.909 
AZU618  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.913 
AZU641  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.941 
AZU644  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.693 
AZU650  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.799 
AZU654  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.805 
AZU666  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.901 
AZU685  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.887 
AZU688  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.984 
AZU704  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.772 
AZU715  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.832 
AZU737  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.692 
AZU738  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.951 
AZU739  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.720 
AZU740  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.964 
AZU744  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.966 
AZU749  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.815 
AZU763  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.916 
AZU770  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.811 
AZU771  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.933 
AZU782  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.806 
AZU801  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.726 
AZU810  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.955 
AZU862  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.888 
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AZX069  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.734 
AZX087  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.721 
MES021  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.898 
MES023  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.730 
MES024  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.988 
MES025  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.938 
MES026  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.922 
MES027  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.976 
MES030  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.712 
MES096  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.948 
TRFS17  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.686 
TTV053  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.687 
TTV054  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.871 
TTV069  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.720 
TTV121  Texcoco                  Basin East 0.653 
11BR06  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.781 
11MD03  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.993 
37CR01  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.996 
37CR02  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.982 
37CS01  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.940 
37CS02  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.987 
37FS02  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.753 
37FS03  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.708 
37FS04  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.969 
37FS05  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.949 
37FS07  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.881 
39CR01  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.995 
39CR02  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.956 
39CS02  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.994 
39FS01  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.928 
39FS02  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.951 
57CR02  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.998 
57FS01  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.748 
57FS02  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.988 
57FS03  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.770 
71FS01  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.941 
80FS01  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.959 
80FS02  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.982 
80FS03  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.998 
80FS04  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.993 
80FS05  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.986 
80FS07  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.910 
80FS11  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.823 
80FS12  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.893 
80FS14  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.998 
80FS16  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.990 
80FS17  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.994 
80FS18  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.981 
80FS20  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.996 
80FS22  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.832 
80FS24  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.974 
80FS26  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.996 
80X101  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.919 
80X103  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.739 
80X105  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.989 
80X106  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.800 
80X108  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.960 
80X109  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.894 
80X111  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.977 
80X114  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.990 
80X401  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.923 
80X402  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.982 
80X403  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.809 
80X404  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.909 
80X405  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.931 
80X406  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.989 
80X407  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.985 
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80X410  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.909 
80X411  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.943 
80X412  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.759 
80X413  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.926 
80X414  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.858 
80X415  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.994 
80X416  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.893 
80X418  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.975 
80X419  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.946 
80X420  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.997 
80X421  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.923 
80X422  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.728 
80X423  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.954 
80X425  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.943 
80X430  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.941 
80X431  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.993 
80X432  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.827 
80X433  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.989 
80X434  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.987 
80X435  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.963 
80X436  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.988 
80X437  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.928 
80X438  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.958 
80X439  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.990 
80X440  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.979 
80X441  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.984 
80X442  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.973 
80X443  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.983 
80X444  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.935 
80X445  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.909 
80X447  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.837 
80X449  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.977 
80X450  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.990 
80X501  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.768 
80X502  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.956 
80X503  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.966 
80X504  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.915 
80X901  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.990 
80X902  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.984 
80X903  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.957 
AZC048  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.933 
AZC056  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.976 
AZG042  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.683 
AZG152  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.831 
AZG153  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.889 
AZP632  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.858 
AZP633  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.675 
AZP647  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.948 
AZP648  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.716 
AZP655  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.817 
AZU013  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.943 
AZU015  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.969 
AZU018  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.708 
AZU024  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.832 
AZU028  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.759 
AZU029  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.767 
AZU030  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.909 
AZU034  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.689 
AZU039  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.755 
AZU040  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.756 
AZU041  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.968 
AZU044  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.756 
AZU045  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.995 
AZU050  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.877 
AZU054  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.751 
AZU057  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.931 
AZU060  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.991 
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AZU135  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.972 
AZU137  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.673 
AZU138  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.996 
AZU139  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.991 
AZU140  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.981 
AZU144  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.689 
AZU145  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.928 
AZU146  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.969 
AZU149  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.988 
AZU152  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.979 
AZU153  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.911 
AZU156  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.766 
AZU163  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.996 
AZU165  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.990 
AZU166  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.661 
AZU167  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.968 
AZU168  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.883 
AZU170  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.976 
AZU177  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.911 
AZU182  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.928 
AZU183  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.735 
AZU192  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.857 
AZU194  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.912 
AZU199  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.899 
AZU201  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.987 
AZU203  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.664 
AZU204  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.812 
AZU205  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.696 
AZU218  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.966 
AZU220  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.765 
AZU226  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.982 
AZU227  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.984 
AZU229  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.708 
AZU231  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.930 
AZU235  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.760 
AZU240  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.679 
AZU243  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.968 
AZU247  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.787 
AZU248  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.994 
AZU249  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.997 
AZU250  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.997 
AZU252  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.998 
AZU253  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.992 
AZU254  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.981 
AZU255  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.995 
AZU256  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.999 
AZU257  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.996 
AZU258  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.698 
AZU259  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.847 
AZU260  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.994 
AZU261  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.956 
AZU262  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.999 
AZU263  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 1.000 
AZU264  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.735 
AZU265  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.992 
AZU267  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.951 
AZU268  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.976 
AZU273  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.991 
AZU275  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.914 
AZU276  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.993 
AZU277  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.851 
AZU281  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.777 
AZU283  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.927 
AZU285  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.996 
AZU288  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.982 
AZU292  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.876 
AZU294  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.893 
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AZU295  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.984 
AZU299  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.984 
AZU300  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.923 
AZU301  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.989 
AZU302  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.864 
AZU305  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.988 
AZU306  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.906 
AZU308  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.963 
AZU309  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.932 
AZU314  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.883 
AZU315  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.978 
AZU316  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.994 
AZU317  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.981 
AZU318  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.956 
AZU319  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.868 
AZU320  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.833 
AZU321  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.957 
AZU322  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.977 
AZU323  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.974 
AZU324  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.957 
AZU326  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.775 
AZU327  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.964 
AZU328  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.837 
AZU330  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.702 
AZU331  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.975 
AZU332  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.879 
AZU334  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.740 
AZU337  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.822 
AZU340  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.996 
AZU342  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.888 
AZU344  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.982 
AZU349  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.695 
AZU351  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.990 
AZU363  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.970 
AZU364  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.974 
AZU369  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.990 
AZU372  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.994 
AZU374  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.950 
AZU375  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.993 
AZU376  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.988 
AZU377  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.992 
AZU378  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.832 
AZU379  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.971 
AZU380  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.940 
AZU381  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.954 
AZU383  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.993 
AZU384  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.912 
AZU385  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.981 
AZU386  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.984 
AZU387  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.671 
AZU388  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.753 
AZU389  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.920 
AZU390  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.944 
AZU392  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.933 
AZU393  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.990 
AZU394  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.862 
AZU395  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.860 
AZU396  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.974 
AZU398  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.993 
AZU399  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.997 
AZU401  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.906 
AZU417  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.932 
AZU429  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.939 
AZU433  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.981 
AZU468  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.873 
AZU469  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.934 
AZU475  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.834 
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AZU485  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.920 
AZU496  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.990 
AZU505  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.921 
AZU516  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.969 
AZU522  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.963 
AZU524  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.910 
AZU527  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.880 
AZU529  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.982 
AZU534  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.817 
AZU536  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.955 
AZU537  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.985 
AZU540  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.762 
AZU541  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.905 
AZU547  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.772 
AZU548  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.994 
AZU550  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.991 
AZU551  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.981 
AZU553  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.704 
AZU555  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.713 
AZU557  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.881 
AZU562  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.974 
AZU563  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.958 
AZU564  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.874 
AZU567  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.996 
AZU569  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.957 
AZU571  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.920 
AZU573  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.997 
AZU574  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.929 
AZU575  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.790 
AZU577  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.986 
AZU578  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.794 
AZU580  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.853 
AZU581  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.971 
AZU582  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.902 
AZU584  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.902 
AZU585  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.918 
AZU586  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.950 
AZU588  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.993 
AZU590  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.954 
AZU592  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.972 
AZU595  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.922 
AZU596  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.959 
AZU598  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.929 
AZU599  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.862 
AZU600  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.806 
AZU602  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.952 
AZU606  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.987 
AZU608  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.807 
AZU611  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.925 
AZU620  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.872 
AZU624  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.813 
AZU626  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.969 
AZU627  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.781 
AZU628  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.930 
AZU629  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.940 
AZU630  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.688 
AZU631  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.994 
AZU633  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.990 
AZU634  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.943 
AZU640  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.853 
AZU642  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.702 
AZU647  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.985 
AZU649  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.782 
AZU651  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.977 
AZU652  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.873 
AZU655  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.695 
AZU657  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.672 
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AZU658  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.945 
AZU659  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.928 
AZU660  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.760 
AZU662  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.842 
AZU663  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.785 
AZU665  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.853 
AZU670  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.993 
AZU671  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.705 
AZU678  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.706 
AZU680  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.780 
AZU690  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.804 
AZU705  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.716 
AZU707  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.896 
AZU711  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.982 
AZU712  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.952 
AZU713  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.821 
AZU714  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.982 
AZU717  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.918 
AZU718  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.862 
AZU719  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.895 
AZU720  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.674 
AZU725  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.907 
AZU726  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.974 
AZU727  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.995 
AZU728  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.903 
AZU729  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.961 
AZU731  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.874 
AZU733  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.834 
AZU736  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.759 
AZU746  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.717 
AZU748  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.857 
AZU754  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.719 
AZU762  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.919 
AZU773  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.794 
AZU775  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.882 
AZU777  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.998 
AZU787  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.722 
AZU789  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.914 
AZU798  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.848 
AZU811  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.865 
AZU838  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.709 
AZU840  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.898 
AZU843  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.708 
AZU844  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.932 
AZU845  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.987 
AZU846  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.785 
AZU847  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.923 
AZU848  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.986 
AZU849  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.662 
AZU851  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.985 
AZU852  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.958 
AZU853  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.953 
AZU854  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.953 
AZU855  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.793 
AZU856  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.994 
AZU859  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.959 
AZU865  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.856 
AZU869  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.655 
GLC036  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.949 
GLC037  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.912 
GLC040  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.992 
GLC041  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.995 
GLC042  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.715 
GLC043  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.680 
GLC045  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.727 
GLC060  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.992 
GLC061  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.778 
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GLC063  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.985 
GLC066  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.907 
GLC070  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.990 
GLC071  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.891 
GLC072  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.960 
GLC074  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.999 
GLC076  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.673 
GLC077  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.891 
GLC078  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.926 
GLC079  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.967 
GLC080  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.981 
GLC081  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.989 
GLC082  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.923 
GLC083  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.983 
GLC084  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.990 
GLC085  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.944 
GLC086  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.831 
GLC088  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.929 
GLC089  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.780 
GLC091  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.997 
GLC093  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.980 
GLC096  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.951 
GLC097  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.901 
GLC098  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.878 
GLC101  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.972 
GLC102  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.979 
GLC103  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.993 
GLC104  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.961 
GLC106  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.920 
GLC107  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.991 
GLC108  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.745 
GLC110  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.986 
GLC112  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.879 
GLC113  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.835 
GLC114  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.968 
TRFS02  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.983 
TRFS03  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.998 
TRFS04  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.715 
TRFS05  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.717 
TRFS09  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.993 
TRFS10  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.953 
TRFS11  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.751 
TRFS13  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.816 
TRFS15  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.982 
TRFS16  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.691 
TRFS19  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.963 
TRFS25  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.988 
TTV002  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.766 
TTV004  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.667 
TTV010  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.921 
TTV011  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.911 
TTV012  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.815 
TTV013  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.810 
TTV015  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.894 
TTV021  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.883 
TTV022  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.836 
TTV023  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.965 
TTV024  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.991 
TTV026  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.982 
TTV027  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.980 
TTV028  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.809 
TTV029  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.779 
TTV030  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.863 
TTV032  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.958 
TTV033  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.655 
TTV034  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.827 
TTV035  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.823 
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TTV036  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.980 
TTV037  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.970 
TTV038  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.943 
TTV039  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.978 
TTV043  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.977 
TTV045  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.864 
TTV047  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.869 
TTV048  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.942 
TTV050  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.942 
TTV051  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.712 
TTV052  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.726 
TTV060  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.658 
TTV062  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.950 
TTV065  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.977 
TTV067  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.821 
TTV068  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.984 
TTV070  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.897 
TTV071  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.817 
TTV072  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.822 
TTV073  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.908 
TTV074  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.718 
TTV076  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.795 
TTV077  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.970 
TTV083  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.989 
TTV086  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.912 
TTV089  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.966 
TTV097  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.949 
TTV098  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.771 
TTV099  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.971 
TTV104  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.817 
TTV108  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.869 
TTV109  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.732 
TTV112  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.801 
TTV113  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.718 
TTV116  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.748 
TTV119  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.971 
VICS01  Teotihuacan              Basin NE 0.838 
11B015  Teotihuacan-2            Basin NE 0.925 
11BR10  Teotihuacan-2            Basin NE 0.838 
80FS10  Teotihuacan-2            Basin NE 0.756 
AZP370  Teotihuacan-2            Basin NE 0.843 
AZU215  Teotihuacan-2            Basin NE 1.000 
AZU280  Teotihuacan-2            Basin NE 0.999 
AZU335  Teotihuacan-2            Basin NE 1.000 
AZU450  Teotihuacan-2            Basin NE 1.000 
AZU677  Teotihuacan-2            Basin NE 0.968 
AZU691  Teotihuacan-2            Basin NE 0.950 
AZU698  Teotihuacan-2            Basin NE 0.976 
AZU866  Teotihuacan-2            Basin NE 0.689 
GLC073  Teotihuacan-2            Basin NE 0.663 
GLC087  Teotihuacan-2            Basin NE 0.999 
GLC100  Teotihuacan-2            Basin NE 0.998 
GLC111  Teotihuacan-2            Basin NE 0.662 
AZP396  Teotihuacan-4            Basin NE 1.000 
AZP400  Teotihuacan-4            Basin NE 1.000 
AZU082  Teotihuacan-4            Basin NE 1.000 
AZU345  Teotihuacan-4            Basin NE 1.000 
AZU546  Teotihuacan-4            Basin NE 1.000 
AZU873  Teotihuacan-4            Basin NE 1.000 
TRFS07  Teotihuacan-4            Basin NE 1.000 
11BR08  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 0.680 
AZP219  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 1.000 
AZP242  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 0.944 
AZP253  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 1.000 
AZP258  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 0.941 
AZP259  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 1.000 
AZP261  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 0.999 
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AZP262  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 0.998 
AZU684  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 0.938 
AZX002  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 0.879 
AZX014  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 0.964 
AZX015  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 0.742 
AZX019  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 0.670 
AZX032  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 0.862 
AZX073  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 1.000 
AZX074  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 0.999 
AZX075  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 1.000 
AZX077  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 0.992 
AZX083  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 1.000 
AZX084  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 1.000 
AZX089  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 1.000 
AZX093  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 0.998 
AZX094  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 1.000 
AZX095  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 1.000 
AZX096  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 1.000 
AZX097  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 0.959 
AZX103  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 1.000 
AZX106  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 1.000 
EBS497  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 0.770 
MTM269  Xaltocan-1               Basin North 0.712 
AZG037  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 0.664 
AZP228  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 1.000 
AZX003  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 1.000 
AZX007  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 1.000 
AZX008  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 1.000 
AZX011  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 1.000 
AZX016  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 0.822 
AZX023  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 0.992 
AZX027  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 1.000 
AZX035  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 1.000 
AZX037  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 1.000 
AZX040  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 1.000 
AZX042  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 0.849 
AZX054  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 0.903 
AZX055  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 0.982 
AZX056  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 0.997 
AZX057  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 0.874 
AZX060  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 1.000 
AZX062  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 0.999 
AZX063  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 0.999 
AZX064  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 1.000 
AZX065  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 1.000 
AZX066  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 0.983 
AZX068  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 1.000 
AZX070  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 1.000 
AZX076  Xaltocan-2               Basin North 0.672 
AZU221  Xaltocan-3               Basin North 1.000 
AZX036  Xaltocan-3               Basin North 1.000 
AZX046  Xaltocan-3               Basin North 1.000 
AZX071  Xaltocan-3               Basin North 1.000 
AZC087  Basin North              Basin NW 0.938 
AZU012  Basin North              Basin NW 0.835 
TUL002  Basin North              Basin NW 1.000 
TUL020  Basin North              Basin NW 0.666 
AZG001  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.999 
AZG009  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.997 
AZG010  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.999 
AZG017  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.972 
AZG018  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.660 
AZG020  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.995 
AZG032  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.980 
AZG033  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.998 
AZG034  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.989 
AZG035  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.992 
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AZG036  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 1.000 
AZG097  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 1.000 
AZG101  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.722 
AZG144  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.988 
AZP230  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.746 
AZP231  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.945 
AZP233  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.999 
AZP234  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 1.000 
AZP235  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.998 
AZP236  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.956 
AZP237  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.982 
AZP238  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.989 
AZP239  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.999 
AZP240  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.951 
AZP241  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.997 
AZP243  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.951 
AZP244  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.991 
AZP246  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.917 
AZP377  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 1.000 
AZP378  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 1.000 
AZP379  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.929 
AZP380  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.999 
AZP381  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.997 
AZP382  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 1.000 
AZP383  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.998 
AZP384  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.998 
AZP385  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.994 
AZP386  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.961 
AZP387  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.996 
AZP388  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 1.000 
AZP389  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 1.000 
AZP390  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 1.000 
AZP391  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 1.000 
AZP392  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 1.000 
AZP393  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.990 
AZP394  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.985 
AZU014  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.992 
AZU035  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.993 
AZU036  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 1.000 
AZU038  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.982 
AZU047  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.873 
AZU049  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.980 
AZU067  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.996 
AZU070  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.998 
AZU073  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.966 
AZU077  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.999 
AZU079  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.897 
AZU080  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.972 
AZU081  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.995 
AZU086  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.998 
AZU087  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.995 
AZU089  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.999 
AZU090  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 1.000 
AZU094  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.997 
AZU098  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 1.000 
AZU099  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.999 
AZU100  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.987 
AZU101  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 1.000 
AZU109  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.999 
AZU110  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.997 
AZU111  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.999 
AZU112  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 1.000 
AZU116  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 1.000 
AZU117  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.999 
AZU120  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.998 
AZU121  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.970 
AZU123  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 1.000 
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AZU125  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.999 
AZU126  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.987 
AZU127  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.957 
AZU131  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.866 
AZU239  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.933 
AZU282  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.907 
AZU352  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.927 
AZU359  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.999 
AZU407  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.849 
AZU408  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.985 
AZU409  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.999 
AZU414  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.979 
AZU420  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.997 
AZU436  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.986 
AZU441  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.998 
AZU474  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.976 
AZU493  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.985 
AZU514  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.999 
AZU538  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.931 
AZU556  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.899 
AZU558  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.881 
AZU610  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.999 
AZU645  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.951 
AZU750  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.996 
AZU871  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.975 
AZX085  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.996 
AZX086  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.992 
AZX102  Cuauhtitlan              Basin NW 0.999 
AZG044  Tula                     Basin NW 0.829 
AZG139  Tula                     Basin NW 0.909 
AZP250  Tula                     Basin NW 0.883 
AZU042  Tula                     Basin NW 0.996 
AZU066  Tula                     Basin NW 0.750 
AZU102  Tula                     Basin NW 0.653 
AZU530  Tula                     Basin NW 0.979 
AZU669  Tula                     Basin NW 0.997 
EBS484  Tula                     Basin NW 0.882 
TUL003  Tula                     Basin NW 0.788 
TUL007  Tula                     Basin NW 0.999 
TUL009  Tula                     Basin NW 0.970 
TUL010  Tula                     Basin NW 0.765 
TUL013  Tula                     Basin NW 0.974 
TUL014  Tula                     Basin NW 0.990 
TUL015  Tula                     Basin NW 0.878 
TUL017  Tula                     Basin NW 1.000 
TUL018  Tula                     Basin NW 1.000 
TUL019  Tula                     Basin NW 0.959 
TUL021  Tula                     Basin NW 0.994 
AZA114  Tula-2                   Basin NW 0.781 
AZG027  Tula-2                   Basin NW 1.000 
AZG028  Tula-2                   Basin NW 0.662 
AZU075  Tula-2                   Basin NW 0.872 
AZU076  Tula-2                   Basin NW 0.773 
AZU358  Tula-2                   Basin NW 0.660 
AZX072  Tula-2                   Basin NW 0.965 
MTM303  Tula-2                   Basin NW 0.696 
TTV079  Tula-2                   Basin NW 0.847 
TUL001  Tula-2                   Basin NW 0.974 
TUL005  Tula-2                   Basin NW 0.967 
TUL011  Tula-2                   Basin NW 1.000 
TUL016  Tula-2                   Basin NW 0.952 
80X409  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.827 
AZC010  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.720 
AZC011  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.929 
AZC013  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.897 
AZC017  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.925 
AZC019  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.860 
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AZC023  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.897 
AZC027  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.810 
AZC028  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.903 
AZC032  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.716 
AZC037  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.935 
AZC047  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.686 
AZC054  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.865 
AZC055  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.726 
AZC057  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.925 
AZC060  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.865 
AZC061  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.973 
AZC063  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.860 
AZC066  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.767 
AZC067  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.966 
AZC068  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.936 
AZC069  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.868 
AZC071  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.715 
AZC072  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.821 
AZC075  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.858 
AZC078  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.875 
AZC079  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.962 
AZC080  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.992 
AZC081  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.916 
AZC083  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.963 
AZC084  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.949 
AZC086  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.700 
AZG146  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.688 
AZG154  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.928 
AZG159  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.902 
AZP316  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.976 
AZU207  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.796 
AZU560  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.761 
AZU695  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.845 
AZU697  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.801 
AZX090  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.683 
TTV087  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.714 
TTV111  Cerro Portezuelo         Basin SE 0.749 
11B001  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.716 
AZC036  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.699 
AZC095  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.657 
AZG048  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.820 
AZG086  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.726 
AZP264  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.685 
AZP265  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.956 
AZP271  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.870 
AZP276  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.681 
AZP285  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.831 
AZP288  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.792 
AZP289  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.985 
AZP291  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.763 
AZP293  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.983 
AZP295  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.759 
AZP296  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.940 
AZP297  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.786 
AZP298  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.920 
AZP300  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.819 
AZP301  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.931 
AZP302  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.868 
AZP303  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.847 
AZP304  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.849 
AZP306  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.787 
AZP307  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.827 
AZP308  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.887 
AZP309  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.871 
AZP310  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.901 
AZP321  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.896 
AZP323  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.663 
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AZP340  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.951 
AZP341  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.985 
AZP342  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.818 
AZP343  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.916 
AZP344  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.956 
AZP346  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.798 
AZP347  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.940 
AZP349  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.793 
AZP351  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.738 
AZP353  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.781 
AZP610  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.730 
AZX104  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.785 
EBS371  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.883 
EBS372  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.871 
MES017  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.752 
TTV105  Chalco                   Basin SE 0.654 
11BR07  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.859 
11BR15  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.922 
80X446  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.775 
AZA121  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.750 
AZC029  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.881 
AZG065  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.843 
AZG083  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.692 
AZG090  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.984 
AZG131  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.968 
AZG148  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.885 
AZG158  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.922 
AZU069  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.826 
AZU158  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.930 
AZU228  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.895 
AZU304  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.845 
AZU501  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.996 
AZU507  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.862 
AZU517  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.843 
AZU531  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.956 
AZU672  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.737 
AZU675  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.872 
AZU693  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.902 
AZU696  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.651 
AZU700  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.986 
AZX010  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.884 
AZX018  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.976 
AZX025  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.930 
AZX092  Basin South-1            Basin South 0.668 
AZA120  Basin South-3            Basin South 0.980 
AZC024  Basin South-3            Basin South 0.698 
AZP268  Basin South-3            Basin South 0.941 
AZP277  Basin South-3            Basin South 0.996 
AZP280  Basin South-3            Basin South 0.919 
AZP282  Basin South-3            Basin South 0.681 
AZP320  Basin South-3            Basin South 0.997 
AZU208  Basin South-3            Basin South 0.714 
AZX001  Basin South-3            Basin South 1.000 
AZX004  Basin South-3            Basin South 1.000 
AZX006  Basin South-3            Basin South 1.000 
AZX009  Basin South-3            Basin South 1.000 
AZX012  Basin South-3            Basin South 0.884 
AZX013  Basin South-3            Basin South 1.000 
AZX017  Basin South-3            Basin South 1.000 
AZX020  Basin South-3            Basin South 1.000 
AZX022  Basin South-3            Basin South 1.000 
AZX024  Basin South-3            Basin South 1.000 
AZX026  Basin South-3            Basin South 0.799 
AZX028  Basin South-3            Basin South 1.000 
AZX030  Basin South-3            Basin South 1.000 
AZX038  Basin South-3            Basin South 0.848 
AZX047  Basin South-3            Basin South 0.990 
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AZX050  Basin South-3            Basin South 1.000 
AZX051  Basin South-3            Basin South 0.699 
AZX067  Basin South-3            Basin South 0.981 
AZP290  Southern Basin 2         Basin South 0.955 
AZP322  Southern Basin 2         Basin South 0.857 
AZP325  Southern Basin 2         Basin South 1.000 
AZP327  Southern Basin 2         Basin South 1.000 
AZP328  Southern Basin 2         Basin South 1.000 
AZP329  Southern Basin 2         Basin South 1.000 
AZP330  Southern Basin 2         Basin South 1.000 
AZP331  Southern Basin 2         Basin South 1.000 
AZP335  Southern Basin 2         Basin South 1.000 
AZP336  Southern Basin 2         Basin South 0.980 
AZP337  Southern Basin 2         Basin South 1.000 
AZP338  Southern Basin 2         Basin South 0.999 
AZP339  Southern Basin 2         Basin South 1.000 
AZP376  Southern Basin 2         Basin South 1.000 
AZU064  Southern Basin 2         Basin South 1.000 
AZU169  Southern Basin 2         Basin South 1.000 
AZU772  Southern Basin 2         Basin South 1.000 
EBS048  Southern Basin 2         Basin South 0.905 
EBS109  Southern Basin 2         Basin South 1.000 
EBS499  Southern Basin 2         Basin South 0.993 
AZA003  Azcapotzalco-B          Basin SW 1.000 
AZA004  Azcapotzalco-B          Basin SW 0.992 
AZA005  Azcapotzalco-B          Basin SW 0.993 
AZA010  Azcapotzalco-B          Basin SW 1.000 
AZA099  Azcapotzalco-B          Basin SW 0.987 
AZA103  Azcapotzalco-B          Basin SW 0.983 
AZA106  Azcapotzalco-B          Basin SW 0.999 
AZA109  Azcapotzalco-B          Basin SW 1.000 
AZA110  Azcapotzalco-B          Basin SW 0.999 
AZA111  Azcapotzalco-B          Basin SW 1.000 
AZA113  Azcapotzalco-B          Basin SW 0.941 
AZA115  Azcapotzalco-B          Basin SW 0.991 
AZA116  Azcapotzalco-B          Basin SW 0.995 
AZA001  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.993 
AZA002  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.936 
AZA007  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.975 
AZA008  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.931 
AZA012  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.940 
AZA013  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.999 
AZA014  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.998 
AZA015  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 1.000 
AZA016  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 1.000 
AZA017  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.997 
AZA018  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.885 
AZA019  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.997 
AZA022  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.984 
AZA023  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.895 
AZA026  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.872 
AZA028  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.992 
AZA030  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.856 
AZA032  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.949 
AZA034  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.839 
AZA035  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.937 
AZA036  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.998 
AZA040  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.658 
AZA042  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.995 
AZA043  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.693 
AZA045  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.985 
AZA046  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.830 
AZA047  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.986 
AZA048  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.973 
AZA049  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.716 
AZA050  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.663 
AZA052  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.984 
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AZA061  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.873 
AZA074  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.941 
AZA075  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.797 
AZA076  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.710 
AZA082  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.661 
AZA083  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.759 
AZA089  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.969 
AZA090  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.843 
AZA091  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.993 
AZA092  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.923 
AZA093  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.786 
AZA094  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.996 
AZA095  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.972 
AZA096  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 1.000 
AZA098  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.908 
AZA112  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.788 
AZA117  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.983 
AZG106  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.725 
AZP424  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.660 
AZU552  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.923 
MTM024  Azcapotzalco-Unassigned Basin SW 0.665 
AZA031  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.671 
AZA041  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.797 
AZA044  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.756 
AZA051  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.966 
AZA053  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.986 
AZA054  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.870 
AZA056  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.826 
AZA059  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.858 
AZA060  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.969 
AZA062  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.879 
AZA064  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.849 
AZA065  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.915 
AZA067  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.939 
AZA068  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.891 
AZA069  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.779 
AZA073  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.898 
AZA077  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.791 
AZA078  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.961 
AZA079  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.844 
AZA080  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.762 
AZA081  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.839 
AZA084  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.944 
AZA086  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.950 
AZA088  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.949 
AZC006  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.879 
AZG002  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.969 
AZG004  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.838 
AZG006  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.905 
AZG008  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.818 
AZG011  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.973 
AZG012  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.868 
AZG019  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.951 
AZG022  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.993 
AZG023  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.963 
AZG040  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.664 
AZG057  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.934 
AZG058  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.867 
AZG059  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.983 
AZG060  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.906 
AZG061  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.972 
AZG062A Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.899 
AZG062B Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.921 
AZG063  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.786 
AZG067  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.906 
AZG070  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.678 
AZG072  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.682 
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AZG078  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.905 
AZG079  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.985 
AZG080  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.985 
AZG084  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.958 
AZG085  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.889 
AZG094  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.840 
AZG095  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.841 
AZG096  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.733 
AZG098  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.754 
AZG099  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.673 
AZG105  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.952 
AZG110  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.912 
AZG112  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.938 
AZG114  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.976 
AZG115  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.655 
AZG117  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.906 
AZG119  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.876 
AZG120  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.912 
AZG121  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.833 
AZG122  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.914 
AZG123  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.858 
AZG124  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.896 
AZG125  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.951 
AZG132  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.933 
AZG133  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.959 
AZG134  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.782 
AZG135  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.898 
AZG136  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.890 
AZG137  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.791 
AZG147  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.793 
AZP201  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.844 
AZP202  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.917 
AZP204  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.729 
AZP205  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.988 
AZP206  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.902 
AZP209  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.972 
AZP210  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.825 
AZP211  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.980 
AZP212  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.801 
AZP213  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.892 
AZP215  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.984 
AZP217  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.887 
AZP221  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.962 
AZP222  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.829 
AZP224  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.859 
AZP225  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.859 
AZP226  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.957 
AZP232  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.946 
AZP248  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.958 
AZP249  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.852 
AZP254  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.778 
AZP263  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.947 
AZP324  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.973 
AZP326  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.910 
AZP334  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.704 
AZP354  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.773 
AZP355  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.951 
AZP357  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.960 
AZP358  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.918 
AZP359  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.953 
AZP360  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.912 
AZP361  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.883 
AZP362  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.950 
AZP363  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.722 
AZP364  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.685 
AZP365  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.664 
AZP366  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.799 
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AZP368  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.908 
AZP371  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.971 
AZP373  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.768 
AZP374  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.927 
AZP375  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.687 
AZP401  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.699 
AZP403  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.977 
AZP404  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.780 
AZP405  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.890 
AZP406  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.710 
AZP407  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.810 
AZP412  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.759 
AZP415  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.883 
AZP417  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.916 
AZP419  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.794 
AZP420  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.935 
AZP421  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.887 
AZP422  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.957 
AZP428  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.987 
AZP429  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.923 
AZU009  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.866 
AZU010  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.866 
AZU019  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.832 
AZU021  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.929 
AZU023  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.889 
AZU025  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.746 
AZU026  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.879 
AZU027  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.742 
AZU032  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.670 
AZU072  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.803 
AZU078  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.847 
AZU084  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.694 
AZU088  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.749 
AZU091  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.820 
AZU095  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.721 
AZU103  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.711 
AZU104  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.666 
AZU105  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.776 
AZU106  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.656 
AZU108  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.808 
AZU113  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.960 
AZU114  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.890 
AZU119  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.960 
AZU122  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.813 
AZU128  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.712 
AZU130  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.886 
AZU181  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.904 
AZU222  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.767 
AZU233  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.901 
AZU241  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.842 
AZU274  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.741 
AZU284  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.966 
AZU287  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.724 
AZU289  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.964 
AZU403  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.891 
AZU404  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.900 
AZU405  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.901 
AZU419  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.814 
AZU435  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.657 
AZU442  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.830 
AZU451  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.926 
AZU453  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.739 
AZU461  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.905 
AZU471  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.974 
AZU490  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.829 
AZU491  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.905 
AZU492  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.841 
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AZU494  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.848 
AZU510  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.824 
AZU544  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.950 
AZU605  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.815 
AZU616  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.680 
AZU621  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.654 
AZU745  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.939 
AZU747  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.909 
AZU867  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.888 
AZX080  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.832 
AZX091  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.912 
AZX099  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.779 
AZX100  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.878 
AZX101  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.789 
GLC054  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.789 
MTS091  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.937 
MTS092  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.899 
MTS094  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.960 
MTS095  Tenochtitlan             Basin SW 0.948 
GLC019  Granular                 Non-Basin  1.000 
GLC020  Granular                 Non-Basin  1.000 
GLC021  Granular                 Non-Basin  1.000 
YSH112  Granular                 Non-Basin  1.000 
MTS001  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS002  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS003  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS004  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS005  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS007  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS008  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS009  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS010  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS012  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS014  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS015  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS017  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS018  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS021  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS022  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS024  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS029  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS030  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS033  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS034  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS036  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS038  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS039  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS040  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS041  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS042  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS045  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS046  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS047  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS048  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS049  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS050  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS052  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS053  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS054  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS055  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS056  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS057  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS058  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS060  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
MTS077  Cerro de las Mesas       Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
EBS494  Gulf                     Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
GLC009  Gulf                     Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
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GLC012  Gulf                     Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
GLC013  Gulf                     Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
GLC015  Gulf                     Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
GLC016  Gulf                     Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
GLC052  Gulf                     Non-Basin - Gulf Coast 1.000 
EBS001  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.987 
EBS002  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.981 
EBS003  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.954 
EBS004  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.961 
EBS005  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.993 
EBS006  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.945 
EBS007  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.805 
EBS008  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.908 
EBS010  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.854 
EBS012  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.792 
EBS013  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.993 
EBS014  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.834 
EBS016  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.850 
EBS017  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.942 
EBS019  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.825 
EBS020  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.761 
EBS021  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.963 
EBS022  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.886 
EBS023  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.924 
EBS025  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.923 
EBS026  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.981 
EBS027  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.937 
EBS028  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.964 
EBS029  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.987 
EBS030  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.988 
EBS031  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.759 
EBS032  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.935 
EBS033  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.948 
EBS034  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.985 
EBS035  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.992 
EBS037  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.998 
EBS038  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.953 
EBS039  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.958 
EBS040  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.959 
EBS041  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.985 
EBS042  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.994 
EBS043  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.970 
EBS044  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.885 
EBS045  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.922 
EBS108  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.992 
EBS375  Cholula Core             Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.803 
AZG014  General Mixtec           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.712 
AZP203  General Mixtec           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.960 
AZP207  General Mixtec           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.670 
AZP208  General Mixtec           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.740 
AZP218  General Mixtec           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.953 
AZU058  General Mixtec           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.679 
AZU874  General Mixtec           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.888 
AZX081  General Mixtec           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.995 
EBS488  General Mixtec           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.978 
EBS489  General Mixtec           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.749 
EBS501  General Mixtec           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.936 
EBS521  General Mixtec           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.996 
GLC067  General Mixtec           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.977 
80FS15  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.764 
EBS011  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.663 
EBS046  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.977 
EBS047  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.974 
EBS049  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.977 
EBS050  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.947 
EBS051  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.990 
EBS052  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.778 
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EBS053  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.751 
EBS054  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.998 
EBS055  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.949 
EBS056  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.863 
EBS057  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.993 
EBS058  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.972 
EBS059  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.974 
EBS060  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.983 
EBS061  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.996 
EBS062  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.951 
EBS064  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.913 
EBS065  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.998 
EBS066  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.998 
EBS067  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.881 
EBS068  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.980 
EBS072  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.870 
EBS074  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.846 
EBS075  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
EBS076  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.994 
EBS077  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.933 
EBS078  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.993 
EBS089  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.996 
EBS096  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.983 
EBS309  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.916 
EBS313  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.697 
EBS318  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.820 
EBS319  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.793 
EBS388  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.827 
EBS403  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.758 
YSH097  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.899 
YSH099  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.834 
YSH104  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.798 
YSH105  Huejotzingo Core         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.891 
EBS102  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.925 
EBS287  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.961 
EBS288  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.995 
EBS289  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.999 
EBS291  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.991 
EBS292  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.999 
EBS293  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.924 
EBS294  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.918 
EBS296  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.987 
EBS297  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.967 
EBS298  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.992 
EBS300  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.993 
EBS301  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.987 
EBS302  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.945 
EBS306  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.997 
EBS307  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
EBS310  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.994 
EBS311  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
EBS312  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.999 
EBS314  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.999 
EBS315  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
EBS316  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
EBS317  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.994 
EBS321  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.843 
EBS322  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.999 
EBS324  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.984 
EBS326  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.994 
EBS327  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
EBS328  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.982 
EBS329  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.994 
EBS330  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.997 
EBS331  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
EBS332  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.999 
EBS333  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
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EBS334  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
EBS336  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
EBS337  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.999 
EBS352  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
EBS353  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.972 
EBS354  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
EBS355  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.745 
EBS356  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.998 
EBS357  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.970 
EBS359  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.999 
EBS361  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.996 
EBS404  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.999 
EBS505  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.949 
YSH096  Ocot Core                Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.988 
EBS069  Puebla General           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.744 
EBS070  Puebla General           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.997 
EBS079  Puebla General           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.671 
EBS080  Puebla General           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.907 
EBS091  Puebla General           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.657 
EBS092  Puebla General           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.852 
EBS093  Puebla General           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.787 
EBS095  Puebla General           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.801 
EBS098  Puebla General           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.762 
EBS099  Puebla General           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.747 
EBS100  Puebla General           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.846 
EBS101  Puebla General           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.717 
EBS104  Puebla General           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.713 
EBS105  Puebla General           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.962 
EBS106  Puebla General           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.945 
EBS111  Puebla General           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.988 
EBS112  Puebla General           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.971 
EBS113  Puebla General           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.959 
EBS299  Puebla General           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.974 
EBS304  Puebla General           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.729 
EBS305  Puebla General           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.844 
EBS526  Puebla General           Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 0.931 
LMC073  Thin Orange Ref.         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
LMC074  Thin Orange Ref.         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
LMC075  Thin Orange Ref.         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
LMC076  Thin Orange Ref.         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
LMC077  Thin Orange Ref.         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
LMC078  Thin Orange Ref.         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
LMC079  Thin Orange Ref.         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
LMC080  Thin Orange Ref.         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
LMC081  Thin Orange Ref.         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
LMC082  Thin Orange Ref.         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
LMC083  Thin Orange Ref.         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
LMC084  Thin Orange Ref.         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
LMC085  Thin Orange Ref.         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
LMC086  Thin Orange Ref.         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
LMC087  Thin Orange Ref.         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
LMC088  Thin Orange Ref.         Non-Basin - Puebla-Tlaxcala 1.000 
FM93604 Toluca                   Non-Basin - Toluca 0.985 
FM93611 Toluca                   Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM93620 Toluca                   Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM93623 Toluca                   Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM93642 Toluca                   Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM93673 Toluca                   Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM93674 Toluca                   Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM93676 Toluca                   Non-Basin - Toluca 0.877 
FM93677 Toluca                   Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM93766 Toluca                   Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM93768 Toluca                   Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM93819 Toluca                   Non-Basin - Toluca 0.949 
FM93826 Toluca                   Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM93832 Toluca                   Non-Basin - Toluca 0.911 
FM93849 Toluca                   Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
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FM93860 Toluca                   Non-Basin - Toluca 0.953 
FM94084 Toluca                   Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM94220 Toluca                   Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM94522 Toluca                   Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM93668 Toluca-2                 Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM93678 Toluca-2                 Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM93822 Toluca-2                 Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM93823 Toluca-2                 Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM93831 Toluca-2                 Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM93833 Toluca-2                 Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM93844 Toluca-2                 Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM93852 Toluca-2                 Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM94360 Toluca-2                 Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM94435 Toluca-2                 Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM94742 Toluca-2                 Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM93820 Toluca-buff              Non-Basin - Toluca 0.977 
FM93864 Toluca-buff              Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM93868 Toluca-buff              Non-Basin - Toluca 0.997 
FM93877 Toluca-buff              Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM94090 Toluca-buff              Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM94109 Toluca-buff              Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM94112 Toluca-buff              Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM94118 Toluca-buff              Non-Basin - Toluca 1.000 
FM94741 Toluca-buff              Non-Basin - Toluca 0.985 
AZU815  Tulantepec               Non-Basin Tulancingo 1.000 
AZU818  Tulantepec               Non-Basin Tulancingo 0.999 
AZU819  Tulantepec               Non-Basin Tulancingo 1.000 
AZU821  Tulantepec               Non-Basin Tulancingo 1.000 
AZU822  Tulantepec               Non-Basin Tulancingo 1.000 
AZU823  Tulantepec               Non-Basin Tulancingo 1.000 
AZU824  Tulantepec               Non-Basin Tulancingo 1.000 
AZU825  Tulantepec               Non-Basin Tulancingo 1.000 
AZU831  Tulantepec               Non-Basin Tulancingo 1.000 
AZU832  Tulantepec               Non-Basin Tulancingo 1.000 
AZU833  Tulantepec               Non-Basin Tulancingo 1.000 
AZU834  Tulantepec               Non-Basin Tulancingo 1.000 
TRCR11  Tulantepec               Non-Basin Tulancingo 1.000 
MES031  Yautepec B/O Imit.       Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
MES033  Yautepec B/O Imit.       Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
MES034  Yautepec B/O Imit.       Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
MES035  Yautepec B/O Imit.       Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
MES036  Yautepec B/O Imit.       Non-Basin Yautepec 0.802 
MES037  Yautepec B/O Imit.       Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
YSH088  Yautepec B/O Imit.       Non-Basin Yautepec 0.897 
YSH091  Yautepec B/O Imit.       Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
YSH092  Yautepec B/O Imit.       Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
LMC068  Yautepec Outlier         Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
YSH004  Yautepec Outlier         Non-Basin Yautepec 0.965 
YSH017  Yautepec Outlier         Non-Basin Yautepec 0.861 
YSH028  Yautepec Outlier         Non-Basin Yautepec 0.873 
YSH035  Yautepec Outlier         Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
YSH036  Yautepec Outlier         Non-Basin Yautepec 0.975 
YSH038  Yautepec Outlier         Non-Basin Yautepec 0.861 
YSH046  Yautepec Outlier         Non-Basin Yautepec 0.739 
YSH050  Yautepec Outlier         Non-Basin Yautepec 0.709 
YSH064  Yautepec Outlier         Non-Basin Yautepec 0.974 
YSH070  Yautepec Outlier         Non-Basin Yautepec 0.903 
YSH078  Yautepec Outlier         Non-Basin Yautepec 0.755 
YSH083  Yautepec Outlier         Non-Basin Yautepec 0.756 
YSH087  Yautepec Outlier         Non-Basin Yautepec 0.779 
YSH090  Yautepec Outlier         Non-Basin Yautepec 0.827 
YSH098  Yautepec Outlier         Non-Basin Yautepec 0.741 
YSH101  Yautepec Outlier         Non-Basin Yautepec 0.931 
AZP319  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.904 
LMC003  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
LMC004  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
LMC006  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
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LMC007  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
LMC008  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
LMC009  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
LMC011  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.999 
LMC012  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.994 
LMC013  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
LMC014  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
LMC015  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
LMC018  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
LMC020  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
LMC021  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.993 
LMC022  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.999 
LMC023  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.994 
LMC025  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
LMC027  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.863 
LMC028  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.960 
LMC029  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.997 
LMC030  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.998 
LMC035  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
LMC036  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.989 
LMC038  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
LMC039  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
LMC040  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.949 
LMC041  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.993 
LMC042  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
LMC043  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
LMC044  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
LMC045  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.999 
LMC046  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
LMC047  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.997 
LMC049  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.993 
LMC051  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.996 
LMC052  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
LMC054  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.947 
LMC055  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.999 
LMC057  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
LMC062  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.998 
LMC063  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
LMC066  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
LMC067  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.989 
LMC069  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.999 
MES010  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.842 
MES038  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.802 
MES099  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.741 
YSH002  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.999 
YSH003  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.992 
YSH005  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.830 
YSH006  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.986 
YSH007  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.973 
YSH009  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.981 
YSH010  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.989 
YSH013  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.991 
YSH014  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.899 
YSH015  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.930 
YSH016  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.992 
YSH018  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.995 
YSH021  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.999 
YSH022  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.999 
YSH023  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.947 
YSH026  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.955 
YSH027  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.998 
YSH034  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.999 
YSH037  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.812 
YSH042  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.980 
YSH043  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
YSH044  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 1.000 
YSH045  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.991 
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MURR ID Reference Group General Region DA Probability 
YSH047  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.876 
YSH048  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.999 
YSH049  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.976 
YSH051  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.876 
YSH053  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.827 
YSH062  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.828 
YSH063  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.990 
YSH071  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.998 
YSH079  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.835 
YSH081  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.996 
YSH082  Yautepec Ref.            Non-Basin Yautepec 0.975 
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Summary Statistics for Dissertation Sample 
 
 First, all of the INAA samples used in this study were classified with 
discriminant analysis (DA) using the set of reference groups described in the previous 
section.  Each specimen was classified to one of the reference groups above, but not all 
reference groups were matched to a case in this study.  The resulting groups identified 
within the dissertation sample were then critically examined for coherence and 
homogeneity and the reference group specimens were removed from further calculations. 
As described in Chapter 3, I organized the resulting groups according to large regional 
groups, and when possible I identified subgroups within the regional groups.   
Each specimen was critically evaluated with respect to the resulting probability 
of group and subgroup assignment.  Specimens that were identified as extreme outliers, 
of very low probability or had ambiguous placement (e.g., equal probability for multiple 
groups) were further evaluated for appropriate classification using Mahalanobis Distance 
measures, additional rounds of Discriminant Analysis classification, and review of two-
way variable plots of significant chemical element concentrations.  In this section, I 
provide element summary statistics of the resulting groups of the specimens used in this 
study.  Select two-way and three-way element plots show the separation of groups 
between regional groups and subgroups. Refer back to Figure 3.6, which illustrates the 
correspondence between the regional groups and subgroups applied in this study. 
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Table B.6. Comparison of element concentration means derived from INAA specimens 
used in this study assigned to Basin regional groups. Means are based upon Log10 
transformed concentrations (originally reported as parts per million).  
 
 
Basin Regional Groups Summary of Element Means of Dissertation Samples  
Basin East Basin NE Basin NW Basin SE Basin South Basin West Xaltocan Total 
La 1.359681 1.304437 1.338211 1.358432 1.360085 1.322801 1.319403 1.337662 
Lu -.618870 -.596433 -.543729 -.574570 -.530135 -.610307 -.641797 -.581722 
Nd 1.369755 1.321127 1.334391 1.381901 1.391755 1.362593 1.326340 1.352348 
Sm .693004 .649520 .683303 .705916 .736785 .679246 .658526 .683332 
U .140068 .177382 .091687 .041150 .222355 .010700 .199526 .107231 
Yb .262623 .253333 .300825 .266929 .315203 .231480 .208569 .268328 
Ce 1.687023 1.635184 1.671880 1.679577 1.718178 1.660222 1.635106 1.666833 
Co 1.199845 1.127322 1.154913 1.211705 1.318363 1.150156 1.079074 1.172612 
Cr 2.006956 1.933734 1.813046 2.080700 2.227682 1.952788 1.843271 1.964741 
Cs .433193 .439837 .512326 .433884 .444100 .452647 .515791 .456595 
Eu .143176 .098143 .126334 .155104 .196045 .136016 .098877 .131683 
Fe 4.590060 4.547718 4.566942 4.617277 4.693023 4.567430 4.469660 4.580509 
Hf .731211 .711216 .796860 .751546 .794003 .725928 .723611 .748077 
Rb 1.712258 1.729116 1.708634 1.700027 1.607663 1.691780 1.759991 1.708955 
Sb -.598027 -.517795 -.529725 -.603383 -.545295 -.553279 -.632649 -.561100 
Sc 1.108935 1.067619 1.100673 1.150126 1.212912 1.099836 1.050303 1.109362 
Sr 2.625614 2.669670 2.719435 2.639930 2.643537 2.668572 2.800414 2.669360 
Ta -.140754 -.140899 -.143962 -.147577 -.126205 -.208719 -.176966 -.148192 
Tb -.210584 -.223081 -.187315 -.188675 -.138270 -.214000 -.244131 -.201278 
Th .765519 .763452 .755190 .756216 .763955 .694825 .767080 .755690 
Zn 1.841752 1.818918 1.848530 1.874349 1.871483 1.849519 1.819320 1.847444 
Zr 2.151763 2.124169 2.198908 2.167232 2.218543 2.153349 2.194960 2.163228 
Al 4.977045 4.978805 4.985806 4.988918 5.034838 4.970831 4.971420 4.983945 
Ba 2.734684 2.945439 2.829216 2.793946 2.780810 2.800215 2.870789 2.832711 
Ca 4.404713 4.398530 4.401765 4.388401 4.395502 4.396423 4.326334 4.395139 
Dy .510388 .503854 .554665 .550941 .580683 .516248 .487451 .531779 
K 4.082833 4.136092 4.123039 4.070972 3.900770 4.090610 4.198009 4.099546 
Mn 2.873030 2.825874 2.863487 2.842574 2.896113 2.795526 2.728686 2.842980 
Na 4.206578 4.209453 4.235303 4.185251 4.202475 4.217240 4.278869 4.210407 
Ti 3.684834 3.683409 3.754726 3.722746 3.770930 3.688320 3.645814 3.712406 
V 1.907319 1.889947 1.920779 1.974185 2.054345 1.944722 1.884500 1.930726 
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Figure B.6. Two-way scatter plot for Basin regional groups defined. Groups are plotted 
according to Discriminant scores of the first two functions on the x and y axes.  Visual 
inspection suggests that the discriminant scores reflect the gradual continuum of 
differences from east to west and from north to south within the Basin groups.  
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Figure B.7. Three-way plot of eastern Basin compositional groups (Basin Northeast, 
Basin East, Basin Southeast) for concentrations of Sc, Hf, and Cr. Dimension axes are 
based upon log10 transformed data. These three groups form a continuum of elemental 
changes from north to south along the eastern side of the Basin.  
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Figure B.8. Two-way plot of Th and Eu concentrations for all study samples assigned to 
Basin Northeast (+) and Basin West (o) regional groups.  These two groups are very 
similar in Cr and other major and minor elements (Table B.6) and are most strongly 
distinguished on trace and rare elements. Ellipses represent 90% confidence intervals. 
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Figure B.9. Two-way plot of Sc and Ta concentrations for all study samples assigned to 
Basin South (o), Non-Basin Puebla-Tlaxcala (triangle), and Morelos (square) regional 
groups.  Ellipses represent 90% confidence intervals. 
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Table B.7. Comparison of element concentration means derived from all INAA 
specimens used in this study assigned to Non-Basin regional groups. Means are based 
upon Log10 transformed concentrations (originally reported as parts per million). 
 
Non-Basin Regional Groups Summary of Element Means of Dissertation Samples 
Gulf Morelos Puebla Tulancingo Total 
La 1.383567 1.315357 1.268750 1.349150 1.313100 
Lu -.442217 -.572550 -.646305 -.407108 -.547700 
Nd 1.414050 1.359050 1.301245 1.357058 1.342704 
Sm .726900 .700779 .648480 .717592 .687558 
U .449683 .167386 .075545 .362108 .209571 
Yb .408967 .272014 .216635 .460750 .310071 
Ce 1.696000 1.671657 1.611655 1.815967 1.684690 
Co 1.074083 1.345229 1.268235 .951108 1.193379 
Cr 1.808100 2.278421 2.185565 1.547350 2.019731 
Cs .801817 .452357 .472980 .529967 .518521 
Eu .052167 .162479 .103920 -.143642 .056585 
Fe 4.515517 4.659764 4.630645 4.445825 4.582550 
Hf .755567 .744793 .715300 .983300 .789733 
Rb 1.907767 1.593700 1.712040 1.926908 1.752348 
Sb -.140133 -.688279 -.587125 -.416708 -.523456 
Sc 1.118700 1.221607 1.165830 .941350 1.123606 
Sr 2.308200 2.621186 2.721650 2.469567 2.588723 
Ta -.145183 -.257400 -.227160 .144392 -.140100 
Tb -.136533 -.178271 -.242500 -.114550 -.183454 
Th .849917 .733329 .727650 1.033492 .813865 
Zn 1.985917 1.919100 1.844650 1.831125 1.877873 
Zr 2.148950 2.145879 2.128890 2.330667 2.182342 
Al 4.837667 5.016121 5.012105 4.954025 4.979656 
Ba 2.578750 2.729279 2.725515 2.848350 2.737940 
Ca 4.805583 4.369021 4.434205 4.118117 4.386563 
Dy .641367 .542286 .482555 .673517 .561029 
K 4.180450 3.867514 4.135175 4.355483 4.119177 
Mn 2.616533 2.950871 2.885550 2.662108 2.820533 
Na 3.703650 4.163100 4.281905 4.153300 4.153519 
Ti 3.616733 3.746786 3.678210 3.598833 3.671262 
V 2.065417 2.014900 1.955445 1.762092 1.939521 
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Figure B.10. Two-way plot of Al and Cr concentrations for all study samples assigned to 
Non-Basin regional groups.  
 
Al is a major element that separates the Tulantepec and Gulf groups from the Puebla-
Tlaxcala and Morelos groups. The Puebla-Tlaxcala and Morelos groups are neighboring 
source zones and have similar Cr (a minor element) concentration levels. Ellipses 
represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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Figure B.11. Two-way plot of K and Cr concentrations for all study samples assigned to 
Non-Basin regional groups. 
 
K is a major element that separates the Tulantepec and Gulf groups from the Puebla-
Tlaxcala and Morelos groups. The Puebla-Tlaxcala and Morelos groups are neighboring 
source zones and have similar Cr concentration level, but K concentrations are typically 
higher for the Puebla-Tlaxcala group than the Morelos group. Ellipses represent 95% 
confidence intervals. 
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Figure B.12. Two-way plot of Al and Sc concentrations for all study samples assigned to 
Non-Basin regional groups, also included is the Basin Northeast group for a 
representative Basin set for comparison.  
 
Al is a major element that separates the Gulf groups from the other groups of Central 
Mexico. Sc is a trace element that separates the Tulantepec, Basin region, and Puebla-
Tlaxcala and Morelos source zones. Ellipses represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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Table B.8. Comparison of element concentration means derived from all INAA 
specimens used in this study assigned to subgroups within the Basin Southeast regional 
group. Means are based upon Log10 transformed concentrations (originally reported as 
parts per million).  
 
 
Basin Southeastern Region Subgroup Summary of Element Means of Dissertation Samples 
CPZ Chalco Xico Total 
Mean Variance Mean Variance Mean Variance Mean Variance 
La 1.384149 .003 1.347798 .002 1.294413 .004 1.358432 .003 
Lu -.550340 .004 -.568489 .005 -.680451 .011 -.574570 .007 
Nd 1.404690 .004 1.378380 .004 1.308464 .007 1.381901 .006 
Sm .723845 .002 .709026 .002 .631506 .006 .705916 .004 
U .042359 .013 .052200 .012 .005455 .014 .041150 .013 
Yb .294428 .004 .271825 .003 .152443 .010 .266929 .006 
Ce 1.709317 .002 1.672136 .001 1.591800 .007 1.679577 .004 
Co 1.206549 .002 1.237452 .002 1.157717 .006 1.211705 .003 
Cr 2.046031 .001 2.116860 .002 2.105247 .004 2.080700 .003 
Cs .433102 .004 .418041 .004 .481581 .004 .433884 .004 
Eu .163230 .002 .164309 .001 .099317 .004 .155104 .002 
Fe 4.634426 .001 4.620886 .001 4.544311 .002 4.617277 .002 
Hf .764861 .001 .737041 .001 .743864 .001 .751546 .001 
Rb 1.711035 .003 1.661532 .002 1.768677 .006 1.700027 .005 
Sb -.525462 .026 -.663338 .004 -.718881 .007 -.603383 .021 
Sc 1.156070 .001 1.154305 .001 1.116545 .003 1.150126 .001 
Sr 2.638905 .006 2.661190 .004 2.583517 .003 2.639930 .006 
Ta -.108597 .001 -.193657 .001 -.159830 .001 -.147577 .003 
Tb -.166885 .005 -.183700 .004 -.282494 .010 -.188675 .007 
Th .781830 .002 .736428 .002 .718481 .002 .756216 .003 
Zn 1.880504 .004 1.869751 .002 1.864838 .004 1.874349 .003 
Zr 2.184062 .004 2.151177 .003 2.151070 .003 2.167232 .004 
Al 4.992533 .001 4.983950 .000 4.989749 .000 4.988918 .001 
Ba 2.815077 .018 2.815155 .022 2.656600 .008 2.793946 .021 
Ca 4.385313 .003 4.407721 .002 4.345030 .003 4.388401 .003 
Dy .574383 .004 .547639 .004 .474498 .008 .550941 .006 
K 4.113756 .017 3.995592 .014 4.127711 .022 4.070972 .020 
Mn 2.849458 .005 2.864717 .006 2.754723 .015 2.842574 .008 
Na 4.157323 .003 4.191547 .003 4.269640 .004 4.185251 .004 
Ti 3.724790 .002 3.716450 .002 3.733085 .001 3.722746 .002 
V 1.973562 .003 1.972466 .003 1.981326 .004 1.974185 .003 
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Figure B.13. Two-way plot of Cr and Ta concentrations for all study samples assigned to 
the Chalco (solid triangle) and CPZ (+) subgroups in the Basin Southeast regional group.  
 
The separation of the Chalco and CPZ (Cerro Portezuelo) source zones is a long-standing 
challenge in the Basin. Cr is a minor element that gradually increases from north to south 
in the Basin. Ta is a rare element that demonstrates the separation between these two 
groups. Ellipses represent 90% confidence intervals. 
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Figure B.14. Three-way plot of Fe, Ba, and Rb concentrations for all study samples 
assigned to the Chalco (solid triangle) and Xico (circle) subgroups in the Basin Southeast 
regional group.  
 
The Xico subgroup is a newly identified group not previously separated from the Chalco 
subgroup.  Of the 45 specimens collected from the site of Xico, 78% of specimens were 
assigned to the Xico subgroup.  The separation of groups here is shown by Ba and Rb 
concentrations, both are minor elements.  
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Table B.9. Comparison of element concentration means derived from all INAA 
specimens used in this study assigned to subgroups within the Basin Western regional 
group. Means are based upon Log10 transformed concentrations (originally reported as 
parts per million).  
 
 
Basin Western Region Subgroup Summary of Element Means of Dissertation Samples 
Azcapotzalco Culhuacan Total 
Mean Variance Mean Variance Mean Variance 
La 1.296930 .003 1.364529 .004 1.322801 .005 
Lu -.616106 .006 -.600955 .004 -.610307 .005 
Nd 1.321348 .004 1.429116 .005 1.362593 .007 
Sm .653520 .003 .720739 .004 .679246 .005 
U -.034366 .014 .083387 .012 .010700 .016 
Yb .220836 .004 .248648 .004 .231480 .004 
Ce 1.635742 .003 1.699706 .004 1.660222 .004 
Co 1.150262 .002 1.149984 .006 1.150156 .003 
Cr 1.913848 .002 2.015594 .004 1.952788 .005 
Cs .374222 .007 .579139 .009 .452647 .018 
Eu .115278 .002 .169465 .003 .136016 .003 
Fe 4.561616 .001 4.576806 .004 4.567430 .002 
Hf .721380 .001 .733265 .002 .725928 .001 
Rb 1.699180 .005 1.679845 .005 1.691780 .005 
Sb -.596120 .005 -.484181 .005 -.553279 .008 
Sc 1.080706 .001 1.130690 .002 1.099836 .002 
Sr 2.677954 .003 2.653439 .008 2.668572 .005 
Ta -.227576 .002 -.178303 .003 -.208719 .003 
Tb -.247426 .008 -.160087 .007 -.214000 .009 
Th .687994 .002 .705842 .004 .694825 .003 
Zn 1.832982 .002 1.876190 .003 1.849519 .003 
Zr 2.136684 .004 2.180229 .005 2.153349 .005 
Al 4.976074 .000 4.962374 .002 4.970831 .001 
Ba 2.814236 .029 2.777600 .010 2.800215 .022 
Ca 4.412322 .003 4.370781 .007 4.396423 .005 
Dy .494616 .006 .551139 .004 .516248 .006 
K 4.108142 .014 4.062332 .015 4.090610 .015 
Mn 2.818226 .005 2.758913 .037 2.795526 .018 
Na 4.235796 .004 4.187310 .005 4.217240 .005 
Ti 3.671920 .003 3.714771 .004 3.688320 .004 
V 1.898082 .004 2.019948 .011 1.944722 .010 
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Figure B.15. Two-way plot of Cr and Ta concentrations for all study samples assigned to 
the Azcapotzalco (solid square) and Culhuacan (o) subgroups in the Basin West regional 
group.  
 
The Tenochtitlan and Azcapotzalco compositional groups formed the basis of the original 
reference group for the western Basin source zones.  However, this study does not have 
assignments to the Tenochtitlan subgroup, probably due to the lack of significant 
settlement at the site of Tenochtitlan during the Epiclassic and Early Postclassic periods. 
The Culhuacan subgroup presented was separated from the Azcapotzalco subgroup. 
Subsequent assessment indicates a strong association between the Culhuacan subgroup 
and Aztec I Black-on-orange, Culhuacan variant which further support the creation of 
this subgroup.  There is also a strong association between Early Epiclassic pottery and the 
Culhuacan subgroup.  The Cerro de la Estrella settlement is located within this source 
zone and is reported to have pottery types of the Early Epiclassic as defined in this study. 
The Azcapotzalco subgroup is strongly associated with Coyotlatelco pottery and 
decorated pottery of the Early Postclassic. Cr is a minor element that gradually increases 
from north to south in the Basin. Cs is a trace element that demonstrates the separation 
between these two groups. Ellipses represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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Table B.10. Comparison of element concentration means derived from all INAA 
specimens used in this study assigned to subgroups within the Xaltocan regional group. 
Means are based upon Log10 transformed concentrations (originally reported as parts per 
million).  
 
 
Basin Xaltocan Region Subgroup Summary of Element Means of Dissertation Samples 
Xaltocan BO -2 Xaltocan ET Total 
Mean Variance Mean Variance Mean Variance 
La 1.389927 .002 1.287079 .005 1.319403 .006 
Lu -.540264 .003 -.688333 .005 -.641797 .009 
Nd 1.417600 .004 1.284513 .007 1.326340 .010 
Sm .730282 .003 .625638 .005 .658526 .007 
U .260755 .003 .171463 .015 .199526 .013 
Yb .316964 .005 .158888 .005 .208569 .010 
Ce 1.721673 .002 1.595429 .006 1.635106 .008 
Co 1.090227 .001 1.073963 .007 1.079074 .005 
Cr 1.788791 .001 1.868242 .004 1.843271 .004 
Cs .508918 .001 .518942 .006 .515791 .004 
Eu .159673 .002 .071012 .004 .098877 .005 
Fe 4.468473 .000 4.470204 .003 4.469660 .002 
Hf .708918 .000 .730346 .002 .723611 .001 
Rb 1.816918 .000 1.733900 .002 1.759991 .003 
Sb -.631500 .001 -.633175 .008 -.632649 .006 
Sc 1.055545 .001 1.047900 .002 1.050303 .001 
Sr 2.695800 .001 2.848363 .025 2.800414 .023 
Ta -.137700 .000 -.194962 .002 -.176966 .002 
Tb -.113855 .004 -.303842 .007 -.244131 .014 
Th .826045 .002 .740054 .003 .767080 .004 
Zn 1.823600 .001 1.817358 .002 1.819320 .001 
Zr 2.188564 .001 2.197892 .002 2.194960 .002 
Al 4.957255 .000 4.977912 .001 4.971420 .001 
Ba 2.645045 .014 2.974254 .054 2.870789 .065 
Ca 4.415382 .004 4.285521 .017 4.326334 .017 
Dy .588300 .003 .441229 .008 .487451 .011 
K 4.175500 .007 4.208325 .005 4.198009 .006 
Mn 2.859855 .001 2.668567 .025 2.728686 .025 
Na 4.274391 .002 4.280921 .004 4.278869 .003 
Ti 3.599827 .001 3.666892 .004 3.645814 .004 
V 1.744673 .004 1.948588 .008 1.884500 .016 
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Figure B.16. Two-way plot of Ce and V (both minor elements) concentrations for all 
study samples assigned to the Xaltocan-BO (o) and Xaltocan-ET (+) subgroups in the 
Xaltocan regional group.  
 
Subsequent assessment indicates a strong association between the Xaltocan-BO subgroup 
and Aztec I Black-on-orange, Culhuacan variant which further support the definition of 
this subgroup.  There is also a strong association between Early Epiclassic pottery and the 
Culhuacan subgroup.  The Xaltocan ET settlement is located 2 kilometers northeast of the 
modern town of Xaltocan, and away from the Postclassic settlement of Xaltocan. The 
Xaltocan ET subgroup is strongly associated with Epiclassic pottery from the Xaltocan 
ET site. Ellipses represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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Table B.11. Comparison of element concentration means derived from all INAA 
specimens used in this study assigned to subgroups within the Basin Northwest regional 
group. Means are based upon Log10 transformed concentrations (originally reported as 
parts per million). 
 
 
Basin Northwestern Region Subgroup Summary of Element Means of Dissertation Samples 
Tula Tula G2 Tula 
Outlier 
Basin NW North X North X 
BL 
North X 
Ink 
Zumpango-2 Total 
La 1.342003 1.345968 1.318243 1.385450 1.342167 1.323286 1.117557 1.369083 1.338211
Lu -.543868 -.502732 -.551800 -.566950 -.514150 -.544086 -.716257 -.520375 -.543729
Nd 1.342299 1.325972 1.305471 1.373000 1.346950 1.308786 1.087586 1.352683 1.334391
Sm .688372 .690228 .661943 .708550 .699733 .662271 .474457 .698717 .683303
U .093140 .050368 .123300 .053975 .123433 .098614 .103014 .131675 .091687
Yb .303496 .342532 .295014 .277050 .309700 .254271 .110057 .318858 .300825
Ce 1.677456 1.681920 1.648043 1.689975 1.640467 1.641457 1.487314 1.693083 1.671880
Co 1.172021 1.091832 1.162143 1.107575 1.180417 1.126186 .973957 1.113858 1.154913
Cr 1.825475 1.689556 1.839700 1.804575 1.913717 1.832786 1.790557 1.786933 1.813046
Cs .537295 .425704 .643186 .508350 .365383 .357971 .376171 .410517 .512326
Eu .135677 .086036 .110957 .142050 .135517 .124686 -.024900 .124408 .126334
Fe 4.576320 4.544220 4.594329 4.501625 4.580217 4.540157 4.507200 4.516092 4.566942
Hf .808024 .782184 .892929 .754850 .721767 .715171 .699686 .739408 .796860
Rb 1.709698 1.724404 1.713857 1.703213 1.651883 1.658771 1.617014 1.768008 1.708634
Sb -.546042 -.549504 -.490571 -.588175 -.431633 -.194600 -.320214 -.544075 -.529725
Sc 1.109588 1.058440 1.108486 1.056362 1.156017 1.093200 1.064329 1.050325 1.100673
Sr 2.734469 2.709604 2.756443 2.628863 2.651683 2.631429 2.610529 2.655583 2.719435
Ta -.146447 -.085676 -.110771 -.191575 -.182650 -.189486 -.225557 -.114575 -.143962
Tb -.183773 -.156736 -.207071 -.181813 -.187133 -.226843 -.402614 -.158642 -.187315
Th .751391 .787188 .705443 .771738 .698433 .755886 .692986 .839467 .755190
Zn 1.859756 1.820244 1.866200 1.831513 1.884017 1.793314 1.737329 1.784842 1.848530
Zr 2.210939 2.184900 2.289257 2.160125 2.119000 2.108986 2.093771 2.137425 2.198908
Al 4.989436 4.969108 4.986200 4.982400 4.971317 4.993643 4.996529 4.953400 4.985806
Ba 2.800982 2.827288 2.760971 2.851788 3.094667 2.970100 2.996443 3.056100 2.829216
Ca 4.404299 4.389852 4.435429 4.365562 4.421650 4.410600 4.364443 4.391933 4.401765
Dy .558842 .590448 .527486 .556275 .544883 .522457 .338257 .569283 .554665
K 4.124067 4.119500 4.193900 4.025262 4.153633 4.137314 4.085129 4.134158 4.123039
Mn 2.886905 2.832432 2.898429 2.798375 2.762867 2.792429 2.486471 2.839425 2.863487
Na 4.245087 4.211556 4.277757 4.229387 4.123900 4.234429 4.167800 4.182617 4.235303
Ti 3.766098 3.757404 3.839771 3.676788 3.700817 3.721943 3.640900 3.658325 3.754726
V 1.927983 1.887752 1.987043 1.868325 2.033017 1.956571 1.943571 1.765325 1.920779
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Figure B.17.  Two-way plot of Cr and Ta concentrations for all study samples assigned to 
the Tula (o), Tula Outlier (+) and Tula G2 (square) subgroups in the Basin Northwest 
regional group.  
 
The identification of a Tula compositional group was first tested with a small pilot study 
of specimens submitted to MURR from Bey and Nichols. However, the current study 
significantly increased the number of specimens from the Tula region to further define 
compositional groups from the Tula source zone.  I have proposed two primary 
subgroups for the Tula source zone, Tula and Tula G2 subgroups.  The Tula Outlier 
subgroup does not vary significantly from the Tula subgroup and may ultimately warrant 
merging the two groups in future assessment.  The differentiation of the Tula and Tula 
G2 groups is significant as shown here in the differing concentrations of Cr. Cr is a minor 
element that gradually increases from north to south in the Basin. Because the Tula 
source zone has not been systematically sampled for raw clays or from pottery outside the 
Tula urban zone, the changing Cr trend needs further evaluation in the Tula region. 
However, the Tula G2 subgroup exhibits the lowest concentration levels of Cr for all of 
the Basin subgroups and suggests that the clays used in producing these vessels may have 
come from areas further north of the Tula urban area, but still within the Tula region. 
Ellipses represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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Figure 18. Two-way plot of Eu and Tb concentrations for all study samples assigned to 
the newly formed NorthX BL (o) and NorthX Ink (square) subgroups in the Basin 
Northwest regional group.  
 
Although these two subgroups contain small amounts of specimens, they are distinct 
from other subgroups of the Basin Northwest regional group.  They are so named North 
X because I was not able to reasonably assign the North X subgroups to a probably 
source area on the landscape. The Cr amounts for North X vary from 1.7 to 1.8 
concentrations (Log10 transformed), indicating that they could likely be placed 
somewhere around the Tula source zone or south towards the Zumpango survey area. The 
North X BL subgroup is strongly associated to the Blanco Levantado pottery and the 
North X Ink subgroup with the Ink Stamped pottery distributed throughout the Basin 
Northwest Settlement Group. The separation of the groups are shown here by Eu and Tb 
rare element concentrations, suggest that these two jar types were produced in different 
locations. Ellipses represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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Table B.12.  Comparison of element concentration means derived from all INAA 
specimens used in this study assigned to subgroups within the Non-Basin Puebla-
Tlaxcala regional group. Means are based upon Log10 transformed concentrations 
(originally reported as parts per million). 
 
 
Puebla Region Subgroup Summary of Element Means of Dissertation Samples 
Puebla Ocot Puebla-Cholula Puebla-Huejotzing Total 
Mean Variance Mean Variance Mean Variance Mean Variance 
La 1.244433 .002 1.221400 .006 1.279927 .001 1.268750 .002 
Lu -.647500 .001 -.660100 .008 -.644227 .004 -.646305 .004 
Nd 1.275633 .010 1.255150 .005 1.312513 .003 1.301245 .004 
Sm .627633 .001 .575650 .009 .662360 .001 .648480 .002 
U -.018033 .046 .003300 .007 .103893 .009 .075545 .014 
Yb .194900 .004 .170400 .018 .227147 .002 .216635 .003 
Ce 1.607800 .001 1.516400 .014 1.625127 .002 1.611655 .003 
Co 1.207700 .000 1.283400 .000 1.278320 .004 1.268235 .003 
Cr 2.164100 .003 2.309500 .013 2.173333 .001 2.185565 .003 
Cs .483033 .001 .425450 .000 .477307 .001 .472980 .001 
Eu .073833 .000 .057200 .002 .116167 .001 .103920 .001 
Fe 4.623633 .000 4.606700 .000 4.635240 .001 4.630645 .001 
Hf .707233 .001 .684450 .000 .721027 .001 .715300 .001 
Rb 1.634567 .004 1.710000 .001 1.727807 .004 1.712040 .005 
Sb -.488667 .007 -.641000 .110 -.599633 .012 -.587125 .017 
Sc 1.140033 .000 1.171350 .000 1.170253 .001 1.165830 .001 
Sr 2.756100 .007 2.657300 .021 2.723340 .004 2.721650 .006 
Ta -.181233 .001 -.223850 .000 -.236787 .001 -.227160 .001 
Tb -.249067 .000 -.314750 .023 -.231553 .005 -.242500 .005 
Th .731500 .003 .676550 .008 .733693 .002 .727650 .002 
Zn 1.825033 .000 1.844100 .018 1.848647 .001 1.844650 .002 
Zr 2.088767 .005 2.030650 .000 2.150013 .002 2.128890 .004 
Al 5.024600 .000 5.016600 .000 5.009007 .000 5.012105 .000 
Ba 3.190400 .007 2.888400 .234 2.610820 .022 2.725515 .077 
Ca 4.483900 .002 4.447550 .011 4.422487 .003 4.434205 .004 
Dy .514400 .002 .446450 .006 .481000 .003 .482555 .003 
K 4.092200 .010 4.038300 .015 4.156687 .026 4.135175 .022 
Mn 2.827567 .003 2.840450 .016 2.903160 .005 2.885550 .006 
Na 4.270767 .002 4.244750 .001 4.289087 .001 4.281905 .001 
Ti 3.697300 .000 3.711350 .001 3.669973 .002 3.678210 .002 
V 1.939500 .001 2.004500 .001 1.952093 .002 1.955445 .002 
 
